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FOREWORD
by

SIR REGINALD ROWE
HITHERTO Octavia Hill has been known to this generation
chiefly through selections which have been made from her
letters and put into print. It is high time and the right
tim<:: for the full story of her life to be published. It is !low
almost thirty years since her death and just over a century
since her birth, and we are reaping more and more of the
rich and varied harvest that has sprung from her labours.
Mter long association with housing activities in this
country, I am fully convinced that the best of all that is
now being done for the better housing of the poor has had
for its origin and inspiration the life-work of this remarkable Englishwoman. I doubt if in the fields of human service there has been any other woman who has sown seeds
from which so much has grown and is still growing. In a
sense she was never more alive than to-day.
The remarkable change in the last three quarters of a
century in the nation's attitude towards the housing problem has not been due to the foresight and benevolent intentions of those in authority, but to the drive of public
opinion which has forced Parliament and Local Authorities to recognize and pay attention to conditions to which
for very long they were blind. It was Octavia Hill mor.e
than anyone else who, little by little, fighting not only
inertia but obstruction at almost every step, stirred public
opinion to life and at last made it effectively alive in deIX
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.manding that a disgraceful state of things should be
remedied. By precept, by pointing again and again at a
true picture, she forced people to realize that the poorer
sections of the community lived in conditions of which all
should be ashamed; and by degrees more and more thoughtful persons became ashamed. By example, she showed in
the most practical ways how the evils which she exposed
could be cured.
Octavia Hill's life was in the ordinary sense of the word
unspectacular (she would have hated it to be spectacular,
hating above all things to attract notice to herself), but'
both her work and her character were so remarkable that
all that is known about them should be of interest to very
many. I feel that Chapter VI, 'Beginning of Housing', is
in a category by itself and should be of universal interest,
because it tells what seems to me the beginning of an epic,
and most excitingly to those eager to make a better world
and anxious to learn how anyone by persistent effort may
change 'the shape of things to come'. The unprecedented
feat of buying three slum houses, with the slummiest of
tenants, and by sheer business ability and greatness of
heart turning them, without any monetary· loss, into
decent dwellings, and their pig-like occupants into decent
folk, refuted for ever the lie of the slum-landlord, heard
even to-day, that it ~s useless to give better homes to the
poorest because were they palaces their inhabitants would
turn them into pig-sties. It should be borne in mind that
it was an essential aim of Octavia Hill to make not only
the houses of the poor better but by friendly contact to
better the lives of their inmates, to give these humiliated
men and' women self-respect, a feeling of independence,
and a pride in good homes that would make them anxious

to preserve them. This contact, she maintained, must he
a friendship on level terms, with no hint of superiority'
in the relation of manager to tenant. She condemned the
adoption by the charitable not only of a patronising attitude but of all patronising thought, and disapproved of·
what she regarded as the contemptuous generosity of promiscuous alms giving. She stoutly denied that the duty of
the rich to the poor can be commuted for cash. In fact
she valued money hardly at all (though for many years she
lived personally in sore need of it) except in so far as it
served her beneficent purposes.
The small successful experiment which she made in
1864, when she bought in Paradise Place her first three
houses, led to the saving from degradation of the large
areas in London which were under her management before her death. It also led during her lifetime to similar
work in other cities both in this country and abroad, and
by example it has led to all the better housing that is
so widely approved and proudly advertised to,-day. But
Octavia Hill not only revolutionized housing policy, she
was a pioneer in the cause of general betterment in many
other, and most important, ways, as is told in the later
chapters of this book. To take a single instance, the
National Trust, which now plays so notable a part in
saving from the building speculator and preserving in
perpetuity for the common use and benefit beautiful
stretches of country, owes its origin largely to her efforts
and her passion for 'the healing gift of space'.
I met Octavia Hill in 1899, in connection with the inauguration of the Improved Tenements Association. We
had asked for her advice and help. I was struck especially
by that notable feature of hers, her brown, and somehow
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bird-like, eyes, which looked 'straight at you and quietly
into you, and was impressed as much by her quite unassuming though decisive manner as by her compelling
knowledge and good sense. She set our scheme on its feet,
and allowed us the use of one of her rent-collecting managers to look after the four houses we first bought. Since
then the Association has gone expandingly ahead and now
owns some hundreds of houses in the poorest parts of
North Kensington. There is much work of this kind which,
though inspired by her, is beyond the scope of any record
of her direct achievements.
In character Octavia Hill was both simple and complex,
as will be obvious to anyone who has studied her published letters. Her guiding principle was perfectly simple:
it was to do what she believed to be right, judged
searchingly by the highest standard. Her mentality was
complex. She was quaintly Victorian to present thinking
in some ways, more advanced than we are to-day in others.
'In many things,' Miss Moberly Bell truly writes, 'Octavia
was not only ahead of her own generation ,but ahead of
ours.' The finer points of her character are skilfully portrayed and examined in the chapters that follow. What
strikes me most forcibly as very exceptional in her makeup is that such profound humility should have accompanied such powers of leadership and command. She
managed everybody, but, being incapable of self-admiration, was genuinely surprised that people should think so
highly of her. 'I wish someone would explode me,' she
wrote to a sister at a time when the value of her work was
being widely recognized. At an earlier date she had amusedly assured Ruskin that her family considered her 'good only
to do a sum, carry a weight, go a long walk in the rain, or
Xli
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decide any difficult question about tangible things'. Two
other of her qualities cannot escape the most casual
reader's notice. She was completely unselfseeking, and
had indomitable courage, both physical and moral. The .
former quality is revealed in every action of her life, the
latter whenever occasion called for it. She walked fearlessly and unscathed in 'Courts' dreaded by the police,
and was never daunted by failure. (' It is on defeats,' she
wrote, 'that victories are built.') One more point. To any
reader who may imagine that isolated from her achievements Octavia Hill was just a.n ordinarily good woma.n I
commend for consideration her attitude towar4s Ruskin
after their quarrel, in which his behaviour towards her was
to my mind inexcusable on the ground of his ill-health or
any other.
I maintain that the story of Octavia Hill should be
known to the rising generation in every school, and that
it should be studied, and thoughtfully studied, by all those
who believe, as I do, that to the greatness of our country the
lives of its noblest men and women are the essential
contributory leaven.
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OCTAVIA HILL died in 1912. A Biography by her brotherin-law, C. Edmund Maurice, was published in 1913. It was
perhaps too soon to make an estimate of her work, and the
deep reserve of her character had made so strong an impression on her family and friends that her,biographer undertook his task reluctantly, and was unwilling to reveal her
personality in any fullness. He took the course therefore of
compiling a book of extracts from her letters, arranged
chronologically, and linking them by a very brief narrative
with explanatory notes. As most of the letters which he used
were subsequently destroyed, this book must of necessity
be the quarry from which any life of Octavia Hill is· de-:
rived, and I have quoted from it very freely.
The Centenary Celebration of Octavia Hill's birth
(December, 1938) gave rise to a demand for some fuller
account of her life, some more complete presentation of
her personality and some estimate of her contribution to
the national life. This demand, at the request of her surviving relations, I have endeavoured to meet.
Other books to which I owe valuable help are:

Octavia Hill-Early Ideals. A series of letters edited by
her sister E. S. Maurice (19 28).
Life of Sophia Jex-Blake by Margaret Todd;
and Octavia's own writings:
'Letters to my Fellow Workers', published privately'
annually from 1871-19II.
xv
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'llomes of the London Poor', 1875; 'Our Common
Land', 1877; magazine articles reprinted by MacMillan.

Mrs. Lee for a most valuable series of ktters to Mary
Harrison, covering the years 1855-63, with a few of
a later ·date.
Mrs. Macdonell for two series of letters. One from
Octavia to Mary Harris, chiefly between 1870-75,
though a few are later; and one from. Miranda to Mary
Harris, 1881-89.
Lady Troup for a series of letters to her father George
MacDonald, 1873-1904, and to members of his family.
Sister Mary Christobel for a series of letters to her
mother Mrs. Stone, 1876-83.
Single letters for which I am very grateful were lent by
Major H. R. Yorke, M.C., Mrs. Bowen, and Miss Tabor.
At the time ofthe Centenary celebrations, an Exhibition
to illustrate· Octavia's life and activities was shown at the
Housing Centre, Suffolk Street, S.W.I. All the material
then collected has been at my disposal, and I would thank
Miss Lupton, who made the Exhibition, the Housing
Centre, and all who contributed to it.

These are now out of print.
I have further made use of and carefully studied Octavia's evidence given to the Royal Commission on Hous",:
ing, 1884, and the Report of the Royal Commission on the
Poor Law, 1908.
I would express my thanks to all who have helped me,
and first of all to Mrs. Ouvry, who has not only put at my
disposal many hitherto unpublished letters a~d memoranda but has also given me her own recollectlOns of her
aunt' with whom for many years she worked in the closest
inti~acy and introduced me to other of Octavia's friends
and fello~ workers, and to some of the pupils of the Nottingham Place School. Finally she has read all t?at I .have
written, and I may therefore hope to have aVOIded maccuracy and misunderstanding. Among the papers Mrs.
Ouvry has given me are:
An account of Octavia's life up to 1870 by Miranda Hill.
A MS. entitled 'Early Life and Influences on the Training of Octavia Hill', by her mother, C. S.Hill.
'Memories of Octavia', by Margaret Howitt.
'A Remembrance of Octavia Hill', by Mary Vidal Stone.

Others to whom I am greatly indebted for the loan of
unpublished letters are:
Sir Sydney Cockerell for a matchless series of letters addressed to his father, to his sister, and to himself,
dating from 1873-1912.
XVI
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Midhurst, May, 1941

NOTE TO SECOND IMPRESSION
Sir Sidney Cocker ell has pointed out to me that
Miranda, in her letter to Mary Harris quoted on p. 244
below, was mistaken in saying that Ruskin read aloud
"the next unpublished number of Fors." Fors Clavigera
had come to an end and it must have beon Praeterita
from which Ruskin i·ead. Rather than alter the text of
Miranda's letter, I record her slip in this prefatory note.
E.M.B.

December, 1942
XVI
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Chapter I
VICTORIAN CHILDHOOD
'I am so happy, you don't know how happy':
OCTAVIA TO HER MOTHER,

June, 1849

THERE are signs that the Victorian age, so long regarded as
a period fit only for derision and contempt, is coming into
its own. It has found historians who affirm that a belief in
its complacency cannot survive more than a very superficial and cursory study of the period; that, on the contrary,
its most marked characteristic was a concentration of intelligence on the maladies of the age which resulted in the
foundations being laid of the immense fabric of social
legislature in which we are living.
There remains, however, a very general belief that for
the Victorian family there is nothing to be said. The Barrett family is taken as the norm, and thence is derived a picture of family life without dignity, freedom or affection, in
which hypocritical and tyrannical parents repressed and
, bullied large families of resentful but subservient children.
Since, however, Elizabeth Barrett was thirty-one in the
year in which Queen Victoria ascended the throne, it would
perhaps be more reasonable not to found an indictment
against the Victorian family on her unfortunate circumstances. Actually there is plenty of evidence for the defence, and an age like our own, given to the study of psychology, and insisting perpetually on the fatal effects of
repression and unhappiness in childhood, ~hould at least
pause in its condemnation to ask how it came to pass that
I
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VICTORIAN CHILDHOOD

families so deplorably wrong actually produced so many
remarkable men and women.
It may be that the popular conception of Victorian domesticity is also superficial. It is certain, if one may judge
from biographies and volumes of reminiscences, that many
Victorians positively enjoyed their childhood and believed
that they had gained something very precious from the
calm, well-regulated days which, within an iron framework
of punctual meals, duties and bed-times, yet left plenty of
leisure, untroubled by grown-ups, for absurd adventures
and pretences and for the cheerful rough and tumble of
brothers and sisters. It may be that all the advantages are,
not with the child of to-day, so often an only one, conscientiously understood by a highly trained nurse, and
living always 'with light upon him from his father's eyes'.
Be that as it may, for better or worse, the Victorian
family was a very closely knit unit; its members accepted
a common tradition and mUiual responsibilities. They
might, as they grew up, abandon both, but they could not
altogether escape from the influence of the early days
shared together and the experience of their corporate life.
There were some who never wished to escape from either,
whose gratitude to and sense of responsibility for their
families only increased year by year. Octavia Hill was one
must beof these, and this being so, any record of her
gin with some account of the family from which she sprang.
It was distinguished on both sides for public service.
The Hills were long established near Peterborough as
farmers and merchants. Octavia's grandfather was a
banker, a man of wealth and importance, and her father,
James Hill, grew up in affluence. He had, howevyr, no love
of luxury; he was methodical a~d business-like, and having

life
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allotted himself a fixed weekly sum for household expenses,
he proceeded to live simply enough to save money out of
it for buying books.
The early nineteenth century was not an easy time for
bankers, and in the panic of 1825 the family bank, like
many another, closed its doors. James Hill was not unduly
cast down by this misfortune; he set to work to repair it,
and established a business in Corn and Wool. He was a
very able business man and a very hard worker-possessed indeed of an almost superhuman energy. Not content with building up a new business, he flung himself into
every so.rf of public work. He was a man of large and
liberal views and of high principle, and his own interests
always came second to those of others. 'Every shower of
rain makes me a thousand pounds richer,' he is reported
to have said, and then to have added, after a moment's reflection: 'How one hates that it should be by the people's
food becoming dearer.' The sincerity of this regret is
shown by the fact that he worked wholeheartedly with
Cobden and Bright for the repeal of the Corn Laws. He
• braved considerable unpopularity in Wisbech by his
struggles against corruption in the local government, but
he lived down the opposition, and his efforts ~ere so successful that when the Municipal Reform Bill came into
operation, Wisbech was honourably distinguished by the
fact that it needed practically no reform.
He had many irons in the fire. He was interested in
education and had some conception that it meant more
than merely teaching children laboriously to spell out
words and add ~p figures. He realized that small children
need teaching methods widely different from those appropriate to their elders, and therefore he built one of the first
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Infants' schools in England, that these methods might be
applied. He founded a penny paper in order to have some
organ in which to advocate social reforms, and at one time
he bought a theatre and invited good companies to play in
it. He secured Macready among others, and entertained
him. Like his daughter after him, he was indefatigable to
serve any individual in need, and it is recorded that the last
man who was condemned to death for sheep stealing owed
his life to J ames Hill, who rode fifty miles to se~ure his
pardon.
In 1832 James Hill's second wife died. Being left with a
son and five daughters, it became necessary for hi~ to find
someone to educate and care for these children. He had
been greatly interested in, some articles on education by
Caroline Southwood Smith; now he sought her out and
persuaded her to become the governess to his girls. A most
happy relationship ensued. When in 1835 she became his
wife, her pupils felt nothing but happiness at becoming her
step-daughters. There followed five years of happy activity. Caroline Hill shared all her husband's interests. She
bore him three daughters: Miranda in 1836, Gertrude in
1837 and Octavia in 1838.
.
Soon after Octavia's birth, the clouds began to gather
again on the horizon. For two years James Hill made the
most strenuous efforts, by economizing at horp.e, by working late and early, to save his business, but it was all in
vain. In 1840 he became bankrupt and having built up his
fortunes from nothing, he saw himself once ,more without
resources, unable even to pay his debts. He may have derived some comfort from the sympathy of his neighbours
-the Commissioners sent Mrs. Hill a message of 'respecful recognition of the economy of the household expendi4

VICTORIAN CHILDHOOD

ture in all the past years'-but nothing could· avert the
break-up of the home, which had been so happy. The children of the earlier marriages went to their maternal grandfathers. Dr. Southwood Smith adopted Gertrude, the
second little girl, and settled the rest of the family in a cottage at Epping, where the fourth daughter, Emily, was
born.
For some 'Years James Hill and his wife managed to
keep the rest of the family together. It was an anxious time.
They moved from Epping to Hampstead, to Gloucester
and then to Leeds, where a :6fth daughter, Florence, was
born in 1843. In all these places Mr. Hill tried to mend his
broken fortunes and his wife with extraordinary courage
seconded his. efforts and kept their children untouched by
misfortune. It is related that a friend, coming to call on
them in Hampstead and being uncertain of the address,
identified the house by the sight of three little girls dancing round a rose-bush.
Octavia was already a remarkable little creature. She had
inherited something of her father's energy; she wished for
a field 'so large that I could run in it for ever'. She was so
gay and vital that, her mother writes: 'She can scarcely
walk, she goes leaping as if she were a little Kangaroo.' She
was obviously intelligent. Not only did she spend a great
deal of time every day reading to herself before she was
five (a feat not so unusual a hundred years ago as it is today), but she was writing fluent letters: 'We have a box full
of silk.s; I gave Miranda a beautiful piece; it was velvet and
the colours were black, purple, yellow, white and green.
Miranda gave me a beautiful piece of crimson plush.' She
had also a grasp of words and energy of expression not very
common in so young a child. Something she did not like
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was 'ugly as coal', she was 'as hot as if I were on fire', and
being bothered with the fastening of her shoes she declared
she could 'not accomplish it 'if I tried till the world was
knocked down'. More remarkable still is a pun recorded of
her before she was five. When her father said to her: 'Take
care or you will have a downfall,' she replied: 'That I
should not mind, if the down was there when I fell.' This
nimbleness of wit and mastery of words are so unexpected
in so young a child that were it not recorded in a letter of
her mother's dated 1843 one would imagine it to be part
of a later legend.
'
By the time Octavia was five Mr. Hill's increasing ill
health and depression made it obvious that he could no
longer hope to support his family. Shortly afterwards he
had a complete mental and physical breakdown, and
though later he made a partial recovery, he lived always
very quietly in retirement and was never again able to ta,ke
any responsibility for his children. Mrs. Hill then was left
with five little girls, of whom the eldest was eight-with no
means at all of supporting them. Fortunately for all of
them, her father, Dr. Southwood Smith, who had already
adopted one child, was ready to undertake the responsibility for the whole family. He 'now became a very important person in the lives of the Hills.
.
He was indeed a person of no small importance in the
world of his day. For some twenty years he'had been working with single-hearted devotion at various social problems. He had taken part in the agitation for improving factory, conditions, and in particular had been concerned
about the employment of children in mines. But his principal achievement was in the matter of sanitary reform. As
a doctor attached to the fever hospital with a large practice
6
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OR, SOUTHWOOD SMITH
(GRANDFAtHER OF OCTAVIA HILL),

in the East End, he was early convinced that the fever
epidemics which so constantly swept over the poorer parts
of London were due to the insanitary conditions in which
the poor lived. This proposition, to us so self-evident,
aroused storms of protest. Those who were making money
out of bad houses, those in authority in local government
who feared they might be forced to do something, all became vocal in their belief that fever epidemics were the Act
of God, and that, in any case, the poor liked to live in ins,anitary squalor, and in the name of liberty must be allowed to do so. Dr. Southwood Smith was not the man to
be defeated ,by vested interests and the dead weight of
apathy. This is not the place to record his struggle against
them; suffice it to say that it was almost entirely due. to him
that the prevention of insanitary conditions was recognized
as a public duty, and that at last the responsibility of the
state for public health was accepted. Thence followed the
passing of the first Public Health Act in 1848, and the
establishment of a General Board of Health-the egg from
which the Ministry of Health with its wide powers and responsibilities has in our own day been hatched.
But while the details of the struggle have little bearing
on the matter in hand, the personality of the man, Octavia's
grandfather and guardian, is of great importance to it. His
achievements bear testimony to his public spirit, his pertinacity and his indefatigable energy: These qualities were
of .less significance to his grandchildren than the 'daily
beauty in his life'. He was a man of singularly sweet temperament; he did not allow himself to be embittered by the
factiousness of opposition, nor wearied and discouraged by
'the slow progress of his schemes. The children· found in
him an evenness of temperament, a serenity, which was

7
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very reassuring, and Gertrude has recorded that as a small
child she watched the intense concentration with which he
worked, recognizing dimly that this work in which he was
absorbed was of the greatest importance, and somehow
beneficent. When he laid his work aside, he was able to
turnwith equal zest to his grandchildren, nor did he make
the mistake so common to grown-ups of treating them as
playthings, to be talked down to and patr:onized. He knew
they were individuals, and that their concerns and problems were as real and important to them as sanitary reform
was to him.
But important as their grandfather was to the Hill children, the most potent influence in their lives was no doubt
that of their mother, Cat-oline Southwood Hill. It has been
said that her articles on education had first made her
known to James Hill. In them is revealed a woman of great
intellectual and moral power, very far ahead of her generation in educational theory.
She was, like her husband, a Unitarian, and a deeply
religious woman. She rarely spoke of her faith, but all who
came in contact with her were conscious of its power. Life
had not been easy for her; indeed, it was never to be so.
She was sustained by an iron will and a certain austerity
which made her unable to conceive the possibi11ty of failing to do what one recognized to be One's duty. So now, in
the little cottage at Finchley in which her father had established them, she set to work to make a home for her children. She was not one of those women who delight in running a house, who get real pleasure from seeing how comfortable a home can be made on very little money. Though
she was extremely competent, her interests were intellec-'
tual rather than practical. But the path of duty was plain;
8

she could not afford servants, she must do all herself,
educate her daughters and see to it that in due time they
shoUld be qualified to support themselves.
She faced the uncertain future with unruffled serenity.
'Life begins in happiness,' she had written in her Notes on
Education, 'and this instructs us how we ought to endeavour that it should continue.' No doubt when Caroline
Hill laid down this precept, happiness had seemed easier
of attainment, but she was true to it now. She could not
give her daughters luxuries, nor indeed much that to most
people seem necessities, but she gave them the only things
that really matter for children, a sense of security and the
power of finding happiness in simple things. She was determined that no material anxiety should cloud their minds;
she never talked about food, or dress, or money problems
with them, and she hid from them whatever contrivance and
care was needed to make ends meet. Being told one day
that walking on some heaps of flints by the roadside would
wear out her shoes, Octavia answered loftily: 'Do you think
I'd be so mean as to mind that?'-a childish magnificence
embarrassing, no doubt, to the mother who had to pay the
bills for shoe-mending-yet perhaps it is only those who
have been carefree about money in childhood who can be
altogether generous about it when they grow up.
There was no end to the pleasures the children could
find. Caroline Hill had touched the essence of the matter
when she wrote, in Notes on Education: 'A child should be
placed in circumstances where it can neither do harm nor
suffer harm; then it should be left to its own devices.' The
'circumstances' were close at hand. Finchley was in those
days a pleasant village surrounded by fields and commons;
it was here that the sisters could safely be left to their own
9
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devices. They were out in all weathers; they were known in
Firichley as 'the young ladies who are always up in the
hedges'-there was always something to see and to do; the
fields were full of flowers and the hedges of one treasure or
another.
They had only toys they had devised and made for themselves; they invented their own games; they acted; they
wrote and recited poetry. Octavia was the leader; she generally wrote the plays and always wrote the directions for
playing the games; the others followed her unquestioningly. On one occasion all her sisters were fastened by a
cord tied round her waist, and she ran t,hem violently down
the meadow and leapt over the brook at the bottom-forgetting that while she landed on the bank the tail must inevitably land in the brook. But if she led them into danger,
it was also she who saved them when a crisis occurred. Before Octavia was six, in the course of a ramble with her
sisters, Gertrude jumped into what she thought to be a
drift of fallen beech leaves, but the floating leaves covered
a deep pond. While Miranda shouted for help, Octavia
stepped on to a stone and extended a stick to her sister and
succeeded in pulling her out. On another occasion it was
Emily who fell head foremost into a water-butt in which
she and Octavia were sailing walnut shells" and it was Octavia who, rushing back to get the necessary momentum,
,flung herself up on the edge of the butt, overbalanced it,
and rescued the dripping Emily. The younger sisters regarded her as the fount of all wisdom. 'Ockey, is that dog
happy?' Florence asked in complete confidence of her om:
niscience. The world was full of interest; there were all
sorts of things to do. The village carpenter taught her his
craft and found her 'wonderfully handy'-gardeners al-

lowed her to help them, everyone was friendly. 'They know
every boy and girl, cat, dog and donkey in the village by
sight, and a good many of them by name, and for those
whose names they do not know they invent one.'
Of formal education the children had none or very little.
They were encouraged to read, and all, but especially Octavia, did so voraciously. Mrs. Hill supervised the reading
and forbade anything that should teach them of the sin,
evil and misery ill the world. She believed that by taking
this course she would establish within the children's minds
the conviction that the principle of the wqrld is good, then
when they met evil, they would regard it with abhorrence
as something so contrary to the mind of God that it could
have no power over them or over the world ,and thus they
would be strong to overcome it. No doubt there is much to
be said for this method, and a happy confidence in the
goodness of the world is an immensely valuable starting
point for a child. But perhaps Mrs. Hill underestimated
the- severity of the shock which they sustained on their first
contact with the uglier side of hut;l1an nature.
Mrs. Hill read the English classics with her children, and
encouraged all their efforts in composition. Apart from this
she left them to educate themselves. This they did with a
zest for learning that continued all their lives. At one time
they instituted a school for their dolls (paper figures, cut
out, painted and named by them) and this involved so
, much real hard work-learning French, History and Geography, and then producing suitable lesson books for the
pupils-that Mrs. Hill felt obliged to check the game lest
they should over-tire themselves. But happy children are
not easily over-tired, and the house rang with the gay
laughter of the sisters; Ottavia's l,augh remained always a
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joyous memory in the hearts of all that heard it. 'Miranda
is ... full of life and fun and has the same kind of ringing
joyous laugh as Ockey, the same in spirit, though not in
degree.... Ockey's laugh is the happiest and sweetest I
ever heard.'
There were pleasures too, to be found farther afield,
notably in the expeditions to Hillside, their grandfather's
house at Highgate. Here they enjoyed the companionship
of their sister, Gertrude, who, at this time, was Octavia's
closest friend and companion. The two little" girls sometimes helped their grandfather by making copies for him
of reports or articles on sanitary reform, and thus at a very
early age Octavia became familiar with some 9f the problems to whose solution her life was to be given. Young as
she was, she grasped the significance of the documents she
studied. Some twenty years later, she remembered an
Order in Council relating to tenement houses which she
had learned of in this way, and finding it was still valid,
though it had been overlooked by Building Societies, applied it~to the great advantage of her tenants-a striking
testimony not only to the retentiveness of her memory,
but also to the precocity of her childish mind.
The joys of Hillside were many and various-Highgate
was really the country in those days, the house was beautifully situated and looked over Caen Woods, with only Lord
Mansfield's Park between the house and the wood. There
was a farm, with all that means of happiness for children;
a pony, an orchard of wonderful apple-trees, haymaking
in the summer, an endless procession of delightful days.
When the weather was at all possible they had all their
meals out of doors, breakfast in the summer-house, dinner
in the garden, dessert in the field where the view was best.

There were generally guests in the house; Dr. Southwood
Smith was a most hospitable person, and as his work proceeded and his reputation increased, more and more people
sought his advice and became his friends. Thus Hillside
became a meeting-place for all who were interested in the
social questions of the day, and since inevitably it is the
most intelligent people who concern themselves with such
things, there was always good company and good talk at
Dr. Southwood Smith's table. The Hill children mixed
freely in this society; too simple to be shy or awkward, they
listened with eager interest to all that was said, and sometimes were even included in the conversation. Browning,
who met them there, told Octavia many years later that
another guest had said to him: 'Those are wonderful children, you can talk to them about anything.'
To Octavia, the discussions of her elders were of absorbing interest. At an age when most children are immersed
in their own childish joys and sorrows, she was filled with
compassion for a world that seemed to go so wrong; her
vivid imagination and quick sympathy were easily stirred.
The potato famine in Ireland moved her to an agony of
feeling, and one night the sharer of her bedroom woke up
to find her sitting up rigid in bed. 'What are you about,
Ockey?' she asked. 'Praying for Poland,' was the fervent
reply. All her life she was to feel the sorrows of others with
a quite unusual intensity.
Among Dr. Southwood Smith's friends were William
and Mary Howitt. They were prolific writers, both jointly
and separately, of some reputation in their own day. Mary
Howitt, among other things, translated Hans Andersen,
and William wrote history and popular science books for
boys. They travelled a great deal, but between 1845 and
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1850 they were living at Highgate and the Hill children
were invited to a party there in 1846. Thence arose a close
friendship between the two families. The two youngest
Howitt children in particular became Octavia's playmates.
. Charlton was a little older, and Margaret a little younger
than Octavia. The three children shared the delightful fantasies of childhood; it was in their compa.ny that Octavia
was found looking for fairies, and on being asked if she had
seen any replied with conviction: 'No, but I'm SU1'e I shall.'
With them she performed nightly rites of propitiation of
goblins whom they had located in the cellar. They passed
happy days playing together, and since the friendship was
approved and encouraged by the parents on both sides
they had many opportunities of developing the intimacy.
Mrs. Howitt invited Miranda and Octavia to stay with her
'Children, and Margaret in her turn stayed with the Hills.
Mrs. Howitt had a great admiration for Mrs. Hill, and
especially for the way she. was bringing up her children.
'We find Maggie much improved by Mrs. Hill's kind care
of her,' she wrote after a visit, 'and by her intercourse with
those dear little children.' For Octavia she developed a very
special affection. 'Ockey goes on beautifully,' she wrote to
Mrs. Hill. 'We are all charmed with her, and know not how
we shall part with her.'
Octavia responded .with whole-hearted devotion to this
. affection. The Howitts had an easier life than her own,
they were better off, Mrs. Howitt was less busy than Mrs.
Hill, perhaps more demonstrative. Octavia delighted in the
peaceful home-like atmosphere and in after years turned
again and again in memory to the days spent under the
Howitts' roof. 'I shall never forget the atmosphere of love
... in the long winter evenings with her, I used to sit on a
14

little stool at her feet, she used to take down my hair and
I. can feel her soft, gentle touch . . . can see the firelight
flIcker on her face as she worked and Mr. Howitt read.'
There were happy summer days too. Mr. Howitt took her
for walks, and showed her where to find rare flowers and
plant.s and taught her much about the countryside; she was
a delIghtful companion eager to learn and appreciative of
all the beauty around them. There were joyous activities,
'It is so delicious bathing; we stay in so long and try to
float and splash and dash and prance and dance-I am so
happy: you don't know how happy~they are all so sweet
and kind to me, and it's so beautiful here.'
But the shades of the prison house were already closing
round the children. In 1849 Miranda, having attained the
age of thirteen, was already beginning to earn as a pupil
teacher in a private school. Not for much longer might the
'little kangaroo' bound in freedom over fields and commons of Finchley; hard realities must be faced. But she had
had her hour of freedom, and she had learned much from
it. What were her assets in facing the stern struggle which
lay befor~ h~r? A tremendous fund of ·healthy energy, an
eager CUrIOsIty about the world, quick imaginative sympathy, ~ sensitive appreciation of any sort of beauty, and
underlymg all, a deep sense of duty, an attitude of mind
which Miranda says all her children learned from Caroline
Hi~l, 'an attitude of mind, that if a thing was right it must
be done; there ceased to be any question about it.' Octavia,
li~~ any happily brought up child, was without l!ny misgiVmgs about the future. She faced it gallantly enougheager to taste new experiences,· ready to meet whatever
might come.
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Chapter 11
LONDON-AGONIES AND EXULTATIONS
'Do you think I ever shall be able to do anything really·useful?'
OCTAVIA TO MlRANDA, 14th June, 1852

I T has been left to our own age to discover adolescence, for
though no doubt, earlier generations passed from childhood to manhood through its dizzy rapture and devastating despair, becoming painfully conscious of new emotions dimly understood, of new problems too complex for
dispassionate contemplation, it would seem that no particular attention was paid to the difficulties of that stage of
development, that the child was expected at the appropriate moment to lay aside childish things and to take his
place-albeit a subordinate one-in the affairs of real life.
For many a girl that appropriate moment came only with
matrimony and she passed from the shelter of her father's
house to the control of her husband's.
With the Hill children the case was far otherwise. Mrs.
Hill was naturally anxious that the family should as soon
as possible cease to be dependent on her father; the children, as soon as they were old enough, shared this anxiety.
Miranda began to earn when she was thirteen, and as Octavia approached her 'teens' it was clear that the time had
come to launch her. She for her part was .nothing loth. Her
adventurous spirit, full of energy, conscious perhaps of
latent powers, eagerly embraced the prospect of a new way
of life; she was ready for anything. Her half-sister, Mar- .
garet, offered to take her as a pupil-teacher in her own
16

school, and ~t~rt her in ~hat way; a friend of the family,
Margaret Gdhes, an artist, offered to train her in her
studio. Octavia thought either would be delightful. Mrs.
Hill hesitated, she wanted very much to keep the family
together and either of these openings would have involved
parting with the child.
While she hesitated a new idea presented itself. It was
~ot on the face of it a very promising idea, though no doubt
It seemed more attractive in 1851 than it would do to-day.
It arose from an exhibition of 'consolidated glass'. This
appears to have been glass painted and then consolidated
by a hard composition put at the back which made it
strong en~ugh to b~ar a weight. The patentee, Miss Wallace, a phI1anthro~ist, was concerned to provide employment for poor ladles and offered to train such in the art.
M:s. Hill thought that this might be a suitable opening for
Mlranda, ~hose d:e~my nature was thought to require
some practIcal trammg and for Octavia whose artistic
gift was highly thought of by all her fam'ily and friends.
S~e consequently applied for a training for both girls;
~iSS Wallace accepted them but shortly afterwards, findmg herself unable to manage the business, she handed over
the patent to Mr. Vansittart Neale who had recently joined
the Christian Socialists.
The work of the Christian Socialists has been strangely
undervalued, perhaps the very success of their movement
has contributed to this. The social side of the Gospel is not
now~days likely.to beignored, it seems to-day almost impOSSible to belIeve that when the Christian Socialists
preached it, they were met with furious abuse and were .
accused of stirring up revolution, because they maintained
that there are rights inherent in humanity and that these
17
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must be conceded even to those dangerous people, the
Lower Classes. The complete change in the outlook of the
Church on social problems is in no small measure due to
the heroic work of Frederick Denison Maurice and his followers. In 18 5I the Christian Socialists were engaged in
founding associations for co-operative production, b.y
means of which they hoped to secure to the workers a f~ir
share of the profits of their labours. Hitherto the ~SSOCla
tions had been for the working classes, but Maunce was
well aware of the needs of others. The problem of the 'distressed Gentlewoman' was a very real one in an age in
which matrimony was the only obvious career for a girl,
and no steps were taken to make her self-suppo:-ting. ~he
.patent for consolidated glass seemed to provide an m- .
dustry which might absorb some of these unfortunate
ladies, and a Ladies' Co-operative Guild was formed to
produce it.
Caroline Hill was well known both through her father
and through her own writings, and when a manager of the
Guild was required, the post was offered to her.· She of
course accepted joyfully. It was exactly what she wa~~ed
but had hardly dared to hope for; it offered ~er a posit~on
in which she could support her children Without 1eavmg
home, as well as a training for her two elder ~aughters. The
Guild was established in Russell Place, Fitzroy Square,
and thither the family was transported, full of high hopes
for the future. There is always something inspiriting to the
young in the idea of being ?rown up a~d making a start ~n
the world; there is a certam glamour m London. Oct~v~a
stood on the threshold of her new life full of eager anticipation.
The shock of the reality was all the greater. Years after18
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wards in a letter Octavia refers to this as the time when 'the
full weight of London's misery and desolation fell upon
me'. The child was only thirteen. She was plungedsuddenly into wholly new conditions; from ~he homely little
cottage and garden at Finchley, into a house, tall and rather
dark in an unlovely street, large enough for the work of the .
Guild, and therefore rather too large for comfortable
family life; from the freedom of outdoor life and a friendly
relationship with all the neighbours to the constraint necessary when streets were ill-lighted and far less adequately
policed than they are to-day; from an existence untroubled
by knowledge of wealth or want, to one surrounded. by
evidence of crushing and sordid poverty. She had accepted
the world so joyfully, with perfect confidence in the rightness of things; now her faith was shaken, the foundation of
her happiness undermined. A worker at the Guild lent her
Mayhew's London Labour and the London Poor, and this
book revealing the intensity and extent of the evils she had
already divined, added to her despair. Thirteen years later
she revisited the house. 'There,' she wrote, 'the first knowledge of misery and. poverty came to me, the first real feeling of poverty for ourselves .... There ... I had sat and
watched, through the great windows, the London poor
pass in rain and fog: There I sat and cried ... at the remembrance of Tottenham Court Road on Saturday night,
with its haggard faces. There the first awful wonder about
why evil was permitted came to me, and I remember well
saying "Miranda, I don't believe in a resurrection or that if
there were one it would be any blessing, because a little
rest for one's brain would be the best thing. It would be
very hard to get up and begin questioning and wondering
again." ,
19
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In this unhappy state the fact that Miranda, three years
older and perhaps by nature less passionate, could still
laugh and joke as she went about her work seemed intolerable. Octavia could not understand it, it seemed wrong to
be able to laugh while people were suffering so bitterly. In
vain Miranda tried to coax or tease her out of her misery.
She composed an imaginary epitaph on herself, supposed
to be written by Octavia which ran:

ings . . . but I must advocate putting off all mention of
God, all prayers, as long as possible, provided the teacher
feels and lives religion, in which case he will find that the
child has unconsciously imbibed it, and has ripened into a
fitness to have his impressions put into words.' Octavia was
by nature deeply religious; she had, as her mother expected, 'unconsciously imbibed it,' but she had not discovered the support of conscious communion with GoeJ.,
nor the joy of corporate worship. This she now found in
the services at Lincoln's Inn Chapel which she and Emily
attencj.ed daily. Maurice now became the most important
influence in Octavia's life. It could not be otherwise. The
vision with which he diagnosed the evils from which society was suffering, the magnificent courage with which he
attacked them, the noble simplicity of his nature, his sympathy, his utter selflessness, in short, the 'complete drenching of his whole being in Christianity' couId not fail to
inspire the deepest reverence in all generous beings who
came in contact with him. Octavia, aching with pity for the
wrongs of humanity, longing to be of service but conscious
of her impotence, found herself carried away by his
strength and enthusiasm. It became possible to believe
that in union with others, following such a leader one
might even be able to do something.
Presently he invited the two girls to walk back with him
after the service. Octavia could lay her problems before
him, ask his advice, listen, entranced, while he expounded
this or that doctrine of the Church. In his teaching, she
found an answer to her need.' It was Mr. Maurice,' she wrote,
'who showed me a life in the Creeds, the services and the
Bible; who interpreted for me much that was dark and
puzzling in life; how the belief in a Father, Son and Holy

, Her foibles were many, her virtues were few:
And the more that she laughed, the more $tern
the world grew.'
.
Octavia was not amused. The world was black and those
who ought to know better could still laugh and pursue
frivolous ends. Poor little Octavia!
But fortunately, though suffering at the age of thirteen
.is as black and devastating as at any other period of life, it
is not as a rule very lasting. The friend who had introduced
Mayhew to the sisters, had also given them some of the
pamphlets and essays by the leaders of the Christian Socialists. These Octavia perused eagerly and $ince they suggested means of combating the evils which so greatly distressed her, they brought some corr:fort. Eager to learn
more, she attended the lectures at the Hall of Association
and presently, with Emily, she acquired the habit of attending Lincoln's Inn Chapel where Maurice regularly
preached.
Hitherto she had had no definite religious teaching; her
mother had, from principle, been silent on the subject.
'God can only be seen by us through his works,' she had
written. 'No system can succeed which shuts out God,
which, in fact, does not make Him the centre of all its do20
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Ghost might be the most real faith, not a dead notion, that
I might believe not only that God was manifesting Himself to each man in the inward consciousness of light and ,
beauty . . . but that a Real Person had come among us,
whose will had been brought into harmony with His . . .
that He had declared that we might have Life, that Life
was knowledge of G09..' Her, baptism and confirmation
were happy experiences to which she looked back again and
again with gratitude; thenceforth to the end of her life,
she was a devout communicant, one of those happy souls
who can say with St. Paul, 'I am persuaded that neither
death, nor life, .. ; nor powers, nor things present, nor
things to come, nor height, nor depth, nor any other
creature, shall be able to separate us from the love of God,
which is in Christ Jesus our Lord.'
With renewed hope Octavia turned to her work; more
than ever she longed to be of service. 'I wish, oh I do so
long to do something,' she wrote to Miranda. 'Andyl Do
you think I shall ever be able to do anything really useful?'
For the moment she had to mal\e herself useful in homely
ways. She read to the Guild ladies while they worked, she
was made responsible for the stores and had to give them
out, and of course she was learning the glass business. She
was making new friends too. Chief al11-ong them Emma
Cons, destined to work with her for many years to come, '
speedily became her chosen companion and confidante.
They discussed all things in Heaven and earth, with the earnestness that belongs to adolescence; they romped and
joked, were noisy, and disturbed their elders and were
complained of and resented the complaint. Octavia was the
leader, now as always, and had the presenctf of mind for
any difficult situation that presented itself. One evening
22
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she came out of her room to find a disreputable looking
man on the landing at the door of a cupboard in which
Guild money was kept, she was alone in the house. 'How
did you get here?' she asked sternly and quite calmly,
though no doubt her heart was beating uncomfortably.
The man was taken aback and replied, 'I came up the
stairs.' 'Then go straight down them,' said Octavia, and he
went, though one thinks he must afterwards have wondered why he did so.
Octavia recovered her gift of happy laughter. Once more '
the world was full of things to enjoy, the greatest of which
arose from the Christian Socialist leaders, the study of
their literature was a perpetual inspiration, she slept with
a leaflet under her pillow, there were lectures, there were
meetings, almost any day one might hear Cooper (the
tailor), Kingsley or Ludlowor Furnivall; there were days
when these god-like creatures actually came to the Guild.
Then there were the opponents of the ,movement, and all
who remember their own youth will not need to be reminded of the very special kind of pleasure to be derived
from denouncing the Enemy and shuddering at his wickedness. All this pleasure was Octavia's. 'lam at Finchley
with Minnie. I long dreadfully to go to town; I have been
very unfortunate in being away from the Guild just at this
time. Do you know Mr. Cooper has been there? And Mr.
Lewis and the Trustees (Mr. Furnivall) go there so often;
and all the bustle, and trying to feel Christian-like to Mr.
and Miss--. Oh, would it not have been delightful? I do
not at all like Mr.--, or rather I entirely despise his
opinions. I will tell you about it when I see you. I will only
tell you now that he likes the "subordination of the employed to the employer" and he thinks "there is no tribunal
23
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proper as the discretion of the employer to decide those
delicate questions of the personal conduct of the employed.
Is it not horrible? Mr. Furnivall I admire more and more,
the more 1 know and read of him; and as for Mr. Ludlow,
certainly there is not (excepting Mr. Furnivall) such a person in the whole world. He has the largest, clearest, best
balanced mind, joined to the truest, most earnest wish to
help the working classes I ever met with (of course excepting Mr. Furnivall's).' The sense of impotence in the face
of the suffering of humanity was gone, with the resilience
of youth she passed from despair to rapture. '1 am so
happy-so very very happy. I wish you were here with me.
You would so love all my beautiful things.'
The influence of the Christian Socialists was of major
importance in Octavia's life, her work was inspired by
their spirit, and she was deeply conscious of her debt not
only to Maurice, hut to all the leaders of the movement.
Many years later (1875) in a letter to Ludlow she wrote:
'It remains true that it was the early connection with that
body of Christian Socialists to which much of my present
work must owe its spirit. It had to find its own form, according to the needs and possibilities of circumstances, but
its spirit must have been influenced deeply by the deeds
and words of all that group of men, among whom it pleased
God to lead me, when life was just first presenting its
puzzles to me.'
Octavia was soon given more resI?onsible work. Mr.
Neale took over from its founder another kind of cooperative work. This was a business for making toy furniture, which had been started to employ Ragged School
children. Octavia, still herself little more than a child, was
invited to take charge of it. She was naturally delighted at
24
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being offered- so important a post though she believed that
she was destined to find her llfe's work in Art, and eagerly
cultivated her artistic gifts. She made the designs for the
glass painting with loving care; she drew and painted with
enthusiasm whenever she could find time. 'I do not let
anyone see my drawings, I do not do much .... I have such
dreams both day and night of what I would do, and when
1 try what do I see? A little miserable scrap that is not
worth looking at.' Yet perhaps because in truth her artistic talent was by no means the greatest of her gifts, she
could not be satisfied with this alone. Her maternal instinct
clamorously demanded satisfaction, the energy of her
spirit required some self-spending task. The toymakers
provided all she needed. The business side was no light
undertaking. It was Octavia's duty to choose the shape and
colour of each piece of toy furniture, to assign the various
processes to each child, to price the finished article; to see
each suite of furniture neatly packed and sent over to the
show room, and finally to pay each child for the amount of
work she had accomplished. She had to take stock from
time to time and show a balance sheet. This was Octavia's
apprenticeship in busines's methods. She learnt to keep
accounts with meticulous accuracy, and to be methodical
and punctual in all her work. 'I have often thought of your
accounts which would not balance,' she wrote to Mary
Harrison, 'and thought what a terrible state I should be in
if mine would not, as I have eight or ten different accounts
to keep.'
For a child of her age (fourteen), this would seem a
sufficiently arduous business even if it had not been complicated by the human problem. It was, however, on the
human side that Octavia first revealed to any who had eyes
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to see, wherein lay her peculiar power. The Ragged School
children whom it was her task to control, were of a type not
easiiy to be met in these days of universal education. They
were desperately poor and very rough; generally speaking,
they came from wretched and degraded homes, soine lived
in cellars, some were deformed and disfigured by the hardships they had endured. Many of them were older than
Octavia, and all were more experienced in. wretchedness
and vice. They had been accustomed in their work hours
to discipline of a repressive kind. On the walls of the room
in which they worked hung a list of rules, with the punishment to be inflicted for the breach of each. On her first day
in charge Octavia stood before this .document, read ~t
through in complete silence, and' without a word tore 1t
down from the wall. 'What will you do to us if we are bad?'
asked the children, surprised and half frightened at this
strange proceeding. Octavia did not reply. She had no fear
that they woufd take advantage of her inexperience. She
seems to have had a natural talent for dealing with people
which served her better than experience serves many another. The secret of it was that she never (now or at any
other time in her life) regarded people in the mass. She had
no knowledge of 'the poor', she knew only this man and
that woman as friends. So now the little toymakers were
not employees, they were Louisa or Clara or Elizabeth,
each with her own individuality, each to be studied, each
to be treated as an end in herself. 'I know their tempers,'
she wrote after she had been working with them for some
little time, 'to whom I may say different things, I have to
study how to interest each, I connect all they say, do or look
into one whole, I get to know the thing they really care for.'
She made it her business to know each child's home; and

from these early days dates her interest in home making.
Every moment she could spare from her other duties was
given to planning ways and means of helping those whom
she described as her 'dear dear children'. The idiom is
Victorian, and though to modern ears it may suggest sentimentality, there Was nothing of this in her cheerful and
bracing attitude to them.
Of course there were storms in the early days, there were
terrible fights between the children, sometimes they combined to defy her. With wisdom beyond her years she made
no attempt to coerce them. When they refused to scrub
the work tables, she got her sisters to help, and proceeded
to scrub them herself under the eyes of the discomfited
rebels: thereby, as she remarked in a letter 'doing more to
convince them of the dignity of labour than any amount of
talk on the subject'. She did not directly attack their
swearing, but entertained them by her amusing conversation. She sang songs with them, she made herself a leader
rather than an overseer, they began to enjoy their work,
and gradually a most satisfactory relationship was established. 'I have no written or fixed laws, simply because in
a small business so much has constantly to be altered; but
we have a very delightful order, the children all know what
they should do, and get into the habit of ilttending to it.'
Octavia busied herself with everything that concerned
the children's well-being. She was horrified at the bad
quality of the food they brought for the midday meal
. which they ate in the work rooms. She suggested that they
should all pool the money they spent on such food and prepare and cook a wholesome common meal in the workroom. She discovered that they had not the slightest idea
of preparing food for the table, and this seemed an addi-
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tional reason for carrying out her project. In a very few
weeks the whole business was organized, each child in tu!n
was taught to cook the meal; Octavia insisted on a white
cloth and civilized table manners. The meal cost 2d. a head
a day and at the end of three days there was a profit of.7d.
Octavia was triumphant: but there arose a problem whlch,
in one form or another, was to perplex her all her l~fe. 'I
am dreadfully grieved, however, that several of the children
have absolutely nothing for their dinner towar~s t~e end
of the week. I was obliged to lend money for SlX dmners
and a breakfast as I could not allow them to go without
anything. This must be wrong.... I told. them I could
never lend money again, as I see no end to i~; but what to
do I don't know.' It is interesting that already at fifteen,
Odtavia was facing the ethics of giving and seeing as distinctly as she did at fifty the danger of pursuing the easy
path of indiscriminate charity.
On Saturday. afternoons there was no toymaking, .and
Octavia might reasonably have regarded these as preclOus
holidays but when her heart was engaged she could not
but spedd herself. The toymakers had no resources ,:ithin
themselves. Nowadays if we have not taught our children
how best to use leisure, we have at least provided an abundance of cheap entertainment. This was not so in 1855, ~nd
the wymakers had nothing to do but to hang about hs~
lessly either in or outside their miserable homes. Octavia
could not tolerate this; she knew the remedy, she w~uld
take the children out to Finchley, to Hampstead, to Highgate, where they should enjoy.t~e pleasur~ she had known
in her early days. At first the chlldren hesitate~; t~ey were
actually afraid of walking in the country, behevmg there
. might be wolves and bears lurking in the woods, they had
.
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no interest in flowers and could not distinguish the very
commonest sorts. But Octavia had her way with them and
th~ expeditions were embarke~ upon. She was a: stimulatmg leader and enjoyed the outings as much as any of the
party, she led them across country and was not the least
disconcerted when her clothes were caught and torn by
brambles. On one occasion Gertrude, listening in Highgate Lane to the discourse on mosses by a professor, was
taken aback by the sudden appearance through the hedge
of Octavia, who 'joyfully leapt down from the bank with a
staff in her hand, a straw hat on her head, torn by the
thicket, followed by a troop of ragged toymakers, happy
and flushed, each with an armful of bluebells.'
Presently there were more exciting parties. Some of the
H~lls' friends, interested in Octavia's work and the originahty of her methods, invited her to bring the children to
their houses in the country for the day. The first of these
invitations was from Mrs. Harrison, Mrs. Howitt's sister.
It was a day of mixed rapture and anxiety. That her beloved toymakers should have the experience of a party
in a house with a lovely garden, should receive the hospitality and kindness of her friends, gave her immense pleasure; that they should behave in a becoming manner, do
themselves justice,. and prove acceptable guests, was a
matter of some anxiety. All went well, however. 'I am sure
-you will be glad to hear,' she wrote, 'how much we all enjoyed the whole day. The children have never ceased talking about it; t~e boat, the water, the garden, the flowers are
continual sources of delight.' 'To Octavia there was another source of delight. It was at this party th~t she first
met Mary Harris, whose friendship was to become a most
important factor in her life. -
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It would be difficult to overestimate the importance of
Octavia's influence on the children. At first incredulous,
they gradually realized that she did indeed care for them,
and this in itself brought warmth and colour into their dim
lives; instead of a future world of blessedness which they
ktd been promised often enough, she brought them a present life full of interest and possibilities. They responded
with whole-hearted devotion.
'Dear Miss Ockey,' wrote one of them when Octavia had
gone away for a short holiday, 'we do miss you so dreadfully. I do so long to see you and hear your voice again.
The place is so dull without you .... I have been agoing to
say so often, "Miss Ockey repeat some poetry or talk
about birds, or do something".'
Octavia was touched by their devotion, she took her responsibility very seriously, agonized over their faults, and
rejoiced over their improvement, yet perhaps, had she but
known it, her greatest gift to them was the power of en. joyment, the secret of laughter which all unknowing she
imparted to them.
Another important influence on Octavia which dates
from this time is that of Ruskin. It is difficult for us nowadays to realize the position Ruskin held a hundred years
ago. Of all the Victorians none is less acceptable. to-day
than he; his matter no longer interests us, his manner exasperates us. It is not only that his style is turgid, with its
tiresome repetition, its deliberate straining after effect, but
also that his dogmatism, his pontifical prono.uncements on
art, on morality, on religion fail to impress a generation
little accustomed to accept authority on any subject whatever. Yet it is not possible that the immense reputation he
enjoyed, the veneration in which he was held was based on
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nothing more than a constant reiteration of his own rightness. It. was not only to Octavia, but indeed to most of her
generatIOn t~at he appeared to be one of the supreme
teachers of hIS day, a prophet with a message for mankind.
For he stood for spiritual values in a materialistic and
money-making age, for the right of the common man to
the good things of the world, chief among which he
counte~ beauty, and e~ucation whereby to enjoyit. It may
be that 1n art he worshipped false gods (incontestably they
are not the gods of this generation) but the only criticism
that. can be made of his social doctrines is that they are too
ObVIOU~ to need iteration. In 1850 they were regarded as
revolutIOnary.
Octavia's power of veneration was very highly developed. She had always been an omnivorous reader. In
18
52 the first two volumes of Modern Painters came into
he~ hands and filled her with reverent enthusiasm for the
WrIter. 'About Ruskin:~ she wrote to Gertrude in 18 53 just
before s~e was fifteen, It matters very little what The Times
anything else, says of him.... I think there is never a
sl?gle word he writes which could have been left out
wItho?t loss, or changed without spoiling an idea.'
A httl~ later she saw him in the flesh. Ruskin was inter~sted 1n the Co-operative Guild and also in the Consohdated Glass, and came to see the. work that was. being
done. It seemed hardly possible that he should -fulfil all
Octavia:s expectations and be as wonderful in real life as
he was 1n print, but this miraCle he achieved. 'Ruskin has
been here,' she reported to Gertrude. 'All went as well as
~ could possibly wish.... He gave us some most interestlUg and .useful hints about colour, and ordered five slabs
to be palUted for him; ... If you had seen the kind gentle
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way in which he spoke, the interes~ he showed, the nob~e
way in which he treated every subJ~ct, the pretty w~y m
which he gave his order, and lastly, If you had se~n hIm as
he said on going away: "1 wish you all success wIth all my
heart," you would have said with me that it was utterly
wonderful to think that that was the man who was accused
of being "mad, presumptuous, conceited, and prejudi~ed:' .'
But even more was to come; in March, 1855, Ruskm mvited Octavia to visit him at Camberwell. She could hardly
believe her good fortune, '1 do not think any of you can
really understand what this is to me ... first he was onl~ a
friend of Mr. Furnivall's, then his books were everythmg
and he nothing; then his name suggested a ~i~ion of vague
beauty and distant indefinite glory.' The VI~lt took pla~e.
Ruskin showed Octavia his statues and hIS MSS., dIscoursed about colour, about pleasure and happiness, commended her ,designs, invited her to come again ~nd s~nt
her home with a heart singing with gladness, glowmg WIth
ardent hero-worship and touched with pity for his restless
loneliness. 'And now,' she writes to Emily, '~o you or do
. you not wish to hear what 1 think of it? that .this friendship
so happily begun may be a long and ~rowmg one; th~t I
have seen a world of beauty, that this mlght be the operung
of a more glorious path; that I would give years if I could
bring to Ruskin "the, peace which passeth all understanding".' •
. . '
Ruskin was very obviously interested m hls young dISciple. He was as ready to teach as she to learn; he sent her
work to do for him, and though she longed to abandon all
the Guild work for it, this was not possible, and she was
obliged to fit it in among other, things a.s best she could.
This sometimes irked her, 'I am rather dejected .... I often
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wish now I were quiteifree and could do what L liked ... it
requires a strong heart to go on working, without anyone
caring whether you are longing to do anything else.' On
the other hand, there were days when the work went well,
ecstatic days when she went to see him. 'It is a very wonderful event for me; and I think always will be . . . he is
so inexpressibly kind, so earnest to help everyone, and so
generous that one comes home inclined to say "Hush,
while I think about it." ,
So the busy days sped by. Octavia was· working far too
hard, she could never do anything with less than her whole
energy. Her work with and for her children or her work
for Ruskin would either of them alone have given her a
full and busy life, together they were more than anyone
still growing girl should have undertaken: yet Octavia
would have refused to contemplate giving up either. She
was nearly seventeen, she was' the devoted disciple of
Maurice and of Ruskin, and her work constantly brought
her into contact with both, she was the object of the trust
and affection of her own little disciples; life was good. She
wrote to her sister in 1855: 'I have my own Jittle room, I
have my nice books. I have all my writing things; usually
some flowers; and I have eleven dear little snails. They are
such darlings. I am so happy, so very very happy, I cannot
any longer contain my joy.'
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Chapter III
DIFFICULT DAYS
'1 am felt often to be a pillar to the family in many ways':
OCTAVIA TO MARY HARRISON, 25.4.'5 6

Octavia was writing joyfully of her happiness, Fate
was preparing a shrewd blow. Mauric~ had ~ffe~ed t~ take
a bible class for the toymakers; Octavla, behevmg h1m to
be the greatest teacher in the world arid eager that her
children should have the best, accepted the offer with enthusiasm. Maurice was at the moment in the thick of the
Theological Essay controversy, ecclesiastical authority
frowned on him, the timidly orthodox feared him. Among
these was a Mrs. Chamberlayne, described indignantly by
Octavia as 'a strict low-church woman, who enters a room
talking about "the sinful carnal flesh", etc., who wishes all
the children to rise and repeat a text whenever anyone
enters a room.' It was this lady who financed the ragged
school from which the toymakers were recruited and substantially supported the Guild. Horrified at the suggestion
that so 'dangerous' a man as Maurice should teach the
children, she threatened to withdraw all financial support
both from the school and the Guild if it were allowed. The
Managers of the Guild, unable to face the loss of income
involved asked Maurice to withdraw and Neale, reluctant
as he wa~ t6 acquiesce, did not feel able to stand against his
Committee.
Caroline Hill was indignant. She opposed the Com34
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mitte~ with all h~r energy 'on very high grounds', writes
Octav1a, ~~d findm~ herself unable to prevail, she resigned
her post m the Gmld. It was a difficult d@cision to take'
lea~ing the Guild involved the breaking up once more of
the1~ home, the necessity of finding new work, or of becommg dependent on her father. But Caroline had no hesitation. For her it was a clear question of right and wrong,
she h~d no doubt that Neale was'sacrificing principle to
exped1ency, and therefore she could. do no other than dissociate herself from his action.
Octavia, on the other hand, faced the situation with a
divided mind. Her devotion to Maurice made her resent
the affront offered to him with the whole of her vehement
nature, but the~e wer~ her ch~ldren: to give them up
seemed utterly 1mposs1ble. The1r love for her, their dependence on her, satisfied both her affection and her
capacity, ~he felt ,herself indispensable to them-a gratifymg .feelmg to anyone at any age, quite irresistible to
O~tavla not ye~ seventeen. She did not hesitate long, the
chIldren prevalled: but it was difficult and disturbing to
find herse~f on the side of those who opposed her mother
and Maunce. The very fact that Caroline had never imposed her will on her children but had led them to see
things from her point of view, strengthened her influence
over them and made opposition more disquieting. OctaVia,
for her own peace of mind, had to convince herself that she
was standing for a principle and not merely clinging to the
work she loved best.
.
'Mr. Neale h~s been here to-day to ask me to stay. I had
~~de up my mmd to do so-strong in the Faith that there
1S 1~ every body ~f people . . . a mighty power of selfsacrifice and devotlOn ... the germs of a Fellowship with
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which we must claim affinity;' perhaps this affinity with
the germ left her a little dissatisfied, for she goes on to
comfort herself with the reflection that she has chosen the
more difficult way, she is ready, even eager, to be per~e
cuted. 'And now for uphill work-I have worked wlth
power, I must learn to work without it-now for struggles,
now for faith to keep true to the right, now for strength to
give up my bible class, the early service, everything to conform to the regulations of the powers that be, now I must
step off my high seat and be as one of the workers, because
though I shall nominally be the superintendent of the
children, it will be very different when I am under some
manager or other.' With her mind not a.ltogether a~ pe~ce,
Octavia took her decision. The difficultles of the sltuatlOn
were perhaps not precisely those she had foreseen, ~ut
there was certainly no lack of them; for when Carolme
Hill left the Guild, the family finances became again very
precarious and Octavia was now of an age to feel herself
principally responsible for them.
.
Dr. Southwood Smith, living in retirement m Weybridge, was ready as ever to receive his daughter and any
of his grandchildren into his home, but he was not a wealt?y
man, having always put the· interests of the commun~ty
before his own, and Octavia bitterly resented the neceSSIty
of taking more from him. 'I detest any sort o~ dep~ndence,'
she wrote. 'It is almost hard for me even to lmagme a person of whom I could, for myself, ask any assistance.' Yet,
for the moment there was no alternative. Florence, whose
health had been a cause of great anxiety, had some months
earlier gone to Italy with an aunt, Caroline with Emily
went to Weybridge, Miranda and Octavia stayed on at the
Guild. The work there, however, was not enough to sup36
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port the girls; Miranda supplemented her income by teaching, Octavia also found some little girls to teach and helped
Miranda with a French class, but she was very clear that
her allegiance was first of all to the Guild, 'As long as the
Guild stands, I belong to it. No work however tempting,
no position however delightful, could make me think of
leaving it.' But the Guild was not destined to stand for
long; in February, 1856, Octavia reports, 'Its foundations
are rocking', and in the following month it came to an end.
It would seem obvious that now, absolved of her duty
to the Guild, Octavia must abandon her children and find
well-paid work. This, however, was no part of her plan.
'The toys,' she writes, 'are given up entirely into my
hands, my only help being that Mr. Neale will advance a
small capital for me to begin with ... of course my means
will be very limited. . . . This is, as you may see, a very
daring scheme, perhaps it may seem a rash, impracticable,
unwise one for me to undertake a business without much
connection-or time-or money. But I have first seen this,
I can do it without getting into debt with anyone. I must
make time, I will spend no money but what I receive.' For
the next fifteen months Octavia bore the whole burden of
this business; she did actually keep her children in work
and paid her way. She did more; not content with employing the children on the toys, she ensured that they should
become really self-supporting when they passed beyond
childhood. 'I have been thinking much of the future of my
children, they are many of them great girls too old for this
work, as they can only earn on an average 6s. a w~ek or so.
... I am going to see each of the mothers now that I have
made up my mind what to advise them to devote their
children to .... One or two will train as teachers in infant
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schools, others I destine for printing ... one should learn
some branch of needlework.' This would have been no
small labour, had it been her principal occupation, actually
she could only devote to it the time she squeezed out in the
intervals of earning her living.
The question of how she should earn her living had been
exercising her mind for a long time. With what seems like
a curious perversity she had set her heart on being an
artist, entirely unaware that her creative gifts in that direction were small, while her sensitiveness, her quick imagination and her intuitive sympathy gave her a power with
human beings, which she was to use magnificently in the
service of her own and succeeding generations. This power
she underestimated. '1 hold artistic work and human work
should go hand in hand,' she wrote, 'and 1 am thankful to
have found such human work as shall rather aid than retard the main work to which I feel sure more and more of
my life will be called.' So complet~ly had she mistaken her
vocation!
With this ambition burning within her, she wrote to
Ruskin and asked him if he thought she could make a living in art. Ruskin had already commissioned her to design
and make him a table in consolidated glass. The description
of it reads strangely to our ears to-day, 'a spray of bramble·
leaves in all their brilliant autumn colours, encircling the
centre space which formed a background that was dark at
one part and gradually grew lighter and finally changed
into soft blue, suggesting storm cloud passing away and
leaving a<:- bright sky. Round the edge among the leaves
were the words of the Psalm, "He brought them out of
darkness and out of the shadow of death, and brake their
bonds in sunder." , Ruskin was delighted with it, and at
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once offered to give her employment in illumination and
to train her to become an artist.
.
Ruskin's method of training a painter is not one that will
commend itself to any school of thought to-day. It consis~ed si,mply ~n copying pictures. 'As to my work,' Octavia
wntes, Ruskm has set me to one which he believes to be
the right training for an artist, and he would be glad that
at present 1 did not look beyond it; first, because one must
be contented to do a work before one can do it, and secondly,
because ~~ would. then. be sure I loved art, not only my
own amblt~ous not1Ons; l~ addition to which he really longs
to ha~e thmgs well copIed.' With unquestioning docility
Octavla set to work to· copy, first Diirer then Turner
etchings, in pencil, then Veronese and Rubens, in water
colours. She .worked four or five hours a day, sometimes
a~ home keepmg one eye on the toymakers the while, sometImes at South Kensington, where she speedily became the
confidante of all the other students, sqmetimes at Marlborough House where Ruskin was apt to arrive to give her
a lesson, often at Dulwich whither she walked most of the
w~~, to save the expense of fares. Ruskin was an exacting
CrItIc, he demanded absolute accuracy and Octavia made
su~erhuman efforts to achieve it, and was cast down by his
strIctures: 'I thought that by some miracle the things I had
done were ?S accurate as human work need be.... Now
that I know where I am, I don't doubt I can win the battle
in time by steady work.'
It was strenuous, but Octavia saw more and more of
Ruskin, a~d ~his was compensation for any fatigue. He held
forth majestIcally and eloquently on every conceivable
subject. She list~ned spell-bound and wrote long and careful reports of hIS speeches to her sisters and friends. No
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wonder her own literary style was affected. The vigorous
brisk sentences, describing her real and joyful experiences,
were often replaced by fine writing after the manner of the
Master expressing sentiments that, no doubt unconsciously, she felt he would think she ought to have. 'The
light wreaths of briony not yet transformed into streams of
gold, but just changed enough from their summer green
to tell you their own individual story, how they grew deep
down in the hedge, then climbed up clinging for strength
even to thorny branches even to 1eafless ones; they tell how
they thrust themselves and tangle and knot themselves
closer and closer, one wreath only impatient for light and
sunlight, running up some spray of rose or bramble; and
then as if content to be made more and more like that sun,
rests on the thorny pillar, and stretches down its golden
arms to its friends below, every leaf telling the same story
as the whole plant, beginning in darkne$s ending in light,
beginning in life, ending in glorified death; beginning in
green, ending in gold; beginning in massive strength, ending in spiritual power.'
It is impossible not to grudge the time and energy Octavia gave to Ruskin's work, to this meticulous copying
which wore her out to no useful purpose; but it must be
remembered that it gave her great happiness at a time
when she sorely needed it; and that, after all, it was Ruskin
who later opened the gate for her into her kingdom.
While Ruskin was giving her the work to which she
attached so much importance, Maurice was giving her the
work which she could do so admirably. One of Maurice's
many projects was the Working Men's College. Early in
18 56 he had started classes for working women in connection with it, and from the very beginning Octavia had
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given arithmetic lessons there. When the Guild came to an
end, Maurice invited her to become secretary to these
classes at a salary of £25 a year. It was about two hours'
work a day, and both interesting and.responsib1e. 'We have
about 40 pupils,' she writes, 'I sometimes take a class, but
my proper work is to keep the books, communicate between teachers and pupils . . . in short, I have the respon.sibility of all the arrangements. The work gives me
the tIme and power to see much of the pupils of whom I am
becoming very fond.' The work also brought her into contact with the teachers of whom she was at first far less fond.
She had never before been paid for social work, and she
di~liked the necessity, she felt herself at a disadvantage
WIth the voluntary workers. 'As I am thrown among
"ladies" I hope I may discover good in them.' She suspected
them of a desire to patronize her on account of her youth
and inexperience, yet she felt herself as experienced in the
problems of the working classes as anyone of them; she
resented the fact that when any of them failed to turn up
for a ~ect?re she was expected to give it, she felt that they
were InclIned to exaggerate the importance of the services
they rendered. She writes impatiently of the knowledge
that 'they will be offended if they think themselves the
least in the world slighted, and they think I have no right
to be indifferent to what they think .... I don't know what
there is in the word lady which will connect itself with all
the things I despise and hate; first and most universally it
suggests a want of perseverance and bending before small
obstacles, a continual "I would if--".'
Nevertheless, this contact with social workers was of
great value to her, it was important that she should learn
to work with them, since in the real work of her life she
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was to be increasingly thrown with them. It ,:as ~ot in
Octavia to regard even' ladies' for any length of, tur: e,m the
mass, she soon began to distinguish them as llldlvldu~ls,
to make friends with some, and to work comfortably Wlt~
all of them. One important friendship dates from th1s
time; this was with Miss Sterling, the daughter o~ John
Sterling whose life Carlyle wrote. She was t,he d1rector
of the classes, a woman much older than Octavta, and ~o~
ceived a warm affection and admiration for the eager vlvld
girl who threw herself with such enthusiasm into the work.
But the s~cretaryship of th\'! classes ~~d the money Ruskin .paid her did not suffice for, Octav~a s needs, When the
Guild came to an end, the Htll famdy had' reassembled ,
itself in furnished rooms in Francis Stleet, Miranda. ~ad
pupils mornings and afternoons, Mrs. Hill ,was wnt1~g
articles, for some of which she found a pubbsher, E:Il1ly
was available to superintend the toymakers :v~~n her s1ster
was otherwise engaged, but the respons1bihty for the
family came incteasingly on Octavia's shoulders. S~e
managed in addition to e~erything, else to find a cert~lll
number of pupils, a drawmg class m the sch?ol at wh1ch
Miranda was teaching, as well as private puptls f?r drawing recommended by Ruskin. She taught other thlllgs too,
indeed she never felt able to refuse any pupil offered' to
her. F~r by this time Octavia had come to realize the tr~e
condition of her father's affairs. There were debts, she d1scovered, still unpaid, and although she had of course ~o
legal responsibility for these (since her father was a d1scharged bankrupt) the idea that ,anyone should suffer, loss
through her family was utterly llltolerable to ~er. W1th a
full recognition of the burden she was assummg she accepted the debts as hers, and thereafter they figured as a
I
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liability in any calculation she made of her financial position; bit by bit, as she was able, she reduced and finally
paid off the whole sum, but it was a slow business, and in
1856 she saw herself submerged under a mountain of indebtedness. A further source of unhappiness was the sad
state'i.if depression into which her father had fallen. She
felt it her duty to go and see him from time to time, and
every visit added to the weight of her burden. 'I have been
with my father, and what that implies of desolation and
despair, God the good Father alone knows.'
She was working eleven hours a day at her paid work;
in her spare time she was interviewing possible purchasers
of her toys, finding suitable openings for her children,
answering every call that came from one or another of
them in sickness or any kind of trouble. When she came
home she was worn out; little wonder if she was difficult,
impatient when her family begged her to do less, irritated
if they expected her to join in their relaxations yet a little
hurt if they left her out. 'Everyone says I do not need sympathy, I only wish it were a little more true .... I ain very
lonely.... They say "Ockey will not be with us" as if I
were not longing to join them as they talk or'read; but I
have other work on hand .... I am felt often to be a pillar
to the family in many ways.'
, Octavia accepted the position of 'pillar to the family' as
her right, she would not have been contt;!nt to relinquish it
to another; yet, it must be remembered, she thought of
herself primarily as an artist, and as she saw herself obliged
more and more to take control of the family finances, more
and more regarded as the business man among them, she
felt a little resentfully that the sacrifice of her real gifts was
being ignored. 'I assure you,' she wrote to Ruskin, 'I am
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considered the person of the family who is without imagination, poetry, feeling or affection; good only to do a sum,
carry a weight, go a long walk in the rain, or decide any
difficult question about tangible things. You happen to
know the other side of me: all that's kept in, that I may.do
my work, you don't know what a life of calculation and
routine and steadiness mine is. I'm told that the best de.
veloped organ that I have is that of caution.'
The division within herself, the sense of wastmg her
artistic gifts, the feeling of being out of sympathy with her .
family to whom she was completely devoted, added to her
financial anxieties and her persistent overwork, produced a
strain that became well-nigh intolerable. The more tired
she became the more impossible it seemed to call a halt;
she was too weary to stop., she even evolved the idea that
she had no right to rest, 'that to leave off working was a
privilege, to continue a duty, that I dare not claim any
time as my own; that I had sometimes felt as if I had
earned a time to rest or enjoy leisure: and then had been
convinced that all time was God's and to be used for Him.'
When this point was reached, it was clear that something must be done about it. It was Maurice-'through
whom I have strength to do all I do ... whose influence
connects all my life together' -who now reasoned with her
and finally persuaded her 'that rest was as much a part of
God's order as work was, that we have no right to put ourselves out of the order as if we were above it ... rest is as
much a duty as work, it is very self-willed to do without
it.' This was in the spring ofI857. Octavia accepted Maurice's judgment, but it was too late to save her from a
breakdown; in April she fell a victim to some fever, and in
her over-tired state, the illness was severe and recovery
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slow. Her mother nursed her with devotion and with
wisdom born of deep affection forbore to point ~he obvious
moral. Octavia appreciated both the care and the reticence.
She had to have a long holiday and perhaps this break in
her work may be regarded as the end of her adolescence.
She had time for reflection, she saw her problems more
calmly and in truer proportion.
When she came back to London she had achieved adjustm~nt to her family, her work and her resp~nsibilities;
she stIll hoped she might find her career in artistic creation,
but she was able to make a more sober calculation of her
po,;er of physical endurance. She no longer disdained
hohdays, she would take long solitary walks into the
co~ntry when she found a free day, and she was ready to
take warning when 'Brother Ass' uttered it. 'I have been
ill and people talk gloomy things to me about what will
happen if I don't completely refresh myself, and what is
more I believe them. Now I do not mean to add one more
to. the mournful list of women and girls who have rendered themselves incapable of doing anything by their determination to do more than they should.'
. ~n the autumn she faced, sadly enough, the necessity of
glvmg up the toymaking. 'I could not make them pay,' she
wrote briefly, 'and ought not to go on unless they did.' It
cost her much to make the decision, but once made she
stood by it. 'On the morning of the day it was all settled,'
writes Caroline, 'Ockey received the sweetest letter from
Miss Harris asking what sum it would require to carry on
t~e toys another year; but dear Ockey, very properly I beheve, was firm to carry out the change.'
Giving up the toys relieved Octavia of one heavy responsibility, but she still worked extremely hard; she still
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concerned herself with the girls who had been her toymakers since she had established so close and intimate a
relatiodship with them, that none of their affairs could be
a matter of indifference to her. She vety generally got up
at 5.30 to do illuminating or any other work she c,ould do
at home, before she went out to her ordinary day s wor~.
She found a way of helping her father too, and though. 1t
was a small affair 'I have got him to permit us to lend hUIi
books to read and now they have become a source of great
delight to hi~,' the fact that she could do something, however small lightened her burden.
Mirand~'s health now began to fail, and after consultation with Dr. Southwood Smith, it was decided that she
should go to Italy to join Florenc~ and ~er au~t, and fi~d
pupils there; Caroline took over Mlranda s pup~ls a~d thls,
giving her work she really enjoyed, made far~l.1ly hfe v.ery
much easier. Emily too was fully and happtly occup1ed,
for she had been nominated by Maurice to hold at Queen's
College a scholarship founded in his honour.
Now that Octavia had time.to think more about her own
surroundings, it seemed to her that they would all be very
much happier and more comfortable in a home of the1r
own than in furnished rooms. She persuaded her grandfather to lend them the necessary money, and having found
unfurnished rooms in Milton Street, with Emily's help
she set t~ work to make a real home. It was a task which
gave her the most intense pleasure, she used all her ingenuity to make a little money go a l?ng w~y. Mter her
work she would go round the shops WIth Emtly and Gertrude choosing carefully and economically. She plan~ed
and cut the carpet and with Emily sat on the floor sewmg
it. Once more the house was filled with laughter, and she
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recited poetry and' chattered merrily as the work proceeded. And at last the home was achieved. It was inevitably Victorian, 'the crimson table cover and chair cover
and green carpet and white walls with roses, make such a
lovely combination.... It certaicly does give one a most
pleasant sense of simplicity, cleanliness and beautiful
colour.' The sisters waited anxiously to hear their mother'~
verdict on their handiwork: she approved completely,
everyone who called upon them admired it. For .the first
time in her life, Octavia had acquired household gods and
had arranged them around her in the setting she, had chosen
for them, her satisfaction was unbounded. Once more she
faced life with zest and if she had outgrown the rapturous
ecstasy ~f her early days, she could still write 'I am so
happy, and more so, day by day'.
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Chapter IV
NEW FRIENDS
'I get on very much more easily with strangers than I used.'
OCTAVIA TO SOPHIA JEX-BLAKE, August, 1860

, I THINK you wi111ike our dear new home,' Oc~avia wrote
to Miranda in Italy, 'the prettiness of it is a del!ght to me,
and I am most thankful for its order and cleanhness. : .. I
m so fond of it.' To Octavia the move from furmshed
:partments to a home was a moment of gr:eat
it marked the end of their bitter poverty, a penod to whIch
she referred many years later as 'a time when we were. s~
very, very poor, that I can still hardly bea~ to speak of It .
Things were definitely improving; Mrs. Ht11 was fully.occupied with pupils, Emily at Queen's College was rapld~y
becoming qualified to earn, Ruskin was paying Octavla
more and was using some of her work for Modern
Paint~rs' her father was better and happier, and his debts,
though ~ot yet paid off, were being steadily reduced, .so
that it seemed possible to foresee a date, not too far dIStant, when they would be extinguished. She felt so .much
better off, that she encouraged Miranda to take mUSIC lessons in Italy and assured her that there was no need for her
to think of sending money home.
.
One shadow, however, marred the two years at Ml.lton
Street. Octavia's health was now a cause of real anxlety.
She blamed herself, 'It is my own fault-I ought to take
things more quietly, not think so very much dep~nd~ on'
my deciding wisely and not nearly break my heart If thmgs
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go wrong for a time.' There was some justification for the
diagnosis, no doubt her spirit drove her body hard, to the
end of her life she was to feel joy and sorrow 'Success and
disappointment more acutely than it is gi;en to lesser
people to feel them, it is the price paid for the power to
'turn the world upsid.e down', but it was not the whole of
t~e truth. The poverty ('1 have only once or twice in my
hfe h?d to go hungry,' she wrote, contrasting her happy
lot, wIth that of a toymaker), the long hours, the constant
. res?onse to the needs of others, had put upon her a strain
whIch the. most robust constitution could hardly endure.
In the spnng of 1859 she was heading for another breakdown, and bowing to necessity took a holiday in Normandy with Mary Harrison.
It was her first visit abroad and her spirits rose joyfully
the moment she abandoned her work; a 'very rough crossing' which lasted six hours did not daunt her, nor did her
rather sketchy knowledge of French prevent her talking
freely to all she met, though there was an occasion when
s~e took ca vehement determination to have nothing to do
wIth a short, stout, repulsive foreigner who sat in the railway carriage opposite to me and who to my consternation
was most polite and attentive', but for the most part, her
perennial interest in her fellows overcame any such determi~at~on and sh~ studied places and people with eager
CUrIOSIty. She rapIdly regained her health, '1 have laughed
more since 1 came to France than 1 have done for years 1
thi~,' and she returned to her work full of vigour. But she
could not so easily conquer the results of years of strain.
Again and again in her letters, she writes of intense weariness and of bouts of pain that made it impossible for her to
stand. She was obliged now to take holidays quite fre-
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quently. 'Ockey is rather like a man taking a ~oliday,'
Florence reports. 'She thinks it her duty to be Idle and
does not quite know what to do with herself:' She found
it necessary to restrict the length .of her work111g day: a?d
to forego her long walks to Dulwlch, even though thISI~
volved spending money on fares. As soon as she had ~e
covered from one of these attacks she flung herself wIth
courageous energy into her work, which every day became
more and more interesting.
At the Working Women's Classes she had made herself
indispensable, and when, owing to the pressure of her work
for Ruskin, sne suggested giving up th~ work t~ere, she
was both astonished and gratified to dIscover ~Ith ,,:hat
dismay the proposition was recei:ed: 'Miss SterlIng saId .1
must know they could not pOSSIbly supply my place~lt
was impossible-the whole flourishing or decay of the
classes depended on whom they had in my place; my value
could not be calculated in £, s. d. or any number of me...
chanical performances.'
It was at the Working Men'.s College 111 18 59 that Octavia made the acquaintance of GeQrge' MacDonald who,
on Maurice's invitation, was lecturing there on Poetry.
MacDonald was not at that time well known in Londo~,
he had only recently come th.ere fr?~ the North, and d1?
not get easily into contact WIth thIS South-count:-y audIence, which seemed to him heavy and unresponsIve: T~e
lecturer flagged, conscious of a want of sy~pathy 111 ~IS
listeners, then suddenly his eye fell on O~tavIa, w.hose 111tense concentration and obviously eager 111tere~t 111 ~ll he
was saying ass:ured him that one at least of hIS audIence
was following and appreciating the argu~e~t; much
cheered, he addressed himself to her, and rega111111g confi-
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dence made the lecture a complete success. At the end of
it he sought her out, thanked her for her help, and invited
her .an~ her siste~ to visit him and his family. This was the
begmmng of a frIendship which was to be of great importance to Octavia, who became devoted to Mrs. MacDonald and to all their children.
. They w~re attractive people, inteI1ig~nt, vividly alive,
mterested m things of the mind, and in their home Octavia
found a congenial atmosphere, freedom from the pressure
of her daily anxieties and inspiration for her intellectual
·pursuits. She joined gladly in their activities sometimes
acting in .the plays that George MacDonald ~rote, taking
hoh?ays m En?lan? and abroad with them, both gaining
from and contnbutmg to the happy family life. Years later,
on Mrs. MacDonald's death, Octavia wrote to one of her
daughters: 'My thoughts kept flying back to the old days,
days when you were all children; days when you were so
good to me, days when your father's teaching was opening
new worlds to me, days when all your motlier's sweetness
and unceasing goodness and brightness were such a cheer
a~d a lesson, days when in sorrow or in joy your home was
always open to me.'
There were other friendships too which date from this
time. In August, 1859, she speaks of a new friend, Emma
Baumgartner, who lived at Godmanchesterj where Cromwell was born. This was one of the quiCkly conceived
friendships, characteristic of Octavia; 'I went down there,
a perfect stranger, having only seen her twice and her
mother once.' The visit was an unqualified success; the
'girls had much in common, Octavia was delighted to discover in Emma 'right views about work and all religious
questions', she shared in Emina's activities-her men's
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reading room, her night school for. boys and men and her
Sunday school-in less earnest moments, Emma taught
her to row; 'We drew, we talked of Ruskin and of Mr.
Maurice; as well as of her brothers, and my sisters, architecture, and all kinds of things.' It was the beginning of a
happy intimacy, broken only by death.
It was in February, 1860, that Octavia first came to know
Sophia Jex-Blake. 'I have been giving some book-keeping
lessons to Miss Jex-Blake. She is a bright, spirited, brave,
generous young lady living alone in true bachelor style.'
A sudden flowering of affection was no rare experience to .
Octavia,· and it was no wonder that she was captivated by
Sophia Jex-Blake, who was a brilliant young woman, full
of energy and spirit, possessed of all the qualities which
could not fail to appeal to Octavia. In many respects the
two girls were very much alike. Already at the age of
twenty, both bore unmistakable marks of greatness; they
were built in heroic mould, of indomitable courage and
capable of any sacrifice where their chivalry was. aroused.
Both had the flaming and passionate temperament which
is the mark of the pioneer, though Octavia had been
chastened by circumstance to subdue her vehement desires to the duty of the day, both had decided views and
a difficulty in believing themselves mistaken, both were
deeply affectionate. Any relationship between them must
have been a tempestuous affair but while Sophia's explosions of wrath relieved her feelings and passed over
quickly leaving her restored to good humour, Octavia, who
felt her own hardly-won serenity threatened, suffered more
from these outbursts than her friend realized. Perhaps no
easy intimacy was possible ,between two such powerful
personalities, but the real difficulty lay, not so much in the
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strength of these, as in the absence of any common background.
WhileOctavia had b~en struggling with the bitter problems of poverty, SophIa had been resisting the efforts of
her devoted parents to turn her into a well behaved young
la~y, happy ~o accept the restrictions considered appropnate to a gIrl of her class in early Victorian days. She
c?ul~ not be fitted into the mould; she was too full of
~ltalIty.to acc~pt the role of the daughter at home fulfill~ng SOCIal dutIes and visiting 'the poor'. Her pare~ts, lovmg her deeply, all0:-ved her to have her own way and she
was now ~athematIcal tutor at Queen's ·College. She had
no cO~lceptlO~ of what poverty meant and a life such as
. OctavIa had lIved was not only outside her experience but
al~o beyond her imagination. She had been used to people
wIth ~ery clearly defined convictions about the social class
to whIch they belonged. When she was offered a salary for
her. work at Queen's College, her father protested in horror
agal~st he~ 'accepting wages that belong to a class beneath
you m SOCIal rank'. She was indeed perilously near to being
~ne of, those c~eatures whom Octavia so greatly disliked,
a lad~ , and wIth the best will in the world she could not
~ee .thlllgs from quite the same angle as Octavia did. She
mdIgnantly repu?iated her father's opinions, but none the
less her u.ncons,:lOus assumptions were coloured by them.
~he fnendshIp began happily enough. In the Easter
~o~Iday O~tavia ~tayed with the Jex-BIake family. After the
VISIt Sophta received what she calls a 'loving solemn letter'
~bout one of her family 'rows' and records her reaction
.Told her by: return "Hang you", and bade her remembe;
she was neither nurse nor parson. Dear-dear child
though.' In the following July, Octavia, Sophia and her
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sister Caroline went to Wales together. It 'was an enchanted time. Octavia had never seen mountains before
and was enraptured by them. They went to Bettws-y-Coed,
where the Jex-Blakes had a country house; there they en-:tertained all the children of the village, they talked and
laughed and came home in the highest spirits, Octavia
looking 'five years younger and bright as a sunbeam'.
Mter their 'return to town they saw more and more of one
another; Sophia's vitality and charm were a consta~t refreshment to Octavia, who gained much from the mtercourse: 'Your magnificent energy does me much goo~,'
and again: 'Do you know I get on 'very much more easlly
with strangers than I used, all of which I owe to you?' Day
by day they became more dependent. on each o:her,. and
when Sophia went abroad for a short tlme, Octavla ffilssed
her acutely. 'London feels strangely desolate, the lamps
looked as they used to look, pitiless and unending as ~
walked home last night, and knew I could not go to you.
In September Octaviaand Sophia ~egan to talk of li:ing
together: Ever since the move into Mllton Street had glven
them a home, Octavia had been longing for the return. of
Miranda and Florence from Italy. She had a deep affectlOn
for her sisters, and in addition she had ,a firmly rooted
conviction of the importance of family life; even when she
was most acutely conscious of its difficulties and of the
friction inherent in it, she felt that the right way for
people to live was in families. Obviously the three roo~s
in Milton Street would be inadequate for the whole famlly,
obviously their financial resources would not r~n to a
larger house. To Sophia nothing seemed more dehg~tfully
obvious than that she should share a larger house wlth her
beloved friend. There were no limits to .her generosity;

she would give without any consciousness of conferring a
favour, and could not see why there should be any reluctance in receiving. 'She speaks most sadly of the modern
fallacy that money must be earned, she thinks it might be
giyen when people are dear friends; she says they've given
the most precious things, what difference can a little
money make.' Octavia loved her friend dearly enough to
accept her view; together they searched for a suitable
house; 'Mamma earnestly desired' that they should keep
near the Park (Regent's Park), inclined to Harley Street,
which proved too expensive, and finally agreed to 14,
Nottingham Place.
It was at this point that "the first hitch occurred. Sophia's
parents expressed complete disapproval of the whole
scheme. Mrs. Jex-Blake, whose sensitive understanding of
her daughter was an outstanding feature of her character,
no doubt realized the difficulties ahead, for Sophia had
never found it easy to live in submission to her elders, and
Mrs. Hill's was a personality by no means to be ignored.
Mr. Jex-Blake's objection was on social rather than on personal grounds. :When he had first heard of his daughter's
intention to live with the Hills, he had raised no objection,
he liked Octavia, and since Sophia could not live reasonably and conventionally at home there seemed no reason
to oppose her projected choice of residence. But when he
realized that she was to be joint lessee of a house with Octavia, and that a tenant was to be found for the drawingroom floor, he expressed his horror in no uncertain terms.
'You cannot really mean to take a house and let lodgings
in direct opposition to your dear mother and me. It would
be quite disgraceful, and we can never consent to it. I will
not believe, my dear child, with all our love for you, that
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you will so directly disobey us, or that Miss Hill, knowing
our feelings on the subject, can be a party to it. I firmly
believed, till the last few days, that you were to live in
rooms. I had no more idea of your becoming a lodginghousekeeper than of your keeping a shop.' Sophia's reply
is not recorded, but her determination to live with the
Hills was strengthened, rather than weakened; it was not
too difficult to re-arrange the scheme so that she became a
tenant of some of the rooms instead of joint landlord. The
friendship between the two girls was too deep and intimate to be clouded by the opinions of any third person,
nevertheless Mr. Jex-Blake's assumption of superiority
added a difficulty to Sophia's relationship with the other
members of the Hill family.
Octavia proceeded with the negotiations. Maurice and
Ruskin helped her, seeing the landlord and testifying to
her' energy and every estimable quality', Miss W odehouse,
a friend of Sophia's at Queen's College, gave a formal
guarantee; by the middle of December the whole business
. was completed and the family moved in. 'Ockey is immensely busy,' wrote Emily to Miranda, 'and quite in her
element, buying things, reading over schedules of fixtures
and examining plans and carpentering. We have not yet
fixed what roorns we are to keep; it must depend 'on the
lodgers ... we are close to the Park, so the air is very good,
and we are about ten minutes' walk from Queen's College.
The. back of the house is delightfully quiet, because it
looks out on Marylebone Church Schools.' The house
proved all they had hoped; Octavia rejoiced in its 'wide
stone stairs and large light quiet rooms', her one desire
now was that her sisters should come back and share it.
'Dearest Andy,' she wrote; 'You know I would not urge
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you lightly to leave a work you had undertaken, but. I do
feel that we ought to be> all together again. Life is too short
. and precious for us to spend much of it separate, we do
want all our strength for work here.' This was an appeal
hot to be resisted, and in the beginning of 1862 the family
was reunited.
In May of that year, however, Octavia was again
threatened with a breakdown; once more sue suffered from
bouts of intense weariness and pain, indeed, so wretchedly
ill did she feel that she seriously contemplated the possibility of an early death: 'J am like a broken thing, thin and
pale, with aching back and hands .... well enough till I feel
or do anything, then feeling like a shadow, a queer feeling
as if a slight touch would push me over the brink, however,
it is no use talking about it, no one knows but there may
be some years of life for me, at any rate, my way is clear, to
rest if I can, not to frighten myself anyway.' The means to a
rest presented itself most opportunely. Mary Harris was one
of Octavia's most intimate and· beloved friends. She was a
much older woman thaJ.l Octavia, a member of the Society
of Friends. When Octavia first met her, she had been
engaged in visiting prisoners at ;Newgate. Octavia, then
only a child, had conceive'd a passionate devotion for her,
. and had poured forth all her secret aspirations, her joys
and her sorrows. As she outgrew adolescence, the violence
- of her passion sobered down into a deep. and lasting affec-:
tion, an intimacy most precious to her, which lasted until
Mary Harris died in 1893. Like so many members of the
. Society of Friends, Mary Harris had attained a deep inward peace, which gave her home an atmosphere of un,troubled calm. No one could help Octavia as Mary could,
. and again Octavia found refreshment m Mary's
THE FIVE SISTERS.
OCTAVIA HILL.
FLORENCE HILL.
MIRANDA HILL.
EMILY SOUTHWOOD HILL
GERTRUDE HILL
(MRS. OHARLES LEWES).
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serene wisdom. By 1861 she was keeping house for her
brother a widower with five little girls, and at this moment,
having been ill herself, she begged Octavia to come to ,her
assistance. Octavia responded instantly. She felt a httle
u~easy at leaving her home with its new responsibilities,
but an appeal from Mary, and one moreover which so
exactly matched her own need~, was not to be resisted.
The Harrises lived in Cumberland, near Derwentwater.
The beauty of the countryside, the long untrouble~ da~s,
the absence of responsibility, the cheerful compamonshlp
of the children, above all the satisfying intercourse with
Mary brought her the refreshment she so sorely needed.
At first she tried to live a normally active life but when she
found this was impossible, she cheerfully accepted a pas~
sive state. 'I've left off walking again; after the first fortnight I got more and more tired with it, but I persevered
till the fever came, and have never resumed It; but the
terrace here is my continual haunt.' As the happy weeks
went by she began slowly to regain her strengt~. In July
she went with Mary and the children to the seaSide where
.
she and Mary sat 'in the sunshine in great peace'.
Meanwhile, things were not going too easily at Nottingham Place. In Octavia's absence,Sophia Jex-Blake felt
responsible for the household, but Mrs. Hill felt herself
to be the natural head of Octa-via's house. Both had very
decided views and being separated by a generation and
coming as they did from worlds apart, it was inevitable
that their views should clash. Sophia had always known
very distinctly what was best for everyone, she was never
very sensitive to the feelings of other p~ople; she ,:e~t
energetically on her way, only half conscIOUs of the IrrItation and opposition she aroused. Miranda, who had

formed a warm friendship for Sophia, sa~ the situation
from both sides, but was unable to reconcile them. She
wrote to Octavia" Emily wrote, Mrs. Hill wrote, Sophia
wro~e. Octavia, ,receiving all these letters, felt her spirit
quad, she was stdl far from well, her whole being cried out .
for peace; th.e contrast between the simple secure life she
was leading with Mary and the' complicated contentious
existence to which she seemed called was intolerable.
'I hold myself prepared to come when it seems right,'
she wrote to Sophia in July, 'sure to be given strength to
d~ my, duty, but, c~rtainly not longing for anything that
wdl bnng me agam mto a world of contention. All my life
lon~ this dread and misery about even the slightest con.,.
t~ntIOn or e~trang:ment ,~as taken the form 0f misery contInually saymg to Itself, I cannot bear it." ,
Throughout August and September the letters continued, appealing to her to judge, to come, to 'put things
right'. Finally, in October, she was summoned home and
a decision was forced on her. The decision was a hard' one
hard on her, and doubly so on Sophia Jex-Blake. Octavi~
had discovered quite certainly that she could not do her
work, could not even live, except in an· atmosphere of
peace; it was abunda~tly clear that there could be no peace
In the househ?ld as It was, and that her family or Sophia
must be sacnficed. The sanctity of family life was one
of her deepest convictions, she had lived for her family
from her childhood, she knew well how much her mother
and sisters depended on her,. she could not now desert
t~em. She decided that Sophia must go;. she would not
dl~CUSS th,e question with her, would not try to see her
POInt of view-probably she dared not trust herself to do
so, fearing lest her resolution should fail. ; Oh, Sciphia,
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how splendidly you and your mother did act those last
few days that now seem so far away,' she wrote a mo~th
after the break, 'How deep your forethough~ was, so lo~mg
as to have remembered the very slightest thmgs that mlght
be the least trouble to us, when you were no longer near
. '
to take care of us.'
It was a sad ending to an intimacy whlch. prom.lsed so
much happiness to both. Octavia saw SophIa agam, and
for the next few years at intervals she wrote her tender
letters, showing her affection to be unaltered ?ut s~e
would not attempt any reopening ~f the .relatl?~shIP'
though for years Sophia could not beheve thIS decIs~on to
be unalterable. Perhaps it was inevitable, perhaps It was
necessary for the sake of the work each was to do, that
each should pursue her path alone; but the l~ss was no~e
the less severe, particularly perhaps for Octav~a. In Sophta
J -Blake she had found a friend who was mtellectually
a~ spiritually her equal, one who criticized ~reely ~nd
frankly, who could laugh at and with her: OctavIa treadmg
untried ways, creating a new profes~lOn, found ~a~y
disciples but few equals, many to admIre, few to ~r!t1CIZe
her. Her life was the poorer for the loss of SophIa s gay
companionship and loving derision.
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Chapter V
THE NOTTINGHAM PLACE SCHOOL
'Learning for the sake of learning and knowing is the
only legitimate course':
OCTAVIA TO MISS EMILY DAVIES, February, 1864

THE year 1861 closed sadly enough for Octavia. The
abrupt end to her holiday with Mary Harris and the emotional strain of the break with Sophia Jex-Blake told on
her health and spirits. Then in December, her grandfather, Dr. Southwood Smith, died very suddenly. Caro- .
line Hill was shattered by her loss; the tie between her and
her father had been very close, she had lived with him for
long periods after her husband's collapse, and had been
wont to turn to him confidently for advice, she had indeed
always felt him to be the head of the family. Octavia
grieved for her mother; though she had been little willing
to depend on anyone but herself, and had now for years
been financially independent, his death increased her sense
of responsibility for her mother. She was now more than
ever the only 'man' in the family.
There was, however, no time to waste in mourning, for,
as always, there was much work to do. The whole family
was now engaged in teaching; Mrs. Hill's book on education was fairly widely known among intelligent people,
Emily had emerged from Queen's College fully qualified
to teach, Florence spoke Italian perfectly and had studied
music in Italy, Miranda had been teaching since she was
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thirteen: it was not difficult for the Hills to find pupils. At
the beginning of 1862 Miranda was head o~ fl scho~l f~r
the daughters of tradesmen and artisans,.Emtly (or ~tnme
as her sisters called her) was teaching tn a school tn the
mornings and had two private pupils in the afterno?n,
while Mrs. Hill waS teaching a 'dear little girl'. O~tavt.a:s
teaching was only one of her activities; she was st111 dthgently drawing for Ruskin, still acting as secr~tary of t~e
Working Women's College, and teachi~g drawtng there; tn
addition she had a drawing class of thtrty at the Portman
Hall another of ten at Nottingham Place besides 'two tiny
boys', whom she taught two hours a day. 'Of course I ~m
growing rich,' she wrote to ~ary Harrison, .en~merattng
her pupils; more important st111, she was begtnmng to recover her health and. spirits.
It seems to have been almost by accident that the No~
tingham Place School, destined to play so large a part m
Octavia's life in the next twenty-five years, and to make
so definite a contribution to the education of girls, was
started. English people were beginning ~obe1ieve that their
daughters needed some sort of e~ucatlOn; the. m~veme~t
which culminattd in the foundat10n of the Guls Pubhc
Day School. Trust and of other .gr~at .girls' schools was
already stirring the waters; th.e Not~tngham ~lace Sc~ool
was one of its earliest mamfestatlbns. Em11y was ~m:
mense1y in demand as a governess, S? many o~ the Htlls.
friends wanted her that she deteriIllned to glVe up her
school work and to concentrate. on private pupils, but even
, so she could not satisfy all the demands made on her.
Octavia was asked to receive two children into her h~use
to prepare them for Queen's College. It "?ecame ObV10~S
that the simplest thing would be to combme all the chtl62

dren wh? wished to be taught by the family into one school.
Octavta entered energetically into the scheme: she still
felt the blank .left by S.ophia lex-BIake's departure and
welco~e.d the tdea of filhng the house with children. 'The
,work 1S l~teresting to me. It supplies an object now that'
the home IS rather broken up.' By the autumn of 1862 the
s~hool was f;:tirly started with six boarders and eight day
gtrls. To begin with, Miranda kept her own school and
helped at Nottingham Place only in the afternoons, so
most of t~e ~ork fell to Octavia. and Emily. Octavia had
ve~y ~efimte Ideas about the upbringing of girls; characten~ttcal1y she t~ought of each one always in relation to a
famtly. Her puptls were to be trained in 'habits of neatness, punctuality, sel.f-reliance and such practical power
and. forethought as WIll make them useful in their homes;
I thtnk they may be tau?,ht to delight in them'. Beyond this,
the~ were to learn theIr place. and function in society by
servtng ot~ers. From the beginning she encouraged them
to take ~n tnterest in social conditions, to learn at first hand
somethu:g about their poorer neighbours and to help them
when t~IS was possible. 'I ,so much hope some of the elder
ones WIll manage to spare time for teaching quite little
children either on Sunday or some other day.'
It. was a remar~able school, though from a modern point
of VIew much mIght be said against it. The building was
barely adequate. In early days there was no real school
room, and when later one was made out of a stable in the
~ew~ behind the house, .it smelt definitely of horse' and
ItS wtndows wer~ too high to see out of; sometimes two
l~ssons went on sImultaneously in it, for there was inadditwn only a smal! anteroom which one or at most two girls
" could use for pnvate study. The boarders slept three in a
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room; after the school room was adapted Miranda's and
another bedroom were over it; Octavia and her mother
slept together in the back drawing-room. It was a rather
spartan life. The Hills cared little for creature comforts,
there were no easy chairs, beds were hard, hot water
scarce. There was no regulation about the time for getting
up; slices of bread and butter were put over night in the
school room, and those who got up early were to consume
some of these before they began to work. In winter they
might light the fire for themselves.
Opportunities for physical development were not forgotten. 'We are so near Regents Park that the girls can walk
there every day. We have the key of the private part of the
Park and the girls play at running games there in the winter
and at croquet in the summer quite undisturbed. In
summer instead of dancing and gymnastic classes, the girls
row on the ornamental water twice a week; they also get to
a swimming bath once a week. Thus we give them opportunity for a good deal of healthful exercise.' How far Octavia was ahead of public opinion may be judged by the
fact that some ten years later, the governing body of a
girls' school in the same district being asked to provide
facilities for 'healthful exercise' for the pupils replied: 'The
Council would suggest to the promoters of this scheme,
that the needful privacy in the care of girls, causes a wide
difference between the concession of a playground for boys
and one for girls.' The curriculum was wide for that date.
'The subjects we teach are the English subjects, Latin,
French, Italian, German, music (part singing not solo singing), drawing, the elements of Euclid 'and Algebra also of
botany, chemistry, and natural philosophy. In these latter
sciences it is only just the first principles which are taught,
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but we find them valuable as well as interesting to the
girls.'
Emily was a qualified teacher, but the Inspectors to-day
would look askance at Octavia's equipment. '1 only began
my physiology yesterday,' she writes, 'but have done a
great deal since; I shall go on with it steadily preparing a
lesson each week, and so shall learn much myself.' Latin
presented difficulties too. 'Now that teaching has fallen to
my share, I regret very much my great ignorance. I want
to work very hard at Latin. Minnie and 1 are thinking of
trying whether Mrs. S. or some ot~er good Christian will
read it with us. At present 1 work at it a little alone.' But
if Octavia had no academic qualifications, she had an enthusiasm for learning which is worth -more to a: teacher,
§ince it is infectious. Nor was she satisfied to remain unqualifie~l.. In a life already full enough to daunt most women, she managed to find time fOl private study, and in
March, 1864, she could write triump~antly, '1 have my
certificate from Queen's College signed, amongst others,
.
by Stanley.'
It was characteristic of Octavia that her concern for the
sound education of her own pupils led her to take part in
the movement for the admission of girls to University examinations; it was always the need of the individual, known
to her, which led her to an interest in a general question.
It was part of the scrupulous honesty of her nature that she
wanted her work judged by some objective standard;, she
felt that until some such was established the education of
girls would not improve. 'There is no recognized system
of examining pupils; 1 am sure the want is a great one, and
very generally felt .... I feel the difficulty myself keenly,
so keenly that I would not myself undertake pupils here,
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till I had organized a plan by whi~h t~eir parents ~ig~t see
something of their progress. 1 provIded. eac~ gIrl WI~h a
book, in which her answ"ers to the exammatIOn questIOns
each half year might be written; and thus her parents can
see her progress. But of course the plan is clumsy. T~e
questions are given by the teachers, who .must necessa~Ily
know where the pupils are likely to fall, who examme,
in fact, on their own course of instruction.' As soor: as the
Cambridge Local examinations were o~ened to gIrls t~e
Nottingham Place children were all sent m for them .. TheIr
successes were a source of great happiness to Octavla, but
she kept examinations in their righ~ place. '1 was extremely
pleased with the effect on our pupIls. 1 thought they were
much invigorated by the examination; it interested them
much; the intercourse with other students gave them a
feeling of working with a large body of .learners all ~ver
England, which was very good, and I thmk the ~xamma
tion tended to raise their standard somewhat, Whl~h, 1. regret to say, 1 think is not high. These like all exammatlOps
require careful and noble use; people must look beyond
tliem, or they cannot look at them rightly. !here are better
things to be learnt than can ever come out m them. An~ to
work for one is dangerous; learning for the sake of learnmg
and knowing is the only legitimate course; but a standard
that will test our knowledge at last is almost invaluable.'
But no doubt what made the Nottingham Place Sch?ol
unique was the home life which t~e children shared WIth
their teachers. 'We receive a few gIrlS as boarders ?etween
the ages of twelve and eighteen, our reason for not mcreasing the number is that we wish to keep the arrangements
those of a home, rather than of a school.' Indee~, the school
life was that of a very happy family. The walks m the Park,
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the games in the enclosure, the rowing on the ornamental
water ~ere all enjoyed together, and gave opportunities to
the chIldren ~o talk. freely to the sisters. Octavia was perhaps more stlmulatlllg than the others, but Miranda Was
the most de.arly loved: both were good talkers and delightful compamons. Lesso~s were all over by 6 o'clock every
day, and then all had dmner together in the dining-room
a room with an apsidal end in which hung a reproductio~
of Le?nardo's 'Last Supper' with the legend, painted by
OctavIa herself, 'These are the liVing men, we the passing
s~adows on t?e wall. ' Very often there were guests to
dinner, sometImes people of such reputation as Ruskih
George MacDonald and F. D. Maurice, at other times les~
well-known people, but all interesting, for the Hills had
never had either time or inclination to cultivate 'so~iety'; their friends were always those whom they had met
m the course of their work, men and women concerned in
public work, in social reform, in all the burning questions
of the ·day. The talk would be full of interest a valuable
part o~ the ~d~cati~n of the girls who listened, ~nd perhaps
SOmetImes jomed m, even as Miranda and Octavia had
done as children, at their grandfather's table.
. Whe~ t?ere were no guests, the family would reassemble
m th~ dimng-room after the dinner was cleared away-the
drawm?,-room ~as used on Sundays for hymn singing but
other~lls; r~m~med unte,nanted-and the ev~ning was
spent ~n socIallll~ercourse . Sometimes they sang together,
sometImes the gIrlS would do needlework while Octavia
re~d aloud; she was a wonderful reader, her deep inusical
VOIce, her sense of rhythm, her obvious enjoyment of the
books she chose made a lasting impression on all who
. heard her. A six o'clock dinner gives a long evening and a
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good deal of reading was accomplished in this way. Good
talk, glee singing, needlework, reading aloud, a typical Victorian family evening, but those old enough to remember
such, will perhaps hesitate to assert that the present generation is altogether to be congratulated on the exchange of
these for its varied amusements.
On Saturday evenings all the week's mending was inspected, and every child had to submit the account of her
week's pocket money to Octavia, and it had to be absolutely accurate; Octavia also inspected all drawers to see if
they were tidy and the owner of one which was not so
would find a little note in her drawer, directing her attention to the fact. It was altogether a very happy school.
'You will easily imagine what a busy and merry household
we are, with all these young things laughing and playing
like kittens.'
In July, 1863, this happiness was interrupted by the very
serious illness of Miranda; for some days her life was despaired of, and anxiety lay heavy on the household. Octavia, wearied by grief and long hours of nursing, was
touched by the sympathy and kindness shown to them on
all sides; she writes of Maurice's daily visits, of Ruskin's
constant enquiries, of 'the little children who stole about
the house and spoke in whispers, and my children who did
their work quite self-reliantly and waited with gentlest service on us; the poor old women who sent to enquire daily,
and teachers who offered all service to set us free and
friends who drove in to bring flowers and grapes, and servants who were like rocks of strength.' Miranda recovered,
and the school found itself bound more closely than ever
as one family by the period of anxiety it had lived through.
Meanwhile, the reputation of the school was steadily in68
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creasing, more friends wanted to send their ~hildren there
others still hoped to receive one or another of the sister~
as a governess. One of these was Thomas Hughes (of Tom
Brown's Scho~l Days), who told Octavia that for years he
had been hopmg to get one of them. 'I was much touched'
writes Octavia, 'by Mr. Hughes' grief about the children:s
hatred of lessons and finding that they wanted someone to
take the children to the country for a month, till they could
fi~d a governess, thought .that I might take the work, and
mIght perhaps get the little things through some difficulties and so might make lessons pleasanter hereafter.'
Octavia accordingly spent something of a busman's holi-·
. day in the Christmas, 1863, teaching the Hughes' children,
for she could never resist the call of those in need and a
child who hated to learn seemed to her in sore need ~f help.
In the same spirit some years later, she spent a long summer holiday at Bude, teaching one of the MacDonald
children who hated Latin, and as he records 'made him
in love, if not with Aeneas and Dido, at least with Latin
g~ammar as well as incidentally but quite permanently
WIth herself'.
The advisability of increasing the number of children at
N?tti?gham PI~ce demanded consideration in 1866. By
thIS tIme Octavla had begun what was to be the important
work of her life, and though it was not at that time possible
to. foresee the dimensions to which it would grow, it was
alr~ady absorbing much of her time and thought. To have
a bIg school was no part of the Hills' intention but it was
~ifficult to refuse friends, difficult to :cefuse to take younger
SIsters when parents wished to send them. Mter s'ome discussion it was decided that 'Miranda should give up h.er
own school and become head qf the Nottingham Place
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school, leaving Octavia more time for her social work, and
increasing the number of boarders to fourteen.
Octavia was glad to hand over the responsibility of the
school to Miranda. She was immensely interested in the
children, but she was in~reasingly aware of a difficulty in
entering fully into their pleasures~ 'You know I've a damping, cool sort of way with them, that just stabs all their enjoyment. I don't think I've any child nature left in me.'
Naturally quick and competent, she found it difficult not
to be impatient with slow and fumbling efforts of the less
intelligent; serious faults and difficulties she could meet
with gentleness and understanding, but what she called
the 'schoolgirl element', the ordinary silliness that pertains
to that stage of development, irritated her; there had been
no time for light-hearted foolishness in her own strenuous
. adolescence, and she did not realize that the normal schoolgirl rarely escapes it.
Miranda, on the other hand, had understanding for
every type of child. She was less driven than Octavia, and
was by temperament more tranquil. Just as, in girlhood,
she had taken the plunge into London more easily, so now
she took the follies of youth more lightly; she .could detach
herself and observe with amusement, while she waited for
things to improve in a way always impossible to. Octavia.
'We came home to that dear Haven named Miranda,,
wrote a friend some years later, 'looking so sweet and
rested, and full of delightful sayings and doings of other
people. Can't you see her upturned face telling them, a
twinkle in her eye at something funny?' She was a natural
teacher who taught both child and subject, loving the
former and enjoying the latter; she had the gift of making
a child believe in her own power, a conviction that the
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C~ild who failed to-day would certainly succeed to-morrow
s
e. whas very gentle and those who did amiss met her as'
t OlllS ed gaze 'h . '
£I
' eI eyes growl11g larger and larger' till they
e t overburdened with· guilt. She was full of gaiet and
entered wholeheartedly, without effort into the I y
ad'
fh'
, . p easures
~ projects 0 . er pupIls. No wonder that those who survI~e t~-day,. bel11g asked about the school, reply with one
VOIce, Oh, It was Miss Miranda!'
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Chapter VI
BEGINNING OF HOUSING
'1 see no end to what may grow out of it':
OCTAVIA TO RUSKIN, May, 1864

IN 1858 Octavia had written contrasting her 'human work'
with the 'artistic work' to which 'I feel sure more and more
of my life will be called'. In 1864 she was still of this mind;
her ambition was to become a great artist, her professional
duty at the moment, to be a good teacher; her 'human
work' she regarded as an activity for her spare time. It was
natural that she should so regard it, philanthropy as a
career was quite outside the range of her thought. She did
not, particularly, love humanity, she loved a great many
human beings, her toymakers, with whom she had never
lost touch, her pupils at the Working Women's College,
those who served her in one way or another. Her eager
sympathy led her into friendship with many such, and it
was natural to her to throw herself wholeheartedly into
their lives, to share their interests, their trials and their
sorrows and to do her ll;tmost to help each one as oppor.. tunity arose. With the hardships of the poor she had long
been acquainted, but she had no theory of social improvement, she was too intelligent, and even at twenty-six, too
experienced, to believe in any panacea for the ~vils which
existed: what she believed was that one individual could
help another by understanding and by unselfish service.
It was natural therefore that when the move into Not-
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tingham Place gave her the space, she should forthwith
institute a weekly meeting for her less fortunate friends.
It was the mothers who could most obviously be helped.
Week by week tpey came to the Nottingham Place kitchen
and there, by Octavia and her sisters, they were initiated
into the mysteries of cutting out and making clothes for
their children. Sometimes there was reading aloud, sometimes singing in chorus. No doubt the mothers enjoyed t~e
comfortable kitchen, the evenings of leisure, the quiet and
peaceful talk undisturbed by their own families; certainly
the Hills did, and after the school had begun the elder
girls were allowed to join in the teaching and the singing.
On one of these evenings a young mother fainted from
fatigue. Octavia in great concern took her home and saw
the damp unhealthy basement in which she lived with her
family. Such a dwelling was no revelation to her. As early
as she could remember she had heard her grandfather
speak of evil housing conditions; she had herself visited the
homes of her toymakers, and Working Women's College
pupils, and had seen how many of them were compelled to
live; she knew well that it was not easy to find tolerable
accommodation for a family, but nevertheless she thought
. it should not be impossible to find something better for
this one. She searched all over Marylebone, but in vain;
children, then as now, were not regarded with favour by
potential landlords, it seemed nothing could be done. For
a long time Octavia had played with the idea of becoming
a landlord herself, of having a model lodging house where
families with children would be welcome; this incident accentuated her desire to realize the idea but at the moment
it seemed impracticable.
It was just at this juncture that her work took her to
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Ruskin. Her mind was seething with the problem of housing families, his, as it happened, with the problem of dis- ,
posing of the rather considerable sum of money he had
just inherited from his father. Could anything have been
more opportune? It is possible that Ruskin had already begun to have slight doubts about Octavia's artistic gifts,
that he was uneasily wondering whether he had done well
i:q. encouraging her to believe that she should give her life
to art; in a letter to Emma Baumgartner in 1863 about a
visit to Ruskin, she records his praise of her work but adds:
'1 was earnestly charged to leave any drawing if I saw what
of help I could give anyWhere. "Never argue that it is not
my work," he said. "I believe you have power among
people, which I ought not to monopolize." ,
Ruskin very often consulted Octavia about social and
ethical questions, and he now asked her advice about his
father's money. She did not, at the moment, tell him how
well she knew the best use that could be made of it; she
went home and turned the matter over in her mind; sure
as she was of Ruskin's sympathy and generosity, she did
not easily ask for'money, even for her most cherished projects. After two days she wrote and put the whole matter
before him. The answer came by return of post:

My

DEAR OCTAVIA, ,

Yes, it will delight me to' help you in this; but I
should like you to begin very quietly and temperately and
to go on gradually. My father's executors are old friends,
and I don't want to discol1)fort them by lashing out suddenly into a number of plans. In about three months from
this I shall know more precisely what I am about: mean-
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time, get your ideas clear and believe me you will give me
~ne of the greatest pleasures yet possible to me, by enab-

hng me to be of use in this particular manner and to these
ends.
Affectionately yours',
JOHN RUSKIN

. Oct~via was delighted. She was perfectly willing to b~
gm qmetly a?d go slowly, she did not even expect to go
very far; her Idea was 'a small lodging house, where I may
~ow everyone and do something towards making their
hves healthier and happier', yet even as she wrote about it
she realized, more and more the possibilities opening ou~
before h~r ..1 see no end to what may grow out of it, our
present smgmg a~d ~ork will of course be open to any of
our tenants who hke to come. We shall take the children
out, an? teach the girls, and. many bright friendships I
hope wlll grow up amongst us. The servants and children
here are trained for the work, and longing to co-operate.'
..The first step was to find the right house. Octavia began
bhthely enough. Almost for the first time in her life she
had no difficulty about money, there was no lack of admirably suitabl.e large empty houses with gardens in the neighbourhood; It seemed a simple proposition to walk out and
buy one. It proved far otherwise. Landlords and agents
who welcomed the prospective purchaser with eager courtesy, turned cold and disapproving when they learned the
p~r~ose to which the house was to be put; they were not
wdhng to spoil their property by accepting such undesirable tenants. 'Where are the poor to live?' asked Octavia
desperately of an agent, who replied coldly; 'I don't know;
but they must keep off the St. John's Wood Estate.' Octavia
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was disappointed, but not discouraged. Since it was clear
that owners of good property would not accept her tenants,
she must find property no longer good. There were plenty
of Courts in Marylebone, among these she must make her
lodging house .. William Shaen, he~ friend and lawy~r,
heart and soul in the scheme, helped III the search, and dId·
all the legal side of the business. The d~lays see~ed to
Octavia almost interminable, ~ut at last III the. spnng of
186 5 Ruskin became the owner of three houses III a Court
quite near to Nottingham Place. It was not the house O~
tavia had dreamed of, since there was' no garden, but It
made a beginning. '1 am so happy,' she wrote, 'that 1 can
hardly walk on the ground.' Until Midsumme~, there was
a resident landlord in each house, so that Octavla could n~t
et to work, as she longed to do, at ,!n~e. She took a holl~ay in the spring in order that she m1ght be able to do
without one when her neV'{ work began, and she spent
every moment she could spare in thinking out her plan.
Ruskin had urged that the scheme should be made< ~o
pay;..he suggested that he should receive 5 per ce~t on hIS
capital, not so much because he ca~ed about the lllterest,
as because he felt that if the enterpnse could be made profitable others would follow Octavia's eKample and. the
whole 'standard of working class housing would be ra1se~.
Octavia was not impressed with this argument. 'Who will
ever hear of what 1 do?' she asked incredulously. But she
was determined on other grounds to make her houses pay.
Her position was perfectly clear. 'A working man ought to
be able to pay for his house.' She hated to be dependent
herself, and this sentiment seemed to her so human. ~nd
right that she was convinced her tenants would share It, to
force them to live on the charity of others seemed to her an
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irisuIt; it was because she respected her tenants as human
individuals that she was determined to make it possible for
them to pay an economic rent. She knew it would not be
easy, but she believed that with patience and determination
she could succeed. 'The plan promises to pay, put of tllis
I say very little, so much depends on management, and tlle
possibilities of avoiding bad debts. Did I tell you of the
purchase of a chest of tea for selling to the women? They
save much, and get very good tea. My hope, however, is
not in this, nor in any other outward arrangement, but in
these as a means of knowing and training the people to
work and to trust. It is with me entirely a question of educa.tion. My hope is iri that.'
Her first three houses were in Paradise Place; a year
later Ruskin bought for her 'a row of cottages facing a bit
of desolate ground, occupied with wretched dilapidated
cowsheds, manure heaps, old timber and rubbish of every
description'. It was at no great distance from the original
pu~chase, and though a worse property, it had in Octavia's
eyes the supreme merit of giving her space for a play-.
ground; at the end of 1866 she acquired 'the four very
worst houses I have ever had to deal with'.
It is difficult for us to-day to conceive the character of
the property for which Octavia had now become responsible. There are still, unfortunately, 'slums'-an ugly word
which Octav:ia would never suffer to be used about the
homes of her tenants; she called them 'Courts' alwaysbut one might safely say that the type of tenant and dwellirig with which she had to deal has passed away. 'Part of the
evil was due to the type of landlord in possession. He was
generally a man (or woman) of slender means who had
bought the house as an investment and meant to make all
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he could out of it; he had no capital to spend on his property even if he had wished to keep it in ~ood order, but he
saw no reason why he should do so; drams that a surveyor
regarded with horror he considered to be 'in an excellent
condition for the class of inmates'. He therefore neglected
repairs, and in his dealings with tenants, was uncertain,
now harsh, now foolishly lenient; the arrears of rent were
large, six, seven or eight weeks were due from most
tenants and some owed very much more. One landlord,
indeed,' an undertaker, said frankly to Octavia, 'Yes Miss,
of course there are plenty of bad debts. Its not the rents
I look to, but the deaths I get out of the houses!'
Octavia has recorded the condition of her first th~ee
houses when she acquired them. 'The plaster was dropping'
from the walls on one staircase a pail was placed to catch'
the rain that f~ll through the roof. All the st,aircases were
perfectly dark, the bannisters were gone, ?aving been us~d
as firewood by the tenants. The grates, WIth large holes m
them, were falling forward into the rooms. The washhouse, full of lumber belonging to the landlord, was locked
up; thus the inhabitants had to wash clothes, as well as .to
cook a.nd to sleep in their small rooms. The dust-bm,
standing in front of the houses, was accessible to the whole
neighbourhood, and boys often dragged from it quantities
of unseemly objects and spread theJ;ll over the Co~rt. The ,
state of the drainage was in keeping with everythmg else.
The pavement of the back yard was all broken up, and
. great puddles stood in it, so that the damp crep~ up the
outer walls. One large but dirty water-butt recelVed t~e
water laid oh for the houses; it leaked, and for such as dId
not fill their jugs when the water came in, or who had no
jugs to fill, there was no water.' This was the property
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~hich filled. Octavia with such happiness that she could
hardly walk on the ground'.
.A.s might be expected, tile tenants were equally unpromIsmg. They were living in a state of poverty quite unknown to-day; they were for the most part only casually
emplo?,ed, and at ~ very low wage; they had large families,
and smce educatI?n . was not compulsory, the children
spent mo~t of ~heIr days fighting or sitting about in the
gutters WIth dIrty faces and listless vacant expressions.
There was a great deal of drunkenness and fighting a
natural enough'result of small irregular wages, discomf~rt
~t home and an absence of any rational amusement outside
l~. The Court ha~ t.he worst possible reputation, biltin the
cIr~ur~stance's thIS IS less remarkable than the fact that any
of ItS m~ates retained any standard of decency at all.
OctavIa went over the houses with the outgoing landlor~ the last day he collected his rents there, that she might
be mtroduced to the tenants as the new owner. They must
have made a curio~s pair, the man (not, says Octavia, a
cruel man, except.m so far as variableness of dealing is
c~uelty) accompanIed by a friend whom he hoped his
~enants would believe to be a broker, perfunctorily securmg what rent he could, so used to the characters of his
ten~ts and the conditions in which they lived as barely to
n~tIce them, and Octavia, noticing everything-the verml~, the wallpapers black with dirt hanging in depressing
stnps from the wall, the sullen hostility of tenants the
ge~eral degradation of the whole place. An experie~ced
~o~lal worker might be excused for having misgivings
mIght well quail at the prospect of ta~kling so stiff a piec;
of work . .what ~as her reaction? 'I think no one who has
, not expenenced It can fully realize the almost awed sense of
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But the crux of the matter lay not so much with the
buildings as with the tenants. Octavia knew only one way
of dealing with people, it was to get to know them as individuals, and to try to help them as one friend can help
another. The collection of rents gave her the opportunity
of seeing her tenants regularly, but to a less courageous
person the prospect of making friends through the weekly
call for rent would have seemed somewhat dim. Regularly
she called and her reception was hostile. Tenants went out
to avoid her, and. she had to go again and again to the same
door. In one court, chiefly inhabited by costermongers who
were out all day, she had to go at night. 'The front doors
stood open day and night, and as I felt my way down the
kitchen stairs, broken and rounded by the hardened mud
upon them, the foul smells which the heavy foggy air would
not allow to rise met me as I descended, and the plaster
rattled down with a hollow sound as I groped along.' Sometimes looking in at the open door she would find the tenant
lying drunk on the floor; the more promising tenants would
push the rent book and money through a chink of the door,
placing a foot firmly against it lest she should find her way
in. The yards were full of men often fighting and brawling.
Octavia walked in week after week at all hours of the day,
alone and completely fearless, picking her way over the
filth and through the rough crowd, noticing everything and
saying nothing. She continued tq order necessary repairs,
above all, she continued to insist that she must have her
rent every week, she would have no accumulation of arrears. At first the tenants could not understand this, they
had not been accustomed to a landlord who could be moved
. neither by threats nor flattery. More than once a tenant,
having admitted Octavia to her room, turned the lo?k on
8r
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Gradually the hostility of the tenants softened. They got
used to the short sturdy figure which appeared punctually
on the expected day, whatever the weather, and moved
resolutely and buoyantly across the sordid yards; almost
reluctantly they were obliged to recognize the pluck which
took her alone, after' dark, into places where the police
were accustomed to visit only in pairs. It is a significant
fact that though many of her tenants were of the roughest
and most lawless type, she was never molested or robbed
as she walked through them with her collected rent in her
bag. Presently they begahto appreciate the even justice of
her rule and the fact that she never went back on her word
in the smallest particular, and when they discovered that
she would never walk into their rooms uninvited, the obstructive foot was withdrawn from the door.
When this stage was reached it was possible to attempt
to secure the co-operation of the tenants in her schemes
. for their welfare. She took them into her confidence, trusting their essential reasonableness. She told them all how
much money she had to spend on repairs in each house,
and promised that if the actual cost of necessary repairs
fell short of the sum she had put aside, the balance should
be spent on any improvement they desired, safes, washin~
stools, copper lids or Gupboards, the choice should be
theirs. At once it became the interest of all to keep the repairs bill low; wanton damage ceased at once, accidents
became fewer, and many of the men became interested in'
doing small repairs themselves to save money. Another
form of co-operation with the tenants consisted in the organization of bands of cleaners from among the elder girls,
who scrubbed each passage twice a week at 6d. a week.
There is always something stimulating about one's first
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She tells how a woman with husband and seven children
occupying a single room explained at great length all the
good uses to which she would put the money which Octavia
wished her to spend on a second room. 'I was perfectly
silent, A half pleading, half assenting voice said, "Don't
you see I'm right, Miss?" No, I said, indeed I do not, ...
but of course you must do as you think best.' For the
moment the family remained in the one room, but when a
little later another room fell vacant, the woman herself
asked for it .
The combination of finnness and patience proved irresistible. In a surprisingly short time the houses were in
order and Octavia had established a relationship with her
tenants based on the recognition of the principle that the
duties of landlord and tenants are reciprocal. If, in practice, it was not always perfectly applied by the tenants,
Octavia at least joyfully accepted the mass of detailed and
often tiresome work it involved. 'I've just come in from a
round of visits to the nine houses,' she wrote, 'and somehow
its been a day of small worries about all sorts of repairs
and things of that kind. I was thinking when I came in,
that really it would be a small cost in value to pay any sum
however tremendous to get rid of this annoying small
perpetual care, if the work could be done as well; but th~n it
couldn't; it is only when the detail is managed on as great
principles as the whole plan, that a work becomes really
good. And so, I suppose, being really the school of training
the tenants most effectually, I must still keep it, and hope
that it will not finally make one either small or mean, or
bitter.'
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Chapter VII
THE TENANTS
'You cannot deal with people and their houses sepadrate;': ,
OCTAVIA HILL in 'Homes of the Lon on oor,
Macmillan's Magazine, October, 1871

IN the Fortnightly Review in November, 1866, Octavia
wrote: 'Two kinds of work depend entire~y on one a~other
if they are to bear their full fruit. The~e IS first t~e sImple
fulfilment of a landlady's bounden dutIes, and umform dethe fulfilment of those of the tenants .... Then
man d of
h'
h' h
secondly, there is the' i:!).dividual friends lp w lC grows
up from intimate knowledge.' This seco~d .aspect of the
work had occupied Octavia from the begmnll~g of her experiment. Less technical, though no less exactmg, than the
management of property, it offered abundant sco~e to
those who could bring little· but energy and good wIll to
the service of their fellows. Octavia believed profoundly
in the importance of friendly intercourse between all sorts
of people and was convinced that .those who came to. her
help had as much to gain as to gIve from such r~latlOn
ships. She was eager to enlist the help of her P.up~s, and
even before the houses were b~ught she was thmkmg out
schemes to this end. Every Sup-day morning the school
produced a journal, to which one or another of the h.ousehold contributed. It was in this journal on a Sunday m.the
autumn of 1864 that Octavia wrote: 'I wish to say a ~lttle
to you about the new work which I hope you feel l~ as
much yours as mine. You know? of course, that I am thmk86

ing of the house which I hope will be ours very soon ... it
is about the small practical matters that I wish to write .. .
each of you may have her own special work in the house if
you will, each may make it a greater blessing to those who
live in it-in the friendship and thought and care you may
bestow.... There are definite actual works to be done for
which you will want ... such regularity and: reliability that
what is entrusted to you,you will do-without further
admonition or supervision. To give an mstance ... we may
have a co-operative store opened at our house for our
tenants as soon as anyone of you has qualified herself
to take the management, which. means mainly keep the
accounts of it. I would manage the rest, but this I could
not do. Whenever anyone of you feels that I may really
trust her, let her come forward and say so .... Many, many
helpful things of the kind will open out for you."
The girls fulfilled Octavia's expectations and soon found
a variety of ways of establishing natural relations with the'
ten~ts. The children were an obvious means of approach,
and the mothers gladly accepted the help of the pupils who
took the children off their hands at busy moments, played
with them, sometimes taught them and often mended or
made for them. Here was a perfectly natural intercourse,
involving no condescension on the one side or subservience on the other. The girls became aware of the conditions in which their poorer neighbours lived, and of some
of the social problems which were crying out for solution.
Octavia had defined her business relation to her tenants
as one of 'perfect strictness'. It is interesting that, in an age
of more clearly defined social classes than to-day, when the
Lady Bountif1.Il and the Grateful Poor were stilI regarded
as admirable characters, the word Octavia used to express
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peared that singing would be acceptable, then some of the
younger ones thought they would try drawing. More and
more classes were instituted, and whether she was teaching
or not, Octavia was always there. It soon became possible
to arrange classes for the boys and girls at times when their
parents were not using theroom. It is.impossible to overestimate the importance of the room in Octavia's scheme,
but it lay not so much in the classes held there, as in the
fact that it became a centre for tenants, a place where they
met socially, chatted and compared babies. Octavia, sitting silent among them, observing -them unobtrusively as
they talked· among themselves, or discussing problems
quietly with one or another, came to have an intimate understanding of their point of view which she could have
gained in no other way. More important still, the tenants
who met there acquired interests in common, they discovered themselves to be really members of a community
in which each could play a part, instead of units of no importance in a great city. Octavia was happy when she heard
them use the expression 'one of us', for it showed the
growth of real corporate feeling, an ingredient necessary to
a truly civilized life. In her reali?ation of the importance of
fostering this corporate life, Octavia showed herself not
merely ahead of her generation, but so far ahead that we
are only now beginning to overtake her, for it is only the
more· enlightened housing authorities to-day who make a
community centre when they build a block of flats or develop an estate; there are stilI far too many working class
dwellings built without provision for any sort of social life,
to the great loss of the inhabitants and of society at large.
As Octavia came to know her tenants more intimately
she found herself more and more able to be of service to
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them. She realized that the irregularity of employment was
the main cause of their perpetual insolvency, and she tried
to help ~hem in two ways. In the first place she did what
she could to employ them in slack seasons. There was
always a certain amount of work on the property, necessary
but not urgent, which any tenant was competent to do;
this she saved up and shared out among those who were
out of work. Secondly, she helped them to save in good
seasons. Her method showed her understanding of the
essence of the problem. Those who can put aside only very
small sums, will not do so unless it is made very easy; to
make it so she brought the Savings Bank to their door.
Every Saturday evening from 6 o'clock onwards, she sat in
the Club Roo.t;Il 'with pen and ink and bags for money at a
deal table, under a flaring gas jet' and received such small
sums as the tenants wished to entrust to her. Saturday
evenings became a time at which Octavia could certainly
be found, whenever there was any thorny problem to discuss, advice or help to be sought. The tenants came in increasing numbers.. they were delighted to discover how
their accounts mounted up, and they learned gratefully to
depend on her steady friendship.
.
:The work Octavia was doing was sufficiently remarkable
to attract attention. Ruskin was naturally interested in it
and tall{ed about it, others concerned with social problems
heard of it and wished to see for themselves what she was
doing; people began to ask if they might visit her houses.
Octavia was bothered by this. 'There is nothing to see,' she
said to one applicant, 'only a great deal to do.' She could
not altogether refuse to take people round the Courts, but
she really disliked having to do it. She was sensitivefor her
tenants, and could not endure that they' should be made
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~~ibits, subje?ted to the curiosity of visitors they had not
mVited to their homes. It was not possible to foresee
whether a prospective enquirer would treat the-tenants as
so many cases to be investigated or recognize them as hostesses graciously willing to show their homes to friends of
a friend. Princess Alice of Hesse belonged to the latter
category. One of Octavia's nieces records her visit: 'She
made Aunt Octavia walk in front of her everywhere, as she
was anxious to be entirely incog. Aunt Octavia said that she
was "perfectly delightful with the p'eople" and she had
".never ~aken any~?-e who seemed to know 'so exactly the
nght thmg to say . In one house she discovered that the
eldest child's name was Victoria, and told the mother, "I
have a little Victoria too", and found they were almost exactly the same age. On hearing that Vicky, before'starting
to school, had blacked the grate, the Princess remarked
ruefully, "My Vicky could not have done that, I fear!" ,
(This was, of course, the future Czarina!)
The purchase of the second property in the spring of
1866 made it possible for Octavia to realize a cherished
dream. A garden for her tenants had always been part of
her sch~me and it was only the impossibility of finding a
house With a garden that had reconciled her to begin without one. She hated to see washing hanging in the one living
room the family possessed, unsightly and inconvenient, she
felt the necessity of providing an open space where the
children could play in safety and their parents could sit and
rest when they had a spare moment. Her new property did
not actual~y possess a garden,. but it included a space,
cov:ered With mounds of rubbish and derelict buildings,
which could be made to serve her purpose. Ruskin had
promised her some trees and some creepers to grow against
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the walls. She planned to have some little garde~s, and to
gravel the rest of the space, enclosing the whole WIth. a wall ..
She quickly set to work on the business. of cleanng the
space, and discovered at once both how dlflicult and how
important the provision of her playground was to be.
'Every moment of my waking time, my whole thought has
been of the playground in Freshwater Place? ~nd every
second of spare time has been spent there. It IS mdeed an
almost desperate undertaking, whether :V~ shall really succeed with it is still most doubtful, only if It c~ be n:ade to
answer by any power I have, it shall, for the ~dficu~tles that
impede it only prove the n~ed of it.' These dlflicultles aros.e
from the hostility of the neIghbours who resented the clearing up of a waste space, which they had been. accustome~
to use as a place for fighting or loafing or t~rov:m~ out theIr
rubbish. 'And the children!' writes Octavla, theIr ~yes ~ll
inflamed with continued dirt, their bate feet, theIr wild
cries, their disordered hair, and clothes lookin~ as if d~gs
had torn them all round.· There is a poor deJec~ed gIrl,
whom they call Margates, half-witted they say and an
orphan-one of five-she wanders over dirt heaps all day,
without shoes or stockings, looking so vacant, scolded a~d
rated by everyone, long locks of hair falling over her wIld
eyes.'
These unhappy people combine~ to hamper the.work of
clearing the ground and building the. wall round It ..They
stole the bricks, they threw the rubbIsh back when It ha.d
been cleared out, they interfered with the workers. ~ctavla
appealed to the police with very little effect. From tIme-to
time a policeman came and the enemy was scattered for the
moment, but the respite was only temporary, and the .assailants returned. Less than a week before the openmg
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ceremony, Octavia found that the wall, which in spite of
difficulties had been slowly rising, had been pulled down
in the night and lay 'one tumbled mass of ruin. A bitter
hopelessness filled my heart,' she records, 'I cannot tell you
'how I had worked and hoped,'but with the need came the
determination, if not the hope, and vigorously I set to work
to repair the evil.' Octavia's invincible courage carried the
matter through. She was there late and early. Her builders,
fired by her tireless energy, worked furiously at the wall,
and a watchman was employed to guard it at night .. The
opening ceremony took place on the day that had been determined, 70 tickets were issued to tenants and their childien and their friends; there was a Maypole, flags, singing
and a band from a Boys' Home, and a most happy tea
party, . in spite of an occasional stone or brickbat heaved
over the wall by hostile neighbours.
The playground was there. But now the children must
be educated to use it. Octavia was not likely to underesti':'
mate either the difficulty or the importance of the task.
Long before Education Authorities had discovered the
value of games in education, before play-centres were
thought oft or the importance of training children to use
leisure had been realized, Octav-ia had been distressed by
the sight 'of children hanging about listlessly doing nothing,
or squabbling, gambling, or playing utterly pointless games.
That the children must be taught something better, some
game that demanded a slight meaSUre of skill, which called
for co-ordination of head and eye, and some power of cooperation among themselves, she had no doubt. The Nottingham Place girls were ready enough to help, and could
do much with small groups of children who had already
been tenants for some littJe time and had come to know and
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trust 'Miss October and her you~g ladies'. But the playground with its horde of untamed boys and girls, children
of tenants of the new houses, quite unused to any sort of
discipline, was too difficult a proposition for young people
to tackle. Octavia therefore must do most of the work herself. Her sisters helped her when they could and, she found
other volunteers, but hers was the animating spirit, and
hers the responsibility. It was difficult and wearying work.,
'I have had four hours at the playground,' she wrote. 'It
always feels like so many years. No one can imagine the
awfulness of the dirt and the disgustingness of the children.' But she persevered. Perhaps it was the flame of her
vitality that caught the children and made them wish to do
the things she suggested and find pleasure in doing them.
She was always devising new occupations for them. One
day she hired an organ grinder to come in and play. 'The
children's joy was overflowing. The whole ground was
covered with tiny dancing figures, each child danced alone,
a step rather like a jig. If you could have seen the beaming
smiles on the pale dirty faces, and the little bare legs moving so merrily, it would have done your heart good.' Another day she gave them gay rags of stuff and bade them
make little flags, then she cut out the initials of each child
in another coloured-rag and allowed each child to sew her
own initials on her own flag. 'Their joy was intense, hour
after hour passed, and they seemed' never to tire.' For the
babies she arranged kindergarten games, for the olderchildren games demanding a modicum of skill. They began to
try to play with some regard to the rules and to regard
cheating with disfavour. Presently Octavia found that if
she had once got them interested in a game they would go
on playing it without het direct sU'pervision. Still it was up"
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hill work. Octavia could not herself always be there ,and
she knew that in her absence there was a good deal of horse
p~ay and of bullying. She engaged a superintendent, a Mrs.
Slmeon, to be in the playground all the time that it was
open. This met'part of the difficulty, for the children grew
fond of her, and she exercised control over the more amenable of them, though naturally she lacked Octavia's animating power.
Gradually the playground got into order. More friends
came to help. One, the daughter of a school inspector, had
had some experience in managing children, and proved a
tower of strength. 'Oh, we had such a successful'afternoon
there,' Octavia records some three months after the open!ng.' :quantitie~ of spirited boys and such fine games.' The
spmt~d boys had been something ofa problem, bein-g
rather contemptuous of girls' games and of activities arranged for the smaller children. Now Octavia found a
friend who undertook to teach them to play on pipes and'
dru.ms, and being happily absorbedin a really manly occupatlOn, they ceased to disturb the other children. When
this stage was reached it was possible to extend the use of
the playground to other children of the neighbourhood.
The local hostility had to some extent died down, it was at
least no longer active. When the children's balls bounced
over the wall in~o the yards of the adjoining houses, s~me
at least of the neIghbours restored them in a friendly spirit,
though others were so fierce that no child dared approach
them. Now they were invited to allow their children also to
use the playground, and there was an immediate influx of
new
children, dirty, quarrelsome ' violent, and ~holly'
.
Ignorant of games. This, however, was not so difficult to
tackle. The tenants' children found themselves to be in
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some sort hosts and hostesses to the newcomers, and took
great pride in teaching them what they had themselves so
recently learned. So the playground flourished, and Octavia, looking in when she could spare the time, no longer
felt that every hour she spen,t there seemed like a year. To
the parents it was an unmixed blessing, since it afforded
them relief from the perpetual presence of their children in
their very small houses. Moreover, the children flourished.
Having spent hours of happy activity they slept better,
they learned to play with other children, to give and take,
in a word, under' the cheerful and easy discipline of the
playground they became much easier to manage, and the
parents could not fail to notice this and to appreciate
Octavia's work for them.
, The playground was a splendid place for parties. May
Day celebrations, so dear to Ruskin's heart, took place
there, and after the crowning of the little Queen-chosen
'by lot-the children had cakes, biscuits and oranges; but
except for one or two boys, the flowers interested them
more than the cake. There were other parties too. Octavia
was wont t6 quote Mr. Sleary's speech from Hard Times,
'People mutht be amoothed, Thquire', and she loved to
provide these amusements, in the summer at her playground, in the winter in her Room. Sometimes the tenants'
children themselves were helped to act simple little plays.
Miranda wrote more than one fairy play for them, and
then the school worked hard, teaching, rehearsing and
making clothes, and the result, however a professi~mal
critic might assess it, seemed to the parents at least as perfect as can be 'expected of human effort: at other times the
school provided the entertainment and sometimes Octavia's friends came. Foremost among these was Emma

Cons, always ready to. help, and it was perhaps here that
she first began to reahze the want of good entertainment
for those who could afford to pay little for it a want she
and her nie~e Lilian Baylis were so magdificently to
supply later m the Old Vic.
Eighteen o:onths after the original purchase of the
houses, OctavIa could look back with thankfulness on what
she had been able to do. Her scheme had proved financially
sou,nd, she had paid 5 per cent on the capital (£838), of
whlch she had repaid £48. Though she had never herself
taken ~ny commission on the sums she collected, she had
put aSlde ,the usual percentage for it, partly because she
felt s~e mlght at some time need help, but chiefly bec,ause
she ~lshed to prove that her houses were really self-supportmg. H~r tenants were flourishing under her rule, there
were practlcally no arrears of rent, and in the winter of
1867-68, when the distress among the working classes was
so severe that relief was being widely distributed, none of
her tenants needed any help at all.
I~ may., well be asked how so remarkable a result was
achleved m an a¥e of large families and low wages, and in
~he abs,ence of slclmess or unemployment insurance. It is
lmpos~l?le fully t~ explain the success except in terms of
Octavla s' personality, but it is possible to discern certain
factors which cont~ibuted to it. In the first place there was
her ~erfec~ regulanty and her meticulous attention to every
d.etad. Thls ga~e the tenants a sense of security very preClOUS to those little used to it. They knew they could depend upon her absolutely. No grievance was too small no
problem too .trivial for her consideration, and she gave'lier
whole attentlOn to each while she was dealing with it; she
never forgot to do what she had said she would do; there
8
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it more difficult to collect rent. Octavia did not feel apologetic, she was deeply conscious of her privileges, but
wealth seemed to her the least of these, anc;l to give material
things freely would have seemed to her to widen rather
than to close the gap between herself and her tenants. She
quite simply ,regarded them as individuals fundamentally
like herself, though circumstances had made it difficult for
them to keep that independence of spirit which she felt
sure they desired. Her function was to help them. to regain
it or to strengthen it, and therefore she scrupulously regarded their rights. 'I would not set my conviction; however strong it might he, against your judgment of right,'
but equally she expected them to respect her rights. The
tenants appreciated this recognition of their equality. .No
doubt they grumbled from time to time, as all English
people do; no doubt some, preferring 'bondage with ease to
strenuous liberty', left her property and sank into squalor
-she found many of these again.' in the Courts which Lady
Ducie bought at the end of I869-but the great majority
responded to her standard, and prospered. In good times
sh'e came with her savings bank, helping them to save; in
bad times she could often give them work; at aU times she
was ready to help the children to better education, to training, to apprenticeship, and she could always find a suitable
opening for them when they were ready for it.
It must be remembered that the number of tenants for
whom she was responsible at this time was relatively small,
and it was possible for Octavia to know each one as an
individual and to judge how each could be usefully and
acceptably helped. Circumstances had made her their landlord, and her personality had made her their friend. This
is the explanation of her success. It lay in no theory. or '
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method, but in her genuine friendship for each .individu.al,
in her confident appeal to the best in each one, m her faIth
in the unconquerable power of righteousness.

Chapter VIII
INTERLUDE
'I do not mean to add one more to the mournful list of women
and girls who have" rendered themselves incapable of doing anything by their determination to do more than they should':
OCTAVIA TO MARY HARRISON

IT is not surprising that by the summer of 1867 Octavia
was feeling jubilant about her houses. All was going so well
and the work was abundantly satisfying. It called forth all
her powers of mind and heart, there" was scope for her
practical ability in the care of the houses and the financial
side of the business, and for her mat~rnal instinct and pastoral gifts in the care of the tenants. She saW no limit to the
possibilities opening for her, but it was becoming apparent
to all her frien<;ls, and presently even to herself"that there
was a limit to her physical power. In addition to the work
in her houses, she was still earning a livelihood by teaching
in the "school and by drawing for Ruskin. It was impossible
to go on working at such pressure. She was attacked again
by the familiar pain and dizziness, and she waS soon forced
to recognize that the price of being able to carry on her
work at all was a long period of rest and change.
She had learned to accept necessity and proceeded to
reorganize her business. She had, of course, far too much"
on her hands to entrust to any single individual, but fortunately there was no need to attempt to do this. The work
lent itself to delegation and there was no lack of willing
helpers; Miranda had nicknamed her sister St. Ursula on
100
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account of her capacity for attracting disciples and followers. The principal responsibility naturally fell upon her
sisters , who had worked with her from the beginning, and
were intimately involved in all she did. As her house p~o
p'erty had increased, Octavia had already begun to gIve
less time to the school, and now Miranda took over all her
work there. This included all that the girls in the scho~l
had done with and for the tenants: entertainments. in the
Hall, activities in the Playground, caring for the children,
teaching them on Sundays, taking them for walks and ?utings on half holidays; this side of the wo~k passe.d mto
Miranda's hands. She was helped by Harnet Harnson, a
, very old friend, who proved most competent in taming the
more unruly spirits in the playground. The property
management devolved upon Emily, who directed a band of
rent collectors including Emma Cons, and some of the old
pupils of the Nottingham Place School. Mrs. Nassau
Senior, a sister of Thomas Hughes, undertook the accounts, an arduous task made more complicated by a certain haziness in arithmetic in some of her colleagues as
well as of the tenants; it is recorded that on one occasion
she was called upon to arbitrate in a bitter controversy between a tenant and a rent collector which turned on the
question as to whether the rent due was 6s. 1 Id. or 7s.
all but a penny.
Having thus disposed of her business, Octavia se~ forth
to stay with Mary Harris hi Cumberland. She found It ~ery
hard reaiIy to break away from her work. For the first tIme
even the beloved companionship of Mary Harris failed to
distract her mind from its-problems. She hungered for
news of all the tenants, eagerly demanding details about
each one from her sisters. On Florence's birthday, when
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there was a, tenants' party, she sent a letter to be read to
them: 'You will all know .. " how I have loved my work,
~nd how I have only left it in the full hope of going back to
It far better able to do it, than I was. So'You will understand .that I hope we have a great deal to do together in the
glad tIme to come, when I shall be among you again.'
All the summer Octavia was in Cumberland, in the
autumn she came South again, but was not able to go back
to her work; in October she was sent to Italy to escape the
cold and damp of the English winter. Her aunt, Emily
Southwood Smith, who, in earlier years, had given a home
to Florence, and later to Miranda, was still living in Florence, and eager to entertain her niece. It was Octavia's
first ~isit to Italy, and in spite of her unwillingness to leave
her beloved family and tenants, her spirits rose as she
cro.ss~d the A~ps by the Mont Cenis in a diligence. Charactenstlcally-smce she had never been able to resist the
helpless-she picked up a 'forlorn and stupid'young Irishman' who had lost his party, his luggage and his passport,
~nd had never had a word of any language but his own.
He ,:as very tall and very miserable and I had to take pity
on hIm and do everything for him; but he certainly was'
very cowardly.' Having rid herself of this incubu.s at Turin
she fell in with a polite and attentive Italian officer. Thi~
encounter proved more satisfactory. 'You know,' she remarks to Emily, recounting the incident, 'it is rather
~rou.blesome to have an expressive kind of face: and yet it
IS, I Suppose, rather helpful too.' Helpful undoubtedly it
p~oved; the you~~ man rightly interpreting her expressive
kmd of face obhgmgly s~t with the windows open though
he was very cold, was qUlck to draw her attention to all the
best views, led her to talk of London and her love of it, and
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by the .end of the journey was discussing the eternal
verities with her.
The Italian visit was a great success, it gave Octavia that
complete change from her familiar surroundings which had
become so necessary. She had devastating attacks of homesickness. 'I hardly dare, even now, to write of home; I
think of it as little as I can; the abiding sense of all its preciousness and the heart-hunger for it never leaves me for
a minute,' but none the less she was stimulated and refreshed by it. It was the year of Garibaldi's first approach
to Rome. Friends had given Octavia letters of introduction
to some of his supporters, and meeting them was to her a
thrilling experience. She was, of course, heart and soul
with Garibaldi. His idealism, his courage, his spiritual
greatness were the qualities to which she inevitably responded, and she felt it a privilege to have known any of
his friends. 'I could not help feeling as if we who had done
nothing for Italy, had no right to be entering into the heritage of this accumulated intensity of feeling.' There were
all the other joys too, which could not fail to appeal to her.
She rejoiced in the picture galleries, and did some copying·
in them; she walked in the surrounding country up to Certosa, to Fiesole, to other little hill towns, revelling in the
views-sunset over the mountains, Florence with her campanile, cypresses dark against the sky, oli:e trees grey and
twisted-all in short that delights the eye m that enchanted
landscape. She joined the Cerubini choral society and sang
Bach and Mozart, she indulged in frivolities-the play, the
Corso, a masquerade in which she appeared in a ma~nifi
cent Eastern dress, borrowed from a friend and Ulllversally pronounced most becoming. 'As to me,' she wrote
in March, 'I am thriving in the most unaccountable way.
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... This week I really have had dissipation and it has done
me all the good in the world'-clearly it was time to go
.
home.
. By the beginning of April, Octavia was back in London
finding in her home and in her work no less happiness than
she had anticipated. 'I have drifted into the state of intense
interest and joy in all the little world I love to work in.'
But she had not even yet recovered her full physical energy
and she soon discovered that she had less strength than she
had hoped. She philosophically accepted the situation.
'Nothing is so provoking as to leave things half done,' she
remarked, and submitting once more to medical adviCe she
went, first to Mary Harris, where she spent happy hours in
~he garden 'mostly weeding-I think that is so interesting,
It. keeps me out ?f doors not standing or walking and yet
gIves me somethmg to do. It is quiet and nice, and I like
the smell of the earth and the sopthing monotony of the
movement and thought.' Thence she went on to the Hydro·
in Ben Rhydding where the cure was completed, and so
back to London in October 'in overflowing health and so
merry'.
'We are all assembled again,' she writes from Nottingham P~ace, 'and very happy. We have a very large number
of pupIls, as many as we could take in, but these are mainly
un~er my sisters' ~are. I only teach the girls a few things,
I glve a few drawmg lessons and am managing my dear
houses which are getting into such excellent order as to be
a great joy and but little painful care.'
Octavia had been away eighteen months, and she discovered to her surprise that there was a change in her attitude to her work. 'I meet the details with less intensity of
thought than of old.' It was well that this should be so, and
10
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there is no doubt that the interruption to her activities
had come at an opportune moment. The success of her
method had been proved and the time had now come for
her work to be extended so that the general standard of
working-class housing should improve. She could not extend her work as long as she was completely absorbed,
however beneficently, in a small group of tenants. ~er long
absence gave her the opportunity not o~ly of seemg her
work from outside and in true proportion, but also of
realizing how much other people could do for her. She was.
far too generous a person not to ackno,;ledge ~nd ac~ept
this, and too intelligent to insist on keepmg all m her own
hands. From this time forward she was con~tantly planning the devolution of her work, learning to give more and
more responsibility to others, and keeping hers~lf fresh and
alert to see where a new opportunity was opemng or a step
.
forward could be take:r:t.
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Chapter IX
THE CHARITY ORGANISATION SOCIETY
'1 do not think that the influence that the :dch and poor might
have upon one another has been at all understood by either. 1
think we have all taken it too much for granted that the giving is
all on one side, the receiving on the other':
.
LETTER FROM OCTAVIA, 1855 (aet. 16)

THE years following Octavia's return from Italy were perhaps the happiest and most productive of her life. Her work
was succeeding beyond all hope or expectation. 'Who will
. ever hear what I do?' she had asked Ruskin incredulously;
the answer was being given in no uncertain terms. In her
renewed vigour, being to some extent released from the
tyranny of the detailed work which had pressed so heavily
on her, she had leisure to consider social problems allied to
her work, and indirectly affecting her own people.
One such problem· was already pressing. A series of bad
winters culminated in exceptional distress in the winter of
'67-68 . Large Mansion House Funds had been collected,
relief was freely distributed, but to all who had any practical experience of the working classes it appeared that
poverty was increased rather than diminished by this lavish
expenditure. All social workers in London were deeply
concerned at the rapidly increasing pauperization of their
people, and in 1868 a Society known as 'The London Association for the Prevention of Pauperization and· Crime'
(which has since become the Charity Organisation Society)
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came into existence. Octavia was inevitably involved in it.
. Ruskin was a founder and contributed two-thirds of its expenses; William Shaen was a. m~mber and its hono:ary
solicitor. Octavia could not be mdlfferent to the suffenngs
of her neighbours nor to evils which she saw to be rampant
and believed to be preventable.
In 1869 at a meeting of the new Society she read a paper
entitled 'The Importance of Aiding the Poor :'lth?~t
Almsgiving'. The principles here laid down were lIJ:pl~clt
in all Octavia's work. She believed in the eternal slgmficance of every man and really held a man's spirit to be of
more importance than his material prosperity; the idea,
popular to-day, that a man must have his bodily needs
supplied before he can be expected to attend to the needs
of his spirit would have seemed to her blasphemously ur:true. Since then his spirit was of supreme importance, It
followed that no man must receive a gift which would not
help to make him a better, stronger and more in~epen~ent
person. There were not wanting those who stlg~atlzed
this attitude as hard and se~f-righteous, actually It was
neither. Octavia did not suggest that the rich should sit in
judgment on the poor, withholding help from all who were
not 'deserving': on the contrary, she demanded of them a
much harder thing, that they should 'promote the happy
natural intercourse of neighbours, mutual knowledge,
mutual help'; that they should regard the poor 'primarily
as husbands , wives, sons, and daughters, members . of
households as We are ourselves, instead of contemplatmg
them as a separate class '; that armed with this real understanding, they should use their money in such a way as to
make the poor, as soon as possible, independent of them;
she believed that no wholesome relationship between
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people was possible when one always gave and the other
always took; what she urged was a far more exacting task
than handing out money. Octavia had proved that this
could be done, and the comparative prosperity of her
tenants in this time of general distress, lent point to her
argument.
The Rector of St. Mary's Church in Marylebone was the
Rev. W. Fremantle (later Dean of Ripon). He had been
dee~ly concerned by the rapid demoralization of his people,
and m May, 1869, he had established the first District Committee of the Charity Organisation Society. He now invited
Octavia to take charge of a very poor portion of his parish,
theWalmer Street District, and to apply to it the principles
she had enunciated. Octavia gladly undertook the work
feeling its importance and foreseeing no difficulty greate;
than she had overcome in dealing with her own tenants.
The parish, however, had been completely demoralized by
doles. In the neighbouring districts, where Octavia was not
responsible for the visiting and relief, the old system or
want of system persisted, and it was still possible for the
less scrupulous to thrive on a variety of ill-administered
funds. Octavia's abolition in her district of coal tickets,
f:ee meals, and every form of monetary assistance, her inSIstence that any case of distress must be carefully investi
gated and the entire resources of the family examined before any dole could be given, her practice of offering work
instead of relief and withholding relief if the work was not
~one, aroused bitter resentment, and for the first time in her
life she found herself faced with the persistent hostility
instead of the friendship of those she wished to help. It was
a severe test of her courage and determination but she
never wavered. She knew she was right and that to give in
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would be a betrayal of trust. At the end of the first year,
she felt she had made little headway, and in a report of the
work made 'while the full sorrow of disappointment was
still weighing' upon her, she spoke sadly of the evil feel.ing
and misunderstanding that she encountered. Nevertheless
she persevered, upheld by friends :vh~ help~d and supported her. 'What I am trying to do IS slmplY.111 my eyes a
bit of adult education, or reformatory work among a few
people corrupted by gifts.' At the end of the second year
things had greatly improved. 'I had to speak last year,' she
reported, 'of general misconcepti~il., a bi~:ter sense of r~
sentment among the people-I do not WIsh to underestImate whatever may remain of this spirit ... but certainly
there is this year a strong force telling on the other side,
and when I look back on the state of feeling that existed
towards me, at the time I closed my last report, I cannot
but see the change in a very striking light.... There has
been some very happy intercourse during the last year, we
have come to know each other better, and sometimes the
bitterness of feeling has seemed to me wholly gone.'
The success of the experiment encouraged Mr. Fremantle to apply the same principles to the whole parish;
Octavia remained in charge of her own District and proceeded to recruit other visitors for the rest of the parish.
The choice of these was a matter of great importance. It
was their function to get to know the families in their
. charge, to know them intimately, to.understand their difficulties and anxieties, to rejoice in their successes, to establish themselves in short as real friends whose advice could
be sought and whose sympathy could be counted on. It
was voluntary part-time workers Octavia wanted. She believed that a girl or woman liying a normal family life, and
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having her own domestic problems and responsibilities,
her own society engagements and pleasures, would enter
more readily into those of other people; she believed so
whole-heartedly in the importance of the family, realizing
. how much she had gained in her work from her own, that
she thought no training for social work so valuable as e~
perience of the daily happiness and irritation of family life.
Octavia worked hard for the Marylebone Committee.
Nominally she was only one district visitor of many, actually her wisdom and experience gave her a unique position· in Marylebone; it was natural to turn to her in any
difficult case, to accept her judgment, though it sometimes
seemed stern. She became a referee for the C.O.S. and in
that capacity her knowledge of the people, of the charitable
agencies, of laws affecting the poor, as well as her power of
getting on happy terms with fellow workers made her invaluable. Later the Guardians used her as a liaison officer
to co-ordinate all the relief, private or public, given in the
parish.
Octavia rejoiced in the success of the scheme in Marylebone primarily, no doubt, for the impI:ovement it brought
in conditions there, but also because she f']aw her principles
vindicated and believed that other districts would inevitably follow till a sound system of relief everywhere superseded the haphazard and demoralizing alms giving that had
been so general. Progress, however, was very slow. The
Society met with bitter opposition. This was partly due to
the dead weight of conservatism and partly to a distrust of
organization in connection with charity, still not altogether
unknown among those whose benevolence is a satisfying
emotion rather than a reasonable principle. It -had many
enemies; all those who felt a pleasant sense of superiority
III
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in being a benefactor, and receiving the gratitude of the
lower classes, those who, being made un~asy at the thought
of suffering, could buy peace of mind Wlt~ a c~eque, those
who suspected that they had a duty t~ thelr nelgh?our and
wished to dispose of it on a cash basIs: all.these ll~tensely
resented the disturbing activity of a sOCIety whIch .demanded, from those who gave, not only money but a httle
clear thinking.
.
Such opposition was to be expected, but Octavla ha~
counted confidently on the support of the clergy and t.helr
parish workers. The Bishops inde~d welcomed the SocIety,
and she was invited to speak for It at Lambeth P~lace, at
Fulham Palace at a meeting organized by the BIshop ?f
Gloucester, in ~arishes all over Londor:' ~ Bristol and m
other provincial towns. She was a convmcmg spea~er who
'ea~ily got through to her audience, and there was httle opposition expressed; committees of the C.O.S. wer~ established in all the Poor Law parishes in London an.d m s~me
provincial towns but actually the results were dlsappomting. The clergy were slow to co-operate, they were p~rhaps.
set in their own ways, and unwilling to hav~ theIr own
people investigated by an outside body. Octavla regretted
this bitterly for the sake of the Church even mo[e than for
the sake of the poor, for she dr~ade,d th~ ~onfuslOn .of tem-.
poral gifts with spiritual teachmg. RehglOus teachm~ ...
has suffered of late years incomparably more tha~ It has
gained by the confusion. Let the gift stand or f~ll by ItS own
intrinsic value; if it be helpful in itself,. cultl:atmg such
right qualities as will make the recipient nch.er m su~h outside things as itself, let it be made. If n?t, WIthhold .It. And
for God's sake let His truth stand on Its own ments ....
Preach it by word, by deed, by patient abiding but do not
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use bribes or even what look like bribes to make men take
it in.'
In dismay Octavia saw the C.O.S. and the parishes drawing farther away from each other, the clergy content to
complain that the society was all organization and no
charity, the society retaliating with accusations of sentimentality and obstructiveness, each side obstinately refusing to see what the other had to offer and thus destroying
the whole scheme, which depended on co-operation.
'It is of the deepest importance that the C.O.S. should
not become a fresh relieving society, for added societies are
an evil, and besides it can never investigate cases and organize charities' as it ought, if it becomes a relief society.
But the C.O.S. must secure abundant and wise relief
where needed, and it must stop that which is injurious. To
accomplish these two ends it must win the confidence of
private donors and relief agencies. Besides this, if its investigations are to be trustworthy and effectual and gently
conducted, they must be watched over by people of education, with deep sympathy for the poor. You cannot learn
how to help a man, nor even get him to tell you what ails
him, till you care for him. For these reasons volunteers
must rally round the C.O.S. and prevent it from becoming
a dry and, because dry, ineffectual machinery for enquiring
about people; volunteers must win the support of local
c1ergyand support them in the reform of their charities.'
The opposition she met only confirmed Octavia in her
support of the Society. She had in her own work demonstrated the soundness of its principles and, remaining a
staunch member to the end of her life, she fought more
than one battle on its behalf. In 1875 she became a member of the Central Council of the C.O.S. Generally speak9
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ing she distrusted centralization and preferred small local
organizations, less ,apt to be bound by red tape, and more
able to depend upon' the interest and support of the neighbourhood. She was, however, far too intelligent a woman
to set any particular value on consistency for its own sake.
She supported the centralization of the C.O.S. Fund because she recognized that it w:as neither just that the rich
districts should be asked to help only the few poor people
in their own neighbourhood, nor possible that the poor
, should produce enough for their own needs. She reminded
the rich that since they had decreed that the poor should
not live unduly close to them they remained responsible
for the districts to which they had banished them.
Octavia enjoyed the Central Council; it met to discus~
pressing difficulties and to exchange ideas on every sort of
social problem, and she found the meetings most stiPlulating. Moreover, she made new friends and began to take
,her place among the foremost philanthropic and social
workers of her day. They recognized her power and her
wisdom and welcomed her co-operation. There was the
veteran Lord Shaftesbury who had known her grandfather,
Joshua Fitch of the School Board, with whom she had"
much in common, whose wife and niece were drawn into
her work, Lord Stansfield, President of the Poor Law
Board who consulted her about the appointment of the
first woman-inspector of workhouses and chose Mrs.
Nassau Senior on her advice, Langley of the Local Government Board with whom she recorded a 'triumphant meeting' in which she received from the Guardians 'all and
more than all I had hoped'. The Artisans' Dwellings Bill
of 1875 was in great part her work, for it was based on the
report of an enquiry by the C.O.S., in which she had parII4
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~icip~ted, into the whole question of working-class dwellIngs In London and at every stage her advice was sou ht
?nd her ame~dments accepted. It was at the Second Re!dIng of the B~ll that Octavia first realized that she had be~om~ a pUblIc character. She was in the Speaker's Galle
leanIng back, thinking, when suddenly my own nam~
caught. my ea~. Mr. Shuttleworth was speaking of the
M~cn:Illan artIcle ... and he read aloud from it the descnptIOn. of the wonderful, delight it gave me to see the
courts
II d lald
" open to the light and air. . . . The wor' ds reca e VIVIdly the intensity of the longing and th
'f
I' .
, e wond f 11
er u y SWI rea lzatIOn; a great gush of joy rushed over
me .... I .can t tell,You how tiny it made me feel.'
M~s. HIll, watchIng her daughter's Success seeing her
happily concerned with just such work as had absorb d h
ow~ father's days, noticed with satisfaction the este:m :
wh~ch s,he wa~ hel~. It ,seemed to her eminently right and
fittIng. Octa IS so Interested in the Sanitary Committee of
~e C.O.S. All the men who have worked from the begin:ng are there, and many others besides. Is it not wonderful
at Octa s~ould be among them, and able continually to
~~. ~ word In season! Dear child, the mantle has f:dlen on
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Chapter X
TRAINING OF WORKERS
'In free countries we are not directed from above, as a tool':
OCTAVIA in 'Letter to Fellow Workers', 1874

OCTAVIA, for her part, was more alarmed tha~ pleased at
her growing reputation. '1 do feel such a take-m of a. person,' she wrote to her sister Emily d propo; of. a dmner
arty at which she was the guest of honour., 1 wIE?h some~ne would explode me. It is so difficult to unhumbug oneself it is all taken for extreme modesty (Fancy, mine!) and
laid to one's account as so much excellence.' None the less
she was very happy. '1 cannot tell you half our success or
the vistas of hope that open out before us. May I only have
a long life and many fellow workers.'
.
..
She was at the height of her power, workmg easIly. and
confidently, handling each problem that prese~ted lt~elf
with a certainty of touch that smoothed out the difficulties;
she enjoyed the activity of every day, 'she is as busy as a
bee,' writes her mother. 'In and out, in and o~t and very .
like a bee and like it too in her happy murmUring when at
work and' her evident pleasure in the work.' Th~ e~tent of
her property increased steadily, and was indeed lImIted not
by the amount of capital ,available, but by the number of
workers able to manage It. Many of those who saw her
work were eager to help; Lady DUcle, to .whQm she had
been recommended as a teacher of draWlng, became so
much interested in housing that she bought, and learnt
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from Octavia to manage, a very bad Court in Wigmore
Street ~own as Barrett's Court; Miss Sterling who had
helped m the Walmer Street experiment, deeply impressed
by what she saw there, managed to buy all but five of the
. houses in the district, and handed them over to Octavia'
nor was there ever lack of money to invest. '1 have neve;
fr~m the first moment paused for capital,' she said in her
eVIdence before the Royal COlIlIl1ission on Housing in
1884. 'I have always a book with a long list of people who
offer money for investment. 1 just put down what amount
they offer, and when 1 have workers and hear of Courts I
only run my eye down the list and choose whoever I thi~k
will be the best to work with, ~d never since 1864 have 1
had to wait a day for money for houses.'
Bes~des this money for investment, from 1870 onwards
Octavla had considerable sums at her disposal to spend as
she thought fit. This was partly the result of her CO.S.
work. ~any wh? accepted its principles and had money
they WIshed to gIve away, but neither time nor experience
to ena~le them t.o administer it wisely, acquired the habit
. of makmg her their almoner. From 1871 she wrote an an~lUal report,giving an account of her stewardship, recordmg the p~ogress of her various properties and works, very
often settmg forth her anxieties, hopes and fears for the
futu~e. Thes~ 'Letters to my Fellow-WorkeIt', printed and
publIshed privately, are full of interest and show the rapid
gro.wth of h~r power and influence. The principles on
;VhIch she dIsposed of her Fund are clearly laid down.
The funds entrusted to me come from two very clearly
marked classes of donors,' she remarks in a note appended
to many of these 'Letters'. 'The one anxious that their
money should be devoted to the direct help of the sick and
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poor; the other class wishing to strengthen my hands that
I may help forward in its difficult stages any great movement.' The money given in the first category was spent
either on the corporate activities of the tenants-May festivals, country excursions and other entertainments, plants
and flowers, fires and books for Club rooms and classesor on gifts to individuals or families. These gifts were
either in the nature of pensions to those who had ceased to
be able to support themselves, or strictly limited to the purpose of making the recipient self-supporting within a
reasonable time. The money might be spent on training,
apprenticeship or the supply of tools, on 'convalescence or
a holiday, but never on maintaining anyone for an indefinite period. The money from the second class of donor
was even more precious to Octavia; it enabled her by a substantial donation at a critical moment to save a promising
piece of work from shipwreck, or to embark on pioneer
work, when she saw something that needed to be done.
'When an undertaking is first started, expenses often arise
which naturally no one is willing to meet until the plan is
proved useful.'
In 1873 Octavia's property began to extt!nd beyond
Marylebone. In' some respects she regretted this. It had
meant much. to her to have the work centred in her own
home, to have her tenants within easy reach,· and to keep
the intimate family feeling with them, which was possible
only when they were near neighbours. But she had little
choice in the matter. A block.of model dwellings in Lambeth which had been a failure commercially was offered to
her. To turn a failure into success was a challenge not to be
resisted. The next call came from Whitechapel. One of Mr.
Fremantle's curates was Samuel Barnett, later known and
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deeply and widely loved as Canon Barnett, the founder of

To~nbee Hall. He had worked much with Octavia in the
pansh and had become engaged to Henrietta Rowland
who w~s one of her most competent and zealous helpers~
When m 1873 he became Vicar of St. Iude's, Whitechapel,
an~ the young couple began their magnificent work in a
pansh reputed to be at that time 'about the worst if not
the very ,,:o~st, in the East End to work', it was ~atural
tha~ O~tavla s heart should go with them. From the very
?egmnmg she shared w~th St. Iude's any qloney that came
mto her hands, and havmg now seen in that parish 'a block
of houses that makes me long to take possession of it with
power to redee~ it', she produced the money for it and
became responsIble for tenants in the East End. Henrietta
Barnett of Course had the experience to manage it but she
needed help which Octavia gave at once. 'I am se~ding to
the East my ~ew assistant. She ha~ been more help to me
th:m any aSSIstant has been for many a long day. I shall
mISS her so:-ely.... I am glad to give her to the East the
need there IS. far greater, and it is all right she should go.
We must tram the new workers.'
~his now became a pressing question. Octavia was often
oblIged to refuse property because she had not enough
workers qualified to undertake the management and it was
the essence of her faith that the whole success' of housing
th~ poor lay not in bricks and mortar, but in skilled and
tramed manage~e~t. More and more therefore she gave
herself to the trammg of her assistants. It involved seein
less of her tenants. 'I think thou wilt feel as if the poor ha~
;ade~ ~uch from my sight,'· she wrote to Mary Harris,
but 1~ IS not so. I cannot write of them as individuals for
I see lIttle of them. I hardly dare sometimes to think of the
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question, it gives me such exquisite pain not to be my!!elf
face to face with them in Edward's Place or somewhere.
But I know my little life has narrow limits both of duration and of range, and for the sake of the many poor, I
have deliberately chosen, for a time at least, to set others
to work rather than to work myself face to face with the
people in the poorest Courts. I believe the resolution was
and is right; I look, however, to the time when the necessity for it shall be over, and to coming back to my own
small and well known body of poor.'
The training of fellow-workers was no new task to Octavia. She had always fired others with a desire to undertake social work and had welcomed their ,help when it was
offered; inevitably she had put them in the way of the job
she gave them, and working beside her, they had learned
how to do it. In early days she had taken it for granted that
the elder girls of her school would wish to help-as indeed
they did-and had accepted any others who offered themselves; it was not until the beginning of the Walmer Street
experiment that she had found it necessary to try to recruit assistants. These, of course, were all part-time volunteers; some could give very little time, but Octavia believed that everyone had a responsibility towards the poor
and as much to gain as to give in fulfilling it. She never
pressed for more than could be willingly given. 'I feel
about gifts of time even more than about gifts of money,
that they are such good things they ought to be a joy to the
giver and that they cannot be this if they are pressed at
unsuitable moments and ways.'
Now in addition to these part-time workers it became
necessary to train some who were prepared to give their
whole days to the work, who should be able to become
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. completely responsible for Courts .. Fundamentally the
training for all these workers was the same; they 'must all
learn to deal with people, to understand the conditions
under which they lived and the ways in which these could
be improved; they must be familiar with the various
agencies for helping the people and able to act as agents for
Relief Committees, School Board and Guardians; for those
who undertook tenants there was the task of collecting
rents, superintending cleaning, keeping accounts and advising about repairs, while those who hoped to take complete charge of houses needed also a technical knowledge
of sanitary science and the law relating to landlords and
tenants. Though the part-time workers had obviously less
to learn than the others, it never occurred to Octavia that
there should be any difference in their attitude to the work.
She expected from those who gave the least time as punctual a regularity and as rigid an accuracy as from those who
were training professionally.
To this business of training, Octavia now addressed herself. Her object was to make her assistants independent of
her, and this could only be achieved by giving them real
responsibility. She subdivided her property, assigning to
each worker as much as she could reasonably be expected
to manage; there she must make her own decisions and
stand by them and face her own mistakes. Octavia would
have no hard and fast rules, nothing that could become a
system, which might cramp the spirit, lest tenants should
be dealt with 'collectively not individuaily, by routine instead of by living government'. In her own Court or district, each worker was to be supreme. 'Take the initiative
yourselves,' she urged, 'manage the details yourselves
think over your problems yourselves, for you alone can;
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when you have made yourselves tolerably indepe~dent o~
us then you or we may extend th~ w~rk but not tIll then.
At first the subdivision worked mdlffer~ntly. It must be
remembered that the education of the g.trls of the upper
classes at that date had proceeded but a httle way and ha~
not been calculated to develop resource~.1nes~ and read1ness to take responsibility. Octavia, wa~tmg .m the background ready to give advice, yet constramed he.rself not .to
interfere, knowing her pupils must learn by the1r o"';n m1Stakes But the material of their work was human hfe, and
it wa~ not easy to sit back and let them learn: 'I told her. to
do exactly what she thought right as to helpmg them Wlth
money. But I told her strongly what I belIeved and urged
her to watch the result closely.' Progress wa~ slow. In the
Letter of 1 874 she laments, 'I do not yet see m most of our
courts ... a powerful rule and will at wor~ amo~g them;'
but she persevered. The importance of takmg ,an .mdep~n
dent line is urged ill. one letter after another. It 1S a prm. le of modern life in free countries that we are not
~frected from above, as a tool, but have to think out what
is best to do, each in his own office:'.
She watched anxiously and cntlc~lly, constantly e~pounding general principl~s.' neve~ laymg down the law m
detail and with the hUffilhty wh1ch belongs only to the
great: she constantly criticized herself no less than. her
'Maryl
pUpl'1S
. , I do so often tremble. lest I should spOll
b .all
by growing despotic or narrow-mlll.d~d, or. over- earm.g
or selfish; such power as I have is a qUlte terrlble re~ponsl
bility; and so few people tell me where I am wrong. From
all danger of despotism s~e was saved. b~ ~er very dee~
reverence for the personahty of every l~d1':1dual, she be
lieved that each one had a unique contnbutlOn to make to
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the work. ' I never find any worker to replace another,' she
remarked, and she realized fully that 'you cannot get th~
full benefit of heart and head and active will unless you
give those who serve you responsibility, freedom of action
and the opportunity of forming and striving to realize their
own ideal.'
But though Octavia did her utmost to encourage initiative and freedom of action, in all personal relations, it must
not be supposed that she allowed any latitude on the business side. Accounts must be kept exactly right in ink, and
checked every week with her at Nottingham Place. This
- was before the days of fountain pens, and the necessity of
carrying a small ink-pot attached to the person as well as a
receipt book when the length of a fashionable skirt already
occupied one hand, added much to the troubles ofthose to
whom arithmetical accuracy did not come naturally; there
were Illany who dreaded the accounts morning when there
was no hope that the smallest inaccuracy would go unchallenged or indeed be suffered to go at all. There was a
technical knowledge of drains, of plumbing work, of the
law affecting landlord and tenant to be acquired, about
which no haziness was permissibl~, and there was the seeing eye, quick to notice dirt or disorder, to be trained. It
was a strenuous business. Though none who knew her
could doubt that in Octavia's scale of values the right spirit
came first, she was far from allowing it to be a substitute
for more mundane virtues. 'It is of no use to have' the right
spirit, if the technical matters, all the sanitary and financial
arrangements, are in a mess. Beware of well meant failures.
Have your drainage and your clean stairs and your distempering and your accounts all as perfect as possible.' With
a characteristic twinkle she would relate how a tenant had
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greeted her with the remark, 'Them drains are a feather in
your cap.'
Gradually Octavia saw the fruits of her work. Emma
Cons was the first to take that complete responsibility
which Octavia desired. The friendship between the two
women had always been a somewhat tempestuous affair;
it had its roots deep in their common past; they saw each
other with that devastating clearness only possible to those
who' have shared experiences at an early age, neither could
ever doubt the affection of the other yet it was not easy for
them to work closely together. Emma was something of a
rough diamond, downright, often tactless. She did not
share Octavia's enthusiasm for Ruskin, she thought but
little of her artistic efforts, or of her attempts to beautify
the Courts and their surroundings. Octavia was always
conscious of Emma's indifference to an aspect of the work
which seemed to her important: 'It is such a pleasure to
me to see things nice; and I am sure it has a good influ~nce
on everyone concerned .... Miss Cons is sure to conslder
it quite thrown away labour. Why is .this in her I ofte~
wonder. She would db a thing of the kind any day to sp011
me, but she would think me quite mad to care a~l,the time.'
The criticism was just. Emma lacked that -sensltiveness to
the feelings of other people, which was one cif Octavia's
greatest gifts, but she was full qf energy and gus~o and she
had her own very distinctive contribution to make to the
work. Octavia recognized this. She handed over to her
management some Courts near Drury Lane. She 'enrols
her own volunteer workers, founds her own classes, clubs,
Savings Bank, keeps her own accounts, supervises all the
business and all the personal work and reports to the
owners direct.' Emma made a very great success of the
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work, she wa~ ~ ar?ent teetotaller and developed temperance or¥a~IzatlOn m her Court. Octavia was genuine in
her appre.CIatlOn of her success. 'I knew she would manage
Courts d~fferently from, me,' she wrote. 'I thought this
rather gam than otherwIse. . . . Miss Cons had an ideal.
Left to herself she would gladly have sacrificed it to mine
in a moment and dwarfed her own nature, power and work.
That could not be .... I knew we should each learn from
the other.'
Gradu~llyother workers became really competent. It
was pOSSIble to extend the work still further. The first extension outside London was to Leeds. Octavia was invited
in December, 1874, to come and describe her method to a
company, chiefly of business men. 'I well remember'
writes one who was present, 'the surprise of some of the~
at the clearness, not only of her opening exposition, but of
her spontaneo?s replies to questions concerning all sorts of
m~tters aff~ctmg the treatment of house property, sanitatlOn, repaIrs and bad· debts.' A sum of £3000 was collected at once, and a Miss Martin went to London to live
at Nottingham Place while she trained to manage the prope~. Leeds was .the first provincial town to adopt Octavla s scheme, LIverpool followed in 1879, then Manchester. The movement spread as rapidly as Octavia could
find workers; within the following decade it had reached
Berlin and Munich, Sweden, Holland, Russia and America.
The spread of Octavia's work and the resultant increase
in her rent roll did not make her pecuniarily better off for
though she had always put aside from the rents the per~en
tage due to the collector, she had never taken it for herself.
Her personal income came still from the school from occasional private pupils, and from articles she w~ote for the
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press. That it was small was immaterial 'to her; she had a
perfect horror of debt, and would never spend either on
herself or even on the projects most dear to her heart a
penny more than she actually had in hand, but she could
be content with very little and even exulted in her power
. to make a little money go a long way.
. 'Somehow personal poverty is a help to me. It keeps me
more simple and energetic and somehow low and humble
and hardy in the midst of a somewhat intoxicating power.
It pleases me, too, to have considerable difficulty and effort
in my own life, when what I do seems hard to the people,
even though they never know it.... All the same, I know
very well that if in any way that I call natUral and right I
. found myself above the necessity for effort and denial of
myself, I should bless God and feel it a relief and help.'
In 1874 the 'r~lief and help' came to her in a way that
seemed so 'natural and right' that she could not refuse it.
She had by this time many friends of ample means who
were eager to help her financially, but she had always refused to take gifts of money from them for herself. These
now, aided and' abetted by her old friend, William Shaen,
combined to invest a sum of m,oney sufficiently large to
give her an adequate income. Octavia knew nothing about
it until the whole business was settled, she was deeply
touched by the generosity of her friends and could not
refuse a gift so thoughtfully and lovingly made. But she
was quite clear that it must not be a precedent for future
gifts. She wrote to Mr. Shaen: 'In .spite of the extreme
kindness and beautiful feeling shown by whoever has given
all this help, I must request you not to receive for me one
farthing more. The thing is done beautifully, efficiently
and abundantly; there really it must rest. I have more than
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enough. for holidays and everything I can possibly want.
1 do assure you 1 mean what 1 say. r can never want or
have earn again, 1 feel richer than I ever did, and able to
do thmgs I ~ever dreamed of doing. But once more and
. m<;>st emphatlcal!y I decline more. 1 have enough.'
For. the first tu?,e in her life she was relieved from the
. neceSSIty of carrymg a financial burden. She had borne it
gallantly as a young girl, doggedly as she grew up with a
steady untroubled resolution as she passed into middle age
but latterly s~e had become conscious of its weight; no;
at o~e stroke It was gone, it was with heartfelt rcllief and
gratItude that she wrote '1 have enough.'
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Chapter XI
GROWING RESPONSIBILITIES
'Barrett's Court is still in a dreadf~l state, but the people are so
charming ... we can do so much with and for them':
OCTAVIA TO MATTHEW DAVENPORT HILL, 1876

is a description of Octavia at this period from the
pen of Sydney Cockerell, who met her for the first time. in
7 at the Hydro ::j.t Ben Rhydding, 'an unobtrusIve
18 1
plainly dressed little lady' he writes, 'whose face attracts
you at first and charms you as you become acquainted. wit~
the power of mind and sweetness of character to whI~h It
gives expression, a lady of great force and energy, WIth a
wide-open, well-stored brain, but withal as gentle and
womanly as a woman can well be, and possessed o~ a wonderful tact which makes her the most attractive and
pleasantest' companion in the whole establishment.: It is
interesting to see the effect she produced an~ to notIce the
stages of his appreciation; the first superficIal gl~ce at a
rather unimpressive figure redeemed by an attrac~Ive face,
the quick realization of power and energy em~atll~g from
it, then the warm pleasure in the companIOnshlp of a
friend.
'An unobtrusive, plainly-dressed little lad~I' The.words
suggest someone very different from <?ctavla; for mdeed
her small stature seemed always an aCCIdent. She was not
small-boned, but on the contrary built on generous lines,
her shoulders rather broad for her height, her head massive, her wide brow giving an impression of strength ac128
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cen~ated by the dignity of her poise. All the portraits that
survIve suggest a large, rather than a small, woman. Her
features were finely moulded and her large dark eyes'
blazed with sympathy or indignation while her feelings
were plainly to be read on her sensitive expressive face.
She .was quickl~ and deeply moved by joy or sorrow, she
felt mdeed passIOnately about all the things that affected
her friends, and it was this depth of feeling that at times
wrought too fiercely on her body. If she was unobtrusive
it was because she deliberately withdrew herself from the
centre of the stage. She hated any sort of advertisement or
publicity, it was part of that womanliness which COI;kerell
extolled. She was, in fact, far abler than most of the men
she met, she had' proved her own competence and did not
mistrust it, yet in her simple Victorian way, she never
doubted that the centre of the picture was for the man,
that he must rule, take responsibility, lay down the law in
every household, while the woman's function was to work
in the. background and accept his authority. It was natural
to her, therefore, in a mixed society to efface herself to
observe, to listen to others, rather than to instruct. And
she enjoyed this; she had an insatiable interest in other
people, whether those of whom she knew nothing-'The
pe~ple in the train yesterday amused me so. How much
more one hears, travelling alone, one sits in the corner and
the people talk on, as if one were not'-or people whom
she knew slightly, whose interests were widely apart from
hers: 'I come in like some queer new being from another
region, but I think it enlarges me even to see and listen to
those whose interests are so different.'
.
. As long as she was allowed to do so she would listen but
the more intelligent of those who met her soon disco;ered
10
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that she had much to say that was well worth hearing.
When she was drawn into conversation, she spoke freely
and without self-consciousness as long as she was discussing any of the subjects that interested her-a ~de' range:but she was less happy if she found herself mvolved m
small talk .. Conventional society frightened her; 'He is just
a touch conventional and alarms me in proportion.' She
had never had time or inclination to become expert in light
society chatter; though far from the affectation of desrising convention (indeed she always wanted to do,the nght
and appropriate thing) she was fundamentally unconventional for she saw things in a fresh and original way and
was t~o deeply interested in them to· stop and think about
her own reaction to them.
Her clothes were often wrong and there were many of
her friends who regretted that she did not take more pleasure in making the best of her good looks. This was partly
due to her upbringing, forit had been part of her mother's
plan to discourage an interest in personal adorntnent. 'As
a result all skill iri dress was acquired in after years; by
Octavia never' Miranda records. 'Not that she could not
have dressed ~dmirably if she had ever.had the moment of
time to think about it; she had no lack of judgment or taste, .
or even of wish to dress nicely and suitably, but life was
too hurried, and more weighty matters pressed, and anything she ever achieved in this line was through frie~dly
hands, in spite of her impatience to be about other thmgs.
Her mother often regretted the mistake she had made;
the truth being that girls should early be trained to dress
neatly and well. They will thus acquire facility and dress well
almost mechanically, without devoting valuable time to it.'
Generally speaking, Octavia did not mind, probably did
13 0
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not ev:en realize, that her clothes were not appropriate.
SometImes she had a sudden misgiving. Once she was due
to lunch with Lady Ducie. She had been going all morning
from Court to Court in pouring rain, her mackintosh was
streaming, her goloshes deplorable. With a shock of horror
. .she suddenly realized that a luncheon party awaited her,
that she had no time to go home and change, and worst of
all, that Lady Ducie's door would be opened by a formidable butler. For a moment her spirit quailed, she was sure
that the butler would scornfully direct her to the back door,
or even turn her away and that there would of necessity be
explanations, humiliating to both sides. Then her courage
and resourcefulness rose to the occasion. She rang the bell
the door was flung wide, and before the butler had time t~
realize her appearance she had stepped in, and, lifting one
foot, said with hauteur, 'Kindly remove my golosh.' The
situation was saved, her status fully established.
In Sydney Cockerell Octavia found a new friend and
~el1ow w~rker. The .acquaintance begun ~t Ben Rhydding
m 1871 npenedrapIdly into a warm friendship which ex':
tended to all his family. He worked with her devotedly till
his premature death in 1877, and when his son Sydney was
old enough he took up the work. She became the godmother of ,his daughter Olive, and a trusted friend and
adviser to the whole family. Octavia found in him much to
attract her, a quick sensitive intelligence, ready and generous sympathy, and sureness of judgment on which she
came to depend. There was so much a'man could do for
her. Circumstance had forced her to become 'the man
the family', but it was a role by no means congenial to her.
It was pleasant to have him look over her books, to discuss
the difficulties of her assistants, to show her the easiest and
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clearest way of arranging the accounts and preparing her
balance sheet. He acquired the habit of dropping in on his
way home from his work in the City, to go over these
matters, and to advise her about her own investments as
well as any other financial problem.
There were other things to disyuss too. Barrett's Court·
was a property which gave her a good deal of trouble from
the beginning. It stood where now stands a furniture shop
in about the middle of Wigmore Street; it was in a very
bad. condition when it came into her hands, dirty and
dilapidated, and it housed a very poor and rough type of
tenant. Later it was rebuilt and became St. Christopher's
Buildings, but at the moment rebuilding was impracticable
and the tenants difficult. There was nothing particularly new
to Octavia about this; she at once set to work, and started
a Women and Girls' Institute, and introduced her usual
improvements. But now her friendship with Cockerel!
opened new possibilities. She had never before had a
worker who could tackle clubs for the men. This was now
practicable, and at once together they planned one. Cockerell persuaded a friend, Edward Bond a barrister, to come
and help; Octavia dedicated a room in the Court to it, and
it began, It was a success from the beginning, the men were
invited to manage it themselves, they drew up their own
regulations, decided their.own entrance fee, organized their
own activities. Sometimes Octavia's heart misgave her a
little: 'I am fairly alarmed about the order after you gentlemen leave the club, only I tell myself you must see your
way to preventing abuses. They tell me that women were
admitted last Monday, and that they all danced till 12t.
I don't vouch for the truth of it, nor know that there was
any harm, but it is a thing you would· all feel must not be
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~ithout notice and supervision. Will you take the matter
m hand?' But such alarm did not weigh heavily on her she
had perfect confidence in Cockerell, and she rejoiced a~ the
happy relationship which she saw developing between him
and the men. 'Sometimes I think you hardly know how much
there your influence tells,' she wrote to him gratefully.
As the club became more popular, men from the neighbourhood who were not Octavia's tenants were also ad~itte~, and ra~er to her r~gret th~ entrance fee went up.
. I c:m t help a httle regrettmg the mcreasing scale of fees,
It wIll grad~ally alter the character of the club, but perhaps
all good thmgs
. . must rise with their original elements , and
ne,: or?,anlZatlOns ~eet ~he wants of the lowest, beginning
agam tIll the whole IS raIsed. I am sure about all this you
~ust know better than I, and I fearlessly leave the matter
m your hands.' B,ut Octavia, willing as she was to give the
men a free hand m all club matters, was very tenacious of
her own rights over the clubroom. She asked no rent for
the room, but she was the manager, not the owner, of Barre~'s Court and she felt bound to pay the owner rent,
whIch she took from her donations fund. The School
Board, requiring extra accommodation, contemplated renting e men's clubroom for some hours a day, and Octavia
Was mformed that some such proposal was to be discussed
by the club, 'and will then in due course be submitted to
!ou.' ~his did not at all meet her views: 'I dare say it will
Immediately OCcur to you,' she wrote to Cockerell 'that
this is hardly the order of proceeding and that should such
a proposal reach the club, you will cause it to be forwarded
to me direct. The club must be taught to see from the first
that the decision is wholly mine. It occurs to me that they
possibly fancy the rental would Come to swell club funds.
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This you see would not be the case.' It was to Octavia not
merely, or even principally, that such money would relieve
her donation fund but far more that the club must recognize that the room was not theirs, it was not a free room
since there could be none such, but a room for which rent
was being paid although their funds had been relieved of
the responsibility.
Another matter in which Cockerell relieved Octavia of
an immense amount of work was in the entertaining of
tenants. This became more exacting as the number of
tenants increased. 'I give one evening every week from
October to March, and yet I barely provide an evening's
amusement for each of our people. That enables me to
meet them at least once face to face, but it does not supply
enough happy healthy amusement for the young people.'
Yet even this minimum was hard work, for she was by no
means content to work off all and sundry in what, in more
modern days, is aptly known as a Tea Fight. Her parties
must be kept small enough to be a really personal affair, an
occasion for meeting her friends. The best. thing she contributed to them was her own enjoyment, and this was
greatly enhanced when there was someone. to do thespadework for her. It was her custom to provide'some entertainment. She had many talented friends who gladly' came to
play or sing, but perhaps her chief allies in this business
were the MacDonalds, a family richly gifted, and well
known for its amateur theatricals. They were happy parties. Octavia, watching her tenants enjoying themselves,
was exercised in her mind about the lack of amusement
provided for the working classes: 'How' to make amusements self-supporting yet pure and good is the problem.'
The solution of the problem was not her work, yet she con134

tri?,uted a s~al1 eXI:eriment: 'We have begun a series of
paId entertal~ments m Barrett's Court on successive Saturdays. Last lllght the season opened with, a capital play by
the MacDonalds, the room was crowded to overflowing
The next ~erformance is to be an operetta by Mrs. Bayli~
and her fnen~s.' Modern enterprise, ignoring the second
part of OctavIa's aspiration, has made entertainment triumphantly self-supI!0rting, but it was Mrs. Baylis' daughter who at the Old VIC came near to providing the fulfilment
of both parts.
It is a remarkable fact that with all this work on her mind
an? .on her hands, Octavia still found considerable time for
wntmg. S~e had from childhood been a prolific correspondent, pourmg out to her many friends eager accounts of all
she was doing and thinking day by day. This habit she
n:ver lost; even when she was busiest; she wrote easily and
WIth ObVIOUS pleasure that communicated itself to the
reader. The same easy readable style characterized the first
of her publi.shed articles\an account of the lives of her toymakers, whIch came out.m Household Words in 1856. Ten
years .later her first artIcle on housing appeared in the
F~rtmghtly and roused much interest; the public conSCIence w:as alr~ady uneasily aware of social evils in London; a wnter wI~h first hand knowledge of the facts, a vivid
and s~mpathetIC. pe~ and constructive suggestions for
ren:edIes et . WIth mstant appreciation, and the more
senous penodIcals readily accepted her articles. Octavia
was glad to. write. Like the prophets of old, she had a message to delIver and the magazine articles reached a public
other:wise inaccessible to her; moreover, the work was not
exactm~, she had her facts and her illustra:tions at her
finger"tIps, and knowing exactly what she wanted to say,
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whether about Housing or Relief, she wrote quickly and
convincingly. In 1875 five of her magazine articles were
published in book form in America under the title Homes
of the London Poor. Later it was translated into German .by
H.R.H. Princess Alice of Hesse, who had long been mterested in Octavia's work and as early as 1866 had visited
one of her Courts. Thus the elements of the housing problem became known, and more thoughtful citizens began to
demand of local authority a rather higher standard of public service.
In 1874 Octavia herself was, ironically enough, the victim of one of her own articles. She had described Barrett's
Court as it was when she took possession of it. A citizen
of Marylebone, outraged that such conditions should exist
in his own neighbourhood, drew the attention of the Medical Officer of Health to the article, roundly accusing him
of neglect of his duty in having suffered such evils to exist.
The Medical Officer's reaction was perhaps natural enough,
but certainly not reasonable. He at once ordered the demolition of all the houses in the Court, without stopping
to consider that in the interval that had elapsed since Octavia became responsible for the property, she had been
busily engaged in making it habitable so that most ~f the
abuses complained of no longer existed. So drastlcan
order, so manifestly unjust, could not be carried out; it was
withdrawn, but the Vestty took up the cudgels on behalf of
its officer, who launched a bitter attack on Octavia's management, and presented a report demanding the demo.lition of some of the houses and very drastic improvexp.ents
in others. Octavia was much troubled by the attack. She
knew the houses in question were not in perfect order; she
knew the tenants were not yet ready for some of th:e im13 6
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provements required of her, but she also knew that the
property was progressing satisfactorily and that she was
just beginning to get the right spirit among the tenants; she
dreaded this disturbance of the peace.
The local bitterness aroused was very intense. Octavia,
who asked nothing but to be allowed to do her work
quietly in co-operation with any who would help, without
publicity or commendation, found herself the centre of
fierce controversy which threatened to embitter her relations with those she sought to help. She was hurt and
bewildered at the hostility of those whose office it was to
promote social reform.
'Octavia has called a meeting of the Barrett's Court
tenants to consult as to how they can keep things in better
order, keep front doors shut, etc. She is very sorry it
should happen now; but she had fixed the meeting before
this vestry row occurred. She fears the tenants will be in
a very bad state because of this affair and I fear she will
come back very dispirited.' The meeting gave her the
greatest anxiety; she naturally turned to Cockerell for support: 'I earnestly hope you will reconsider the question of
helping me on that day. I know very well what I want and
that you can do it better than Mr. Bond and that it would
be much fitter and pleasanter to have you than him. We
won't call you Chairman if you don't like ... if you will
come and do what turns up to be done. I needn't explain
to you why I am sure you can do what we want if anyone
can, but I am quite sure of the fact. Will you try?' Cock~ell
of course did what she wished, explained the situation to
the meeting and brought the opinion of the tenants to Octavia's side. The Vestry Meeting at which the Medical
Officer's attack and Octavia's answer were read occurred
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in the same week, and resulted in a compromise; the report
was accepted but 'the doctor was directed to consult Octavia as to th~ measures to be taken. This decision ~as the
result of strenuous efforts of Octavia's friends behmd the
scenes. 'Mr. Hart had seen Dr. W. the evening before the
Vestry meeting and had shown him how utterly unte~able
his position was ... and had said that if Dr. W. pers1sted
he would only get into difficulties. So Dr.
w~s most
anxious to retreat and agreed to have a meetmg W1th Octavia and Mr. Hart to settle measures of reform after the
Vestry Meeting.'
.
For the moment peace was declared, but the. ~ed1cal
Officer did not readily forgive the exposure of h1S mcompetence; his position made it possible ~or h~m to ham~er
Octavia's work, his amour-propre made 1t dehg~tfu~ to h1m
to do so. She had to submit to perpetual pmpncks; he
would issue a sheaf of orders about trifles, would announce
in the local paper that he was about to submit another Report on Barrett's Court, would threaten .to s~u~ this or th~t
house. These petty annoyances were d1sq~letmg, Octa~la
resented them, and resented even more the1r power to d1S- .
turb her: 'It gives me a good deal of ~rou~le, more, I believe, a great deal than it ought~ I. beheve1f I. c~uld make
up my mind that I see the right thmg pretty d1stmctly and
can do it, and leave the result, it would be far. better; ~u~
I am apt to go over and over the subject, broodmg ?~er 1t.
The Vestry was kept in a state of perpetual Susp1~lOn of
Octavia's actions and ready to oppose any new thmg she
;
undertook.
There was a Public House, the Duke ofWalmer, very
close to Barrett's Court, which in her opinion exercised a
very bad influence over it~ When the time came for the re13 8
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newal of the licence Octavia interested some of her friends
in an endeavour to buy the premises and secure some sort
of disinterested management: finding this impossible she
decided that the only course to pursue was to oppose the
renewal of the licence. Her efforts aroused great hostility.
They were represented as an attempt to interfere with the
liberty of the individual, and to deprive'the working man
of his glass of beer with a grandmotherly wish to improve
him. Octavia tried to reason with her opponents. The majority of her tenants by this time trusted her sufficiently to
accept her judgment, and were the less concerned as there
remained other licensed houses within easy reach. Her objection to the Duke of Walmer was not that it was licensed,
but that it was run in a thoroughly disreputable manner
and was doing manifest harm. She approached the question not as a temperance reformer but as an ordinary citizen wishing to remove an abuse almost from her own doorstep. If she could have secured a more enlightened management she might have been led on to consider the whole
question of Public House reform. This being impossible,
. she concentrated on getting rid of the licence, in which,
after a bitter struggle, she succeeded. 'The Public House
trial is over, and we won triumphantly and conclusively,
and are very thankful for it. But the spirit ofthe people was
very dreadful and it doesn't augur well for th~ future work.
50 vestrymen and ISO ratepayers signed in favour of the
licence. Several vestrymen attended and gave evidence. Sir
J. H. was in a towering rage and tried to annoy me with
things that didn't touch me. But it all points to future difficulties. However, I cannot say I am discouraged. As long
as there was hope of peace from explanation and care I was
full of anxie~; but now we must go straight on.'
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It was just while Octavia was fighting against the obstruction and stupidity of an elected body that she was
concerned with the Artisans' Dwellings Bill, which gave increased power and authority over working-class dwellings'
to medical officers and local Councils. Much as she disliked officialism she was sure that the immense power
,
'.
which is inevitably in the hands of a landlord of workingclass property ought to be checked by public authority; the
fact that she herself had suffered, was suffering, from a
stupid and ignorant Vestry did not deflect her judgment.
The condusion to be drawn from her unfortunate experience was not that officials should be deprived of power,
but that they should learn to use it inte~ligently, that, in
fact, the quality of the Vestryman, the Guardian and other
local officials was a matter of extreme importance. Here
was a service which the educated man could offer to his
district. Too often he despised it, leaving the local.work to
men whose education and outlook made it difficult for
them to carry out their duties. Yet the work seemed to her
even more practically and immediately important than the
work of a Member of Parliament. 'What might not the
locality gain,' she asked in an address on Good C~tizen
ship, 'if the administration of its affairs were carned on
under the influence of men of education? ... As Vestrymen
how you might be on the side of far-sighted expenditure
or the suppression of corruption.' Who can say even n?w
that local elections arouse the interest commensurate With
their importance, or that enough able and educated citizens can be found to administer local affairs?

Chapter XII
OPEN SPACES
'The' question is-whether there is still any land In England
which can be preserved for the common good':
OCTAVIA HILL in 'The Future of our Commons', 18 77

THERE was yet another subject to which Octavia gave time
and thought during these busy years-indeed it seemed to
her as important as any of the work she was doing-this
was the provision of open spaces for town people. All her
life she had spent much time out of doors, as a child 'always
up in the hedges'; as a girl dragging her little toymakers for
their good across field and common, teaching them, against
all their natural inclination, to enjoy rural sights and adventureS; as a young woman seeking and finding refreshment
after a strenuous week's work in a thirty-mile tramp across
country, and this in an age when convention demanded a
costume which must have made even moderate exercise
fatiguing, and expected the gentler sex to be unequal to any
great exertion. But the harder Octavia worked the more
. urgently she felt the need of the sight and sound of country
things; all beauty moved her, but none so deeply as the
beauty of earth and sky, of trees and flowers, of nature
whether wild or cultivated.
It seemed to her obvious that what was so great a refreshment and joy to herself must be of value to other
people. She recognized that people who live in overcrowded tenements and who rarely expt;rience the peace
and spaciousness of the open country, may learn to do
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witho.ut and cease reany to. desire it, but she was no.t willing to. acquiesce in this. To. be co.ntent to. live 'u narro.w
squalid life, withQut natural beauty, seeme~ t? her far
wo.rse than to. suffer in do.ing SQ. Fro.m the begmnmg o.fher
hQusing wQrk she had tried to' give her t~nants access .tQ the
sights Qf the cQuntry. She had made httle gardens m her
Co.urts, she had planted creepers and trees ro.und her playgrQund, she had asked her cQuntry friends to' send her
flQwers to. distribute. FurthermQre, she had arranged walks
in Regent's Park, the NQttingham Place scho.o.lgirls were
encQuraged to. take the tenants' children Qut and to. row
them Qn the Qrnamental water there; and so.metimes she
made lQnger expeditio.ns. Often she to.o.k parties walking
acrQSS thQse fields and CQmmQns in which as children she
and her sisters had played together. There were also. whQle
days in the cQuntry. Just as fro.m OctQber to. March Octavia gave an evening a week to. a party fQr her tenan~s, so.
frQm April to. September she gave a whQle day a week to.
an o.uting with them. She liked best to. take them to. the
cQuntry ho.use· Qf so.me friends who. lived ilear LQn~o.n.
. Her half-bro.ther, Arthur Hill, later Mayor o.f Readmg,
so.metimes entertained them. A garden party, with a hQstess who. made them all welco.me, pro.vided just the feeling
o.f friendliness, o.f easy human intercQurse, which Oct~via
always desired fQr her peo.ple. It was a real party no.t Just
an excursio.n, the guests co.uld walk ro.und the garden enjQying the trees and the flo.wers, co.uld sit abQut in small
gro.ups chatting so.ciably, .o.r co.uld wander Qff alQne and
enjo.y the test that o.nly sQlitude can give. They were lQvely
days. But Qne day iri a summer is' no.t really very much,
even if yo.u have bunches o.f flowers in yQur ro.o.m and can
see the creeper o.n the playgrQund wall, and Octavia was
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glad that many. o.f her tenants had. learnt frQm her the
pleasure o.f walking in the parks and in the fields clo.se to.
LQndQn.
In 1875 she learnt with dismay that the Swiss CQttage
Fields were to. be develQped and that building plans were
in preparatiQn. She sprang to. their defence. There was no.
Qpen space near Lo.ndo.n whQse destructio.n WQuld mo.ve
her mQre. These were her fields, the haunt Qf her childhQQd, the place frQm which all her earliest familiarity with
trees and flQwers had sprung. Furthermo.re, they were the
o.pen space nearest to. MarylebQne, and therefQre mo.st
easily accessible to. her tenants, and she knew well that by
them and by hundreds o.f o.thers they were freely used and
great appreciated.
.
Octavia lQst no. time in co.llecting influential peo.ple to
help to save the Fields and to. secure them as a recreation
gro.und fQr the public. She turned to. .the Co.mmQns PreservatiQn SQciety which had already do.ne yeo.man service fQr
the cause Qf open spaces. Fo.unded in 1865 with Mr. Shaw
Lefevre (later LQrd Eversley) as chairman, it had secured
the passing Qf the Metro.po.litan Co.mmo.ns Act o.f 1866 and
by a series o.f great law suits, co.nducted by Ro.bert Hunter
its so.licitQr, it had saved Wimbledo.n and Wandswo.rth
Co.mmQns, Hampstead Heath, Plumstead Co.mmo.n and
Epping FQrest fo.r the peo.ple. Ro.bert Hunter readily
placed all his experience at Octavia's service,and they became friends and allies. She became a member o.f the Executive and remained an enthusiastic suppo.rtero.f the So
ciety to. the end o.f her life. She fQund allies also. in the
Church. Dean Stanley at o.nce suppo.rted her; and Mr.
Haweis, Vicar o.f St. James, Marylebo.r;te, a man of co.nsiderable influence in his day, flung himself into the mo.ve143
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ment with enthusiasm. The contractor agreed to stay his
hand, and a Committee was made to raise the necessary
money to buy the Fields.
..
.
...
The sum required was 10,000 gumeas, and to raIse It m
a short time seemed to Octavia a most formidable undertaking. She had never begged, and she did not like begging.
The money she had needed for her schemes had come unsolicited; she had to overcome a very real repugnance before she started asking, but there was no other way and ~he
Fields must be saved. '1 feel as if for the sake of securing
air and light and beauty for the hundreds 1 see up in the
Fields when 1 take my own people there, I had resolution
enough to nerve everyone else in London for the effort.'
She worked for the Fields with all the concentrated energy
of her nature. 'I have one idea at the moment, the Fields.
Laugh at me as much as you like.'
With the help of Edward Bond, who was her chief support in the effort, and Colonel Gardiner, an e~uerry to
Queen Victoria and one of the Marylebone G~ardlans, w.ho
had worked with her on the C.O.S., Octav1a secured mfluential support. Colonel Gardiner approached 't~e Duke
of Westminster, Baroness Burdett Coutts, Lord L1chfie~d,
the members for Borough and County and hosts of the ariStocracy'; while Sydney Cockerell applied h4nself ~o names
influential in the City. Octavia wrote to The Tzmes, and
Macmillans published an article from h~r in August. I~ ~e
first three weeks £9500 came in, but as m all money ra1smg
efforts it was the last £1000 that gave the trouble. August
is a dead month for collectors of funds. Octavia became 'a
little bitter, waiting for the slow rich people to. mak~ up
their leisurely minds'. She was puzzled as well as ImpatIent.
'1 suppose I don't value money very high,' she remarked.
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'How strange it seems to me (does it not to you?) that the

~o~entary difficulty is to persuade the owners that there

IS a chance ?f a~yone (anybody of people in London or
England) bemg m the least likely to be inclined to give
money for a place which must be a blessing to hundreds
n.ow, and ~undreds yet to come-a great free gift to this
CIty, the chIef city of their country.'
.
In August her friends insisted that she must have a holiday, and reluctantly enough she agreed and went off to
Lady, Ducie's house in Gloucestershire, but she could not
r~st. I came down here last night, but I feel leaving my
FIelds so that. I could almost cry. We have· got on very
well ... but.the vacation has come upon us with its inevit~ble pa~sej It becomes a question whether the owners will
gIve u~ tIme. to try after it.' A week later she wrote: 'The
collectIOn goes on slowly, but quite steadily day by day'
very well I think for the time of yearj but We are in grea~
fe~r that the owners will not wait. I wonder owners are not
a lIttle awed by the possession of so important a treasure
and do not pause a little, before they use it wholly withou~
reference to the people.'
The ow~ers, however, were not the least 'awed'. Their
only emotIon ~as incredulous dismay as they saw in the
press the steadIll mou~ting su?scription list. It began to
appear that the determmed MISS Hill' would actually Secure the required sum, and that they would be foiled of the
handsome profits of development. This could not be contemplate~. In the mid~le of A~gust they suddenly withdrew theIr offer. In vam Octavla's Committee offered to
guarantee the payment of the whole Sum within a week
the o,ffer was absolutely withdrawn, and in due time Fitz~
John s Avenue rose on the fields for which she had battled
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so valiantly. It was a most bitter disappointment, success
had seemed so near. Octavia had been so hopeful and had
worked so hard that the reaction was very painful. She
knew suddenly how tired she was, and went off to finish
her holiday in Ireland feeling flat and disillusion~d. 'For
the moment I am a little broken by the loss, and It would
be difficult to begin just at once, to work again.'
But this mood was transient. Even in the moment of defeat she had felt that the generous spirit which her supporters had shown need not and must not be waste.d. Most
of the subscribers to the fund chose to leave theIr donations in the hands' of the committee, and when Octavia
. came back from her holiday it became necessary to consider how best to use it. By common consent the decision
was in her hands, and there were many suggfOstions made
to her for this space or that. Octavia refused to be hustled.
The battle for the Fields had been thrust upon her, she had
fought it on grounds personal to herself and to her tenants.
That was over. It led her to consider the whole question of
open spaces on general principles. 'I do not purpose pledging myself to anyone spot, until I have carefully prepa:ed
a general map, to see where space is most needed. ~y Im- ,
pression is that I shall care most (now that the SWIS~ Cottage Fields are gone) for small central spaces; but thIS may
not prove to be the case .... I can work for them gradually,
quietly and less personally.' "
,
The small central spaces, 'open air sitting rooms for the
poor', became her immediate obJective.. She had always
been appalled at the lack of space av~ilable for the p~or; as
she looked into the Courts 'the chtldren are crawlmg or
sitting on the hard hot stones till every corner of th~ place
looks alive, and it seems as if I must step on them if I am
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to walk up the Court. Everyone looks in everyone else's
way.' She reflected that it was strange that it should be
n~cessary to fight to recover for Londoners 'the healing
gIft of space'. 'To most men it is an inheritance to which
. they ~re born, and which they accept straight from God' as
the~ do t?e e,arth they tread on, and light and air its comp~mo~ gIfts. For those who had been deprived of this
bIrthrIght she ~ow demanded four things: 'Places to sit in,
places to play In, places to stroll in, and space and place to
spend a day in.' The fields she had lost had been a place to
stroll in, it was not till some years later that she set to work
to procure the places to spend a day in; it was with the first
two that she was now concerned.
'
The important thing about the 'open air sitting rooms'
:was that they should be quite close to the crowded homes;
It was not necessary that they should be very large, but they
must be gay, well distributed, and abundant. London
overbuilt as it already was, was not really without such
spaces; the~e were disused burial grounds, small church
yard~, derelIct patches here and there, railed off so that the
publIc could have no access to them. It was the burial
grounds Octavia attacked first, in spite of a certain amount
?f opposit~on from those who felt there was something
Irreverent In the suggestion that the living should in some
small degree share in th.e quiet of the dead. She tried to get
those who had control of them to lay them out as gardens
to put seats in them, and to throw them open to those wh~
so sorely needed them. She looked longingly at the various
Square Gardens, reserve.d for those who had ample space.
. She begged that they mIght at least be opened in August
and Septem?~r, when the houses around them were empty
and the prIvIleged owners enjoying themselves in the
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country. It is an interesting fact that the appeal she made
in 1875 is still repeated as summer comes round; and still
(1940) meets with little response.
.
Octavia approached Corporations, City Companies, the
Metropolitan Board of Wbrks, with requests that they
should buy open spaces, and keep them open, that in making new building schemes they should keep some parts of
their sites open. For places to play in, she tried to prevail
upon the School Board to keep the school playgrounds
open in the evenings and on Saturdays. This seemed to her
more difficult to arrange since she knew by her own experience that a playground to be useful must be. staffed,
that someone must supervise the children, must teach them
to play, and must take real responsibility for them.
For a time her efforts met with very little success. In her
report of 1876 she wrote: 'We have tried earnestly this year
to secure small open air sitting rooms for the people in
various parts of London, hitherto without one atom of success. I think I never spent so much heart, time and thought
on anything so utterly without apparent result. We tried
for an East End boulevard with an avenue, and with spaces
of green and flowers, an East End embankment as it were,
where the people might have strolled on summer evenings
and sat out of doors, and we failed. We tried to get a
Churchyard planted and opened in Drury Lane, and the
matter has not progressed very far as yet, we tried to get
trustees to act themselves in regard to other spaces and we
hear little from them. We tried to get leave from one nobleman to plant trees along an East End road, where he is lord
of the manor, and he postpones tJ:te question. We tried. to
get the Board-School playgrounds open, so far without
success. We tried, oh how we tried, to get the Quakers to
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devote to the service of the poor their disused burial
grounds, and they, even they, have decided to build over
by far the most pre?ious of the two; a spot which might
have been perpetual JOY and rest to the people, now is gone,
I suppo~e for ever.' It was a melancholy review; Octavia
fel.t partlcularly the action of the Quakers, for her friend~hlp f?r ~ary Harris had given her the greatest confidence
ill thelr WIsdom and generosity. She wrote to The Friend:
... 'I am imagining for a moment that, in accordance with
what I know to be the high minded and generous character
of your Society, you are looking at the question from the
people's p.oint of view, and feel that your possession of land
there, whlch has never yet brought you in rent, and was
purchased by your ancestors with money devoted to their
beloved dead, is in some sense a trust which it would be
well t? u~e for great ends of blessing the living. And I say
unh~sltatmgly, from my experience of the locality and the
poor, that a gar.den for them all would there help them
more than .dwelhngs for a few.... Then lastly, with regard
to the portIOn of the ground accorded to those of your dead
who~ you ~eem to think worthy of honour enough to leave
the~ m thelr waves, are you going to shut them up in posseSSlOn of thelr space? Because, if so, you will soon find
oyster shells, and old pots, and butchers' refuse accumulating over th~m too; and very likely, having inured yours~lve~ by movmg half your dead, you may feel less hesitatIOn ill moving or building over GeorgeFox too. And so
you may fill up the little gap between the houses which now
you are going to halve in size, and the buildings, closed in,
shall leave no trace of what was once your· burial gro~md;
The unused is always abused. Plant your trees there sow
your flowers, place seats in what you preserve of your iand,
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invite the neighbouring poor in to rest and breathe fresh
air, and, if it may be, to work a little in your garden, and it
will be cared for, and look cared for too, as if it were a
sacred place.'
When even this appeal was fruitless, she had to remind
herself: 'It is a bad thing trying to see other people's
duties, they alone can judge what they are.' The struggle
was exhausting to her, partly because she so ardently desired. success, partly because the method she had to use was
alien to her. She had been wont to get her way by persuading individuals with whom. she had personal contact, of the
reasonableness of her demands, now she was fighting the
inertia of a mass of people who meant nothing to her: 'My
work becomes less home-like, more struggling; there is in
it necessarily more of opposition, it brings me intu contact
with people further off whom I do not know well, nor care
for at all.' She felt this opposition sorely. She had always
worked with, not against, others, and she feared lest she
should grow too militant, and should lose her sympathy
with those who had a different point of view. 'The more
opposition I have myself to do, the more it has been necessary to me to dwell on the duty not only of patience,but of
gentleness. When I cast my bread on the waters, I have ha'd
to make sure that it was breaq., not a hard stone cast at a
brother, but bread to feed him, though he does not see it
now.'
However much opposition she met outside, Octavia was
always sure of help and sympathy in her home. Her sister
and the school were always behind her in all her projects,
and Miranda made it her concern to keep her pupils interested in all Octavia was doing. In December, 1875,
therefore, when the ,apparently fruitless struggle for small

open spaces was at its height, Miranda read a paper to the
girls addressed to 'those who love beauty'. She quoted Mr.
Barnett who had said, 'It is not the poverty that is such a
weight upon everybody in the East End, it is the ugliness,'
and proposed to start a society which should be called 'The
Society for the Diffusion of Beauty'. It was to 'be a modest
domestic little affair. 'I propose to learn as far as I can
what has been done and what wants. doing in the way of
beautifying"in poor districts, to write a short account of the
work done and required every month, and to send it to the
members of this society.' She asked for no subscriptions,
merely for an expression of interest in the subject from
those who chose t<? join it,
. Octavia was delighted with the paper and with the proJect and s?e had the paper printed and circulated privately.
I~ met WIth ~o warm a response that she persuaded her
SIster to read It to the National Health Society. 'The room
was quite full; and the hearers were just those in whom the
thoughts would be likely to bear abundant fruit.' From
this meeting sprang the K yrle Society, so called after
Pope'~ Man of Ross who with an inconsiderable income,yet
beautIfied the streets and increased the amenities of his
native town. Donations poured in. Octavia became the
treasurer.' while Miranda remained the chief organizer of
!he SOCIety. Its purpose, as Miranda had originally
planned, was the 'diffusion of beauty', an activity always
dear to Octavia's heart. The Society took over the business
of collecting flowers for poor homes, of planting small gardens, of providing entertainments for poor parishes. It ran
a choir which sang at services in poor parishes, and found
volunteers to take singing classes. Another of its labours
was the d~coration of all sorts of blank walls in school
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rooms club rooms or Churches. Its member!! painted
panels' illuminated texts, and 'carved brackets'. It is probable that we should to-day regard much of this decoration
with disfavour, but Octavia cared very much about it, and
took it very seriously. She believed in making people f~
miliar with beautiful words and felt there was real value m
having a motto in places where people could not fail to see
it. There was one piece of decoration which gave her the
greatest happiness. She put it in Freshwater Place, along
the faces of the houses in the Court. The words she chose
were 'Every house is builded by some man, but He that
built all things'is God', and she wanted 'to n:ake the se~
tence very lovely in colour, that the mere bnghtness of It
may be a joy to everyone that sees it. It will be done in
tiles, so that every shower of rain may ke~p them clea~ and
bright.' Alas that London rain, laden Wlt~ smuts, ~aIl? to
fulfil this function. She chose De M01'gan tiles, and mVlted
all her closest friends to give a letter of the inscription. She
planned the work with joyful care, and discussed with. an
letter which
ingenuous earnestness the particula~ word
each donor might give. She was dehghted With the result;
and felt sure it would please Ruskin who 'taught me to
care for permanent decoration, which should endear houses
to men for external decoration which should be a common
joy.' Id her relation to Ruski~ ther~ wa,s a.lways.something
of the earnest child, she remamed hIS diSCiple to the end of.
~d~.
.
.
There were other inscriptions that Octavia wish<?d to see
blazoned along blank pieces of wall; she suggested that
Kingsley's words 'Do noble deeds' should be put up on a
wall near Waterloo Station. Doubtless this is not a form
of decoration that commends itself to a modern mind, but
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it must be remembered that the streets of London in Octavia's day were dark and dreary to an extent hardly to be
conceived to-day. There is much to be said against advertisements but no one can deny that the posters and the neon
lights supply gaiety and colour to our streets. It is possible
that, deprived of these, we should welcome even rather sententious quotations if they were executed in sufficiently
.
bright colours.
The Kyde Society had a sub-committee to deal especially with open spaces, and within a year had achieved
substantial success. 'Drury Lane Churchyard has been
planted and opened, so has St. John's Waterloo Road, ...
St. Giles Churchyard, a capital bit of ground running
down to Seven Dials, its wilderness of tall rank grass and .
shivering leafy trees would, even if untouched, be sa'mething green for the people to look at, if the great wall which
hides them were but down, and should the untidy neglected looking graves, and green damp paving stones, be
put in order, and bright beds of flowers made in the grass;
should the great gates be opened ... what a possession the
place would be to the residents near! This I trust may be
done, for on every side the subject seems awakening attention, churchyard after churchyard is spoken of as likely to
be planted and opened. The School Board has considered
a scheme for opening its playgrounds to the children on
Saturdays and after School on week days.'
While Octavia struggled for this space or that, she never
lost sight of the more general question of the disposal of all
commons and open spaces. 'The question before the country, and it is well we should realize its magnitude before
important deciRions are made, is whether consistently with
all private rights there is still any land in England which
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can be preserved for the common good. . . . Are we, as a
nation, to have any flower garden at all? Can we afford it,
or will we have beetroot and cabbages only? In other
words, is all the land as far as the people are concerned,
from sea to sea to be used for corn growing or building over
only?' She urged that this question should be faced and
answered intelligently, that it should not be possible for
commons and foot paths to be filched from the poor man
by chance, or by the inertia of those who should act as his
trustees, but that Parliament should show not less concern
about its estates than a landowner does in planning what
proportion shall be devoted to crops, and how much to the
pleasure garden. She was, characteristically, anxious to preserve the rights both of the landowner and of the plain
man, and to insist that it was not only rights which could
be financially assessed which must be protected .... 'It
must be oDserved that the nation, as a nation, is not held to
possess the open uncultivated unappropriated land of England. True, generation after generation has. passed over
much of it freely, but it seems that the people are not thereby held to have acquired a right to do so. Perhaps this is
because such right has no money value for rights of way,
rights of light, rights of possession of soil, even rights on
these very open spaces of pasturing cattle, cutting furze
and of playing games are recognized by law where they
have long been enjoyed. Had the right to wander freely,
and to enjoy the beauty of earth and sky been felt to be a
more distinct possession, it may be that these rights also
would have been legally recognized.'
She never ceased to insist on the danger of underestimating those values which were not material, but she did
not commit the folly of declaring that they were the only
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vali~ cons~deration. She fought against the scheme for
makmg Thlrlmere the reservoir for Manchester b~cause she
~elt ~he value of the b~a~ty of the Lake and Valley was bem.g Ignored, and she Insisted that the scheme ought to be
laid before some tribunal which would at least allow weight
to that value as well. as to others in assessing the need of
Manchester. She faIled to get her way, Thidmere was
handed over to the engineers, and Manchester secured its
water. Perhaps she was wrong to wish it otherwise, but few
nowa?ays, regard~g the haphazard development of estates,
the hideous erup~lOns of bungalows in places which were
once really b<;autlful, the enormous undirected growth of
Lon~on and Its suburbs.' can doubt that she was right in
workin~ for ~ome plannmg of our English countryside.
In thiS, as m so many things, Octavia was not only ahead
of her own generation, but ahead even of ours.
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Chapter XIII
A LONG REST
'1 could have done nothing but for Miss Yorke':
•
OCTAVIA TO EMILY, 1878

IN these busy years there was one helper on whom Octavia
had come to place more and more reliance. This was·
Edward Bond, the friend whom Sydney Cockerell had
brought to help in the Club at Barrett's Court. He was a
most valuable helper there, strikingly tall and good looking, he was of the type to appeal to young men, and he exercised a salutary influence over the roughest of them. He
was interested in all Octavia's work, and at her instigation
introduced C.O.S. methods into a parish in Hampstead
where he lived. In the matter of open spaces he was particularly helpful, he fought at her side in the battle for the
Swiss Cottage Fields, and was always ready to look into the
legal side of any of the problems that arose, to interview
those responsible for churchyards or the trustee of any
open space. Inevitably Octavia saw a great deal of him and
very much enjoyed his society. It was much the fashion i,n
those days for parties to go for walking tours, and OctavIa
and Edward Bond often took part in these expeditions. He
was so tall and she so very small that their friends were
always amused to see them together. Since all of them disdained umbrellas and braved any kind of weather they
often arrived at their destination looking so deplorable that·
on one occasion they were even refused admission at an
inn. She found him stimulating. 'We had a long talk,' she
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writes in 1873, 'one easily gets on subjects with him, and
seems to have much to say; there is a pleasant sense of friction and stimulus, though none of peace.' One of the subjects they were apt to 'get on' was religion. Edward, like
most young men of the '70's, had religious doubts, which
he liked to discuss with her. She was interested, 'eager to
help, sometimes a little uneasily uncertain whether he was
not more anxious to contemplate his doubts than to resolve them. In the early days of their friendship she sometimes asked herself why she liked him more than other of
her friends whom she admired more. 'He is very helpful,
very interesting, kind but not self-sacrificingly so, I cannot
quite feel I trust him, yet one may trust him for response
or help or kindness to any extent.' The struggle for the
Swiss Cottage Fields brought them closer together, gradually her doubts about him faded away, she found increasing pleasure in his society, their intimacy grew. In July,
1877, somewhat to the surprise of their friends, they became engaged. It was a brief engagement.
Edward Bond's mother was a woman of 'proud cold
conventional reserve'. She was a widow and he an only son,
and having till now lived in complete docility in his
mother's house, it was natural enough that she had come
to take it for granted that he would do so to the end of her
life. It had probably never occurred to her th~t he might
wish for a home and life of his own. When therefore he told
her that he mtended to marry Octavia, she left him in no
uncertainty as to her attitude to the proposition. Edward
had always done what his mother thought good, he vy-as not
very courageous, he was not ready to defy her; like most
men he dreaded a scene and felt that with patience and tact
she could be brought round and he could have his heart's
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desire without alienating his mother. But he had not understood Octavia. It had not been easy for her to accept him
as a suitor, she was no longer a girl, to marry meant a real
sacrifice of her independence (which was very dear to her)
for her Victorian view of matrimony would have involved
a real submission to her husband. She was ready to make
this sacrifice, but only because the man she loved was one
whom she could wholeheartedly respect. The Edward
Bond who came to her apologetic, hesitant, counselling delay, obviously afraid of his mother, w~s not the man s~e
had come to believe him to be. She reahzed then that theIr
outlook on life and its fundamental values were different
and, facing all that this meant, she ended the .engagement.
She dismissed him once and for all, but what It cost her no '
one ever knew; she held his memory sacred in her heart to
the end of her life. How much Edward Bond suffered none
can say. They never met again, and he died unmarried.
For Octavia it was an experience of intens'e bitterness.
The conventional side of the affair meant little to her.
Actually very few people knew of the engagement. The
Nottingham Place School girls who had been told of i~,
were told the next day that it was a mistake and they were
not to talk about it. Young as they were, they were. completely and loyally silent, not even discussing it am~n,g
themselves; there was no talk among any of OctavIa s
circle. Her hurt was deeper than that, she had always felt
joy and sorrow very intensely; where she loved she loved
whole-heartedly, where she trusted she had no doubts. She
had staked her all on Edward's worthiness, he had proved
himself less than a man. It was a thought that kept her
awake at nights, and made her, for a time, wish to cut h~t
self off from all her intimates. She acted, however, WIth
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perfect dignity, sne would not allow the wound she 'had
received to deflect her from her course. She went to Lady
Ducie's in August and there tried to rest her shattered
nerves and weary body. The pains in her head and her
back, to which she was always subject, attacked her again;
she felt ,only partly alive, and though she longed for rest
and solitude, she found she could not get the one nor easily
endure the other. 'I suppose what there is of me will return
to the old piaces and work.... I count the hours and days
till I may slip back there-life is easier with the old duties
and with the people to whom one is nothing but a person
to be used .... Rest can't be procured by will ... we can't
make any but physical rest for ourselves.' In the autumn
she was back at work as usual, holding her head high and
dealing with each problem as it came with her usual
thoroughness and sympathy, but she was very obviously
ill. Her friends begged her to go away for a long rest; she
replied: 'For the moment my place is here, and here, cost
what it may, I must be.'
.
At the end of the year a new grief fell upon her. Sydney
Cockerell had been taken ill at the end of July, and
throughout the autumn anxiety :;tbout his health persisted;
just before Christmas he died. To Octavia this was an irreparable loss. In her weakened and lonely state it seemed
that the very foundations of her work were rocking, she
did not see how the Club at Barrett's Court could survive,
she doubted if she herself could go on without his ready
help; she had come to depend much on his wisdom and
~xperience, and more on his 'exquisite sympathy and good':'
ness' which never failed her. It was a crushing blow, and it
was oilly her strong religious faith that strengthened her
beneath it.
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Yet a third blow fell upon Octavia in tq.is most unhappy
autumn, this was the breach of her fr,iendship with Ruskin.
Octavia's relationship with Ruskin had been an important
part of her life. She had been captivated by his idealism
and eloquence when she was little more than a child, and
the spell he cast over her had never been broken. Though
she was perhaps more deeply and permanently influenced
by Maurice, whose judgment she trusted more completely,
it was Ruskin who brought romance into and cast a glamour over her most difficult days. Moreover, he had helped
her at a crisis in her life. He had accepted her as a pupil and
had put her to work for hif:9.. For ten and a half years he
had employed her to copy pictures for him and provide
illustrations for his books. In these years she had seen him
constantly. He had ruthlessly criticized her work, and she
had accepted his strictures with docility, stretching her
powers to the utmost to satisfy him. It had been for both a
satisfactory relationship. Ruskin in his restless unhappiness found comfort in the companionship of the intelligent
girl, whose admiration was unbounded and who believed
him always right. He spoke very freely to her, and could
unburden himself of his sorrows, and propound his social
and artistic theories, sure of her enthralled attention. It
pleased him, naturally enough, to realize how easily he
could give her pleasure, and how much she was conscious
of her debt to him. Her steady confidence in the supremacy of righteousness, her conviction that all evil and suffering could be turned to good, seemed to him rather
touching-a childlike faith suitable to a1~ inexperienced
girl. He felt incredibly old, weary and disillusioned (actually he was not 45), her unruffled serenity soothed his tortured mind.

When Octavia gave up her painting and turned to the
management of house property, at first it made no change
in their relations. Her work was still work for him, and he
took a very great pleasure in his ho.uses and followed aIr she
did with interest and approval. It was a gratification to him
to see the success of the work he had initiated. But gradually things altered. Inevitably Ruskin saw less of her, and
as her work progressed and she became more experienced
she turned less eagerly to him for approval. She was not
working. simply for him, but for a variety of other people.
She grew older. Unconsciously Ruskin was fretted by all
these things. Like so many fundamentally unhappy people
who. feel themselves misunderstood, he wanted disciples,
young people who would hang upon his words and admire
all he did. Octavia had outgrown this stage, but she still
wrote to him simply enough about the houses and the
tenants. Unfortunately he no longer took her as simply.
The optimism which had seemed charming in an inexperienced child became irritating when it survived contact
with the sordid misery of the very poor. 'I cannot understand,' he wrote irritably, 'how you maintain your faith in
good coming out of evil to the person themselves ... please
send me word what you mean at all events, whether you
tell me anything of what you speak of as evidence or not.'
In answer to her attempt to tell him what she-meant, he
replied: 'It is very like Maurice, and to me-':a poor moth
lying singed under a candle which, as far as I know, doesn't
light anyone-it is all very wonderful. But a nic~ frame of
mind to work in. It will enable you to do much good in the
future as in the past.' Octavia was saddened by Ruskin's
bitterness, but she answered his letters with simple smcerity and sometimes he wrote with all his old tenderness.
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and affection. Whether he wrote bitterly or kindly she still
felt for him nothing but gratitude and love. Her reverence
for him never wavered. She still believed him to ?e a
supremely great man, whose vision was true and glOrIOUS,
though sometimes it was sadly obscured.
. ,
The close intimacy, however, had gone. Octa;la s work
expanded in various directions in which Ruskm ha~ .no
particular interest. He became more and more despalrmg
of mankind, and began to think that no impro:vement was
possible. When in 1875 Octavia ~roteto ask h~m for a donation to help her save the SWISS Cottage Fields he declared: 'London is utterly doomed-as utterly as G?morrah. That is no reason why you should not open a wmdow
or buy a :field to give a moment longer breath to her plaguestricken children.' As the months went on Ruskin's gloom
deepened, and by 1877 he was in a st~te of settl~d despo~
dency, seething. with indignati0ll: ~gaI?st. mankind. In hiS
restless unhappy state, a quite trivial mCldent was en~>ugh
to set him ablaze. It was such an incident that provoked
his quarrel with Octavia. Some busybody ~old him she had
spoken of him as a visionary ~hose teachmg could ~ot always be taken literally. Ruskm was outraged. He did ~~t
stop to enquire into the context of the remark, or the spmt
in which it had been made. It aroused him to a'passion~te
belief in his own practical gifts, so that all hiS teachmg
seemed suddenly a small and negligible matter b~si~e the
solid reforms he had accomplished. More than th~S,.lt was
he, the practical man, who had enabled her, the VISIOnary,
to translate her ideals into action. That she should turn
against him, underval:uing all his life work, was intolerable.
It was disloyal and ungrateful. In a torrent ?f rage he w~ote
to her demanding that she should forthWith substantiate
.
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her accusation. Octavia, unconscious of having made any
accusation, replied as best she could, but quite firmly declined controversy. This added fuel to his indignation, and
in a second letter, he threatened to publish the correspondence unless she would satisfy him. Octavia could not do
this. There was really nothing she could say that he, in his
excited condition, could hear. Ruskin therefore published
the letters in Fors Clavigera in which at that time he was
thundering forth his disapproval of all mankind.
Octavia maintained complete silence, but she was deeply
wounded. She did not know that Ruskin was on the :verge
of his first attack of insanity, and she could not fail to suffer
acutely at this public attack by one whom she still deeply
loved and venerated. At any time her sensitive abhorrence
of publicity would have made the incident very distressing.
But it came at the moment when she could least bear it.
She had forced herself to resume her work after the sorrows of the summer, but it was only by a great effort of
. will that she was able to face her friends and colleagues. In
her busy days she foundan escape from her unhappiness,
but at the end of the day her tormenting thoughts attacked
her again and robbed her of rest. ~I feel as if eyes and eyes
and eyes had been on me for months, and my own never
closed.' No wonder het family and friends became increasingly anxious about her.
.
,
Apart altogether from the emotional strain she had undergone there was every reason for her to be on the bri~ of
a physical collapse~ For ten years she had been accumUlating more and more work. She had done it all with the whole
of het generous nature, she had been obliged from time
to time to give up one bit or another, but she did this only
reluctantly to make room for SOinething new. 'It is strange,
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but the strain of responsible schemes under
continuous
charge,' she had written in February, 1877, 'the thought
necessary for dealing with. all the new large plans before
me, and starting them wisely and well, the ever flowing
. stream of persons with whom I have to make appointments on business, and the incessant buzz round me of my
assistants and immediate fellow workers, leave me in a
state of exhaustion on a Saturday night which makes perfect stillness the only possibility for Sunday.... I know
you will begin to tell me I ought to give something up. And
I could only answer my whole life is giving up of work. I
part with bit after bit, often of that I care for most ... but
it is the nearest of all duties, added to the large new questions, in which a little of my time goes a very long way,
which thus engross me.
In the following months the work had only increased,
and it was obviously not possible in the midst of such incessant activity for Octavia to regain her strength and to
recover from the emotional stress she had undergone.
Early in January, 1878, the doctors decided that a complete
break was imperative, that only a change of scene and
change of companionship and a long rest would make her
recovery possible. Octavia accepted the decision with docility; her vitality was so low that she hardly cared what
'was done to her. The devolution of her work, which she
had carried out so consistently for the last ten years, made
giving it up now an easier matter. She had tried to make
the managers independent of her; now they readily accepted real responsibility. Some of her business friends
volunteered to audit and supervise the accounts, and all
were asked to report direct to the owners of the Courts,
and obtain their decision on all important matters. Her
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sister Gertrude acted ,as a liaison officer between all the
workers, and Minnie took over the administration of the
donation fund.
But obviously Octavia could not travel alone, and now a
new friend appeared who had the means, the leisure and
the will to be her companion and to help her through the
long dreary months to recovery. This was Harriot YQrke,
a woman of about her own age with whom Octavia had had
no previous intimacy; perhaps at that moment it was easier
for her to be with someone who did not belong closely to
the everyday life she had been leading, with whom she
could live on the surface. They started little more than
acquaintances. Harriot Yorke was a splendid travelling
companion, she talked very little, and was quietly competent and effective in all she did; there were no contretemps, no last minute scrambles, when she was directing
affairs. 'She knows at a glance,' wrote Octavia, 'which carriages are large enough, what hotels are suitable, which
drays are strong enough, at which places we may leave
luggage unwatched, what men will fulfil engagements
without'supervision.' Moreover, she possessed that most
valuable gift-the power of taking a genuine and lively interest in all her fellows. She was one of those people .who
inevitably hear the histories of all who serve them, and who
remember them, so that when they come back to places
'they have visited before they are greeted 'with enthusiasm
by every driver, porter and chambermaid. Such travellers
are always well served. Octavia had never been looked after
before. She found it wonderfully pleasant; more and more
she learnt to depend on Harriot, and she became conscious of
a deep and subtly expressed sympathy which was blessedly
healing. Thence arose a satisfying friendship which ,became
I65
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the most precious possession of them both. It was such a
relationship as is supposed to be peculiarly characteristic
of English spinsters. For the rest of their lives they shared a
home, and for 'Ottie' making the way smooth for Octavia
became her principal business. She made herself the guardian of Octavia's health, noticing when her energy was beginning to flag, and saving her from over-fatigue. Octavia
laughingly nicknamed· her Keeper, and she retaliated by
the name of Lion. She was well content that Octavia should
be the Lion, while her unobtrusive ministry ensured that
all her friend's energy should be released for its work. Her
relations with the Hill family were most harmonious, and
for Miranda particularly she conceived a warm affection,
but it is characteristic of .her deep reserve that she remained 'Miss Yorke' to all of them to the end of their days.
Octavia's recovery was a slow and tedious business. The
history of the next three years can be briefly told. When
she started off with Miss Yorke in January, 1878, she was
in an almost completely passive state. The eager interest
with which she had been wont to greet new places and new
people, the readiness with which she had entered into dis-,
cussion with chance fellow travellers, the hunger with
which she had demanded detailed news of her family arid
tenants, were all gone. She could not walk at all, she had
no energy to sketch, nor any spirit to meet adventures. She
was quietly grateful to the George MacDonalds, with whom
they stayed· at Nervi, for their kindness, but nothing had
the power to stir her very much. She was taken from Nervi
to Genoa where she met some ,disciples of Mazzini's and
was touched by their zeal for his memory; she wished to
show her sympathy, but was painfully conscious of her
lack of energy. 'I could have'done nothing but for Miss
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Yorke, who was so kind, Ilhe knew less than I did, muchl
. but she took such pains and asked everything I asked her.'
Gradually as they went through Italy to SwitzerIand and
the Tyrol her strength increased. She was able to drive and
sketch a little, and take an interest in local customs and
ways of life. A short visit home, and a consultation with
her doctor sent her away again to France and Italy, but
though during this second trip her letters show that she
was sufficiently recovered to concern herself with some of
her old interes.ts, specially the work of the Open Spaces
Committee of the Kyrle Society, and her sketches show a
revival of her artistic energy, it was not until her third
journey abroad that an eventual recovery began to appear
probable. In this third trip they went to Greece, a sufficiently adventurous undertaking for two unescorted wo'"
men in the year .1880. Upon this expedition Octavia entered
with something of her old zest. 'Though she does still feel
writing letters and all thinking very tiring, yet she is unmistakably better ... one almost feels as if she would care
to stay and work. And she said "I begin to look forward to
this Gr~ek journey". SHe is really able now to enjoy many
things.' A symptom of her recovery was her determination
to learn modern Greek as soon as she reached Athens, to
read Geology on the way ther~, and to take paraphernalia
for pressing flowers. The trip was undeniably a success.
The Greeks were at that time still recovering from the long
, Turkish domination from which they had but recently (as
the life of nations goes) escaped. Octaviabecame at once
intensely interested in the work' of reconstruction, her
letters are fullbf accounts of the Greek interest in 'education, of the various measures of reform being institu~ed.
She pushed on with her study of Greek; feeling it intoler167
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able that she should not be able to talk to the natives. She
listened to a debate in the House of Deputies and regretted
bitterly her inability to follow all that was said. Though for
most of the time they stayed at Athens, she and Miss Yorke
made thrilling expeditions into all parts of the country,
riding on mules or in very rough carts, enchanted to see
scenes famous in Greek history, and particularly impressed
by the German excavations at Olympus. 'She is evidently
thoroughly enjoying it,' writes Miranda to Mary Harris,
'she is very far on towards recovery now.'
They journeyed by Constantinople and up the Danube
and through Germany. A stay at Nuremberg opened her
eyes to an English abuse, which she felt must be combated
on her return. 'Trees grow among the houses, and children
play round them, and clean industrious women knit at
their doors ... and still these gardens for the people look
reproach at me, when I think of England; every tree and
creeper and space of green grass in the town reminds me of.
our unconsumed smoke, and how it poisons our plants, and
dims the colour of all things for us.'
A second less happy idea struck her also in this town.
'We hope to make a few useful outlines here for windows,
etc., in possible future houses in London.' It was part of
Ruskin's doctrine of the picturesque that made it seem
possible and desirable to 'make a gift of a window here, or
a cornice there, or a balcony in the other place' ... in the
hope of teaching English people to like 'what is home-like,
quaint, pretty'.
By the summer she was home again, ~md spent September in Harrogate. 'If you were to spend all the time from
now to Christmas in guessing what Octavia was doing'
(writes Mrs. Hill to her daughter Emily) 'you would never
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guess aright, so I will tell you. She was acting to a Harrogate audience the part of Piety in the MacDonalds' "Pilgrim's Progress".' Octavia had undertaken to do this at a
moment's notice, owing to the sudden illness of Grace
MacDonald; she 'learned her part (eight pages) that night.
I cannot tell you how beautiful she looked, and how lovely
her voice sounded.'
It seemed to her delighted family that she had recovered.
Indeed, virtually she had done so. She had to go very slowly.
at first, since any anxiety was apt to bring a return of the
pains in her head and of sleeplessness. Sometimes noise
tried her beyond endurance, at other times she felt unequal
to the fatigue of meeting many people. She who had always
faced her work so calmly n0W found herself worrying about
a meeting for which she was responsible, nervous if she
was going to speak. But these disabilities were transitory,
gradually they ceased to worry her, and she was able to
bring to her new problems her old energy and confidence.
For the moment ,she left her housing work to those who
had managed so well in her absence, and since she was no
longer working in daily contact with the poor she left also
the administration of her donations fund to her sister
.
Emily.
It was the easier for her to make up her mind to do this,
since there was a great deal for her to do in her home.
Florence had been for some time subject to a form of nervous debility, which gave her sisters much anxiety, and
Mrs. Hill, now over seventy, though still wonderfully the
centre of the household, began to find its ordering some- .
thing of a burden. Octavia therefore busied herself with
her domestic duties, and with work which she could do
from home. It was a real deprivation to her to be obliged
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to cut herself off from the tenants, and from that daily contact 'with them which gave her so much joy, but she ac,cepted the ne~essity quietly. 'I am obliged to keep very
much out of all even thought of work. The home claims
are very strong just now, and my own strength not very
great. It is very strange to have to put the old things so
wholly second.'
' .
Her principal work at this time therefore was wlth the
Kyrle Society, since this centred on Nottingham Place and'
could be done from there, and her first enterprise was the
struggle against Smoke, to which she had vowed herself in
Nuremberg. The Kyrle Society was obviously the right
body to take the matter up. 'It appeared a natural sequel to
what we had tried to do to secure open spaces, when once
the world seemed awakening to the necessity of obtaining
them, to en:deavour to make them such as trees and flowers
and grass would grow in and show their natural ,colour ar:td
brightness.' Accordmgly as soon, as she got home a s~b
committee of the Kyrle Society was formed to deal WIth
the subject of Smoke Abatement. Octavia saw clearly how
the problem must be approached, first public opinion must
be aroused in the matter, people must desire cleaner air
and be cO,nvinced that to secure it was practicable; then
smokeless fuels and smokeless grates must be made available in, a form both cheap and easy to use. She conceived
the idea, of having an exhibition to show what could and
should be done. She worked hard. The Coriunissioners of
the Exhibition of 1851 lent its building at South Kensington, the exhibition was held, and there was a numerous
gathering at its opening. Manchester sent a deputation ~o,
see it and planned to have a similar exhibition. English
manufacturers produced improved grates; improved fuel.
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was on show. ProfeSsors and other scientists supported the
Committee. Octavia discovered to her surprise that 'the
law does forbid smoke, so far as it can be prevented, issuing
from factories large and small, from steamboats, and from
all chimneys other than those of private houses'. It all
seemed very promising. 'The saving ought to be enormous,
the smoke all consists of unconsumed fuel. Some scientific
men say that as much as three million out of five million
tons used annually flies away in smoke, and so does harm
and not good. 'Be the, proportion what it may, the waste in
mere fuel is considerable, to say nothing of the cost of the
extra washing, and the artificial1ight required in day-time.
But, independently of any question of saving, many of. us
would, I believe, be ready to make an effort to diminish
smoke, were it only for the beauty and comfort and cleanliness, and for the life of the flowers we might then preserve
.'
round us.'
'
The case for smoke abatement was and is unanswerable,
yet London and all our great cities remain extravagantly
dirty and the citizens stilI endure fogs which deprive them
and their children of. the health-giving sun. Octavia gave
the first impulse .to the movement, at the moment she
lacked the strength to pursue it, and later other and older
claims recalled her. It was, forty years before another smoke
abatement exhibition was made. We still await someone
with Octavia's force to carry out the reforms she so wisely
foresaw and so' greatly desired.
". '
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Chapter. XIV
HOUSING AGAIN
'Remember that singly people must be dealt wi,th':
OCTAVIA HILL, 'Letters to Fellow Workers, 18 83

THOUGH Octavia found quite as much to do as her stre~gth
would allow in her household affairs and the K yrle Society,
her heart hankered after her real work, the daily contact
with tenants and all the human intercourse it involved. It
had always been her custom to have a tenants' party on her
birthday, and in 1881., when Miranda suggested t~at she
should invite the Paradise Place people to celebrate It, Octavia replied: 'No, I have nobody under my ~harge now. I
think I shall have to invite sugar-jars to my btrthday party,
those are my only charges.' 'She could not help laug~ing as
she said it,' Miranda records, 'but she had tears 1ll her
eyes.'
d'
Though she was not in charge of them, the Para 1se
Place people had become her tenants. When she came
home from abroad and began to survey the work that had
been done in her absence, she felt unhappy about her first
two properti~s, Paradise and Freshwater Place. The~e
Courts still belonged to Ruskin, but since the stateot ~lS
health made it impossible to·appeal to him f~~ any dec1s~on
and since Octavia herself was not in a posltlOn to dec1de
anything, she perceived that all the worst evils of absentee
landlordism were sptinging up. The only remedy seemed to
be for Ruskin to sell the property. Octavia had tried, almost
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as soon as she came home, to suggest this, but Ruskin was
not easy of approach, and in the winter of 1880-81 he had
fallen ill again and any discussion of business was impossible. It was therefore a great relief when in May, 1881, she
heard, from Ruskin's man of business, that he was anxious
to sell his houses. She had no doubt at all as to who should
buy Paradise Place. It was the first property she had ever
managed, it was within a stone's throw of her own home,
. many of the tenants had been her friends and neighbours
for years. She at once bought it herself. 'That is now my
very own;. and I am thankful that the fact of ownership
implies a continuous duty towards the people there, which
. must always claim due fulfilment, even when home duties
are many.' It was a sort of guarantee to herself that she
should not for ever be cut off from her tenants, that it
would never be her duty to give all her energy to her own
home.
Freshwater Place presented more difficulty. Octavia
could not herself afford to buy it, but she cared for it as
much as she did for Paradise Place, and could not lightly
contemplate the loss of'the playground which contained
the first trees she had ever planted in London; yet unless
the right owner could be found,.it was indeed ~n peril. 'To
anyone not trained to think first for the people, and temporarily to accept 5 per cent only, and let the balance be spent
-or renounced-for their good, there would certainly be
an overpowering temptation to build on the playground
and cut down my trees.' This danger was averted by the
purchase of Freshwater Place by the Shaens. Nothing
could have pleased Octavia better. He had been a staunch
friend from the beginning, he had been with her through
all the difficult days and had expressed confidence in the
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plan when no one else except Ruskin had believed in it, and
had given strong support and valuable help in business, in
all the Courts. This new evidence of friendship touched
Octavia very deeplY, for she knew well that it was for her
sake, even more than for the sake of the tenants, that he
had made the investment.
For the present Octavia had to content hert;;elf with the
thought that she had tenants of her very own and to look
forward to the day when she would once more be in and .
out of the Courts. Meanwhile there was much that she
could do in ways other than direct management. She kept
in touch with the detailed work through her assistants, and
particularly through Miss Yorke who was now nianaging,
for Lady Ducie, her property in what had been part of Barrett's Court, but was now rebuilt and known as St. Christopher's Buildings. The name was Octavia's choice and
very characteristic. 'I think in Barrett's Court we all want
to be reminded that the Devil himself is. afraid when he
sees the good thing.' To her great pleasure Miss Yorke now
undertook not only the management of the new Buildings;
but also the rebuilding of the blocks that still remained.
This included the building of anew hall, which did for St.
Christopher's what Octavia's original club room. had done
for her first tenants. There were evening parties there every
week, known as 'Socials', which supplied every sort of
pleasant entertainment. Miss Yorke hardly ever failed to
be present, and Octavia often went with her. There was
dancing and music and some friends. Mr. Sam Ramer and
his sisters trained the tenants to act and sing in Gilbert and .
Sullivan operas, for which Arthur Rackham painted the
scenery.
Furthermore, Octaviafound that she was able to be use-

ful to the tenants in all sorts of indirect ways. 'The truth
i~, that though just now I am not and cannot be resp.onslble for any work among the poor, I am in such close and
constant communion with those that are, and the years of
work in courts have given me such radical knowledge of
them all, that I am really able to help in fifty small way~
without feeling fatigue, and now and again I am called in
about great matters where my experience is useful.'
By almost imperceptible degrees, she passed from this
advisory role into full work again. But the work was somewhat changed in character. Its value was widely recognized
and her reputation established. She was increasingly accepted as an authority on housing and other social problems. There was henceforth more contact with Royal Commissions, public bodies and dignitaries, less intimate intercourse with the very poor and the disreputable. There was
more committee and less personal work, more organization, less improvisation. And in Octavia herself there was a
change. Experience had only confirmed her faith in the
principles on which her work was founded, there was no
change in her outlook, no wavering in her principles. But
the buoyancy vy-hich had distinguished her, the gallantry
which had made of each. day a new adventure, the gaiety
which had lighted up the dreariest task-these were .gone,
What is this but to say that as the pioneer had become the
accepted authority, so youth had passed into middle age?
Octavia was now in her forties, and the 'change was natural
enough. But before her breakdown it had seemed as if she
might retain the quality of youthfulness to the end. It was
not to be. She learned to be happy again, and to enjoy her
work, her friends and the old pleasures, but she was always
a little withdrawn into herself, a little aloof. It was only to
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her very intimate friends, her sisters and her nieces that
she could reveal herself. To others she was a little alarming, almost unapproachable-a person to be greatly admired and revered, but not easily enjoyed. Her greatness
was more apparent than the simplicity and tenderness
which underlay it. She was wrapped in an impenetrable
reserve which made intercourse difficult.
The general situation of housing had altered to a co~
siderable extent during her absence abroad. The evlls
against which she had struggled, crowded insanitary
houses, grasping and negligent landlords, had beco~e more
generally recognized and had shocked the ?u?hc ,conscience; there had been a great wave of rebUlldmg. The
Courts are numerous, the money for their purchase practically unlimited; ... while I have been away everyone has
been buying Courts.' There was now no lack of accommodation for working-class families, and though this was,
in itself, a desirable state of affairs, it did not really promise
.
any permanent solution of the housing problem; for, as
Octavia was never tired of insisting, to regard the problem
as one of bricks and mortar was to miss its whole significance. 'In all the late stir, the cry has been as to the dreadfulness of the houses and landlords. If all that is true under
this head were remedied to-morrow, the public would see
... that a large class would remain, which could not, without education, be drafted into better houses.' In some ways,
indeed, the increase in acco~modation made Octavia's
work more difficult. 'The great supply of tenements,
though much to be rejoiced in', on many grounds, has this
drawback, that it makes the rampant and disorderly tenant
tenfold more headstrong, it becomes almost impossible to
exercise any just or wise rule or to secure any order.' In the
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old days it had b~en possible ~o be pretty certain of.'Paying
5 per cent on capltahnvested m the Courts, since she could
always let them and she had always found it possible to
train her tenants into orderly ways. Now that there was
alternative accommodation at hand, those who found regular payment oftent and observation of regulations irksome,
could m?ve into new buildings, converting them rapidly
enough mto a new slum. Octavia felt she could no longer
'with confidence recommend to those who are unacquainted with. bus~ess and who depend on receiving a fair
return for thelr capltal to undertake now the responsibility
of purchasing houses'.
.
It seemed to Octavia that it was necessary to discriminate
be:ween two types of tenants. The reasonably prosperous
a;tlsan coul~ and should be housed by the Building Societles-of whIch there were now many-who could build
dwellings and let them at an economic rent to those who
,,:ere· regularly employed and had attained a reasonably
hlgh standard of living. It is fashionable now to assume
that all working-class fiats must be given the conveniences
and modem· devices which are to be found in the best of
them, but Octavia was a realist. She knew that there were
tenants of a less ~rosperous type, living on the edge of
poverty, the despaIr ~f any commercial Housing Society,
who could be dealt Wlth only by landlords who were prepared, either personally or by proxy, to take the trouble to
educate thei~ tenants as only fully trained managers could
d~. These, dld not need new buildings and modern contnvances. I should make everything as strong as I co.uld
and ab?v~ all as simp~e as I C9uld,' she said, to the Royal
CommlsslOn on Housmg. 'These people are not at all accustomed to the use of appliances of any kind and any-
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thing (If that sort is a difficulty to them and I am quit.e certain that we ought not to give them elaborate applIances
for a long time yet. For that reason I think old ~ouses far
better than the new for training them in.' For thIS type of
tenant there was need to train managers and more manage~s as quickly as possible. Octavia appe:,1:ed. to all w~o
were interested in social work to choose thIS branch of It;
'Let them come quickly,' she wrote in her letter to fellow
workers of 1881, 'for the need is great.' She herself undertook the training of one volunteer, and there were now so
many of her workers fully responsible and able to un~ertake
the 'training of others, that she felt confident that ift~ere
were material there, a very large number could be tramed
within a reasonable time.
Octavia's appeal met with a generous respon?e. B~~he
end of 1883 she had a larger number of workers m trammg
for management of houses than she had had for many years,
and she had enough ready trained to take over two or three
more blocks or Courts. She was anxious that these should
be old houses full of the poorest.andleast desirable kind of
tenant. The years had not changed her essentially; it was
those who had failed, whom she chi~fly wanted to help.
'One can meet and help a l~wer clqss of people than in any
new buildings, however cheaply they may be let.... In.
letting to new tenants, one must ask for good references;
the drunkard, the dirty thriftless woman cannot be accepted; the poor may be received, h~t n?t 'those .'."hose
character is doubtful; the preference IS. faIrly and nghtly
given to the sober, industrious and clean. But buy up,take
over a court full of the less hopeful tenants, and it becomes
your duty to try them, some of them always respon~ to the.
better influences, and are permUrnently saved; ... wIth that
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class, we, if anyone, must deal. I would earnestly ask those
who are working with me, not to lose sight of that fact, not
to be led away by tempting plans of rebuilding, but remember tha1 singly people must be dealt with, that face to
face only can their education be carried on, that it will take
years to accomplish, and many workers will be needed for
it.'
By 1884 Octavia was fully immersed in housing work
again. To make this possible some readjustment· of her
home life was necessary. She had willingly enough accepted 'the duty of weighing out sugar or correcting washing books' , she really enjoyed 'shovelling away snow on the
leads, or superintending the carrying of pails of water to the
cistern which is obliged to be filled by buckets carried in
from the street-our pipes being frozen from the main
pipe', she found some pleasure in 'helping the girls with
their drawing' and doing a certain amount of teaching, but,
as Miranda remarked, it was 'plainly absurd for her to be
prevented from advising a Royal CommIssion' by such
homely tasks. Miranda's solution-that she should 'take
the whole charge of the household and school matters' was
obvililusly not 'One that her sister could accept. Florence,
never very strong, longed for more privacy and freedom
than was compatible with life in a school, and Mrs. Hill
had reached an age when the perpetual presence of young
people becomes inevitably wearisome. It seemed that the
obvious solution was to close theschool,and this, after
much seriolis thought, the sisters decided to do at the end
of the summer term of 1884. 'Octavia thinks we can manage
now to live very simply on our little savings, if we let part
of the house. Of course we shall be much poorer in money
than now, but richer in time.' Even Miranda, who loved
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the school, and knew she would miss the girls, felt that the
freedom from anxiety and responsibility would be a great
relief. For Octavia the decision was an unmixed blessing.
Not only did it give her greater freedom, more space for
her work and more quiet leisure, but what was even more
important it released Miranda to work for her. The two
had always worked together with so intimate a sympathy
that Miranda knew Octavia's mind, her hopes, her intentions as if they were her own. There was no need of elaborate explanation, Octavia completely trusted Miranda and
left much in her hands. Miranda had a lighter touch than
her sister, a graciousness and charm that conquered all who
met her. 'Miranda's sweetness with everyone,' writes Octavia, 'is beyond expression and also her merry fun over
all that takes place. She is quite delightful as a coadjutor,
bringing all the people so sweetly together, and never making difficulties over anything and all her spirit~ and power
come out.' She was happy if she could make the path easier
for her sister , and she made it her first business to relieve
Octavia of all domestic responsibilities and to givel;1er
complete peace in her home. 'It feels like home now that
Miranda has come back,' writes Octavia to her mother. 'It
is wonderful to me the atmosphere of love and peace and
duty she spreads round her.'
.
There was yet another advantage to Octavia in the closing of the school. Emptied of the girls the house was too
large for the Hills alone, and they invited Miss Yorke and
another of Octavia's colleagues to live with them: It was
convenient to have her fellow workers at hand, but the real
advantage to Octavia was the close comp~nionship of Miss
Yorke which she thus received. The latter, wishing to have
a home in the country, which should also be Oct~via's
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home, bought a field at Crockham Hill, close to the Warren
where her sister Gertrude Lewes and her family already
lived. 'They went down yesterday to see the ground that
had been staked out. The owner,of the field says the ground
is so stony he can make nothing grow, and that he does not
at all mind giving up the field. Octavia and Miss Yorke
think the freehold may enable them to defend the common,
if it is threatened by the Lord of the Manor.'
The planning of the house, which was called Larksfield,
and the making of the garden, filled many happy hours.
Octavia had always loved gardening, and the stony field
which might have been discouraging to some natures was
to hers a challenge. She positively enjoyed struggling with
thistles-'my beloved thistles', she calls them-moving
stones, collecting a little earth to make a grass plot, and she
gloried in every flower that she persuaded to grow. Larksfield became a haven of rest to her, a place where she could
always find peace and strength which enabled her to carry
on her work.
In March, 1884, Octavia was invited to take charge of
forty-eight houses in Deptford; in May of the same year
the Ecclesiastical Commissioners asked her to manage
some of their Courts in Southwark; in November they put
more of their property in her hands; and in January, 1885,
.she accepted the management of eighty-five more houses
in Deptford. The Deptford property was as bad as even
she could wish. It had been neglected, the tenants had been
badly mismanaged. On her first visit, she found a woman
lying at the foot of her own stairs. She had been beaten by
her husband, and had lain there from SatUrday night to
Monday morning too badly injured to move, since none of
the neighbours had dared to send for a doctor for fear of
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the husband's vengeance. The tenants were quarrelso~e
and destructive, many of the houses were empty, and It
was difficult to get new tenants not only because the houses
were in a shocking state of disrepair, but also because the
street had so bad a name that respectable people were unwilling to live in it.
Octavia tackled the street with all her old zest. She had
Miss Yorke to help her, and an American, Ellen. Chase,
who had come from Boston to learn how to manage property. She was a worker after Octavia's own heart; she
could see good in the most unlikely tenants, but was entirely unsentimental over them; shy attacked Queen Street,
Deptford, in a spirit of adventure and found much to laugh
at even at the worst moments. And there were very bad
moments. Octavia put the houses into thoroughly good repair, and thieves broke in and carried ~way the pipes of the
new water fittings before anyone had time to use them, and
one left a caricature of Octavia in chalk on the door. The
Vestry was unsympathetic, but rather through stup~dity
than illwill. They served notices that the houses were m so
filthy a condition as to be dangerous to the n~ighbourh~od.
jOctavia, who had put the houses thoroughly m order w.lthin the preceding two months, and knew they had not smc<;:
been inhabited I naturally enough protested. The Vestry
was apologetic, they had no wish to be un:-easonable, but
the Metropolitan Board of Works was urgmg great att~n
tion to sanitary matters and they had felt bound to do
something', perhaps Miss Hill would see her way t? 'a
plentiful use of whitewash and the putting down of a little
gravel near the yard doors'.
.
.'
The difficulties remained very senous, Octavla could not
get the public opinion of the street on her side. Ellen Chase
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reports of one tenant: 'He had torn his garden all to pieces
and broken off all the fence and windows here and there
and did not show himself at all. We were nonplussed.
First I hoped to slip a notice under his door, but the
weather board was too close (that is a reason against putting them on), then we debated how legal a service would
be, pinned to the back door, but Mr. P. thought it would
be awkward, if I was summoned for breaking in on the
premises; and to post it we thought would not be customary; so we were baulked, and Mrs. Lynch smiled sweetly
all the time from her door.'
For years Octavia seemed to make no headway at allsometimes she feared that the owner would feel she had
failed and take the work from her hand. 'That was the only
fear in her gallant soul,'writes Miranda. 'She seemed quite
undismayed by all the trouble and difficulty, while Miss
Yorke, who has faithfully and ungrudgingly· spent three
whole days of every week at Deptford with Octavia, toiling
on in the midst of abuse and discouragement, murmured
that she should be glad if the work at Queen Street came
to a natural end. I felt and said the same, until I saw how
Octavia longed to go on and dreaded failure.' She went on
courageously. Part of the difficulty lay in the distance be;..
tween Deptford and Nottingham Place, no trivial journey
even to-day, with Tubes and motor .buses to help, a weary
business when there were none such. It was the first time
she had undertaken a work at a distance from her home.
She did riot grudge the time she spent getting there and
back, she gave three or four days a week, but she felt that
the tenants needed more constant supervision than' she
could give at such a distance. SlJ.e tried many expedients,
she got a suitable superiptendent to live in the street, she
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did all the things that had helped· with other tenants but
the 'black sheep' remained discouragingly black. Year after
year she records in her 'Letters to Fellow Workers': 'Deptford is still far behind.' 'Deptford is still a cause of sorrow.'
'My poor Deptford.' She was puzzled as well as distressed,
for she felt her workers were admirably equipped and were
putting in such solid faithful work, that it must be telling,
even though the result did not appear ..
'The street is disgraceful,' she writes sadly in 1890,
'what more to do I do not know. I don't want to throw all
the blame on the tenants, of whom I am fond, whom we
have failed to help to be better. I have had good workers
there, better couldn't be, but of course it is a great drawback that we work from such a distance. Whatever be the
cause (I am quite willing to think it is my own fault, only
I do wish I could see how, and set to work to reme'dy it) I
am bound to record this street asa failure up to now, as far
as human eye can see.' It is only the truly great who can
recognize their own failures, record them with simplicity
and without bitterness and believe that they may be their
own fault.
Deptford began to improve when Octavia found an old
pupil of her own who lived at Blackheath, within walking
distance of Queen Street, and who was willing and able to
learn to undertake the ptoperty. In the 'Letter' of 1892 a
glimmer of hope appe~rs: 'Poor Deptford, our black sheep
continues black-at least I fear it does-I am, however,
full of hope about it.... I have secured one who, if I mistake not, will make her mark there before the year is out.
But we shall see. It is slow and uphill work.' Thenceforth
Deptford went forward steadily, so that when, in 1900, a
great accession of new work made it desirable, Octavia
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could without misgivings herself give up Deptford entirely.
•
The course of the work in Southwark was entirely different. From the beginning it went well, local people were
friendly and helpful, and the fact that Octavia was representing so august a body as the Ecclesiastical Commissioners gave her a certain standing in the district. There
were difficulties of course. She had never before worked
for a corporation and she was not very sure that she should
. like it as well as working for an individual, she always felt
more competent to manage one person than a Committee.
Actually, the Commissioners were as clay in her hands. She
had by this time so clear a view of what was the right thing
to do with houses and tenants and sa convincing a manner
of presenting her case, that it was impossible to withstand
her . Yet it is doubtful if she ever realized the strength of
her position; the humility which characterized her attitude
to Deptford made her underestimate the immense reputation she had achieved, which gave her an unassailable
position in all housing matters. She was genuinely astonished, as well as pleased, when the Bishop of London
(Temple) in the course of a speech at Fulham Palace said
of her: 'When she had talked to us for half an hour we were
quite refuted. I never had such a, beating in all my lifel
Consequently I felt a great respect for her. So fully. did she
convince us, that we not only did what she asked us on
that estate, but proceeded to carry out similar plans on
other estates.'
There was no difficulty in finding volunteers for Southwark, and Octavia soon had a useful body of workers there,
ready to train others as the work expanded, which it rapidly
did. 'Our last batch of work,' Octavia remarked to Miss
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Yorke in January, 1885, 'after this we won't expand any
more.' Nevertheless the 'expansion coiItinued, for business
men and companies who owned property now showed increasmg readiJiess to put th,eir houses under her care, and
with her views on the importance to the tenants, as well as
to the owners, of good management, she could not refuse
them, if she could supply competent workers.
The work in Southwark followed the usual lines, but the
extent of the area controlled by the Ecclesiastical. Commissioners gave scope for more large scale planning than had
hitherto been possible to Octav'ia. On the occasion to which
the Bishop of London referred when she· had given the
Commissioners 'such a beating', the point at issue Was the
provision of open spaces for the tenants. In the course of a
reconstruction scheme, many. small buildings had been
swept away and replaced by blocks, thereby 'destroying so
many small cottages with tiny yards or courts :which were
not thoroughfares that they (the Commissioners) had <;leprived the children of play places and the women of spaces
for sitting out of doors.' Octavia was able to convince them'
that this loss must be made up to the tenants; not only did
she secure a garden in this particular .estate but also established the principle that in any rebuilding scheme space for
recreation was no less important than space to live in.
She got her garden. Like her first playground, when she
took it over, it was a waste desolate place, but Dctavia saw
possibilities from the beginning and planned to do more
than make a playground. To clear it was the first step and
she attacked it with all the zest characteristic of her whenever she brought order out of chaos. None knew more
clearly than she, that the unseen spiritUal results w~re the
more important, but there was, all the same, a very posi-
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tive joy in visible tangible results which could be measured
and assessed; her account of the transformation of the
waste plot. into the garden breathes the same spirit in which
years earlIer she had reformed her toymakers' dinners,
more re~ently had cleaned up her first Courts, even then
was pullmg thistles out of the field that should be Larksfield. 'There had been a paper factory on· one half of it
which had been burnt down. Four or five feet of unburn~
p~per l~y in irregular heaps, blackened by fire, saturated
With ram and smelling most unpleasantly. It had been
there for five years and much rubbish had been thrown in
... our first work was tOtset bonfires alight gradually to
burn the mass of paper. Tliis took about six weeks to do
though the fires were kept alight day and night. The ashes
were good for the soil of the garden, and we saved the
whole cost of carting the paper away. Our next task was to
pull down the warehouse, and let a little sun in on our garden, an~ additional light, air and sight of sky to numerous
tenants m the blocks in Red Cross Street.'
She describes the whole plan in loving detail; the covered
playgro.und fO.r the child~en, with its flat roof approached
by a w1de sta1rcase, makmg a terrace for grown-ups;, the
paved arcade with a drinking fountain of grey granite, the
grave.l playground for the children which 'melts ·off irregularly mto the garden proper' with its winding patl~s, a small
pond, crossed by a bridge-'-rustic no doubt-lawns and
flower beds and 'bulbs in plentY'.
Another question arose over rebuilding schemes. The
e~ormous .value of London sites made it obviously exped1ent to replace cottages, of which there were many in
S~uthwark, by blocks of flats. Octavia bitterly regretted
th1s, having no doubt that though the cottages looked less
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impressive than handsome new buildings, they actually
made far better homes for working people. 'The old cottages look shabby, those who do not know the life of the
people object to owning them, and they are looked upon
without favour; but well managed, and essentials secured,
they are an inestimable boon to those who live there, and
anyone that can be preserved, with security for health,
should be jealously guarded. The separate yard for chair
for invalid, swing for child, place for creepers and bulbs,
space for man to make a little workshop, the separation
from other families make them incomparably better for a
. family than anything however spick and span we can build
now. And so you will find the respectable working man
knows well. He will prefer them for his family to anything
we can provide unless he can afford a new cottage.'
They were always in demand, and Octavia worked hard
to persuade the Commissioners to 'save as many of the old
ones as possible and when they planned any new development, to devote some small part of the site to cottages. She
prevailed. Near her new garden first three cottages were
built, then six more, then as still more were demanded,
twenty-four more on a neighbouring site. They were all
four-roomed cottages with a small yard or garden and none
was ever empty for a day. Some of her friends began to
build cottages in other districts, and Octavia was delighted
when one who was building them in Lambeth and had
borrowed her plans from the Commissioners, reported
after her interview with them, 'You have fired them with
interest about building cottages.' The fact that with the
ever increasing pressure on space in London, cottages become fewer and huge blocks of fiats are larger, is one of the
many arguments for replanning the metropolis and de188
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creasing its size. So the work in Southwark took root in a
most satisfactory way; everyone was kind and interested,
there was no lack of helpers and therefore no limit to what
could be accomplished there.

SOUTHWARK-A HAPPY FELLOWSHIP

Chapter XV
SOUTHWARK-A HAPPY FELLOWSHIP
'All classes were so' entirely gathered in, each to do what in
them lay to accomplish the good work;:
OCTAVIA TO SYDNEY CQCKERELL, July, 1 8 90

CLOSE beside Octavia's cherished gar~en was another site,
occupied by 'an old dilapida,ted'skin factory, by no means
a pleasant adjunct to a garden'. Here she was determined to
build a Hall for the use of her tenants and a few cottages.
Elijah Hoole was her architect. He was an old ll;Ildtried
friend who had helped her in all her buildings, often giving
his services with the utmost generosity and always taking
endless trouble to meet her wishes. He now laid out the
site, planning the garden and the cottages and a hall which
he estimated would cost. £2,500. For this Octavia now ap-.
pealed in The Times of March .12, 1887. Even she, accustomed as she was to the generosity of the publie, was astonished at the rapid response; she received £210 5 on, the
following day-of which £2000 was the gift of the Hon.
Henry Cooper-and the whole sum before the end of the
month.
Needing a secretary to the fund, she turned to Sydney
Cockerell (later Director of the FitzWilliam Museum at
Cambridge and now Sir Sydney), the son of her .old friend.
He responded readily,; having a hereditary right to the
office; had he not gone with his father to Barrett's Court
and 'appeared i,n a little holland frock, at the age of five, in
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.a play in which Octavia took.part'? He became secretary to
~he fund on March If, and thereafter Octavia's right hand
m all that had to do with the Hall and the work among men
and boys there.
.
The Hall was call~d Red Cross Hall, and the develop~ent of the whole SIte gave Octavia the greatest satisfactIOn. It all went so easily. Within a very few months she
could record: 'the walls of my Hall begin to rise, and three
~f my cottages are getting their roofs on.' The cottages had
pretty gables', one had a bow window and all looked over
th~ g~rden. Expenses were kept as low as possible, and in
bUIldlI~g th~ covered playground and. terrace Mr. Hoole
made .mge11l0us use of the warehouse walls which still
stood, and used ma~erial he could find there for the balustrade an? ~arden bridge~ Waiter' Crane designed panels,
ea,ch depICtmg some deed of heroism, for the inside.decoratIOn of the Hall; Lady Ducie paid entirely for the laying
out of the garden, and the Kyrle Society did the work- the
local authority co-oper~ted, and all the neighbou;s in
Southwark were eagerly mterested in it all, and felt so much
that the gardeJ;! was theirs, that they tr~ated it with respect
and destroyed neither flowers nor grass, but by common
consent preserved its beauty.
Friendly as the Ioca:! authority was, Octavia did not wish
her Hall to .pass, into its control; she collected enough
money to, endow It and vested it in Trustees, of which she
was one, m order that the Hall might always be used in the
way she. thought well. There was a formal opening of the
Hall and gat.den in June, 1888, The Archbishop of Canterbury performe? the ceremony and Octavia. ~njoyed
every 1f10ment 9f It. The sun shone, the place was decorated with lovely flowers and green boughs sent up by
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friends in the country, the warehouse wall over which the
creepers had not yet grown, bore a large inscription in red
letters on a white ground, framed with garlands: 'The
wilderness shall blossom as the rose;' the Kyrle Society
choir sang, Mrs. Hill was able to watch the proceedings
from a: little room in one of the new cottages. Octavia's cup
of happiness was full.
The activities in Red Cross Hall were soon in full swing,
and it is interesting to notice that here Octavia did on a
larger scale exactly what she had done for her very first
tenants in the white-washed room over her stable in Nottingham Place. The years had only strengthened her conviction that any group of tenants must have a centre of corporate life, a heart as it were, to make a civilized community. In the old days when tenants were comparatively
few and all in Marylebone, her own home had served the
purpose; she had extended her work farther afield with
some reluctance, just because she could not see how to keep
that home-like neighbourly relation with people at a distance. The Red Cross Hall solved the problem. In it she
saw her ideals worked out on a scale which had hitherto
been impossible, and the work there seemed to her, perhaps, the greatest reward of all her years of strenuous toil.
There was no end to the activities which centred in the
Hall and garden, there were classes, lectures, entertainments, gatherings of all sorts, girls' club, boys' club, men's
club and gymnastics with movable apparatus and a sergeant capable of instructing. The activities were planned
by those who took part in them, and again she collected
friends to come in and help. Sydney Cockerell acted as
Secretary to the Men's Club, and it must often have seemed
strange to Octavia to find herself discussing with him exI9 z
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actly the same problems as she had, discussed with his
father. There was again the question of club-room,rent,
and again Octavia's insistence that the men must recognize
the truth6f their financial position.
'I can quite understand that the Club would like to feel
that it paid its own rent, and also can fancy that the rent
asked might seem high .... I hoped that the suggestion ()f
their having the hall on a stipulated number of nights
would amply make up to them for paying a rent which,
though we could have got it, always seemed to me high for
the room for them, but they are much the best judges of
their own business, and if they don't think it does, we must
see if we can think of a plan they approve.' And later! 'I
feel that the Club should either punctually pay for the roq,m
or give it up. This half and half responsibility is very un,
satisfactory.'
Asatisfactory feature of work in the Hal1 was that mimy
of the helpers were Southwark residents, who being close
.at hand were most valuable in a variety of ways. Nor was.
the usefulness of the Hall confined to the tenants, it really
hecame a centre for the neighbourhood. From 1893 onwards there was an annlfal flower ,show, whkh became a .
. Jdnd of garden party for the district. There were two bands,'
dancing, refreshments, and all who lived in the neighbourhood were invited to show the plants they had grown. It
was a: great success. On Sundays too the Hall was a meeting
place. 'On Sunday afternoons we have opened the Hall free
to all grown-up people who like to come; by the great kindness of friends we have been able to provide really beautiful music, Sunday after Sunday.... Always we have been
. supplied with flowers and the Hall 'looks really lovely all
lighted up, with its three great cheerful fires, which are a
193
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great attraction, specially when one turns in from the mud,
fog and general dinginess of Southwark.'
.
There were dramatic performances too; a real stage made
it possible to give serious plays. The MacDonalds as of old
came and acted again and again and other friends, old and
new, came to give Southwark the advantage of their talents.
Octavia enjoyed the plays, as she had always done, but she
was not altogether content until she had got the tenants
themselves to act. She knew the value of ~the learning, the
discipline and the working together'. It was some years before the children of the Southwark tenants gathered enough
courage to act some of th~ charming little plays that Miranda had written, but having once broken the ice it became
an annual event. There were concerts as well as plays, and
Mrs. Julian Marshall who organized many of them also
started a violin class for the tenants' children. Octavia, who
in her youth had recognized with mortification that the
conductor of the Choral Society at the Working Women's
College did not consider her good enough to sing in it, rejoiced that these children should be given the opportunity
of making inusic, knowing th;tt whether the listeners gained
much or little from hearing them, the performers were
satisfying an imperative need of their being.
.
There was soon a library too in the Red Cross Hall. Thls
arose from a suggestion of the Men's Club, which Sydney
Cockerell put before Octavia. 'You don't say,' she replied,
'whether the men want a small lending library of their own,
or a nucleus for a reading room hereafter, nor whether they
have space and a librarian. If they are ready to receive
books I should propose to make their wants known in two
or three quarters.' A combination of library and reading
. room was decided upon, and Octavia made its wants
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known to Cassells, who responded with a generous gift and
this was supplemented by presents from the Trustees of
Dr. Williams' Library and from Octavia's friends. 'The
Hall is open for two hours daily as a reading room. In
summer with the doors to garden wide open, itforms a very
pleasant place for men in the dinner hour or children between morning and afternoon school.' In its first few weeks
members paid 8s. for books taken out, at the rate of id. a
volume, which showed to her satisfaction that a considerable amount of reading was being done.
In 1888 Octavia was concerned with a new venture.
Anyone who has attempted work with young people knows
that the boy from fourteen to eighteen goes through a difficult and tempestuous stage, particularly perhaps in a
town where there is little scope for the energy cif the exuberant, and an abundance of temptation for the idle; he is
apt to be resentful of discipline, suspicious of any attempt
to improve him, desperately afraid of appearing unmanly.
Octavia, recognizing this, had always tried to provide gym.;.
nastics, and to persuade young men of her acquaintance to
play football with her big boys and to encourage them in
outdoor recreation. -It was W. Ingham Brooke, secretary of
the C.O.S. in Southwark and one ofOctavia's most faithful supporters, who having seen the working of a Cadet
Corps at Toynbee Hall, suggested to Octavia that Southwark should have such a corps. She took up the idea
eagerly, found Albert' Salmond, a Captain in the Derby
Militia who was willing to organize' the corps, and thereupon approached the War Office with the result that Lord
Wolseley himself presided at an inaugural meeting; the
Corps was fairly launched in 1889 with 160 recruits. Octavia took the greatestinterest in it, she took the chair at \
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the Council of the officers, and in Changes and Chances H.
W. Nevinson gives an interesting picture of her on these
occasions: 'I used to compare her in my mind to Queen
Elizabeth among her pirates and explorers. For the solid
little figure with powerful head, masses of loose grey hair,
large, benign but watchful brown eyes, and mouth closing
tight like an unyielding steel trap when she was displeased,
displayed all the great Queen's indomitable resolution,
power of command, personal affection or dislike, scrupulous regard for every halfpenny spent or re~eived.'
The Corps flourished from the beginning: in the course
of its first year it was necessary to halt the recruiting because there was not enough money in hand to supply more
uniforms and equipment. The money was quickly subscribed by Octavia's friends to the great satisfaction of the
would-be recruits. The uniform of the Corps to which the
company was attached was dark green. Octavia wrote to
. the War Office asking that her boys might wear scarlet
instead, both because she loved strong bright colour h't!rself, and because she felt the streets of Southwark needed
cheering, a choice very greatly approved both by the lads
and by local opinion. The Corps began without a band for
reasons of economy, but Octavia's generous friends soon
supplied that need and also funds to enable it to go to a
camp for a fortnight. In 1890 it marched in the Lord
Mayor's Procession, a great satisfaction to Octavia who
believed that taking part in municipal or other public functions would help the lads to realize that they had a stake in
the country and locality. The Corps became the 1st C.B.
of the London Regiment and the senior Infantry Cadet
unit in the army.
.
The question of financing the corps presented some dif196

ficulty. It was necessarily a somewhat expensive bftsiness.
Though Octavia received generous gifts for it in its early
stages, she did not feel that she ought to keep it permanently on her donation fund. Many of the public schools
were already supporting missions in poor parishes in London and it seemed to Octavia that the Cadet Corps was exactly calculated to appeal to schoolboys, and that to link
the Cadets with the great schools might be of great benefit
to both. She consulted Edward Stone, then a Housemaster
at Eton. Her friendship with the family dated from the very
serious illness of Mary Stone while she was a pupil at Nottingham Place. Her mother had spent the critical days of
her illness there, and out of their common anxiety for the
child's life, an intimate friendship between her parents and
the Hill sisters had arisen. Octavia stayed with them frequently at Eton, and their youngest son Christopher .was
her godson. Mr. Stone was extremely alive to social problems and readily enough put the subject of the Cadet Corps
before his pupils. The boys responded with real interest,
and this was the beginning of a regular connection between
their O.T.C. and the Cadet Corps.
SouthwaJ;k was the first of Octavhi's districts to have a
Cadet Corps. It proved so useful there, that she encouraged
its spread to other properties under her control, more espe- .
cially to those which she found difficult. In 19II when she
was tackling a very thorny bit of work in Notting Dale, a
notoriously bad neighbourhood, she put much energy into
a Corps there, to which she was wont to refer affectionately
as. 'my Benjamin'.
There were not wanting those who disapproved 'of the
Corps on the grounds that it encouraged a militaristic outlook, which might tend to support war. Octavia was no
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chauvinist, she had t09 tender a feeling for the Society of
Friends to be able to disregard this criticism; she considered the matter carefully and wrote her conclusion: 'I
, do not feel any doubts about the Volunteer Cadet Corps.
... I do feel defensive war is right, if by sad necessity it
should ever be called for, which I doubt. The Volunteer
movement seems to me a helpful form for preparation to
take, contrasting with all standing armies. . . . I do so
clearly see that exercise, esprit-de-corps, camping out,
manly companionship with the gentlemen who will be their
officers will be to our Southwark lads the very best possible
education. I st;e how it fills a gap in their education.... I
do feel that neither Mr. Barnett nor Mr. Brooke, who pelieve this movement reaches a sort of boy that nothing
else does, and reforms him, are men to desire to strengthen
a love of war. In fact, I see what they, who know the lads
better than I, say most emphatically, that all the temptations ,to war are entirely absent from the, boys; they· are
cowardly and wanting in power of endurance, wanting in
power of standing together, worshippers of money. All
which the v:olunte'er movement will teach them, will, I believe, be helpful.'
Octavia indeed regarded the Corps simply as an instrument of education, in her mind. its value lay in what it
could do for the lads who composed it, not in what they
corporately could do in the army, on questions which,
might bear on its military efficiency she refused to offer any
opinion; when the desirability or the reverse of a camp at
Shorncliffe arose she wrote: 'It is a question I am wholly incompetent to decide .. ~ . The only duty I have is to remind
you ... that our object is to tniin good useful and healthful
men, capable' of becoming volunteers, but that we are
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pledged, by our own lives and convictions and by the trust
reposed in usby others, not to weigh for a moment military training against good, natural, healthy influences.'
The Red Cross Hall therefore continued to be the centre
for the Corps and for all the other activities. It stands in
Southwark still, and if to modern eyes the garden seems
smaller than Octavia's enthusiasm would lead one to expect, and the Hall less full of vital activity, it is perhaps because there are, thanks to her, more open sp'aces and more
opportunities for young people, of social contacts and
healthful recreation all over London to-day. Yet no doubt
in part the abounding life of Hall and garden was derived
from Ocfavia's own passionate energy. 'Since she came
back,' wrote Miranda after one of Octavia's absences from
home, 'everything has been astir again. I always think her
return on the scene brings about what Tennyson describes
as happening when the Sleeping Beauty awoke:
'
"And all the pentup stream of life
Roars downward like a cataract."
Things seem asleep till she comes, then all is life and movement;'-
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FROM 1884, when Octavia became responsible for property
of the Ecclesiastical Commissioners, her work was mainly
in South London, but not exclusively so. In Marylebone
her old Courts and houses gave her very little anxiety, but
in 1886 she embarked on some property there which in.
volved quite peculiar difficulties.
For some time a Criminal Law Amendment Bill, backed
by the leaders of all religious bodies and rescue societies, designed to prevent traffic in girls, had been before. the House.
The age of consent at that time was thirteen and the sale of
children for immoral purposes was an easy and lucrative
undertaking. In 1885 Gladstone's government, shaken by
the tragedy of Gordon, and facing the prospect of an early
dissolution, proposed to jettison the Bill. W. T. Stead, then
editor of the Pall Mall Gazette, a man deeply interested in
social questions, determined that public opinion must be
aroused to prevent this. Accordingly he started a crusade
in a series of articles entitled the 'Maiden Tribute of
Modern Babylon', in the course of which he revealed that,
in order to prove how little prote,ction the law afforded to
a child, he had bought one from her parents, who lived in
James Street, Marylebone. Stead gained his end, for the

pressure of public opinion forced the passing of the Bill,
but he was prosecuted, and having overlooked the necessity
of getting the consent of the parents in writing, he was convicted and sentenced to three months' imprisonment. The
trial received an immense amount of publicity, and J ames
Street, which had at no time enjoyed an enviable reputation, now became so notorious that no respectable family
would willingly live in it.
It was at this moment that Octavia was invited to manage a block called Christchurch Buildings, in the street.
She accepted at once, since the work obviously needed doing, and was one which demanded the qualities she could
bring to it. It was manifest that the standard of the whole
street must be raised if her block was to be a success. Her
first step was to weed out from Christchurch Buildings all
evil-living tenants and to keep their rooms empty until she
could secure others whom she knew to be respectable. The
whole street was structurally in a bad state and ripe for rebuilding. Octavia therefore obtained possession of as many
sites as she Gould, and knowing the attractive power of cottages, she got her friends to build some there. The charm
of a cottage and Octavia's reputation for good management
gradually overcame the reluctance of respectable tenants to
settle in the street; when it had receded from the forefront
of the public mind, Octavia persuaded the London County
Council to change its name, and its past history sank into
oblivion.
While J ames Street, Deptford and Southwark were occupying so much of her time and energy, Octavia's mind
was full of anxiety about the problem of Poor Relief, 'which
had given her concern since the early days of the C.O.S.
'The days are full of difficulty,' she wrote in 1885, 'the
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POVERTY AND INDEPENDENCE
'If the poor are to be raised to a permanently better position,
they must be dealt with as individuals and by individuals':
OCTAVIA in 'Homes of the London Poor', I872
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temper of the poor is difficult, the old submissive patience
is passing away, and no sense of duty has taken its place;
the talk is of rights, not right. The ideal the poor form for
themselves is low, and the rich support them in it. The
rich, on the other hand, while they are continually coming
forward more and more to help the poor, are thoroughly
cowardly about telling them any truth that is unpalatable,
and know too little of them to meet them as friends, and
learn to be natural and brave with ·them .. We have great
relief funds, and little manly friendship, idleness above and
below and an admiration for what is pleasant, which de
grades all life. This temper makes work difficult, and sometimes fills me with wondering awe about the future of rich
and poor.'
Wages were sti11low, and unemployment a steadily increasing evil, the rich had become more conscious of the
poverty which surrounded them, 'slumming' was becoming fashionable. It was true that the rich were 'coming forward more and more to help the poor' , but the help did not
take the form of intelligent service, it expres..sed itself in
streams of money which flowed in answer to any appeal.
Again there was an immense Mansion House Fund; in
January, 1886, it amounted to £20,000 administered by
Parish Councils, few of which attempted any rational
method of distribution. '1 hear that th~ working men on
the Committee are the greatest help in the only four
parishes where any order is attempted. As a rule the most
utter confusion prevails, the crowd of regular roughs awe
some into giving soup tickets, so low have ,we got with a
fund the only excuse for which is that the distress has
reached a higher class than would ever apply. Men in work
are ge~ting the relief unimown, vestrymen and publicans
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initial papers which are treated like cheques, which must
be honoured. People who ought to have £Sltave 3S; tickets,
and tickets are sold for drink. Five Committees meet in one
room to decide' cases, the only data being statements
written by clerks at the applicants' dictation. The City
Missionary at Deptford says that if the money had been
thrown into the sea, it would have been better. ... Everyone is praying for the Fund to be exhausted.'
The scandals arising out of the Mansion House Fund
had hardly died down before another wave of emotional
alms giving was aroused by the publication of In Darkest
London by Gen_eral Booth of the Salvation Army. The book,
with its horrifying descriptions of squalor, poverty and
sordid misery, made a painful impression and once more
money flowed into the relief fund it initiated.
The C.O.S., warmly supported by Octavia, protested in
vain against this indiscriminate distribution of funds. She
and C. S. Loch, the secretary, worked indefatigably together, holding meetings, speaking and writing with little
result but the increased unpopularity of the Society, an
unpopularity in which Octavia, to her immense annoyance,
did not share: 'She said how much she wished she could
share the opprobrium that fell on the Society,' reports Miranda, 'but having other work as well, she seemed to escape
it. She took the opportunity of saying publicly how much
she would like to share the unpopularity of the C.O.S. and
how she honoured the men working on it.'
There were two grounds on which Octavia founded her
criticism of the Salvation Army fund and both were characteristic. The first was that it suggested that all couid be put
right by money, and permitted the rich to say: 'We give
the money, the Salvation Army can give thought and care.'
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This idea that the duty of the rich to the poor can be commuted for cash was always anathema to her. The second
was that the Fund was administered autocratically by the
General, and she saw r~al danger in the 'placing in his
hands of the despotic control of a machine so huge that it
cannot be rightly watched and guided by one human being'.
The conviction that money can only be give:n and received
without degradation when the giver cares for and understa~ds the need of the recipient was fundamental to all her
work.
But it was not only the big charitable funds that filled
Octavia with anxiety; what seemed to her even more dangerous was the tendency of the legislature to extend all
forms of out-door relief and to make it easy for all to claim
it without any very serious consideration of the circumstances of the recipient. This effort 'to get rid of charity
arid substitute a rate distributed as a right' seemed to her
doubly dangerous in that it not only destroyed a man's independence but also concealed from him the fact that it
was so doing. Nowadays our conception of independence
has changed; it is too often assumed to be threatened if any
questions are asked before money is given to the needy by
the State. This makes it difficult to understand Octavia's
point of view. It has been said of her that her fear of
pauperizing the working man amounteli to an obsession,
and it is suggested that this is somehow an insult to the
worker. Actually, she ascribed to him the sentiments that ,
animated her; it was because she respected him that she
assumed that for him, as for her, independence meant providing for himself and his family. She valued money and
all it can buy very much less than we are accustomed to do.
She really believed that poverty was not in itself a very
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. serious evil, and it must be remembered this was not the
facile sentiment of one who has always had enough, but the
deliberate judgment of one who had felt the full bitterness
of real poverty; there had been times in her life when she
had had barely enough to eat, and had been obliged to deny
herself what we, to-day, should consider necessaries; yet.
she still believed that independence was far more important to happiness than affluence.
It was obvious, of course, that in too many cases wages
were so low that a man could not provide for the bare
necessities for his children, and it was for this reason that
she constantly urged the raising of wages; and the provision of facilities for education and training which should
enable a man to command a higher wage and to start his
children in well-paid work. The evil of supplementing
wages by poor law relief had been recognized in the abolition of the direct rate-in-aid of wages by the Act of 1834,
but it seemed to Octavia that the same effect was produced
by the provision of houses at an uneconomic rent, of free
meals and of various ki,nds of out-door relief. All the old
abuses seemed to her to be re-appearing. Her view was that
if a man was obliged to manage without subsidies his employer would be obliged to pay an adequate wage. 'There
is no reason why these people should earn twenty shillings,
or a guinea or eighteen shillings a week.' If their rent is at
a given figure, their wages must and will meet that.' The
assumption that it was the business of the State to provide
those desirable things which a man .could not provide for
himself kept wages low and tended to discourage the
worker from making any effort to improve his skill or husband his resources. If Octavia's conviction that employers
could pay wages which would obviate the necessity of state
20
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assistance sounds strangely to us to-day, accustomed to
falling export trade and large scale unemployment, it must
be remembered that in her day the country was still supreme in trade and enjoyed a degree of wealth and prosperity which it is unlikely to regain. 'If you desire to
equalize incomes, I should advise you to do it by giving
liberal wages, arranging for reasonable hours of work and
taking a large view of your duties to all men, and by making
large well-considered gifts, not by giving from a compulsory tax UpOl) your poorer neighbour as well as yourself.
If you wish to take from charity its patronizing tone, see
that you yourtlelf from your hearts believe that what is
helpful to any man is verily due from you, as far as you can
render it at any sacrifice.'
Dealing with poverty through each individual, treating
each case as a man, is a.slow-business. To Octavia it was
the only way, since she regarded each individual as a child
of God, who in poverty as in prosperity· might grow in
grace, and the slowness mattered little since the growth
was all. To those who believe that material conditions are
all-important, and that the spiritual is so intangible as to be
better ignored, a short cut to prosperity is essential. Jerusalem must be built at once in England's green and pleasant
hlnd on a foundation of good sanitation,'free social services
. and subsidized houses, without any superfluous mental
strife. 'Some men sit down in their studies and imagine a
world all different or speculate as to whether, if they turned
it all upside down, selfishness would not 'vanish because
comfort had. come. We don't know what this world might
be if it were altered, but we do kllow that God has given it
to us, whom He has put near us, where He has called us,
what power He has given us.'
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This reflection is very characteristic of Octavia. Sh.e was
no speculative thinker, her work had always consisted in
serving those who were 'put near' her, and all its ramifications had arisen naturally out of the needs of one or another
of them. She knew only one way of building Jerusalem,
and the first step was to find out the truth and face it unflinchingly; it was what appeared to her the very general
desire to ignore all that was unpleasant, that filled her with
forebodings. It was sufficiently dangerous to make a habit
of supplementing wages by relief, to conceal the fact was
far worse. It was for this reason that she protested against
the use of the word 'free" as applied to 'free meals', 'free
medical 'services', 'free library'. In actual fact these' things
were not and could not be free; meals, doctors and libraries
must be paid. for, and were being paid for by rates and
taxes or private charity; the use of the word· 'free' encouraged the recipient to think of the State as a superorganization which, out of some bottomless horn of plenty,
supplied all n~eds without expense to anyone, and this
conception led a man unthinkingly to accept benefits,
which he could and should earn for himself, ignoring the
fact that he was living on his' thrifty and hard working
neighbours. Whether this might or should have been
avoided is a matter of opinion, but it would be difficult to
deny the existence of some of the evils she foresaw; a certain extravagance in the rates, owing to a vague idea that
there is plenty for everybody, and a tendency among the
l~ast substantial rate-payers to vote for those who promise
the greatest extension of benefits.
Octavia felt very deeply the importance of combating
the ignorance of the voter about local finances; 'I dread
these large loans, lightly voted by thousands who little
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know what they mean in the future, and I think the greatest \
blessing, as well as the greatest justice, would be for those
who vote for the expenditure to feel that it mattered, and
that economy benefited them.' Octavia considered deeply
how she could teach her tenants this important lesson; she
knew well that no amount of talk on so complicated and
technical a matter would be the smallest use; that they
could only learn by practical demonstration. Her cottages
were always full and in demand, since there was not alternative accommodation of the same type; it was therefore
possible for her to make an experiment with tenants of cottages which she could not apply to those in tenements. 'In
all my new cottages,' she wrote ID 1894, 'I am introducing
the plan of arranging that the tenants should pay their own
rates, the rent being fixed much lower to enable them to do
this. Now that the rates are steadily rising in all parts of
London, and threatening not only to be a heavy incubus
for the current year, but to lay a burdeq of municipal indebtedness for sixty or eighty years, which may seriously
cripple the future; now that the expenditure is decided on
by multitudes of voters little trained to look forward, keen
for immediate results; in pity for those thousands of poor
who depend so much for their prosperity on sound and farseeing finance, I feel such an arrangement of very deep
moment to our city.... It has not, even on the present
small scale, been without result, as our tenants. are now
keenly alive to many of the facts about the rates which they,
and only they, can alter-the plan of making weekly
tenants responsible for rates is very difficult work; not being general, the machinery and arrange1;p.ents do not help
us. But I have felt itto be so important as to be wel~ worth
a great effort.... I hope that if we lead the van, others may
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follow, and co-operation may come-in time-from officials.'
Others were slow to follow, for many years Octavia
struggled with the difficulties. In 1896 she and C. S. Loch
met representatives of the Societies for improved buildings
for working people, to try to find a way of applying the
system to tenants in tenements. All agreed on the importance of the matter, but they could not devise a plan acceptable to some of the larger bodies represented. In 1901
the Southwark Borough Council decided to reduce the
allowance for compounding rates so drastically that the
owners determined en masse to cease collecting them, and
thus at a stroke the tenants became responsible for their
own rates. Naturally complete confusion ensued, three
thousand summonses were issued on one day, many to
those who had actually paid their rates.
Octavia's feelings were mixed. 'W,e are not the leaders
in this sudden and extended movement. Personally, I
should have preferred, for the poorer tenants, some intermediate step, with a fixed rent and a movable rate collected
weekly, at any rate for a time. But if the far "more educational plan can be at once carried through-and it is marvellous how soon our people learn things-it will be incomparably better, and may save London from much
waste.' She at once took steps to make the position absolutely clear to her own tenants, and had very little diffi.
culty in the matter.
The plan was, however, very unpopular, and remained
so; applied generally and without preparation, it could not
succeed. There were tenants who accepted the lower rent
till rates fell due, and then absconded, which, observed
Octavia, 'is bad for them, their landlords and the local
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authority'; the fact that the rates were always demanded in
advance meant also that the ratepayer had to forestall his
income, a real hardship to a small wage-earner.
These things considered, though she preferred the direct
paymentof rates as more educative, Octavia made a different
plan for the majority of her tenants. 'I propose to diminish
the rent by the amount of the present rate, then to collect
each week, the amount of rent plus a varying rate to be
calculated half yearly. The tenant will see how large and
how steadily rising is the sum he pays for rates.' This subject of commutation of rates is technical and, to the lay
mind, somewhat tiresome, but Octavia's attitude is interesting; the immense amount o,f time and energy she
spent on the matter shows how important she felt the ratepayer's recognition of his responsibilities to be; it was by
dealing faithfully and justly with details that Octavia hoped
to train her tenants to become useful citizens.
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Chapter XVII
SETTLEMENTS
'I.much delight in thinking one may link their young life with
the houses and hall and garden in Southwark':
OCTAVIA TO HER MOTHER, April, i889

ONE of the features of social history in the latter part of

Queen Victoria'!! reign was the rise of Settlements in the
poorer parts of the great cities. The first of these was
founded by Octavia's friend and. colleague, Samuel Barnett. Its purpose-to bring rich and poor together in mutual understanding and sympathy-was one which strongly
commended itself to Octavia, and from the beginning she
was concerned in the movement.
'Young men who are leaving Oxford,' she wrote to Mary
Harris, 'are to come and live in Whitechapel instead of
living in the West End, and their evenings are to be spent
in social intercourse with the working people.'
Early in 1884 on the invitation of the Warden of Keble
College (later Bishop Talbot) Octavia went to Oxford to .
speak to undergraduates about work in the East End. At a
tremendously successful meeting, attended by more than
nine hundred undergraduates, Octavia was received with
enthusiasm, but she Was left with some misgivings. S~e had.
hoped greatly that the result of the meeting would be to
strengthen Mr. Barnett's settlement,she received the impression that the new movement was intended rather to
rival it. This was to some ·extent true. Canon Barnett' was
largely supported by Balliol men, of whom many were be2Il
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li~ved to be 'sceptical or at least very free-thinking', certainly he made no conditions and asked no questions as to
the faith of those who worked with him. The settlement
(afterwards Oxford House) which Octavia somewhat unwillingly inaugurated, embodied a different conception.
Those who worked in it were pledged to the faith of the
Church, believing that by witnessing to the faith in a life
of corporate worship, they could best serve their fellows
and gain the strength for the work they were to do. Octavia
perhaps failed to do justice to their point of view. She saw
the mass of work to be done, she believed whole-heartedly
in Canon Barnett's wisdom and goodness, and abhorring
all religious exclusiveness, she felt it intolerable that all men
of good will should not be united to further the work already begun. 'Octavia spoke most strongly about the importance of co-operating, and said the men with faith must do
good in going among the others ... she does seem to have
spoken so strongly and bravely and to have vindicated Mr.
Barnett and told them he certainly wished a religious spirit
in the work. But her impression is that though they appeared to agree somewhat, and listened most respectfully,
they mean to go their own way.' And so it was. Oxford
House was founded in Bethnal Green, and Toynbee Hall,
in Whitechapel, went on its way and no doubt there was
room for both.
In Southwark the question of settlements touched Octavia more nearly both because of its proximity to her own
work and because it was a settlement for women. She was
not predisposed in its favour, for she believed so passionately in family life, that a collection of women, living together without family ties or domestic dut~es, seemed to
her unnatural if not positively undesirable. She believed
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the part-time voluntary worker, who was fulfilling obligations to her home and family, had something to give which
no professional social worker could supply. She was therefore a little doubtful about the Women's University Settlement, Southwark, whose Committee she joined in 1889,
'not becau&e I have very much confidence in the beneficial
result of large or many settlements of workers bound together by no family ties, with no natural connection with
a district; but because their settlement is the practical outcome of a very large association, and because a small group
of these, settled in the heart of the South London poor,
may be of the greatest use.'
Miss Sewell became the Head of the Settlement soon
after Octavia joined the Committee, and a warm friendship, based on mutual respect, developed between the two
women. They cared for the same things and had the same
Yalues, Octavia became more and more interested in the
young people who came to work there: 'They are all very
refined, highly cultivated (all I fancy have been at one of
the Universities) and very young. They are so sweet and
humble and keen to learn about the things out of their
ordinary line of experience. 1 much delight in thinking one
may link their young life with the houses and hall and garden in Southwark.'
Gradually she was conquered by the settlement: '1 look
upon it,' she wrote in 1892, 'not only as a great added
strength to my management of houses in Southwark, but
still more as a most promising centre. for that training of
workers to which must be devoted so much ·of the energies
of those who would see wiser methods of work an:1ong the
poor prevail.' She and Miss Sewell together planned a
Training Course suitable to all social workers whether
2 13
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voluntary or professional, and Octavia appealed for financial help for students wishing to undertake the training. As
usual. her appeal met with immediate and generous response, and two scholarships were given. Altogether the
connection with the Settlement was thoroughly happy and
successful: 'I find there the Training for many of my new
volunteers, while, as they grow in knowledge they return
to form some of my best workers. I think the Settlement
finds my work, too, one of its best training fields, and a
sphere that would afford scope for some of its well-trained.
wotkers.'
In 1894 it became evident that the Settlement needed
more and better accommodation. Octavia went into the
question very seriously, she was determined that the residents must have a h<?me in which they could have quiet
and airy rooms. Nelson Square appeared the only place in
the district where such conditions could be secured. There
were difficulties about getting a freehold here, and when
Octavia had overcome these and had bought the house in
which the Settlement was living, and the two adjoining
houses, there were still difficulties to face. Adapting old
houses is always a costly and tiresome business, but it was
the kind of work Octavia enjoyed; she exercised all her in-·
genuity on it, and was well pleased with the result. In the
following year, the freehold next door was for sale, and
Octavia was faced with a fresh difficulty. The Committee
had no wish to enlarge the Settlement, and did not feel
justified in spending more money on its buildings; on the
other hand, it was of the utmost importance to them to
secure unobjectionable neighbours, especially as the back
garden or yard might have been built over, the Settlement
thus deprived of sunlight andtwo large plane trees, visible

from all the Settlement windows, sacrificed. It was therefore a great relief when Miss Yorke volunteered to buy the
house. With the trees and the sunlight secured for the
Settlement, Octavia felt satisfied, and Miss Yorke shared
her contentment.
But before this rebuilding, Octavia had been faced with
the necessity of making a very serious decision about her
own home; this was no less a matter than the decision to
leave Nottingham Place, where she had lived so long and
so happily. It was not easy for her, she had lived in it for
thirty years and loved her home in a way scarcely comprehensible to this nomadic generation; leaving it was a
wrench. 'We are to leave the old home in March. It is so
crowded with memories, that it seems quite alive with
them; and there isn't a sound of latch or bell, an echo or
footfall" that has not associations which wake the years that
are past. The little tree that is near three feet high, which
has grown outside my window from the acorn I planted
there long ago, and which for many years gladdened me
with its fresh green in spring, is going to Crockham,so as
to be set free from London gloom.'
The house, much as she loved it, had become really too
large for their needs. Florence's health had so far deteriorated that the noise and bustle of London and the incessant activity of her sisters became too great a straiB.
Mrs. Hill also needed a quieter and more peaceful life. The.
sisters decided therefore that Florence and their mother
should move to the country, and they went first to Pinner
and later to Tunbridge Wells.
Having made up her mind to leave Nottingham Place,
Octavia looked about for a new home, and it was at the
point while the future was still undecided that Miss Sewell
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invited her to establish her household in the Settlement,
and to become herself the p'rincipal worker there. By this
time most of her own work was in Southwark, and she was
deeply interested in the training scheme which she had
just inaugurated. There was much in the suggestion to
attract her. She wrote to Miranda: 'I cannot tell whether
dear old Marylebone or Southwark wilI seem the most
natural working centre, nor how far such a body as the
Settlement would leave you with enough sense of home.'
Octavia thought over the proposal very carefully; the .
fact that the suggestion had come just at the moment when
she had decided that she must be uprooted, and did not
know where she should be rephmted, made her wonder
whether this was a call for a new kind. of life. It was nine
months before she had fully made up her mind; her decision was given in a letter as revealing. as any she ever
wrote. 'I can't help thinking it would be turning my back
on the principles of a life-time. My sister and two of my
friends here have all their work in this neighbourhood, it
has gathered around this home and will continue centred
round the new one. My own traditions for more than fifty
years are with Marylehone, and though my main personal
work among the poor has been for some six or seven years
in the South of London, it has always been planned in the
sort of way one does plan work at a distance, that is much
in connection with other workers. So, if we moved, I
should uproot and alter the whole character of three
people's work, and change my own; improve 'my own, no
doubt, in some respects very v:astly, but it would not be all
gain even to it. For, I ask myself, is not this work a new
one? Is it not right that it should develop much in accordance with the aspirations of a younger generation? Vl{ill

not they care for it ~ore if they themselves in a large
measure mould it? Is not my work really to help them to
make it what they would have it to be, taking care to bring
before them the great- old truths known in the past, but
still rather initiating and guiding than being myself the
centre? Will not this very limitation of not living there keep
my rather overpowering presence just far enough away to
foster native growth? And at the same time respect the
work of all here which I have helped to originate? I've
plenty of vigour and might live to work, work strongly for
many a year in Southwark, but don't we all lose by too
much uprooting and change in this age?'
The letter reveals the unique quality of Octavia's greatness. The training scheme she had initiated, seemed to her
of paramount importance, she had given the best of her"
thought and energy to it, yet she was able to believe that it
might rightly develop on lines other than hers; she was
willing, even anxious, to leave the real responsibility in the
hands of the younger generation that they might mould the
work according to their own aspirations. There are few who,
having the opportunity and the power to dictate, are wholeheartedly glad to abdicate, and to remain in the background
ready to advise but resolutely determined not to interfere.
The decision made, a hOl,lse was sought in Marylebone.
'We have found a house that we very much like in the
Marylebone Road,' writes Miranda. 'It is smaller than.,this,
with much smaller rooms; but it is quiet, light and cheerful (having its chief rooms wi,th a South aspect) and cheap.
It has a garden in front-and a yard behind-to qur great
delight; a little light and space and quiet being our chief
requirements. There will be room for Octavia and me with
Miss Yorke and two of the friends now living with us, Miss
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Pearson and Miss Sim. It would be a great sorrow to part
. with them; so we are thankful to get a house large enough
for us all.'
The five women moved in in Marc.h, 1891, and as usual
Octavia took the greatest pleasure in settling in with her
household goods. 'My room has been our last household
pleasure,' she writes to her mother. 'It has turned out so
pretty; and I am so astonished, because it was the room
where all the leavings naturally gravitated. But you know
it has a pretty bow; like the back drawing-room; and my
one extravagance has been a very nice brass curta~ rod.
On this, with large curtain rings, which draw easily, we
have hung the curtain; which Minnie gave-crimson-and
they look so bright in the Western sun and so snug when
drawn at night. Then I have my writing table in the bow,
my pretty dark book-case, and the old drawing-room carpet
from Nottingham Place, which looks quite handsome as
good things do. My photographs group themselves prettily
on the walls; and altogether it is very nice.'
'Miranda gave me a beautiful piece of crimson plush,'
she had written at the age of four, and now as she drew her
crimson curtains, contemplated her dark book-case, a gift
years ago from Mary Harris, looked at her handsome carpet
which had come from Nottingham Place, she knew that she
had done well to choose this home.
Miranda took over the running of the house, 'a little
domain ... to work in my own way,' and gave it that atmosphere. of peace and love which she always created. The
. house became the centre of Octavia's activities, a meeting
place for their many friends. It was a happy place as all
Octavia's homes had been, a stimulating place, where all
occupied in social work, and others, might come to seek
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,counsel and refreshment. Mary Harris came to stay there:
'She was delighted to see Octavia,' wrote Miranda to her
mother. 'She said she felt her so life-giving."
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Chapter XVIII
COMMONS, FOOTPATHS AND THE
NATIONAL TRUST
'A song of thankfulness seems t~ be' singin~ on in ~y heart for
having been given power to have some hand m devotmg some of
the lovely places to the people for ever':
OCTAVIA TO HER MOTHER, October, I902

'WHEN I first began to work,' Qctavia remarked to Miranda, 'people would say: "I'll give you money for nec~s
saries for the poor, but I don't see what they want WIth
recreation;" then, after a few years, they said: "I can understand poor people wanting amusement, but what g?od
will open spaces do them?" and now everybody recogmzes
the importance of open spaces: This change in publ~c
opinion, largely due to her own work, was of course emInently satisfactory to Octavia but unfortunately it did not
go deep enough. There were still too many landlords and
directors of commercial undertakings who, readily admitting in general terms the importance of open spaces, ~ere.
convinced that any space they themselves coveted mIght
well be sacrificed; and those who professed enlightened
views on the subject were not always ready to take active
steps to save gardens, commons and footpaths for those
who most needed them. For these Octavia battled ceaselessly and with a large measure of success.
There were two Committees occupied in this work; the
Open Spaces Committee of the K yrle Society and the
executive of the Commons Preservation Society. The for220

mer was particularly her own conception; her brother-inlaw, Edmund Maurice, was its Honorary Secretary and its
function was to keep public opinion alive to the importance
of preserving open spaces, to raise money for the purchase
of those that were threatened and, having secured them,
to put them in order so that the local vestries would take
over and maintain them. The K yrle Committee worked
hard and very successfully; year after year in her 'Letter to
Fellow Workers', Octavia was able to record one or another
church yard, burial ground or garden saved for the use of
the public.
The C.P.S. dealt with the legal aspect of the problem;
it had been founded to protect the rights of the public and
to fight actions when necessary. There was much to do; the
foe was insidious. The difficulty was partly at least that
o those who wished to absorb open spaces were generally
public or quasi-public bodies, while those who most
needed them were just those who had neither money nor
influence to fight their own battles. It was for these that
Octavia was passionately concerned. 'An effort on the part
of small shopkeepers at New Cross to save a hill near,
which belongs to the Haberdashers' Company, does not
seem likely to succeed,' she lamented in 1883. 'In fact it is
strange to notice that though other towns ~ numbers have
had Parks given to them, the thousands of rich people who
owe their wealth to London, or who avail themselves of its
advantages, have not, as far as I know, given one single acre'
of ground that could have been sold for building over, to
Londoners for recreation ground or Park, if we ,except
Leicester Square: This remark would appear to have fallen
on fruitful ground, for a year later Miranda, speaking of
the work in Deptford, writes: 'For the first time a London
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landowner has offered to give land he could build on for an'
op.e~ space for the people. It is Mr. Evelyn who has done
thIs; and later, as has been seen, Octavia managed to persuad~ the Ecclesiastical Commissioners to make a practice
of domg $0.
It was necessary then to be ceaselessly vigilant. In 1883
the Lonc;lon and North Western Railway threatened to take'
possession of a small burial ground-near Tottenham Court
~oad. The site was in a populous neighbourhood, immedIately overlooked by a row of houses and a hospital.
Urged thereto by Edmund Maurice, and supported by the
C:P.?, the Vestry of St. Pancras decided to oppose the
BIll m the House. It passed the 'Commons, however, and
- wa~ only de~eated in a Committee ,of the Lords, before
whIch Octavla gave evidence; 'Octavia was under the im- .
pression that her ev:idence had not been of much good; but,
she has been comphmented by the gentlemen of the C.P~S.
and the report,goes that "Miss Hill was more than ~ match
for the Counsel of the L.N.W.R. who. is looked on as a
rather formidable antagonist".'
It was a notable triu:rnph for St. Pancras and its supporters, but ,the space had been saved only because the
Vestry had been willing to fight a long and costly action
and because it had powerful supporters. To Octavia the
nece~sity of dealing with each threat as it arose and the uncertamty of the result, seemed most unsatisfactory. She
urged' a more general policy, and sQme amendment of the
Building Laws ~o prevent haphazard development. With
the C.P.~. she trIed to work out some plan of treating London and ItS suburbs as a whole. A memorial on the subject
to t.he Charity Commissioners, presented by the Kyrle
Society, the C.P.S. and the Metropolitan Gardens Asso222
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ciation in 1887 was largely her work. 'I was occupied for a
good deal of the autumn in getting facts for the Memo~ial,
and the more I looked into the matter the more I was Impressed with the fact that unless some very much larger
view of the quantity of open space needed should be taken
by the authorities, and some really greatsche~0 be adopted
for purchasing important land at 'once, the tIme would ~o
past very rapidly when it would be possible to save what ID
the future would be' felt to be almost essential to the health
and well-being of Londoners. To secure the support of the
public in pressing forward large schemes, and that at once,
I must use all ways open to me.'
,
, There was one scheme very dear to Octavia's heart which
the C.P.S. warmly esp9used. This was the securing of
paths which should make walking pleas~t to L?n~oner.s.
There were the tow-paths along the river, TraItor s HIll
which gave access by fields from Kentish Town and North
London generally to Hampstead Heath,' as well as many
footpaths and walks round London, connecting one common with another. Octavia always enjoyed a map, and now
she invited volunteers to help her to make a map to show
, what ~alks existed and what commons they would connect.
She was, in £act, trying to secure that Green Belt for London which in 1940 we are beginning to think may be de'
sirable.
Besides the small spaces and the footpaths, there were
two large spaces in London for which Octavia fought to a
victorious conclusion. The first was Parliament Hill, and
the battle was opened in 1884 when Octavia read a paper
on the subject at a meeting at the Duke of Westminster's
house. The space was large and very costly; it seemed to
Octavia reasonable that the local authorities should contri223
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bute some part of, the purchase money, a most satisfactory
~ay of spending rates for the benefit of the ratepayers, but
SlDce many ratepayers were poor, she thought the rich
should be ready to add donations. '1 cannot but think in
the Metropolis where rates press so heavily on the poor
there should be many a rich and generous-hearted man who
would like to contribute something above his share of the
rate to '~ive his fellow townsmen some few acres of sloping
grass ~lth stately trees .... 1 should like myself nothing
better, if 1 had the money, than to make so great and lasting
a,gift tothe public.'
The ratepayers had to he convinced of the soundness of
this scheme. The Hampstead Vestry refused by a majority .
of 21 (out of 55) to subscribe anything the first time the
scheme was laid before them but on the next occasion they
voted ~20,000 by 45 votes to 20. It will be readIly believed
that thIS change had not taken place without much hard
canvassing 1;>ehind the scenes. The Metropolitan Board of
Works had also to be converted and Octavia was full'of
anxiety. 'The Metropolitan Board are to consider the Parliament Hill scheme to-morrow,' writes Miranda 'and no
time is to be lost in getting the Press to tell them: Octavia
is very hopeless as to the result, but must do all she can as
usual.'
'
The Board, however, proved amenable, and Octavia was
l~ft with the task ~f raising £52.,500 by private subscriptIon. She was not dIsmayed by thls, for she was never fainthearted about money; she had £2000 promised when the
appeal was launched, in nine weeks the fund had risen to
£45,5po. When i~ was suggested that she should approach
the CIty compames for the last £7000, she replied that she
felt they 'should be reserved for more difficult schemes
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than this now is. I should like to see some of the rich of
London proud to share the remaining part of 'a gift which
will be, so far as we can see, a great and lasting and a visible
blessing to thousands.' Octavia's confidence was fully justified, for she received not only the necessary £7 000 , but a
- surplus large enough to justify a meeting oCthe whole
Committee to decide how it should be spent. There was a
proposal that it should be devoted to the purchase of the
field way between Kentish Town and Parliament Hill
Fields. Octavia, anxious as she was to preserve it, yet urged
strongly that the balance should go to the $eneral movctment for preserving open spaces. She knew well that it was
far easier to raise money for some particular space, for
which one could appeal to local sentiment, than for a
general fund, and she felt very strongly the importance of
having some money in hand which could be produced at a
critical moment when any sudden need arose.
Vauxhall Park is the name to-day of the other space of
which mention must be made. Octavia knew it as 'the
. Lawn', the home in Lambeth of Henry Fawcett, Postmaster General in Gladstone's Cabinet. When in 1887 it
came into the market, she set her heart on securing it as a
park for Lambeth. She wrote to the Press about it, and
was very much cheered to find that the working men in the
district were themselves pressing for its purchase. She and
Miranda went to an open-air meeting in Lambeth. Standing in the crowd among the audience, listening to the working men speaking from the wagons, they were very much
encouraged by the unmistakable determination of the
people to secure the park for themselves and their children;
it meant that the movement for open spaces was really taking hold of the public mind. It was never her way to thrust
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herself upon those who were already doing effective work,
so it was as an ordinary member of the public that she at-·
tended a second meeting on the subject in Lambeth; but
'when the chairman found she was present, he insisted on
bringing her up on the platform that he might at least show
her to the people if :she would not speak, and the audience
-chiefly working men-greeted her with rounds and
rourids of cheering; it seems they look on her as the author
of their scheme, because she first wrote to the papers about
it, and roused public attention.'
.
." While the Lambeth people were organizing local opinion,
Octavia was appealing to a wider public. The Archbishop
lent Lambeth Palace for a meeting, at which the Dean of
Win~sor (Randall Davidson, known to this generation as
the Archbishop), Mrs. Fawcett, whose daughter Philippa
had recently defeated the Senior Wrangler at Cambridge,
and an eloquent engine-driver spoke; but what pleased Octavia most was a 'beautiful letter' from Florence Nightingale. 'She,' said Octavia, 'of all the people who have spoken
or written· on open spaces, has got most to the heart of the·
matter.' The sympathy of one pioneer of women's work
was dear to the heart of the other.
The Lawn was formally opened in July, 1890, by the
Prince of Wales; Princess Louise, who had followed Octavia's work with interest and sympathy for many years,
was present. It was not the kind of party Octavia really enjoyed: 'I am much distressed that, in spite of almost superhuman efforts, I am unable to escape being taken up by the
necessity of "receiving",' but she took immense trouble
over the organization-'three weeks' hard work' she saidand all went without a hitch: the Cadet Corps made a
Guard of Honour, the stewards fulfilled their duties punc226
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tually and ex~ct1y, Miranda in the house was a,most happy
and useful hostess, and the Prince of Wales, according to
his custom, captured all hearts by his easy graciousness and
expressed his complete satisfaction with the whole ~ere
mony. Octavia retired to Larksfield exha.usted but tnumphant. 'It was to me a very sol~mn scene,' because ~ll
classes were so entirely gathered lfi, each to do what lfi
them lay to accomplish the good work: and now it is done:
and for long years as long as our people heed it and wish
for it, flowers will grow and sunlight have leave to penetrate there.' .
It would be tedious to enumerate the various parks and
gardens which London owes to Octavia and the C.P.S. The
method in dealing with each was fundamentally the same:
when any place was threatened, Octavia at once wrote to
the Press and proceeded to mobilize public opinion; the
C.P.S. looked into the legal side, a scheme was proposed,
and the Local Authorities concerp.ed canvassed to provide
part of the purchase mone~ .. When pUbli: bodies had expressed readiness to do theIr share, OctaVla undertook the
,
raising of the rest.
.
Sometimes Local Authorities. were difficult. There were
forty-five acres known as Hilly Fields to the south-east of
London. The L.C.C. and the Greenwich District Board
offered between them to pay about two-thirds of the cost
-Lewisham refused to contribute. 'The action of the
Lewisham Board in refusing to vote anything, though the
land is in their parish, appears to· me disastrous both as a
pre~edent for other. Boards and also as forming a very valid
reason why many persons will not give. We have hoped to
the last that the Lewisha~ Board would reconsider its decision, and have done our utmost in raising subscriptions
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in wh~ch e~ort·the p~blic has been most generous, but if
now, ~n spIte of all thIS liberal aid, the Board still refuses,
the failure of the scheme must rest on their shoulders.' In
su~h a case the only hope was to persuade the ratepayers to
?n~g such pressure ~n the Board that it could not persist
In.ItS refusal! and ultImately, though after a long struggle,
thIS was achIeved.
In 1891 Octavia's work for Open Spaces had developed
on anoth~: side. !~ was. perfectly clear that the part played
by the ordmary cItIzen m these matters was very important
~nd she w~s determined that he must be roused to exert hi~
mfluence m fighting against any sort of encroachment on
the land; it was n?t only commons, parks and fields; there
were footpaths, nghts of way, roadside strips of grass in
danger. It was natural that she should first consider. her
?wn county, Kent, and to encourage its residents to help
In.the good work she founded the Kent and Surrey CommIttee. of the C.P.S. 'It is the first attempt,' she wrote, 'to
work m greater detail with regard to <;lll the numberless
?mall encroac?ments on public rights which are going on
m country neIghbourhoods.' The essence of the scheme in
her eyes was that it should combine all the residents of the
c~unty, ric!I and poor, .rural, suburban and u~ban, as guardIans of the common land. All residents were invited to
enrol, at a fee of IS., and to make it their business to report
to the executive any threat of encroachment as soon as it
was mad.e~ Almost at once the Committee had a success;
some ~f Its me~bers were summoned for exercising common n?hts, whIch they were convinced were theirs. The
CommItte~ s ~upport was so effe<;:tive that the summonses .'
were a~l dIsmIssed and the costs given. This was most encouragmg and new members enrolled; 'The agricultural
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labourers have found us out. Many a hard-earned shilling
reaches us in postal orders from a village, many an illiterate
but burning letter.' Unfortunately, the enrolment of the
wealthy did not keep pace with that of the poor, nor were
volunteers forthcoming who could give time and thought
to the work. This seemed to Octavia difficult to understand. 'I cannot think why ... a larger number of young
and ardent men, politicians and others do not come forward to try to secure for the agricultural labourer in his
daily life, for the Londoner in his holidays, the safe and
undisturbed possession of the common, the green wayside
strip, the thousand footpaths which lead him to pleasant
places .... Why must the organizing, or. rather the vivifying, come all from me and my few tired fellow members,
.
already over-taxed?'
Since volunteers did not appear, Octavia had to carry on
the struggle; it was hard work and often discouraging: 'I
have myself withdrawn all my strength from London open
space work, which is progressing, to devote it to the country, which is losing day by day. Many are doing the same,
though it is most disappointing to meet with so little immediate result. Still, I look to the time when these efforts
will tell-they do tell already by encouraging many people
-may tell indirectly in discouraging some enclosures. We
are gaining friends, perfecting our machinery ... but for
tangible results, for visible victory, we must wait.'
It was easier to find money than helpers. Octavia was
never in any of her ventures defeated for lack of money.
Her donations fund had been increased by more than one
legacy left to her to be spent at her discretion. She felt her
responsibility to the donors deeply; but she never hesitated
to spend freely, even when she expected no visible results.
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Law suits must be lost sometimes and paid for. 'We have
not succeeded in preserving the footpaths to which I re- .
ferred last year. This has not arisen from any want, however, of our being heartily supported, and being able to
fight for it up to the last. We had enough money given us
to carry the case up twice to Quarter Sessions. Once we
were successful, owing to the irregularity of proceeding on
the part of the enclosers. The second time the matter went
to a jUJ;y who took into consideration the relative value of
the widening of a road. . . . I hope those who trusted us
with their money will not feel too disheartened. I think
myself that it was by no ~eans thrown away-I believe
that the fact of a fight is a help in preventing closure. I also
think that a point was secured by the first trial, when the
landowner had to pay costs and to begin again i,n proper
legal form. Besides this, I feel that we cannot always fore- .
tell the result, and must advance in hope of a victory, when
sure that, whether it come or not, we ought to struggle for
it .. ; . It is on the defeats that victories are built, as a bridge
upon piles out of sight. May I be with the defeated. in the
early struggles of a great cause! Never shall I be more
usefu1.'
There was work other than litigation. Octavia was directing a methodical survey of Kent and Surrey, and maps
were being prepared showing all the footpaths, rights of
way and commons in the counties. She took endless
trouble to discover what paths there were and had been,
enquiring into the early recollections of all the oldest inhabitants, and pursuing investigations with tireless zea1.
'Gertrude's coachman,' she writes, 'is very helpful about
Chartwell. I saw him last night. He knows another path
better, but recognizes this and will look and see how far his
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own evidence will go .. He will speak to several working
people there, and to his brother-in-l~w, ~o,; a ~ardener at
Wimbledon who was born at Toy s Hill. Fnends who
stayed at L~rksfi~ld were often taken for walks over little
used tracks, through hedg~s, across the park and past the
front door of the Lord of the Manor, that a right of way
might be asserted and maintained. To the conv~ntional it
was perhaps a little disconcerting, but to OctavIa a splendid justification fof taking the kind of walk she had from
her childhood most enjoyed. .
While Octavia was most intimately concerned with the
fight in Kent and Surrey, she was always ~eady to lieIp any
who were carrying on. the s·ame struggle m. other p~rts of
the country. 'We are very much interested Just now m the
defence of footpaths in the Lake District. Som~ landlords
are shutting up old rights of way and preventmg people
from ascending the mountains. A very brave clergyman, a
friend of Octavia's, who has a parish at Keswick, has taken
up the defence of these rights, and is threatened with a
very exp6!nsive lawsuit. Her other "defende.rs" are appealing to the public of large towns to help WIth a guaran:ee
fund. A meeting was organized at Hampstead, whIch
.
turned out very successfully.'
Gradually the work of the SQcieties. began to tell, and
slowly public opinion became educated and the general
public became alive to their respon~ibi1ities. In 1896 the
Parish, District and Coun~ CouncIls became the guardians of these public rights and enlightened members of
these bodies found in the C.P.S. and its allied Committees
valuable. allies, who were a mine of information about the
law and procedure in these matters. ~n 1897 Octav~a ~ould
write of her Societies, 'they appear to me to be dIstmctly
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growing in power and influence: their organization seems
to me far better and on a sounder footing. . . . Public
opinion is growing, it now has a legal organization through
which to act, and I am hopeful.'
In all this work Octavia's staunchest ally had been Sir
Robert Hunter. In 1881 he had become the solicitor to the
. Post Office, and though this had obliged him t6 resign his
official position with the C.P.S. it had by no means lessened
his interest in its work. His friendship with Octavia had
been strengthened by their work together. They were
mutually sympathetic for like her he was an iq.ealist, possessed of great width of vision, and of the same kind of
solid common sense. As early as 1884 he had been convin~ed of the desirability of founding some corporation
whIch could hold land and buildings in trust for the people, .
and had read a paper on the subject in Birmingham. Octavia
was in full sympathy with the project, its importance was.
brought home to her in the following year when Mr.
Evelyn, a Deptford landlord, wished to hand over to the
people Sayes Court with its large garden and was unable to
'carry out his scheme in its entirety, because there was no
public body able to hold both building and land. Octavia was
convinced of the practicability of the scheme and discussed
with Robert Hunter a suitable name for the proposed body:
.'~ short expressive name,' she wrote in February, 1885, 'is
dIfficult to find for the new Company. What do you think
?f the "Commons and Gardens Trust" and then printing
m s~allletters "for accepting, holding, preserving and purchasrng open spaces for the people in town and country."
I do not know that I am right in thinking that it should be
called Trust, but I think it might be better than "Company" . You will do better, I believe, to bring forward its

benevolent than'its commercial character. People don't like
unsuccessful business, but do like charity when a little
money goes a long way because of good commercial management.'.Across the letter Sir Robert scribbled in pe?cil
'? National Trust'. Another friend was soon called mto
council. This was Canon Rawnsley, 'the very brave dergyman' from Keswick, who had successfully secured the access to the lakes and mountains in his own district. He
made a worthy third to Octavia and Robert Hunter, he
entered enthusiastically into the project, and became its
Honorary Secretary long before it was a properly constituted body.
Meetings were organized over which influential people
presided" and there were distinguished speakers~ but it ~as
Octavia who held the audience and made an ImpreSSIOn
not easily effaced. Power flowed from her, for she spoke
with an eloquence derived from her passionate belief in the
gospel she was preaching. Her love of nature was no conventional sentiment, no facile pleasure in free days in the
country, it was of the very fibre of her being, in some ways
akin to Wordsworth's. She looked at the world with the
eyes of a child, and saw the rebirth of each spring, the coming of fruit blossom, of flower, of leaf with a delightful
shock of surprise. When she spoke of the hills, the headlands the commons, her hearers saw these through her
eyes,' and perhaps recaptured some ~appy memo;ies of
earlier and easier'days. They were conVInced of the Importance of saving them for all time. She wrote articles, too,
which were readily accepted and gradually the idea of the
National Trust took root in many minds.
No part of her work gave Octavia more happiness and
less anxiety; from the beginning her colleagues were con-
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genial, and since the function of the Trust'was to receive'
and to hold gifts rather than to force unwilling authoriti~s
to cede them, there was no friction about it. 'The work ',.
would be delightful to one who cared for it,' she wrote in , .•
1896, when she was looking for a new s~cretary, 'all the
~ood result of .the Commons and Footpaths work, with ..
httle or no fi~~tm~; on the contrary, calling on the generous .• '
g?od peo'p~e. ThIs new secretary, Mr. Nigel Bond, has
gIven a VIVId sketch of the three founders of the Trust. 'If
the Commit~ee of the N a~ional Trust were faced by an awk~ard fence, It wou~dbe SI! Robert Hunter's way to sayvery
l~ttle, but to go qUIetly away and turn his brain to the solu~lOn of the problem-how to get round that obstacle-and
It was ve~,rarely that he failed to find a way. Canon Rawnsley was dIfferent. He did not claim to be a business man
?ut he was a great enthusiast who did not know the mean~
mg of the word "No", and it would have been his way to
have said "~here is no obstacle there, go on", and he
would have gIven a leap and nine times out of ten would
have landed safely the other side. Miss Hill would see the
obstacle, she would not bother to find a way round but she
wo~ld say "This is an obstacle we have got to face: we will
bUIld a ladder and we will start on a sound foundation
climb up, get over and go down on the other side".' With'
such a Triumvirate in command, it was no wonder that the
Trust made headway. Mrs. Fanny Talbot was its first
benefactor giving to it the cliff at Barmouth. 'We have got
our ~rst property,' said Octavia to Sydney Cockerell with
a smIle, 'I wonder whether it will be our last.'
But she never for a moment believed it would be the last
In the foll?wing. year the Trust was able to buy Barra~
Head at Tmtagel, a headland dear to Octavia on account
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both of its wild beauty and its literary ·associations. 'It is
not quite the first, nor will it, I hope, be the last of such
places which shall thus become in a new and very real sense
the Common Land 9f England. But it is the very first
which has been, not given by one far-sighted and generous
donor, but purchased by the combined h~lp of manyrich and .poor, near and far, American and English-giving
each in their measure to buy a bit of England as the com- .
mon playground, study, resting place, vantage ground. for
seeirig the holy things of nature. Surrounded on three SIdes
by the great sea dashing among its black rocks, hollowed
into great caves like that of Merlin just opposite into which
the Atlantic waves roll" sailed over by sea birds, set with
great clumps of heather, gorse and sea thr~t, looking across
the narrow space of King Arthues cove to the Island rock,
with ruins of Tintagel Castle so dear to us all from legend.
and poetry, bound up with noble thoughts of Br~tish his. tory, of British legend, it seems a fitting first frUlts of the
combined gifts of members and friends of the National
Trust which has been founded to keep for her people for
ever, in their beauty, accessible to all, some of England's
fairest, most memorable places.'
In a letter of jubilation while she was still collecting
money for Tintagel, Octavia wrote: 'To-day we nee9- only
£23, so I almost see it ours. Is it not delightful? I must set
to work now about Alfriston, a much more difficult problem, and hampered by mistakes and delays before w~
touched the matter. Still, into a safe state it must be got.'
Alfriston was a pre-reformation Priests' House, which had
been converted into labourers' cottages and allowed to
fall into a state of complete disrepair; it was in very immediate danger of being demolished. The difficulties here
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were not financial, since £10 bought the building, but the
restoration was difficult and expensive. It was, however,
accomplished, and was the first Building which the Na- .
tional Trust held. It was shortly followed by a beautiful .
fourteenth-century Court House at Long Crendon in
Buckinghamshire, and by an old house in Tintagel. Octavia's appreciation of the picturesque and of all that was.
historically interesting made her rejoice.in these acquisi"
tions, but they never gave her quite the same rapturous
satisfaction as the possession of large stretches of open
country.
These, however, follow~d, each giving her a thrill of
pure joy. To the end of her life she felt quickly and acutely,
and her happiness would flame up within her at each evidence of generosity; she would clap her hands joyfully like
a child when good news was brought to her, sorrow, hard
work and anxiety had never been able to crush the child
whose ringing joyous laughter had been described as the
'happiest, sweetest ever heard'.
After Tintagel there were two districts in which the
Trust's acquisitions particularly rejoiced Octavia's heart.
There was first her own county of Kent, and there, on the
top of Toy's Hill, a 'small bit of terrace-like hillside' was
given, 'the first beautiful site in England dedicated as a
memorial.' It was a very little property, but it looked over
the weald of Kent, and Octavia, delighted with the idea of
making such a gift as a memorial, took a great deal of
trouble to make the most of it. 'Seats have been placed
where villagers and visitors can sit and watch the lights and
shadows over the wh~le magnificent sweep of county of
which the terrace commands a view. A small tiled roof is
being put over the village well, dug by permission. of the
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'Trust on its ground; heather, broom and other wi.ld flowers
are being brought in and planted, so that the httle place
will soon look dedicated to all in memory of one who would
have rejoiced that a memorial should take a form so helpful, so unobtrusive and so lovely.'
.
.
Toy's Hill was a beginning; Ide HIll on the same range
of hills, between the North Downs and Ashdown Forest,
was the next objective. The option ~f the purchase :vas
secured at once and within a year, Without any ~ressmg,
the necessary money had been subscribed. 'It IS really
bought conveyed to the National Trust for the people of
England for ever, my own faithful friends helped; t~e press
helped cordially, we appealed widely; the K yrle SO~lety : ..
gave great support ... so it is saved, the breezy hl~l, WIde
view , woodland glades,.tiny spring, all
, yours and mme and
every citizen's for all tIme to come.
.
.
But no acquisition by the Trust could glVe OctavIa more
pleasure than that in the Lake J?istrict. It :was of course
Canon Rawnsley's own COUIitrysIde, t~e umque ~haracter
of its scenery made it particularly deSIrable that It should
be saved for the people, Octavia herself had the tenderest
associations with it, for it was there that she had soug~t
refuge again and again with Mary Harris when the stram
of her wo.rk became intolerable. She had ~pent happy
weeks there too with her mother and her slster~. When
in 190 0. Brandlehow near Derwentwater ca~e mto t~e
market she had every reason to rally all her fnends to I:S
defence. She made the appeal, and the money poured 1ll
with incredible rapidity. 'The £70.0.0. we wanted seemed so
large a sum; the gifts, welco.m~ as the~ were, seemed. to
make so little impression on It; the time for collectmg
passed so rapidly, the year was said to be so bad a one for
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collecting
On
h d such h'ope;
' so
.money.
.
" the other hand,I a
many th mgs I~ m~ hfe whIch had seemed impossible to do<
had got done m t:m~ . . . the English public hada1ways
seemed so apprecIatIvely responsive. . . . Day after day
fanon Rawnsley and I kept receiving letters, one more deIghtful th~ the other; some from the young in their exuberance of .hfe; s.ome from the old, rich in memory; some
from the rIch WIth .sole,mn sense of duty, some from the
poor, eager to contrIbute their mite; some from th N rth
from. sense
some from th e Seout°h In
:,
d £ of neighbourhood:
'
'
~ratItu e, or hol~day? some from America, from friends and ·
m thought of kmshIp and common inheritance of literature; .some from .our colonies abroad in thought of English
l~velmess and dearness. And at last by the multitude of
gIfts, the large sum was amassed.'
Octavia's pleasure in the work of the Trust was no doubt '
partly ~ue t? the opportunity it afforded for a multitude of
small gIfts, It seemed to her so great a privilege to help to
secure some lovely acres of England in perpetuity to the
people, that she longed for as many as possible to share it
and the fac~ that'many of those who subscribed had littl~
enough to gIve touched her very deeply. 'All my life I have
longed ,to see the lakes,' wrote a factory worker sending
2S. 6d. I never shall see them, now, but I should like to hel
to keep them for others.' Letters of this sort were ampler:
ward for much hard work, 'that giving should be a real "
pleasure seemed to ~er. a right and natural thing and she
~eve~ begged over~msIstently, lest she should, by pertmacIty, e~tra<:t a gift half-willingly given. 'The last thing
I would.wIsh, IS to spoil the joy of the gift by undue asking
or pressmg.' ,
'
Brandlehow was formally dedicated to the public In
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October, 19 02 . It was a day of supreme and triumphant
happiness to Octavia. She wrote to her mother: 'I have just
, come back from the great opeI,lirig, and want to tell you
about it. It was very successful, very simple, real and unconventional. The place was looking very lovely. I never
saw the light ,more beautiful, it was not wh&t people would
call fine; but it was very beautiful and it did not rain. The
wind was high and tore the tent to ribbons when it was
beirrg put up, but I think it really did better, because the
simple little red dais was out under the free sky, with thegreat lake lying below, and all the purple mountains opposite, and the golden fern-dad slopes of Catbells a~ove. It
was yery funny and primitive and the nice north country
folk were quite near and saw and heard all. The Princess
was most friendly and kind, and really did show deep and
intelligent interest in the National Trust work. She asked
me whom we were going to make President, and added,
"I hoped you would ask me, I should like really to do more
for the work, and I should like Lord Carlisle as Vice President." She then went on to tell me of some beautiful old
houses she wants us to try to save. She really does care and
know I think ... I feel almost overcome by the extreme
beauty of 'everything here, so bountiful in making and
giving is the great Creator, and a song of thankfulness
seems to be singing on in my heart for having been given
power to have some hand in devoting some of the lovely
places to people for ever ... '
. ' .
. ,
This 'song of thankfulness' is audIble m all Octavla s
writing and speaking about the work of the National Trust.
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Chapter XIX
PLANNING THE FUTURE
Almost the worst house, if the household be wisely managed,
.
is better than ever so costly a one ill-managed':
.
OCTAVIA in 'Letter to Fellow Workers', 19 0 7

IN 1884 Miranda writing to Mary Harris about Octavia's
work exclaimed, 'It has come to a pointl-when two peers
and a cabinet minister call and consult her in one week.
She had F awcett here yesterday, Lord Wemyss the day before to ask what he should say in the House of Lords and
the Duke of -Westminster on Wednesday to ask what the
Prince of Wales could do in the matter.' (Open Spaces.)
Miranda exulted in her sister's growing reputation, Octavia herself remained curiously unaware of it; when she
was offered a seat in the Abbey ·for Queen Victoria's Jubilee she was simply astounded. 'I cannot think why I, who
have done so simply, and at no great cost, just what lay
before me, should be singled out in this kind of way,' she
wrote to her mother, and this was no affectation but a
settled attitude of mind. The art of publicity had not in
those days the vogue it has since acquired. Octavia knew
nothing of it, and with what to modern minds must appear
a strange perversity, took as much trouble to avoid being
in'the public eye as many take to-day to be in it. She felt
'an irresistible longing to be out of sight as much as possible, a deeply rooted sense that it is better, more blessed,
quieter. Of course,' she added, 'when a great cause has to
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be helped or any bit of positive work to be .done;one ~ust
go straight on and never mind whether It be pubhc or
private, but when one may choose I? f?r Ol~e,. long to ~et ~
back to silent obscurity.' It was thIS IrreSIstIble longmg
which made her refuse to have any block of buildings, even
in her own beloved Barrett's Court, calfed after her, and
led her to write to Sydney Cockerell, 'I see by the papers
that Mrs. Barrington proposes giving my portrai: to Red
Cross Hall. Now I can't have this done, and I wnte to ask
you, as a friend, to help, so that the Co~mitt~e s~ould respect my wish about it and back me up m saymg It cannot
be.' .
.
Octavia, however, could not always have her own way.
There comes a point when to refuse to friend~ ~e opportunity of expressing their affection and appreCiatIOn m the
way they desire becomes ungracious ~d ungenerous. Octavia could never be either, and when m 1898 some of her
most intimate friends led by C. S. Loch and Lady (Frederick) Pollock asked her to sit to Sargent and accept the
gift of a portrait of herself, it was impossible .to ref~se. She
accordingly gave the sittings and the portraIt, ,;hIch now
hangs in the National Portrait Gallery, was pamted, and
on 1st December at Grosvenor House in the presence of a
multitude of her friends, it was formally presented. The
speakers were Dean Fremantle, for whom she had. wor~ed
thirty years earlier, and C. S. Loch who was workmg WIth
her then, in her maturity. They both spoke of her strength,
her courage, her indomitable will; 'they hoped,' repo.rts
Miranda, 'that as the picture was the work of a ?reat artIst,
it might speak to those who should look upon It, ar:d that
it should bring them something of the strength whIch she
had brought her friends.' Admiration for what she had
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done but even more, affection for what she was, were expressed in no small measure. To Octavia this gathering of
her friends to do her honour was a deeply moving occasion.
Some of them had been with her in the' early days when
difficulties seemed great and success precarious, others had
known her only when she had achieved'" a position of'
security, but all were staunch allies upon whom she could
depend for active support in all her undertakings, without
whom, indeed, she would be powerless to accomplish anything. 'I look upon it, not as a memorial of my own work, '
but of that joint work to which they have all, each in their
various ways, contributed and that in so large a measure
that we can none of us say "This is mine" and "that is
yours" ,but all of us may say "it is ours".' In her speech
of thanks for the portrait, Octavia looked back OVer the
work which she had been able to accomplish and forward
to what the future might hold, not for herself, but for the '
causes in whiCh she had laboured. Characteristically she
was not the least concerned that her part should be recognized or .her methods perpetuated. 'When I am gone, I
hope my friends will not try to carry out any special system,
or to follow blindly in the track which I have trodden.
New circumstances require various efforts, and it is the ..
spirit, not the dead form that should be perpetuated. When
the time comes that we slip from our places, arid they are
c~iled to the front as workers,what should they in4erii:
from us? Not a system, not an association, not dead for,...
mulas. We shall leave them a few houses, purified and im..,
proved, a fc;w new and better ones built, a certain record of
thoughtful a,nd'loving management; a few'open spaces,
some of which will be more beautiful than they would have ..,
been, but what we care most to leave them is not any tan...
<

<
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OCTAVIA HILL. IN 1898.

(From the Portrait by Sargent and by kind permission of
The National Portrait Gallery).
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gible thing however great, not any memory, howtfver good,
but the quick eye to see, the true soul to measure, the large
hope to grasp the II!-ighty issues of the new and better days
to come-greater ideals, greater hope and patience to
realize both.'
..
Octavia was now sixty. Like most people of abounding
vitality she had been too much absorbed in living to realize
. the passage of years; she had noticed in 1889 with some
amusement that she seemed 'quite a veteran' to the young
students at W.U.S.S.; to herself she seemed much the same
as she had done at any time since she grew up. Most active
vigorous people as they pass from middle age into the
ranks of the elderly notice with surprise how considerably
their contemporaries have aged; they are slow to believe
that they themselves have become part of the passing gene;. ration. This was brought home to Octavia by the public
recognition, the portrait, the speeches at Grosvenor House.
She had achieved in principle all that she had set out to do,
henceforth her work would consist not so much in launching new attacks as in consolidating the position she had
secured and in planning for a future in which she would not
take part.
Ruskin's death in 1900 accentuated for her the sense of
belonging to the older generation; it brought to an end a
relationship which had been precious to her for over forty
years. Though in the last twenty years there had been little
contact, only 'some news now and again from out of the
death-like silence into which the friendship of nearly a life- I'
time has fallen', she 'felt the loss acutely. 'To me, personally, the loss is irreparable. I have loved to think of the
master and, friend of my youth in his lovely home, to feel
that he was among us still.' For nothing had been able to
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take from her the deep v~neration for Ruskin which he had-inspired in her girlhood. The breach in 1877, much as it
had wounded her, had left no bitterness in her heart , it had
not even diminished in her eyes his essential greatness. 'It
" is a high honour and great blessing which has come to you
both,' she wrote to Sydney Cockerell when he and his
sister Olive were going to stay with Ruskin. 'I believe you
will walk worthily of it in the time to come, with, as it were,
your shoes put off your feet, for indeed the spirit which
will be near you will make the place holy ground.' It is
curious to notice how the very thought of ' Ruskin always
moved her so greatly that for the moment she lost the
lucidity of her speech, and in a flurry of Ruskinian rhetoric
could exhort her young friend to walk in the time to come
with his shoes off his feet.
Sydney Cockerell, much as he admired Ruskin, was not
blind to the injustice he had done to Octavia', and being a
young man of very great courage, he was determined to '
attack the great man on the subject and get some kind of
acknowledgment of error from him. 'Thou knowest,'
writes Miranda to Mary Harris, 'what a great admiration
Sydney Cockerell has for Ruskin and how fond Ruskin is
o~ hiin. Ruskin invited him and Olive down to stay with :
. hIm and read them the next unpublished number of
Fors. Sydney is so loyal to Octavia too, and he has expostulated with Ruskin about his attack on her, and got Ruskin,
to re-read what he had written, and Ruskin appears quite I
grieved and shocked at himself by Sydney's account. Sydney wants Ruskin to make a public recantation, but Qc,;,
tavia urges Sydney to let the matter drop. The young
man's intense enthusiasm for Ruskin and desire to get·
him to ·do the right thing is a very beautiful combination.'
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~here was no public recantation, but in a private letter
whIch Cockerell was able to show to Octavia, some amends
were made. 'I return the valuable letter. ... I think he is
right about the forgiveness, and I think it is hard' you
should any of you expect a man, who had the place in the
world he had, when he knew rile as a girl of not fifteen
years, .sho~ld ask fo~giveness. Not for a moment do I myself WIsh It, unless m any way it took away from him the
sadness of the memory of what he did, I tell you most distinctly I do not think there is very much in the whole affair
that is, when the imperfections and limitations of earth and
speech are taken away I do not think there will be very
much to clear up between Mr. Ruskin and me. Till that
time, touched as I am by your chivalrous kindness about it
I do seriously assure you I think a merciful silence is 'a~
once the best, and the most dignified course for him and
me .... Be at peace about it, I am. I hope Mr. Ruskin is.
He may be. The thing is past, let us bury it, that which the
earth will not cover, which is not of it, lives on in the
eter~al king~om and in the thought of it, earthly imperfectIOn or mIstake seems a very small thing.'
Rusk~ was g?ne, ~nd the world seemed a poorer place
to Octav1a for hIS gomg, but two years later she sustained
a still heavier loss in the, death of her mother. That remarkable woman was ninety-two when she died but had re.
'
tamed to the last all her mental faculties, all her eager interest in the work of her daughters. 'No more on earth'
wrote Octavia at the end of her 1902 Letter, 'can we car~
to her our completed work for her approval, nor turn to
her for sympathy in its progress.' Caroline Hill had had a
hard life, but she had never failed in courage or resolution
and she had been richly rewarded in the lives of her
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daughters; she had left them as free as it is possible to be
in their girlhood, and as they came to womanhood, she had
been content to let them make their own lives in their own
way, while she followed all they did with loving under~
standing and sympathy. She was, the least exacting of
parents and reaped. the reward of such, the trust and con:"
fidence of her children. 'I think there never could have
been any mother,' wrote Octavia of her, 'of whom it was
so true that she desired no personal nearness, so that she'
was entirely one with what her children did.' She never
asked, advised or criticized, but she watched and her corn...
ments on them in her letters are always illuminating:
'Octavia thinks she has laughed more this week than in a'
year at home; but I don't think she lmows what a frequent
occurrence that is.' To take her away for a holiday was very,
real joy to anyone of them, to have a quiet time to sit with .
her was always a refreshment. Old Pupils of Nottingham
Place remember her as a very little old lady, smaller than
any of her daughters-all of whom were short-who was'
always ready to speak of them, and had many tales of their '
childhood to tell.
Perhaps she was closer to O~tavia than to any of them"
for in her she saw again her own father, Dr. Southwood
Smith. It was her father's work her daughter was carrying
on, his serene courage and sleepless energy which animated
her. Octavia, for her part, found in her mother a wise counsellor and beloved companion whose great qualities she"
appreciated more deeply year by year. 'I think the thing I
most failed to convey to thee of all I had wanted thee to
know,' she wrote to Mary Harris in I875, 'was the intense
blessing Mama is to us all .... I think the sense of life is a
joy to her; while often she puts before me principles bear246
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ing on questions under consideration, most beautifully.'
. Her death therefore was a very great grief, and since grief
is not logical, was in no great degree lessened by the fact'
that at her age it could not be expected that it should be
long delayed. Octavia felt it acutely and experienced too
that desolation which comes to most people on the death
of the last person
. who has known them as children·' it
marks very definitely the beginning of the last chapter.
Octavia's Letter of I902 shows the spirit in which she
entered the last phase of her work: 'The work which I have
to chronicle is rather a steady development on the old lines,
than any new departure; it is growth rather than change.
And this is best so, provided we are all sure that we have
kept ourselves attentive to the low whispers which should
teach us where and how we were wrong or how the new
times call us to different methods. We· who grow old
specially, should strive to keep an open heart, a quick eye,
and a ready ear for the facts which should teach us how
"New occasions teach new duties .•.. I do not regret to
have no new special departures to record only let us be sure
that there is growth and that the absence of change is not
because of dullness of apprehension of the new needs which
life must bring.'"
'We who grow old.' From now on, Octavia, as she went
about her work', was consciously preparing for the time
when she must leave it to others. It was always expanding,
the work for the Ecclesiastical Commissioners alone was a
tremendous business, and as leases of working-cl~ss houses
on their property fell in, they handed them over to her
management. The question as to who should be responsible
for all these houses and tenants was one which needed careful thought. Hitherto Octavia's colleagues had been largely
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volunteers and the work had been very much a family
affair: Octavia, her sisters, Miss Yorke or some other intimate friend, had been the responsible person to whom property owners had entrusted their houses, from whom they
had received reports; under these, part-time voluntary
workers had taken charge of small groups of tenants, as
many as they could manage in the time they were prepared
to give. Whenever it was possible, Octavia had encouraged
those who bought houses ,to learn t6 manage them themselves, or to persuade members of their families to do so;
she believed this to be the ideal arrangement, since it made
possible a natural family relationship between tenant and
landlord, and helped the more prosperous to arrive at a
real understanding of the problems and circumstances of
those who were less so.
There were of course some professional workers among
her colleagues, as well as some who, like Emma Cons, had
long been established in centres for which she herself had
no responsibility. As early as 1875 a Miss Martin had come
from Leeds to live at Nottingham Place to learn the work,
and had returned to manage property there, Edinburgh
had become a Training Centre, which sent workers to
Perth, Dundee and Glasgow, and in 1893 a Dutch lady,
Fr. Ter Meulen had come to England to train and had returned to Amsterdam to carry on the work there; nevertheless it remained true'that, generally speaking, Octavia had
trained professional workers only as. she saw vacancies for
them, and had envisaged property management in the
hands of volunteers with a few more fully trained and re~ponsible professional managers in charge. Now, howeve'r,
It became necessary to revise this conception. There was no
longer any need to find rich persons who would invest
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money in houses or Courts, these were being built !n quantities' it was more than ever necessary to provIde fully
trained responsible workers who could take charge o~ them,
House. Property management, in fact, must acqUIre ~he
status of a profession. It was one of the 'new needs whIch
life must bring'. Octavia was quick to rocogniz~ it: '1
realized that my best plan would be not only to tram such
volunteers as offered, and the professional workers whom
we required, but to train more professional wor~ers than
we ourselves can use, and, as occasion offers, to 1l1~rodu~e
them to owners wishing to retain small tenements 1~ theIr
own hands, and to be represented in them by'a kmd ~f
Manager not hitherto existing. The ordinary collec~or IS
not a man of education having time to spare, nor estimating his duti~s as comprising mu?h beyond a c~ll at the
doors for rent brought down to hlffi, and a certam sup.ervision of repairs asked for. If there e~isted a body ~f ladles,
trained to more thorough work, qualIfied to superVIse more
minutely, likely t~ enter into such details as bear on the
comfort of home life, they might be entrusted by o~n.ers
with their houses. We all can remember how the tra1l1mg
of nurses and of teachers has raised the standard of work
required in both professions. The same change migh~ be
hoped for in the character of the management of dwelllI~gs
let to the poor. Whether or no volunteers co-operated WIth
them would settle itself. At any rate owners could have, ~s
I have often told them they should have, besides theIr
lawyer to advise them as to law, their architec~ as to .large
questions of building, their auditor to superVIse theIr accounts, also a representative to see to their pe?ple, and to
those details of repair and management on whIch the conduct of courts and blocks inhabited by working people de249
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pe~ds. When people live close together, share yards, washhouses and staircases, too often there is no one whose busi.., .
ness it is to supervise and govern the use of what is used in
common, or to see how one tenant's conduct affects 9th ers.'
To this task Octavia now addressed herself with all her
accustomed energy and to the end of her life it seemed to
her of ever increasing importance. There was no difficulty .'
in providing the training, she had enough fully qualified
workers to train as many students as she could get, she still·
called for volunteers, but in addition in one Annual Letter
after another she appealed for women to 'train professionally. '1 have had three applications for paid managers
in London during the last year,' she wrote in 1903, 'which
I have been unable to fill, owing to all our trained and even
partially trained, helpers being absorbed by our own extended are;!, and there ate openings in provincial areas
fro~ time to time; but it should be borne in mind that such
would only be open to those capable of taking the whole
responsibility of management.' The trainees came but not
rapidly enough, the demand for managers increased. London estates absorbed many, presently applications came
from the provinces. In 1904 Birmingham, Liverpool, Oxford, and Manchester began to consider the employment of
women managers, in 1907 two ladies from Leicester came
to train and in 1909 TunbriClge Wells, Torquay and Nottingham were discussing the possibility of employing such
women. Nor was the work confined to Erigland. In her last
'Letter' Octavia records: 'We continue to be able to help
kindred work in foreign countries. Two more capable
Dutch ladies have been over to train for house management, one of them obtained a good position on her return
to Holland, she takes over charge ~f eighty families and of '
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a garden for their common use and e~j?yme~t. -': Swedish'
lady is just beginning a course of trammg WIth us. I hope
that on her return to Stockholm she may find help by as . . .
sodating herself with~ro Lagerstadt who c.ame to :U~ for
training some 20 or 3q years ago and has been carrymg on
"
work there ever since.' .
The number of students in training increased in a satisfactory way, Octavia felt she could riev:er have.too ma~y of
them. 'Building never was what I felt our mam duty, she.
wrote in 1907. 'It was always the right government of the
houses which I felt the greatest need. Almost the worst
house if the household be wisely managed, is better than
costly a one ill managed.' The dictum has been
ever
often enough quoted with approval, it is reiteratep. by
Royal Commissions, Advisory ~ouncils ~ an.d all who speak
with authority on Housing, but m practIce It has been v,ery
generally ignored. Money has been poured out on bUIldings, estates have been developed wi~h every sort of mod:rn
device and improvement, but the WIse management whIch
Octavia felt to be so essential has been very largely neglected. Houses and estates have deteriorated, those who
instinctively .regard the weekly wage-earner as 'that class
of person' recount ad nauseam that they .'l~eep the coal in
the bath' and exclaim with horror at condItIOns revealed by
evacuation. It is still true, as Octavia so often declared, that
those who endeavour to improve conditions by lavish expenditure on bricks and mortar-or concrete and steelare doomed to disappointment. 'You cannot treat houses
and tenants separately.'
In 1904 Octavia had reason to be glad that she had begun
to make provision for an increased number of managers.
The Ecclesiastical Commissioners were the ground land-
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lords of much ~roperty ;Vhich had been leased to others, as
the leases fell In they Invited Octavia to take charge of
them. In some ~arts of Southwark the area had been leased
on the old-fashIOned tenure of lives, that is to say, it was
l:eld not for ~ specified term of years, but subject to the
lIves ~f certaIn persons. When the lease suddenly fell in,
O~tavla was confronted, at four days' notice, with as comphcated a tent-co!lecting affair as she-had ever encountered.
. ~he ho~ses haVIng been let and sub-let, I could be furnIshed WIth few p~rticulars. I had a map, and the numbers
of the houses, whI.ch were scattered in various streets over
the five acres, whIch had reverted to the Commissioners
but I had n? tenant's name, nor the rental ~f any tene:
ment, ~or dId. the tenants know or recognize the written
authonty, ha.vIng long paid to other landlords.' Octavia
t~c~led the sItuation with her usual calm confidence; she
VISIted every tenant .herself, explained the circumstances
and was .successf~l 'In obtaining every rent. Putting the
property Into repaIr was a slower business, and the state in
whIch she found it gave her much food for thought for it
~eem~d to h~r a very undesirable state of affairs that a body
IdentIfied WIth the Church should have been drawing in~ome .from property over which it had no real control. 'It
IS cunous to realize how wholly owners delegate th .
'b'l' .
elr responsI 1 Ity In a long lease.'
In the fo.llowing.year a still larger expansion of the work
brought thIS questIOn more prominently forward. In Walworth twenty-two ~cres containing between five and six
hundred houses fell In to the Ecclesiastical Commissioners
It was an are~ ripe for redevelopment, and Octavia wa~
asked to help In planning this and to take on the management of the property during the rebuilding. 'But,' she
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wrote, 'there remains one most important point still under
the consideration of the Commissioners. It is whether this
domain is to be leased to builders and managed by them ~
and their successors for some 80 years or whether it is to
remain under the direct control of the Commissioners ....
This land is Church land, it adjoins th6~parish Church, it
is quite near the Talbot Settlement, established by and
named after the Bishop of the diocese; surely it should not
pass from the control of the owners. If clauses in leases
were as wisely planned and as strongly enforced as possible
they could not be like the living government of wise
owners, were it only that the needs and standards are for
ever changing, and ~ during the next 80 years many decisions involving changes may be desirable .... I can only
trust that these considerations may come home to those
who control Church lands and that they may find a sufficient group of trained workers to represent them faithfully
and well.' Octavia's wishes prevailed, the Commissioners
decided that all the working-class property in the area
should remain under their direct control, and on her recommendation they appointed Miss Lumsden, who had
been working with her in Lambeth, to be the manager of
the houses.
'
The Ecclesiastical Commissioners' estates were large
enough to set the standard for the district in which they
were situated; the case was different when Octavia was responsible for 'a few houses in a difficult neighbourhood.
This was a problem she had to face in Notting Hill, where,
in response to an appeal from the Vicar of the Parish, she
had in 1899 acc~pted the management of five houses. It
was a very bad neighbourhood, 'corrupt, not poor, only
too much money seems to reach the inhabitants from the
253
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rich people of Kensington. This district is filled with beggars and others who feed on the lavish alms of ignorant and
careless donors. Vice seems rampant, whole streets are let
in furnished lodgings, an extravagant form of tenure not
likely to attract the steady workman, and lending itself
readily to the loafer and shiftless or vicious.'
The redemption of such streets was obviously a work
after Octavia's own heart. She had latterly been engaged
largely with rebuilding schemes, here she came back to the
problems she had first tackled, the problem of the shiftless,
the pauperized, the unemployed and the almost unemployable, and these were the people she most cared to help.
Once more she found herself employing her tenants in·
simple repairs, and educating them in the idea that they
could work. 'The inhabitants are a poor lot, physically
weak, old and without character or skill, just the class that'
are first to feel trade depression.· The men need almost·
constantly looking after, the price must be enough to encourage them to persevere ... and to enable them to get
material and by degrees tools, yet not too high to prev~nt
them trying for regular work under proper foremen for
full hours.' The tenants responded; she noticed joyfully
that they were gradually recovering their skill, many of
them were becoming so 1-lseful that she no longer felt
anxious when she confided tasks to them.
But she was anxious about this N otting Hill property,
, because though she had been able to add to her origina.1
five houses, by purchase through some of her funds, she
still held too few houses; the general level was so low that
it was a continual struggle to prevent deterioration. Whenever a house came into the market, unless she could buy it,
it fell into the hands of those who increased the evil in the
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neighbourhood, the locaf authority more than once closed
houses used for immoral purposes, but they were very soon
reopened by some newcomer. Octav~a was therefore confronted by a serious difficulty when, m 1910, the owner of
the original five houses found himself obliged to sell the~.
The work done there had just begun to tel1,~to abandon It
was not to be contemplated, but she, felt no longer)ustified
in asking people to invest in working-class dw~lhngs, because she felt no longer certain that such an mvestmept
could be depended upon to produce a steady income. Fortunately there Was a solution which secured the future of
the houses. In 1886 Mrs. Scrase Dickens and Mrs. Russell
Gurney had given Octavia the freehold of some houses,
with Mr. Shaen's help she had made of them a Trust
caned the Horace Street Trust. By its terms, the Trus~ees
were obliged ·to give to open spaces or any other object
helpful ·to the people all the profit from the houses after
·necessary expenses had been met. The Trustees had al
ready bought three houses in.Notting Hill and ~ow agreed
to take charge of the five whIch were for sale. !he res.ult
of their holding these leaseholds,' notes Octavla happIly,
'even should no interest accrue from them, would be loss
of money to give, not personal.1oss. Theywere clearly the
people who could and should hold these hous~~.' The
problem therefore resolved itself into the famlhar and
simple one of raising enQugh money.to buy the houses, and
this was easily accomplished. Octavla could leave the N otting Hill houses, happy in the knowledge that they were
secure for all time.
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RATE AIDED BUILDING AND THE POOR LAW

Chapter XX
RATE AIDED BUILDING AND THE
POOR LAW
'The solution depends not on machinery ...
but on ... men and women':
OCTAVIA in 'Letter to Fellow vVorkers',

19 0 9

IT has been seen that from the very beginning of Octavia's
housing work it had been a matter of principle to make her
properties pay. In the early days and after the initial difficulties had been overcome, this had been easy enough, for
there was a very real shortage of accommodation and no
rooms ever stood empty. Gradually as it had become apparent that providing houses' for the working classes was a
paying proposition, a number -of Societies had begun to
build until there was no lack of dwellings for the more .
prosperous artisan. This seemed to Octavia a satisfactory
state of affairs, and she confined herself more and more to
those poorer families who needed help she and her workers
could give. Obviously with a preponderance of poor
tenants, and the rates steadily rising, it became more difficult to ensure a regular return on capital, but with care and
economy, it was still possible.
Towards the end of the century, however, a new situation arose. The local authority assumed the responsibility
for the housing of its citizens. It had rightly announced its
intention of' clearing insanitary areas, and had laid down
various regulations as to new buildings. But uncertainty
to build , and
prevailed as to whether it proposed also itself
.
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this had discouraged independent building. Furthermore,
the influx of families into London, which in the last fifty
years has depopulated the countryside, had begun and
there was once more a shortage of working-class accommodation in many districts. In this situation the L.C.C.
decided in 1898 to build tenements and enter the field as a
landlord in competition with the commercial Building
Societies.
. To Octavia, this seemed disastrously wrong. There are
some among those who hold Octavia's memory in high
honour and who believe whole-heartedly in her methods,
who maintain that if she were alive now, she would recognize the desirability of building by elected bodies. It is a
vain and unprofitable speculation, since none can tell what
an Ootavia born fifty years later might have been or thought.
What can be said positively is that her objection to such
building was no isolated opinion, but absolutely fundamental to all her thought and work. She knew herself that
all her dearest prejudices were involved. She had always
thought all subsidizing wrong in principle, it was her conviction that it was the employer's business to pay his people
enough to enable them to live in satisfactory conditions,
and that any subsidy simply went into the pocket of the
employer and encouraged the worker to feel that it was the
business of the State to supply his needs.
As early as 1884, giving evidence before the Royal Com- mission on Housing, she had said: 'I do not think that any
rate-or State-supported scheme could ever meet the requirements of the case, because if you once assu~e it is
your duty to provide houses for the poor at a prIce that
they assume they can pay, it will just be a rate-in-aid of
wages like the old poor law system, and if the labour mar257
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ket is in an unsatisfactory state, wages will simply fall.' And·
again: 'I should object very greatly to the provision under
the remunerative price of a thing, which would be simply
a rate-in-aid of wages.'
She tried to look at the question dispassionately. 'I
would earnestly desire not to be blinded, by interest in a
form of work I know and care for, to the advantages of any
fresh development which seemed to give hope of progress
-but I cannot see anything but disaster in what I understand as a new departure of the L.C.C.' She stated her
objections clearly enough: In the first place it was manifestly unjust that property owners should be compelled to
pay rates to subsidize their competitors. 'They will erect
rate-supported dwellings, let at low rents to the residep.ts.
That means that a portion of the rent of A. is to be paid by ..
making B. pay higher rates. So that not only will the
L.C.C. undersell other builders, but it will tax them higher
in order to subsidize the houses owned by the L.C.C.'
Furthermore, the action of the local authority would
paralyse. all independent building, and thus it would be
compelled to provide more and more working-class dwellings at a cost quite unwarrantable since the Building Societies and charitable Trusts left to themselves and unhampered by the threat of rate-aided competition, could
rapidly meet the needs of all classes.
Octavia was indeed very clear in her ~ind that the function of the State and all elected bodies was to confine themselves, in housing, to 'destructioI). and keeping up the standard by the execution of the Sanitary law' and she deprecated a situation in which the same authority should be
both supervisor and landlord.
There was yet another ground on which she protested
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against the housing schemes of public authority. She
thought it undesirable that voters should be the .tenants of ,
those who sought their suffrage. She had always believed
that the landlord.. tenant relationship should be kept distinct and on a business footing, each side~recognizing and
fulfilling his responsibilities punctually. Voting seemed to
her, in fmy case, difficult for a man who was little educated;
to add to the difficulty by inviting him to choose or reject
a candidate who could affect his living conditions, raise or
lower his rent, eject him or allow his arrears to run on, was
to open the door to every sort of abuse. That the danger is
a real one can hardly be denied;' it is not necessary that
electors or candidates should be consciously corrupt, it is
difficult for the Housing Committee of a Borough Council
to eject tenants who are v<;>ters, at any time, doubly so when
an election is approaching; it is natural for a tenant in difficulty to count on this immunity, and once arrears of rent
are permitted, they inevitably increase and the loss is
borne by the solvent ratepayer. There is no way of entirely
eliminating this danger; it may, however, to some extent
be diminished if the property is managed by a fully trained
worker, of sufficient strength of character to stand out
against any sort of political pressure, but even when such
a manager is in control, the last word remains with the
Borough Council.
There neither was nor is, of course, any reason why a
Public Authority should not employ a fully trained Manager, recently some have done so, but in Octavla's day,
such a course did not commend itself to those responsible,
and the rent was collected in the time honoured way by a
man who 'goes round on Monday morning and stands at
the door of the house and asks for the rents that are forth-
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coming. A certain proportion of the rents are brought
down, by the honest sober steady people ... the bad destructive tenant does not pay.' This impersonal treatment
of tenants added strength to Octavia's disapproval; enough
has been said of her insistence on the importance of educating the tenant, and the soundness of her view has been too
often and too lately demonstrated to require underlining.
Protest was useless. The L.C.C. was a comparatively new
body, full of zeal for improving its domain, possessing all
the energy of the new broom without the experience to
direct it wisely. The power of bidding blocks of tenements
arise, and then controlling them proved intoxicating, and
not being hampered by the necessity of earning a return .
on its capital, the L.C.C. ~aw no reason to call a halt.
Rates went up alarmingly, and increased transport faci1i~
ties plade it possible for many to avoid them by moving to
the suburbs. It was not long before the shortage of dwellings was overtaken, and the difficulty was not to find tenements, but to find tenants. pctavia believed that money
could still be usefully invested in reconditioning old houses
for the worsttype of tenant, but the uncertainty of letting
made her refuse to accept capital except from those who
had sufficient experience to judge of the risk for themselves, and sufficient wealth to be able to forgo interest on
the money they offered her. In 1907 for the first time in
forty-four years she had in one or two small properties to
report to the owners that actually no dividend had been
earned, and in one or two others that it had been diminished.
But the building went on; new blocks of flats were added
in districts already overcrowded with buildings, even where
letting was so difficult that 'local papers advertise for
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weekly tenants to whom a month or a fortnight rent free is
offered.' Sadly Octavia noticed that 'Birmingham counted
the empty tenements before deciding about building. This
natural course does not appear to suggest itself to the London County Council.' Her protests went unhe~ped. Local
authorities have continued to build immense blocks of
flats, with a high standard of equipment and no vestige of
individuality; the population of London has increased in
density so that transport presents an almost insoluble problem and the workman spends all his leisure travelling to .
and from his work. It may Be that this constitutes progress
and that in an age of mass production .there is no room for
the small concern or for a method so personal and individual as Octavia's. Yet it is possible to regret that this is
so, and to feel that something very precious to civilized
human life is lost, when the individual is swallowed up in
the mass and there is no room for the natural and happy
relati~ns which Octavia established with her tenants.
In 1905 Octavia was invited to become a member of the
Royal Commission on the Poor Law. She was somewhat
reluctant to accept, since a seat on the Commission would
involve the fundamental reorganization of all her work and
the abandonment of a conference on the direct payment of
rates which she was just about to organize. Nevertheless
she accepted. 'The questions to be dealt with are so important, the experience I have had actively in the homes of
the poor for years is ~o great, and has been exceptional in
so far as we have met one another with mutual duties, that
I did not feel I could refuse.' The rearrangement of her
work was managed without delay. By this time she had so
many competent helpers that it was not difficult to manage
and she had not the fault, so common in competent per26I
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sons, of believing herself indispensable, it was part of her
plan to make herself less and less so. 'The work may hav~
gained by the interruption,' she wrote after a year of the,
Commission's sitting. 'The very morning I received, the
request to join the Commission I saw that this might be
so.'
Having become a member of the Commission Octavia
threw herself whole-heartedly into its work, it lasted three
years, and pursued its enquiries in the provinces as well as
in L,ondon. Octavia missed only one of its London me'et- '
ings and was able generally to visit also the provincial
towns. She found it deeply interesting 'partly by the great
and important questions' it suggests, partly by the large
number of individuals of whose life work we got some idea;'
a characteristic comment, for from her childhood she had
shown an eager curiosity about ways of life other than her
own. Though she disclaimed any specialist knowledge of
the problems to be investigated, she had for years been
dealing with the' people closely affected by them, and the
difficulties of the situation were familiar to her.
The work of the Royal Commission, its findings and the
reforms originated by it are matter for the social historian,
rather than for the biographer, but Octavia's part in its
work is of very great interest. She had always in her own
wotk refused to divide the poor into the categories of deserving and undeserving, there were those who could be
helped to become self-supporting, and those who from
some weakness of fibre would always require to be 'carried' by the community. She did not condemn the latter,
she was fully prepared to believe that it was their misfortune rather than their fault, but she wished to ensure that
, none who could become independent should, through iU262
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considered charity or sentimental legislation, sink into their
ranks. It was because the existing Poor Law authority with
its workhouses, guardians, and Relieving Officers had
failed to distinguish between the two classes, had treated
those who were gen~inely unemployed through misfortune, as if they were permanently useless, and had maintained them indefinitely instead of developing 'schemes of
yvork or training in surroundings fit for worthy men and
women', that legislators, charitable people and working
classes felt the acceptance of Poor Law r~lief to be an indignity to which none but the most degraded could be expected to submit. Consequently, 'All round there have
been growing up schemes of relief, overlapping one another, without proper enquiry, without any test ... charitable alms are scattered wide, causing demoralization; old- .
age pensions are administered and decided on by a separate
body from the main state renef agency, and divorced from
it.'
Octavia felt that the right way to deal with this state of
affairs was by a radical reform of the existing organization;
the alternative, preferred by the majority of the Commission-the abolition of existing Boards of Guardians, and
the substitution of statutory committees of the County
Councils-did not commend itself to her. Committees
'composed mainly of those elected for other duties and
already overweighted with work' seemed to her open to
serious objection. 'I should have preferred an ad hoc authority, elected from an enlarged area with a strong nominated or co-opted element. The prospect of more hopeful
work, which must open out under the fresh arrangement.
would probably attract the service of those interested in the
poor and able to devote undivided strength and thought to
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them, as they would not be hindered with County Council
business, nor eager for political advancement.' It is a characteristic recommendation t That the rich, the educated,
the leisured should give personal service to. individuals,
that electors should not be invited to vote for those who
must give or withhold relief, were for her fundamental
principles.
.
Nevertheless she felt able to sign the Majority report.
'The solution depends,' she remarked, 'not on machinery
which Commissioners may recommend and Parliament set
up, but on the number of men l:).nd women which England
can secure and inspire as faithful servants in their manifold
duties.' From one recommendation of the Commission she
dissociated herself, this was the recommendation to provide work for those who could not find it in the market;
here her passion for facing the reality of any situation broke
out: 'You will notice, however, that 1 break away from my
colleagues in so far as 1 would have no unreal outside made
work at all. The work should be recognized as relief or
training, whenever it is not needed and carried on in the
real market in the open world. . . . We seem to me to be
. confusing ourselves and deluding them by made work under artificial conditions.'
The Commission made its report at the end of 1908; '1
am not hopeful that my three years' work has been very
helpful,' she wrote. This low estimate of her contribution
to its deliberations was not, however, shared by some of
her colleagues. The chairman, Lord George Hamilton, had
in the' course of the three years learnt to turn to her in
moments of difficulty. She did not say very much, she sat,
as she sits in the photograph of the Conference, square to
the table, her papers before her with her arms folded over
264
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them, her whole attention on the matter in hand, her dark
eyes following one speaker after another, then, 'At critical
moments of discussion and controversy' she would intervene with a few words of undeniable common sense and
insight and solve the problem we were considering.' '1 have
tried to do my best,' was Octavia's own comment on it,
'and I am glad that I did not refuse the call. 1 do not con~
sider my training particularly fitted me for the post: certainly, in many ways, several of my colleagues were much
better qualified for the duties; still, 1 had a certain amount
of special experience,' 1 have tried to render it useful as it
was asked for, and now I may return to ~y own sphere of
duty.'

LAST YEARS

Chapter XXI
LAST YEARS
'1 might have given it a few more t<;mches, but 1
think it is all planned now very well':
OCTAVIA, 1912

'Now I may return to my own sphere of duty.' There was
a sigh of relief in the words; this Poor Law Commission,
however necessary and interesting, was, after all, an interruption of the work to which Octavia had given her heart;
to this she might now return, and since it had been running .
so well for three years without her full attention, now that
she had time to give, it might be'possible to embark on new
and satisfying developments. 'When I undertook this (Poor
Law Commission) I was able to do so because 1 knew that
I had in every district a faithful and wise representative
able to carry everything on, possibly really better for my
partial withdrawal, and I had been pondering what new
development my own work would take so soon as the Poor
Law Commission was over, as I could not dream of intervening when all was, going so well. I had visions of new de- .
velopments into which I could throw my strength.'
In March, however, Octavia was taken seriously ill; she
faced with tranquillity the question of 'how my various
work would stand if I had suddenly to leave it, and the
answer was full of satisfaction and hope'; and when she recovered she still cherished her visions of some new development. These, however, were not destined to materia- .
lize; a quick succession of blows hampered the organization,
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which had been working so well. The first of these was the
death of Sir Alfred de Beck Porter, which removed a powerful ally on whom Octavia and her workers had come to depend with complete confidence. He had been responsible
for all the business of the estates of the Ecclesiastical Commissioners; it was he who had recognized the importance of
the Commissioners' maintaining direct control of their
working-:class property, and, fully endorsing the p'rinciples
which underlay all Octavia's work, had supported her in
all her demands of the Commissioners. Further losses followed. Matrimony in New Zealand claimed one of Octavia's colleagues, another broke down, and two more
found themselve~ obliged for domestic reasons to relinquish their work; all were experienced and responsible
workers. It was 'such an upheaval as bids fair to break up
traditions and make me feel that I have to begin rebuilding
... now it is clear that the well-Imown places want me once
more, that I must be there, side by side with younger and
new workers, to carry on government on the old lines.'
She settled down again,. therefore, to the familiar round
in the houses, and the "daily intercourse with the tenants
brought her the satisfaction sh~ had always found in it;
increasingly t.oo she enjoyed the younger and new workers
whom she was training to carry on in her tradition. Some
years earlier she had taken a room in the house next to hers
in Marylebone Road as an office, and here every Thursday
accounts were brought to be checked and problems to be
discussed. It was a formidable affair to the less competent,
for though the standard of education of girls had risen to
an entirely new level since the early days, there were stillas there will always be-some whose accounts showed a '
strange reluctance to come exactly right, who were slow to
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seize essential points, or apt to forget appareJ!t1y
..' '..}
tant details; some, perhaps, who did not reach the·· .}:
level of devotion and efficiency which .octavia
'><
She had never suffered fools gladly, now at seventy sh6-waS .
sufficiently alarming to those who felt· themselves'
"..
short, and irpprovised inadequate reasons for their ,mis- .' .'.
takes; ~here were many who sought and received. c'OInfort" ..
from Miss Yorke after one of the less happy interviews(i
Her sympathetic understanding, her kindness, and 'the
sense of humour she brought to bear on the troubles ofthe > i
young people who came to her, helped tl'iem to recovcr>i
a sense of proportion, to face their work with renewed (
courage. There were some, no doubt, who abandoned the".<
work, feeling that they could never attain the necessary
standard, but those who had the strength and. resolution
persevere were abundantly rewarded by gaining Octavia
confidence and friendship. She had a real affection for her .....
pupils, would. rejoice in entertaining them· at Marylebonie
Road or at Larksfield, where she tried to spend some part»
of each week. There the garden never ceased to deligp.t her,<i
weeding remained a favourite occupation, and the
sights and sounds enchanted ner, as they had always'
'It h~s 1?een a lovely summer to by in 'the C(JU~try;' she .• ,.'
written in 1898. 'One gets on quIte a different footing with:
birds and flowers and hills and sky when one lives with . ,',
them day by day, from what one does in flying visit$/As . ' "
she grew older, this intimacy with birds and}lowers seemed ". . .
ever more desirable.
There were other joys at Larksfield; too, notablythe·. LCa..'·".·.·
neighbourhood- of the Warren where 'oneof h~r . IJ,1~1.,.~""'
Elinor, was now living. With all her nieces
established the happiest relationship. Like most Ul1.UI<l.J.l
268
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women, she had a deep tenderness for children, and the
mere fact of kinship meant so much to her, that her sister's
children could not fail to call forth all her affection. From
their babyhood she had delighted in them; her letters are
full of references to them,-when she was away she eagerly
sought news of them, and as they grew old enough to care
for letters she wrote them long accounts of what she was
doing and seeing. She was an understanding aunt, who
always treated them with that respect for their personality
which is so precious to the young. As they grew up they
naturally became interested in her work, in which they ail
took some part. Elinor was most closely associated with
her, trained for Property Management, acted as her secretary, and from 1900 was one of the Rorace Street Trustees;
now she was married, and Octavia had the happiness of
seeing her and her family in the new home.
They were happy pea~eful days; the houses certainly
still demanded time and energy, but there were no major
problems; the National Trust, her other principal interest,
went on from strength to strength acquiring new stretches
of country, new headlands, new hills with wide views. If
in public life there was much of which she disapproved, she
did not allow it to fret her; she made her protest, but she
was no longer to the forefront of the battle; a new generation must direct operations and take the responsibility for
new conditions.
Yet she protested; and one protest at least requires consideration. In the last years of her life the question of extending the suffrage to women was being hotly contested.
Here was a cause which claimed the enthusiasm and energy
of nearly all the leading women of the day, the professional
women were almost unanimous in its support. Octavia had
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been a pioneer in woman's work, she had indeed invented
a 'professio~ f?r women; ~he had worked on equal terms
w~t~ men, slttmg on Royal Commissions, advising cabinet
mllllste'rs and peers; she had again and again proved her- .
self far ahead of her own generation; naturally suffragists
turned to her confident that they would fud in her a strong .
and valuable ally; had she not indeed argued that those who
pay no taxes should have no vote, was she not logically
boun~ to conclude that those who do pay taxes should vote?
Octavla wrote to The Times in July, 1910; and her argument,. so Victorian in tone, so incredibly contrary to all her
own lIfe had shown, must have exasperated and bewildered
.
the suffragist party.
'I feel I must say how profoundly sorry .I shaH be if
women's suffrage in any form is introduced into England.
I bel~eve men and ~omen help one another because they
~re dIfferent, have dIfferent gifts and different spheres, one
IS. the complement of the other: and it is because they have
dIfferent powers and qualities that they become one in marriage, and one also in· friendship and in fellow work .. In
public and in private life I think one feds the various
powers and in the main looks to a somewhat differ<tnt help
from men and from women, and that the world is made on
a principle of mutual help.'
'Why,' the suffragists might well have asked, 'is making
a ~ on a bal~ot pape~ le~s "womanly" than investigating
drams, ordermg the ejectIOn of bad tenants, advising about
. the rebuilding of slums?' The answer is not easy to devise.
. Yet Octavia's position was not really as inconsistent as
at first sight it appears. There was a rational core to her
argument, expressed in the next paragraphs.
'I think, also, that political pow~r would militate against
270
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their usefulness in the large field of public work in which
so many are now doing noble and helpful service. This
service is, to my mind, far more valuable now than any
voting power could possibly be. If you add two 'million
voters, unless you secure thereby better members of Parliament, you have not achieved anything, bat you have
used up in .achieving nothing whatever thought and time
your women voters have given to such duties. Whereas if
they have spent their time and heart and thought in the
care of the sick, the old, the young, and the erring, as guardians of the poor, as nurses, as teachers, as visitors, if they
have sought for and respected the out of sight silent wo~k
which really achieved something, a great blessing is ·conferred on our country.'
For her, th~ ClUX of the matter lay in her profound distlUst of party politics. While as a believer in democracy,
she recognized the necessity of Parliament, at the bottom
of.her heart she felt that local government was very much
more important to the ordinary citizen, whether. male or
female. When her half-brother Arthur Hill refused an invitation to stand for Parliament for Reading on the grounds
that he had no time to add Parliamentary to his municipal
duties, Octavia warmly applauded his decision, being convinced that the work he did in Reading was of infinitely
more value than anything he could do at Westminster. She
continually urged the importance of getting the right ~en
and women on Boards of Guardians, Vestries, Parish and
Municipal Councils and all other local bodies. This, which
involved real work and daily contact with fellow citizens,
she considered really worth doing; debating in Parliament
and voting according to a Party Whip seemed by comparison waste of time. Women already had the local vote, and
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made very little use of it; Octavia felt that the Parliamentary vote would still further distract them from work that
lay to their hand, was waiting to be done and needed doing.
But her fiercest opposition was aroused by the tactics of
the Militant Suffrage party, which reinforced her conviction that the cause in which they were used was dangerous
to democracy. She had always had a horror of publicity)
and for gaining anything by force rather than by reason.
Since democracy depends on reasoned argument, an attempt to extract the vote by exploiting nuisance-value
seemed to her a negation of every sound principle of politicallife. Feeling as strongly as she did about this, she could
not consider the question with the detachment necessary
to form a wholly rational judgment. For the moment her
view prevailed, but her own achievement in education and
in raising the status of woman's work made it impossible
that it should continue long to do so.
Meanwhile the days slipped by with that ever-increasing
speed noticed by all who have passed middle age. Each year
went more quickly than the last, and each brought so much
happiness that as Octavia wrote her Letter at the end of
each year it was chiefly gratitude she wished to express. 'I
am again writing to you to record what has been done during the past year, and as I do so, a song of thankfulness
seems to be singing in my heart, as I think of the many and
great mercies which have been with us, ,and of the joy
which has been sent to us.'
But sorrow came too. In 1910 Miranda was taken ill;
from the beginning of her illness, Octavia knew that there
was little hope of her recovery. When the summer came
she was ~oved to Larksfield that she might ~njoy the
beauty of the country. Octavia was with her for the last
27 2
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weeks of her life. 'She lived all her life so near to God, so
vividly conscious of all the spiritual world. that it hardly
seemed a step to the heavenly one.' Few people can have
been better loved than Miranda. She was one of those rare
souls so forgetful of self that their unselfishness is perfectly .
unconscious. There are those who live for otners, denying
themselves' so obviously that perpetual gratitude becomes
necessary: Miranda had found a better way. She did not
need to deny herself, because all her desires were selfless,'
she simply did what she wished to do and enjoyed doing,
she had, in fact,arrived at the 'perfect law of liberty' and a
. radiance of happiness shone from her and made her infinitely'attractive. 'It has been a chorus of love and gratitude from all whom she had known in every relation of life
-Poor Law Children, pupils, friends, servants and colleagues-all have felt something of the gracious holiness
with which She walked through life.'
Miranda's relationship with Octavia had been particularly close and happy. 'The friend, the counsellor, the con:panion of all my life has passed from me beyond th~ veIl.
Life is necessarily changed for me.' Though OctavIa h~d
always been the leading spirit,. she ~a~ depended :ery
greatly on Miranda's judgment, recogmzIllg tha~ her SIster
.felt less passionately and therefore often more Justly than
. she herself did. Miranda had been happy to take the second
place, to work under her sister, to smooth the way.for her,
to make her home run easily, to save and help her III every
way and Octavia' fully realized the magnitude of her debt.
'I h~ve lived on her love for seventy years,' she wrote, 'and
have had the blessings of it daily.'
Octavia took up the burden of her work again. Her 19 11
Letter, the last she was to write, was full of quiet confidence
:z73
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in the work she was doing and of thankfulness at the progress of the National Trust. Two of its acquisitions particularly pleased her, because they had been given in
memory of Miranda: one consisted of seven acres of
Grange Fell in Cumberland, the other of part of ten and a
half acres on the banks of the Wandle near Mitcham Station. 'The river here takes a wide curve and its banks are
set with loosestrife and meadowsweet. It also forms a largish
pond or tiny lake, surrounded by trees, and there is an island,
a lovely meadow. and a public path which skirts the land.'
There' was another scheme she launched in this last
Letter. It was for an extension of the Trust's property at
Mariner's Hill. 'A fear seizes us that unless we can receive
some more land, our easterri view may be spoilt by building.
... I have already got £600 and I greatly want the rest
(£900) .... You know how much open space we have preserved by small gifts and I feel there is a great b}essing in
them .... If you know any who would care to hear of the
opportunity ... tell them, that if we do get this additional
slope, all our view to the East will be unimpeded land and
sky giving delicious sense of space; ask them to imagine the
joy of that hilltop with all its view and air; ask them to
leave it free for those who love it, and will find joy and
peace there for years to come.'
Before the Letter was circulated Octavia knew that the
time to lay down her work was at hand. She had for some
time been troubled with breathlessness, and there were
other symptoms which warned her that her condition was
.serious. When at Easter, 1912, she learned that it was incurable, she was neither surprised nor dis~ayed; she was
simply concerned to ensure that the work she had loved
so well should be effectively carried on.
274

There was much to do, but she had staunch friends to
help her, and she had long determined the general lines on
which she would disPQse of her responsibilities and her
possessions. In unhurried calm she arranged for the management of her houses, both her own and those she had
controlled for others, for the nine banking" accounts for
which she· was responsible, for her activities in connection
with Red Cross Hall, St. Christopher's and the Settlement
at Southwark. She rejoiced that Miss Yorke would continue to live in the home in Marylebone Road, responsible
for much of the work and making a centre for friends and
colleagues, that sfie could leave her own houses to her
nieces who, she well knew, would regard them as a trust.
It was hard work, for her weakness increased rapidly, but
by the end of April she was satisfied that she had put all in
order. 'I might have given it a few more touches, but I
think it is all planned now very well.'
Then with Miss Yorke she went to Larksfield. It was a
fine and lovely spring, and she sat hour after hour in t1?-e
garden gazing at the view she had always so greatly loved,
rejoicing in the poppies whose scarlet had always been her
favourite colour, in the broom golden against the blue distance, in the birds who, finding nothing alarming in the
human being who sat so peaceful and so still, hopped
nearer and nearer to her, in the sweetness of the spring
weather with its myriad sounds and scents.
In June she returned to Marylebone Road; she was losing strength rapidly and never left the house again. Miss
Yorke was in devoted attendance, making the utmost of the
few weeks' companionship that remained to them; her
sisters, her nieces, her old friends were constantly with
her, she rejoiced in their society and, as her body grew
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weaker, the flame of her joyous spirit burnt more steadily.
She was completely at peace. Her interest in the causes she
had espoused did not flag and in particular she followed
with great pleasure the progress of the Fund for the purchase of the extra acres on Mariner's Hill and, to her great
delight, on the clay before she died, she received from a
Close friend a cheque for £500, which more than completed the purchase.
She was ready to go; she had had a long and vigorous
life; she had experienced great sorrows and greater joys,
some failures and many successes; sh~ had accomplished
. far more than she had ever imagined might be possible; she
had exercised great power and risen to great eminence
without allowing either to spoil her; she had worked hard
all her life and now she was tired. On the evening of 12th
August she took leave of each member of her household,
and in the course of the night her serene and untroubled
spirit left the body it had so long tenanted.

Chapter XXII
THE TESTAMENT
'She, being dead, yet speaketh':
•
Hebrews, xi. 4

THE Dean and Chapter offered a funeral in the Abbey, but
the family refused the honour, knowing that Octavia herself
would hav~ chosen to lie beside Miranda at Crockham in
the churchyard with the view which had given her 'such a
delicious sense of space'. She would have been puzzled to
know (as in 1887) why she should be 'singled out in this
kind of way', for to her it seemed that she had trod a
simple enough path, doing 'just what lay before her' among
.
'those whom God had put near' her.
It is true that she is probably the least widely known of
all the great women of the Victorian Age. 'Octavia Hill?
Yes, I know the name,' a lady was heard to say at the time
of the centenary celebrations. 'An open space in Kent
somewhere, isn't it?' Though such complete ignorance is
probably rare, there must be many who would be ashamed
not.to know the significance of Florence Nightingale, Dorolhea Beale, Josephine Butler, or Elizabeth Garrett Anderson, who have only the haziest idea of Octavia's contribu- .
tion to the national life. This igilorance is due in part to her
own determined resistance to publicity, which prevented
her friends, after her death, from commemorating her in
any building or pub'lic memorial, and lecl them indeed, in
their loyalty, to keep themselves and their work .as much
out of "the public eye as possible; in part to her refusal to
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found any organization, or to formulate her principles in
any code, lest these should hamper those who should succeed her. Partly too perhaps her reputation has suffered
because in the thirty years that have elapsed since her .
death, the values which seemed to her of paramount importance have to some extent fallen in popular estimation. The
road which she indicated ha&, certainly not been followed,
and since the policies which have been pursued have not
brought conspicuously successful results, it is worth while
to-day, when all we have known is in the melting pot, to
reconsider her prmciples and to see whether she has not
something to contribute to the work of reconstruction
which lies before us.
Octavia was the least theoretical of all reformers. She
started, as she herself said, doing what lay before her as
simply as possible. But because she was quick to feel for
others, and because she could not see a want without trying
to satisfy it, her work developed in rich variety and covered
an immense field. But it ail started from some concrete
individual problem: her housing work had its origin in an
effort to find a home for one family; the seed of the National
Trust and all her work for Open Spaces was planted in a
tiny playground in Marylebone, and the spirit which inspired all her efforts for the C.O.S. and the reform of the
Poor Law first expressed itself in an effort to help improvident little toy-makers to save their own money to pay for
their own 2d. dinner. If W ordsworth is right in his choice
of the first characteristic of the Happy Warrior
'the generous spirit who when brought
Among the tasks of real life hath wrought
Upon the plan that pleased his boyish though.f
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then Octavia must certainly be reckoned to be in the ranks
of that army.
It was no doubt partly circumstance, 'partly temperament which first directed Octavia's attention to the needs
of the individual, but Maurice's teaching confirmed her in
the course on which she had embarked. From him she acquired a conviction, held with ever-deepening intensity, of
the unique value of every individual, a value derived from
the faith that each was the child of God and created to do
His will. The importance of the individual in a democratic
state is very generally conceded, and though probably most
people would not be prepared to deny to him the status of .
a child of God, this has now come to be regarded as an
academic question, irrelevant to practical policy. To Octavia it was the root of the matter. The material help she
gave was merely a means to a spiritual end, and she judged
any measure of reform by its effectiveness in promoting the
growth of character. To any who had suggested that the,
material needs of the poorer citizen must be met by the
State, while his spiritual condition was entirely his own
private affair, she would have replied that it is not possible
to separate the two, since life is sacramental and the
spiritual can be expressed only through the material, and
that neither the State nor any other body has the right to
risk the destruction of the spirit by lavish gifts to the body.
This has seemed to many a harsh doctrine, and it has
sometimes been represented as the expression of the oldfashioned attitude to the poor based on the assumption that
the upper classes have some divine right to privilege and
wealth. ,But this is to misunderstand the whole m~tter. Octavia recognized no superiority in the upper cl-asses, she
was as much concerned about the spiritual development of
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the rich as .of the p.o.or. Her .objecti.on t.o pr.omiscuous
charity was n.ot merely its demoralizing effect .on the recipient but also the smug self satisfaction it generated in
the giver. That a wealthy man, having written a cheque,
should feel himself relieved from all responsibility for unsatisfact.ory social conditions, from which very likely he derived part of his income, seemed to her intolerable. She was
the last pers.on in the w.orld t.o minister t.o the complacency,
.or t.o save the pockets, of the rich.
Her view .of the relation .of the individual to the State was
equally based .on her belief in ,the dignity .of man. Being a
member .of a community confers certain rights and re-'
sp.onsibilities; it is p.ossible t.o stress either. Octavia always
stressed the latter, b.oth f.or herself and for .others. What .one
was able t.o c.ontribute t.o the c.ommunity always seemed t.o
her more imp.ortant than what .one c.ould get .out .of it, and
she did n.ot readily believe that any man w.ould willingly take
fr~m the State what he could earn for himself. Independence was very precious to her and s.o far was she fr.om regarding the po.or as a class apart, that she had n.o doubt it
was equally dear t.o them. It is c.omm.on enough n.owadays
t.o hear th.osewh.o describe themselves as 'The New P.o.or'
c.omplain bitterly that the w.orking classes are better .off ,
than they, because they 'get s.o much d.one f.or them'. T.o
Octavia such a state,.of mind w.ould have been simply inc.omprehensible, f.or t.o be in a positi.on in which it was
necessary t.o be d.one f.or would have seemed int.olerable.
N.o man, she felt, should be f.orced int.o it. The function .of
the State, as she c.onceived it, was not t.o pr.ovide directly
f.or the needs .of its citizens, but s.o, t.o .organize s.ociety that
it sh.ould be p.ossible for every man t.o earn-not merely a
subsistence but-a livelih.o.od which sh.ould enable him t.o

keep himself and his family in independence. It would appear that since Octavia's day, successive governments having found it t.o.o difficult t.o organize .our commerce and industry in such a way as to pr.ovide the p.ossibility of a living
f.or all, have aband.oned the effort, and turned rather t.o the
easier business .of relieving the distress whieh their .own
lack .of f.oresight has suffered t.o arise. The result has not
fr.om any point .of view been very satisfact.ory, and it may
be that in the re-.organization before us, we shall d.o well t.o
rec.ognize the importance .of that sturdy independence
which Octavia believed t.o be natural to the English work.mg man.
Octavia was an idealist, but n.ot .one .of th.ose who can
believe c.omf.ortably that with a little go.od will, all will come
right. Her idealism was based .on a realistic appreciation .of
the facts .of human nature. She c.ondemned alike the vague
benevolence .of the stupid and the c.omplacency .of the selfinterested, knowing both t.o be equally dangerous and
equally selfish. She distrusted impr.ovised remedies and
haphazard ref.orms; impulsive as she was by temperament,
she had learned t.o curb her eagerness and t.o allow her
reas.on t.o w.ork .on every pr.oblem presented t.o her bef.ore
she t.o.ok any acti.on. She demanded .of herself and .of those
wh.o w.ould w.ork with her, all the intelligence and foresight
that they c.ould bring and the patience t.o l.o.ok at every
aspect .of the matter in hand. If she was dealing with Op,en
Spaces she must have a map .of the wh.ole district, and c.onsider the rights .of .owners, needs .of agriculture .or industry,
and the p.ossibilities .of recreati.on; if she was dealing with a
p.o.or family, she must kn.ow all its c.ommitments and resp.onsibilities, all s.ources .of relief, and as far as practicable,
all the p.ossibilities .open t.o each member. In things great .or
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small, she demanded a plan, a really constructive effort,
based on the realities of the situation.
Havmg decided o:p. a course of action, she then proceeded
to pursue it. Nothing could deflect her from her way; had
she not learned in childhood from her mother that if a
thing is right it must be done, there ceased to be any question about it? There were of course often enough obstacles
and setbacks. These did not in the least daunt her. '1 am
always ready for failure in preparing the hearts of people
for any new thing; someone must pay the cost in disappointment,and 1 am quite ready to do so. ~
It is tempting to speculate about the attitude Octavia.
would take to the vast problems we shall be called upon to
face in the near future. Whether she would see any reason
to modify her extreme distrust of state control, whether she
would approve this or that method of national or mternational reconstI'l;lction, it is impossible to determine. She
always
recognized that no solution to any human problem
"
is final and that· each generation must find its own way
through its own difficulties. But some principles she believed to be eternally true and valid for all generations.
That every situation with all its difficulties and possibilities
must be fairly and calmly faced, and regarded sub specie
aeternitatis, that every individual has a contribution to
make to the common life and is immeasurably the poorer
if pe is not enabled to make it, and that therefore the only
cure of the ills of society lies in the conversion and education of individual men and women-these things it may
safely be affirmed she would assert to-day. It may be that
the brave new world will be built on foundations other·
than hers, but it can hardly be doubted that in the process
of rebuilding there will be need of the shrewd judgment,
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the self-forgetting devotion, and above all the invincible
faith in righteousness that Octavia Hill brought to the task
of her generation.
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INDEX
Maurice, Edmund, Hon. Sec.
Open Spaces Cee. of Kyrle,
221,222
Maurice, Frederick Denison,
work of Christian Socialists,'
18; preaches at Lincoln'sInn,
20; influence on 0., 21; O.'s
debt to him, 24; O. his disciple, 33; and Theological
Essay controversy, 34; and
Working Men's College, 40;
and Working Women's
Classes, 41; advice to 0., 44;
nominates Emily to Queen's'
College Scholarship, 46; invites MacDonald to Working Men's College, 50; helps
O. buy Nottingham Place
house, 56; guest at Nottingham Place, 67; sympathy in
Miranda's illness, 68; Ruskin
refers to, 161; his influence
onO., 279
May Day Celebrations, 96
Mayhew; London Labour and
London Poor, 19,20
Medical Officer of Health in
MaryleboneattacksO.,13 6- 8
Metropolitan Board of Works and
open spaces, 148; in Deptford, 182; and Parliament
Hill,224
Metropolitan Commons Act, 143
Metropolitan Gardens Assn., 222
Milton Street, 46, 48, 54
Munich, O.'s work spreads to, 125
Municipal Reform Bill, 3
Nassau Senior, Mrs, helps in
management work, 102; first
woman inspector of workhouses, 114

National Health Society meeting addressed by Miranda,
151
National
Portrait
Gallery,
241
National Trust, foundation of,
23 2-39;Barmouth,234;Tintagel, 234; Alfriston, 235;
Toy's Hill, 236; Ide Hill,
237; Brandlehow, 237; continued growth, 269; Grange
Fell, 274; Wandle, 274;
Mariners' Hill, 274
Neale, Vansittart, and Christian
, SQcialists, 17; and co-operative work, 24; and Theological Essays Controversy,
34, 35; advances money to
O. for toymakers, 37
Nelson Square, 214
New Cross, 221
Nevinson, Changes and Chances
quoted,196
Nightingale, Florence, letter
from, 226
Notting Dale Cadets, 197
Nottingham, 250
Nottingham Place, O. takes
house there, 55, 56; Sophia
Jex Blake in, 58; class for
women in, 62; Ruskin acquires property near,76;
accounts checked at, 123;
decision to leave, 215; departure from, 218
Nottingham Place School, 61-71;
stable turned into schoolroom, 88; work of pupils in
playground, 93; work of
pupils in rent-collecting,
102; and O.'s engagement,
158; closed, 179-80
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Notting Hill, O. manages property in, 253-5
NUremberg, 0: visits, 168
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O.T.C. and Cadets, 197
Old Vic, 97
Open Spaces, 141-55; Swiss Cottage Fields, 143-5; Disused
Burial Grounds, 147-53;
Square Gardens, 147; School
playgrounds, 153; in Southwark (Eccles. Comm.), 186;
Committee of Kyrle, 220;
New Cross, 221; Leicester
Square, 221; Tottenham
Court Road, 222; and Commons Pres. Society, 223;
Parliament Hill, 223; Vauxhall Park, 225; Hilly Fields,
227
Ouvry, Elinor, 269
Oxford, meeting about Settlements, 2II; and women property managers, 250
Oxford House founded, 212

Poor Law, Relief, 201; Act of
1834, 205; Royal Commission on, 261-5; O.'s work on
Commission, 266
Porter, Sir A. de Beck, 267
Portman Hall, 62
Public Heatth Act, 7
Public House Reform, 139
Queen's College, Emily holds
scholarship at, 46, 48; S. JexBlake lectures at, 53; Miss
Wodehouse at, 56; O. prepares pupils for, 62; O.
gains certificate from, 65
Queen Street, Deptford, O.'s
work' in, with Ellen Chase,
182-4

Rackham, Arthur, 174
Rates, direct payment of, 208-10;
incr.!ase in, 260
Rawnsley, Canon, and Nat. Tr.,
231, 233; Lake District acquisitions, 237, 238
Reading, Arthur Hill's work in,
27 1
Red Cross Hall, building and
Pall Mall Gazette, 200
decoration of, 191; work in,
Paradise Place, first houses
191-3; centre for Cadets,
bought by Ruskin, 77; des199; portrait for Hall recription of houses, 77-84;
fused, 241; banking account
O. becomes owner, 172-3
for, 275
Parliament Hill, 223
• Red Cross Street, Southwark, 187
Pearson, Miss, 217-18'
Regent's Park, 55, 64, 142
Perth, work spreads to, 248
Rights of way, 231
Playgrounds, O.'s first, FreshRowland, Henrietta (Dame Henwater Place, .91-3; training
rietta Barnett), II9
children to use, 93-6; effort
Royal Commissions, on Hous'to open school" playgroun'ds,
ing, 175, 179; O.'s evidence
148, 153; in Southwark,
to, II7, 177, 257; on Poor
186-8
Law, 261-5
Pollock, Lady (Frederick), 241
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INDEX
Ruskin, his reputation in his own
day, 30; O.'s first contact
with, 31-3; accepts O. as
pupil, 38,39; recommends O.
as teacher, 42, 43; uses O.'s
work in Modern Painters, 48;
helps O. buy house in Nottingham Place, 56; O.'s
work for him, 62; guest at
Nottingham Place, 67-8; provides money for O.'s housing, 74-'], 84; interest in O.'s
work, 90, 96;O.'sdrawingfor
him, 101; and C.O.S., 108;
O.'s enthusiasm for, 124; inscription on his houses, 152;
breach with 0., 159-63; his
doctrine of picturesque, 168;
sale of original properties,
172-4; death, 243; O.'s
reconciliation with, 243-5
Russia, O. 's work spreads to, 125
St Christopher's Buildings, 132,
174,275
StJohn's Wood, 75
StPancras Vestry, 222
Salmond, Capt. Albert, 195
Salvation Army, 203, 204
Sanitary reform, Dr Southwood
Smith and, 6,7; O. and, II5
Sal'gent, 241
School Board, 114,121
School Board, Iq, 121; and
opening of playgrounds, 148,
153
Settlements, 211-19; Oxford
House, 212, 253; Toynbee
Hall, i19, 195,212;W.U.S.S.,
213,216
Sewell, Miss, Head ofW.U.S.S.,
213

Shaen, William, Solicitor of
C.O.S., 108, 126; buys Fresh.
water Place, 173; Horace'
Street Trust, 255
Shaftesbury, Lord, 114
Shaw-Lefevre (Lord Eversley),
14.3
ShuttIeworth, Mr, 115
Sim, Miss, 2 I 8
Simeon, Mrs, 95
Smoke Abatement, 170-1
Southwark, Eccles. Commission- ,
ers' property, 181; O.'s work
in, 185-99, 201; Borough
Council, 209; Settlements in,
212-17; O.'s work in, 252
Southwood Smith, Dr, adopts
Gertrude Hill,S; responsible for Hill family, 6; his
social work, 6-7; and his
grandchildren, 7; hospitality
at Highgate, 12, 13; retreat
to Weybridge, 36; lends O.
money for Milton St., 46;
death (1861), 61; O.'s likeness to him, 114, i 15,246
Southwood Smith, Caroline, see
Hill, Caroline
Southwood Smith, Emily, 103
Stanley, Dean, 65, 143
Stansfield, Lord, 114
Stead, W. T., 200
Sterling, Miss, 42, 50, 117
•
Stockholm,250
Stone, Christopher, 197
Stone, Rev. Edward, 197
Stone, Mary, 197
Surrey, footpaths in, 230, 23 I
Sweden, 125
Swiss Cottage Fields, 143-5, 157,
162
Switzerland, ~67
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Talbot, Warden of J5:eble Col-'
lege, 211
Talbot, Mrs Fanny, 234
Talbot Settlement, 253
Temple, Bishop of London, 185
Tenants, description of first, 7981; efforts at co-operation
with, 83-5; O.'s conception
of relations with, 87-91; clubroom and classes for, 89; savings club, 90; reasons for O.'s
success with, 97-100; distinction between prosperous
artisan and really poor, 177
Ter Meulen, Fr., 248
Thirlmere, 155
The Times, appeal for Swiss Cottage Fields, 144; appeal for
Red X site, 190; about
Women's Suffrage, 269
Tintagel, 234
Torquay, 250
Toymakers' Guild, 24-9, 37-45
Toynbee Hall, II9, 195,212
Toy's Hill, 231, 236
Training of Workers for C.O.S.,
IIO-II; for management,
II9-25; increased importance of, 178; case for making
profession of house property
management, 248; increase
in training for O.'s work,
248-52
Tunbridge Wells, 215, 250
Tyrol, I67
Vauxhall Park, 225
Wales, 54
Wales, Prince of, 226, 227

Wallace, Miss, 17
Walmer Street, 109, II7, 120
Walworth, property of Eccles.
Comm. in, 252
Wemyss, Lord, 240 .
Wandle, Banks of, 274
Westminster Abbey, 240 , 277
Westminster, Duke of, 144, 223,
240
Weybridge,3 6
Whitechapel, II8, II9, 2II
Wigmore Street, 132
Wisbech,3
Wodehouse, Miss, 56
Wolseley, Lord, 195
Women's Suffrage, O.'s views on,
269-71,272
Working Men's College, 50,
51
WorkingWomen'sClasses,started
by Maurice, 40; O. secretary
to, 41, 50, 62, 72; O. visits
homes, 73
Women's University Settlement
founded, 213-17; and young
students, 241; banking account, 275
Yorke, Harriot, travels with 0.,
165-71
works with 0., Barrett's Court,
174; Deptford, 182-3; Southwark, 186,248
lives with O. Nott. Place, 180;
Larksfield, 181; Marylebone
Road,217
buys .Nelson Square house,
215
helps O. with students, 268
with O. in last illness, 275
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